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Introduction

The papers reprinted here, published over a stretch of forty years, reflect my continuing concern with two distinct but intimately related problems, one linguistic and one historical and philosophical. The linguistic problem concerns the theory of the Greek verb to be: how to replace the conventional but misleading distinction between copula and existential verb with a more adequate theoretical account. The philosophical problem is in principle quite distinct: to understand how the concept of Being became the central topic in Greek philosophy from Parmenides to Aristotle. But these two problems converge on what I have called the veridical use of εἰναι. In my earlier papers I took that connection between the verb and the concept of truth to be the key to the central role of Being in Greek philosophy. I think that clue pointed in the right direction, but I would now interpret the veridical in terms of a more general function of the verb that I call ‘semantic’, which comprises the notions of existence and instantiation as well as truth. More on that below.

The veridical use was not a new discovery on my part. It had long been recognized by Hellenists that ἔστι could mean ‘is true’ or ‘is the case’.

However, the philosophical importance of this connection between the verb and the notion of truth seems to have been generally neglected. I think this neglect was due to the traditional assumption that uses of the verb could be assigned either to the copula or to the verb of existence. In terms of this distinction, the veridical use is an

---

1 Liddell-Scott-Jones illustrates the meaning ‘be the fact or the case’ in section A. III of its entry on εἰμί, with examples from Herodotus and Thucydides. For a rare instance of scholarly attention to the role played by this use of the verb in Platonic texts see Burnet’s commentary on Phaedo 65c3, 66a3, c2.
anomaly, since the syntax of the verb is absolute (without predicates) but the meaning is not ‘to exist’. I decided that, in order to understand the fundamental role played by the verb (and its nominal derivatives such as *ousia*) in the formulation of Greek philosophy, it was necessary to replace the copula–existence dichotomy with a more adequate account of the verb. Thus my linguistic study of *to be* was motivated by the desire to comprehend the philosophical concept of Being, and above all to understand why the introduction of this concept by Parmenides had such a profound and lasting impact on Greek philosophy.

It was for philosophical reasons, then, because of the connection with truth, that the veridical use was at the center of my attention in these earlier publications. On the other hand, from a linguistic point of view the predicative function of the verb as copula had to be recognized as more fundamental. In the memorable phrase of G. E. L. Owen, *to be* in Greek is *to be something or other*. The copula use is not only the most frequent; it is also the natural basis for any unified account of the diverse system of uses of the verb. That was my conclusion from the description of these uses in my 1973 book. But at the time I did not see how best to formulate this conclusion. I could not claim chronological priority for the copula use, since there is absolutely no evidence that this use is *older* than the others. (The existential use occurs in the Rig-veda for the cognate verb; and the words for truth in Sanskrit and Scandinavian demonstrate that the veridical use is also prehistoric.) I was able to give a precise transformational statement for the priority of the copula only much later, when I had the opportunity to reformulate my account of the verb in the introduction to the reprinted book in 2003. (That account appears here as Chapter 5: ‘A Return to the Theory of the Verb *be* and the Concept of Being’.) The outcome is a strictly syntactical analysis, which takes the copula construction as the basic, first-order use of the verb, but construes existential and veridical uses as second-order, semantic transforms from the copula construction. In addition, I now recognize a third semantic transformation, corresponding to an instantiation of the predicate concept (to be described below). Hence I propose now to replace the copula–existence dichotomy with a distinction between the syntactic role of the verb as copula and the semantic (extralinguistic) function of the verb as an expression of
existence, instantiation, and truth. I will have more to say on this in Essay 5.

My syntactical analysis is presented as a linguistic theory of the verb, not as a philosophical account of the concept of Being. On the other hand, this linguistic picture is designed to clarify, and also to be confirmed by, the role of the verb in philosophy. Thus the fundamental nature of the predicative function is neatly illustrated in Aristotle’s theory of the ten categories, which is a device for showing ‘how Being is said in many ways’: the syntax of the verb is copulative in every category. (What is it? How large is it? Of what quality is it? What is it related to? Where is it? and so forth.) From an entirely different point of view, the basic importance of the predicative function appears again in Plotinus’ doctrine that Being (ousia) does not belong to his fundamental principle of the One. The One does not have Being because it cannot have predicative structure. Subject–predicate structure would pluralize it, but the One admits no plurality. Note that in this argument einai itself is construed as the predicate, not simply as the copula. But the einai denied for the One cannot mean ‘to exist’. For Plotinus, if the One did not exist, nothing else could exist. In both cases what the philosopher has to say about Being—for Aristotle, that Being is said in as many ways as there are categories, and for Plotinus that Being does not belong to the One—is immediately clear if Being is understood as a verb of predication rather than as an expression of existence. For purposes of reference, then, the concept of Being can be identified as the nominal term corresponding to einai as copula or verb of predication. For the philosophic analysis of predication, of course, other notions must come into play—not only existence but also instantiation and truth. These concepts are essentially interconnected. We recall that the notion of predication introduced by Aristotle’s term katēgoreisthai is not merely syntactical: katēgoreitai means ‘is truly predicated’.

Concerning predication, then, the linguistic and philosophical accounts will be distinct, but they are not independent of one another. The syntactic analysis that I have proposed, with existence and truth construed as transforms of the predicative verb, suggests a parallel philosophical interpretation. On this view the predicative function will be fundamental; both existence and truth will be conceptualized in terms of the role they play in predication. Asserting existence will
mean positing a subject for predication, something to talk about; truth will be interpreted as the correct ascription (or denial) of an attribute. (And instantiation means positing this attribute itself.) The interconnection between this trinity of concepts—predication, existence, and truth—is at the heart of Greek ontology from Parmenides to Aristotle. We have a succinct formulation of this linkage in Plato’s account of true and false discourse in the *Sophist*: a true statement says ‘things that are (ta onta) as they are (or that they are, hôs estin)’ concerning a definite subject, in this case ‘concerning (the mathematician) Theaetetus’ (263b). Both predicative function and veridical confirmation are explicit here in the use of onta and estin. The existential notion is also implied in the emphatic reference to the subject (things that are ‘about you’, peri sou), although in this case the existence of the subject is not expressed by the verb. Such a passage illustrates my claim that the topic of existence is not thematized in Greek discussions of Being—even though, in other contexts, the verb may of course be used to express existence.

Are there any philosophical advantages to this relative neglect of the concept of existence in the Greek discussion of Being? I am tempted to reverse J. S. Mill’s complaint (see p. 18 below) and suggest that it is not the confusion between copula and existence that is dangerous in metaphysics but rather the isolation of the notion of existence from a context of predication. The unexpressed Greek assumption that to be is to be something or other (expressed concretely as the view that to be is to be somewhere) protects us against an abstract notion of being which is not to be anything definite at all. To ask whether centaurs exist is to ask whether such things can be found in nature, in the world of time and space. But what does it mean to ask whether the world exists, or whether the past exists? This is a notion of existence that the Greeks seem not to have explored. One might conclude that they were better off without it.

My role as a historian is not to express a preference either for the ancient view of Being or the modern concept of existence. I have attempted simply to clarify the differences between them. However, when an ancient view is different in this fundamental way, historical understanding of the ancient view can provide a perspective for critical reflection on modern assumptions of which we are otherwise unaware.
To the extent that we succeed in understanding an alternative view, the contrast can bring to light deeper elements of our own conception that have escaped notice. To take a minor but significant example, it is only the contrast with the ancient data for *einai*, *huparchein*, and *existent* that reveals the importance for the modern view of a verb *to exist* that does not take predicates. Let this example stand as an emblem for the larger project undertaken in these essays: attempting to grasp the unfamiliar dimensions of the Greek concept of Being.

There follows a brief review of the essays reprinted here. *Essay 1. ‘The Greek Verb “To Be” and the Concept of Being’ (1966)* was my first attack on the copula–existence dichotomy and my first attempt to redirect attention to the veridical meaning of the verb: ‘to be true’ or ‘to be the case’. In order to compensate for the relative rarity of this usage in Attic literature, I emphasized the prehistoric, Indo-European roots of this sense of *einai*, roots that are represented in Indian and Scandinavian cognate words for ‘truth’ and in archaic English ‘sooth’. For Greek philosophers from Parmenides to Aristotle, I claimed, the concept of Being is the concept of ‘what is or can be truly known and truly said’ (p. 35).2

This early paper also makes a point that I will return to in the discussion of Parmenides; namely, that the Greek usage of *on* and *onta* makes no type distinction between the existence of things or objects, on the one hand, and the being-so of fact or events, on the other. This is part of what it means to claim that Greek philosophers do not have (or do not attend to) our notion of existence. (Of course they have their own notion: they can easily deny or affirm the existence of gods, centaurs, and the void.) I think more attention to the absence of this type distinction between *einai* for things and for facts would show that the debate between veridical and existential readings of *einai* is often misleading. Attention to this overlap may also help to explain some puzzling texts. A noteworthy example is the contrast between *ti*

---

2 This claim is limited to the classical period. The conception of Being changes in Hellenistic philosophy and most radically in Stoic theory, where the category of Being or *to on* is restricted to bodies; *lekta* or ‘things said’ belong to the broader category of *ti* or ‘something’.
esti and ei estin in Posterior Analytics 2. 1–2, where the question ei estin seems sometimes to mean ‘does X exist?’ but also ‘Does XY take place?’.

Essay 2. ‘On the Terminology for Copula and Existence’ (1972) is a philological study of the emergence of the two terms for the copula–existence dichotomy. The evidence for copula is straightforward. The interpretation of the verb is as copula or syntactic link in a sentence of the form S is P is clearly prepared in Aristotle’s discussion, and elaborated by the Greek commentators. However, no fixed term for this notion appears in Greek, nor (it seems) in Latin before Abelard. Abelard can be held responsible not only for the term but for a fuller conception of the copula function, involving finite verbs in general and not only the verb is. (Abelard’s discussion seems to be independent of an earlier, parallel development of a term for copula in Arabic.)

Unfortunately, things are much less clear for the development of the modern concept of existence. When I wrote this essay I did not realize the extent to which the fundamental novelty of the modern notion depends on the availability in modern languages of a verb to exist that does not take predicates. Only if we have a nonpredicative verb to exist do we get a sharp contrast between existence and predication. Both the Latin verb existere and its Greek equivalents (huparchein and hupostênai) can all be construed with predicate nouns, adjectives, or locatives. Hence in ancient philosophy there is no tendency towards a radical contrast between to exist (as expressed by these verbs) and to be (something or other), as in the modern existence–copula dichotomy. As far as I can see, the history of the concept of existence remains to be written.3

Essay 3. ‘Why Existence Does Not Emerge as a Distinct Concept in Greek Philosophy’ (1976) is a defense of my claim that the concept of existence is not thematized in Greek philosophy, but that it is the notions of truth and predication that dominate in the classical concept of Being from Parmenides to Aristotle. The philosophers go in search of knowledge, and that implies a search for truth. Being becomes

---

3 Some beginnings are to be found in J. Brunschwig, ‘La théorie stoïcienne du genre suprême et l’ontologie platonicienne’, in J. Barnes and M. Mignucci (eds.), Matter and Metaphysics (Naples: Bibliopolis, 1988), and in papers by J. Glucker and others in F. Romano and D. P. Taormina (eds.) HYPARXIS e HYPOSTASIS nel Neoplatonismo (Florence: 1994).
a fundamental concept in philosophy because it provides the notion of reality that is needed for the object of knowledge and the criterion of truth. Thus the veridical connotation points to the central role of the verb in philosophy. (As noted above, I would now add that the veridical performs this role as the most prominent of the three semantic transforms, identified below in Essay 5.) However, the concept of Being is introduced by, but not structured by, its connection with truth. When the notion of truth gets articulated, in thought or in speech, it appears as predication. As a rule, existence will also be presupposed for the subject of true predication. But it is a feature of the Greek use of einai—and hence of the philosophical analysis—that the existence of the subject is rarely distinguished from the holding or being-the-case of the predication as a whole. As I have mentioned, in the philosophical use of on and onta for ‘what is,’ no distinction is normally drawn between the existence of things and the being-so of states of affairs.

Essay 4. In ‘Some Philosophical Uses of “To Be” in Plato’ (1981) I discuss two sets of passages, the first of which illustrates the use of the verb and its nominal forms to express Plato’s metaphysical theory of Forms in the Symposium, Phaedo, and Republic. I show that in expressing the being of the Forms the verb normally appears in copula syntax, reflecting the answer to an underlying request for definition: ‘What is X?’ The notion of truth is implicit in such a request: ‘What is really X?’ or ‘What is X essentially?’ Hence many key passages are overdetermined, with both predication and truth expressed in a single occurrence of the verb, and other nuances often implied. Thus what I call the copula of definitional equivalence—the verb as it appears in technical expressions of the form to ho esti X, ‘the what-is-X’ or ‘what-X-is’—often entails the contrast of being versus becoming (the stative nuance) as well as being versus seeming (one aspect of the veridical).

The grammar of the ho estin X formula is discussed in detail in the appendix to Essay 4. It often turns out that the term X can be construed either as subject or as predicate of estin, as in a statement of identity. The earlier uses of this phrase in the Meno and Phaedo are idiomatic, after a verb of knowing (‘to know what X is’). But in later texts from Republic 10 and Timaeus the to ho estin X phrase has become a frozen
formula, sealed off from the surrounding syntax. Although the grammar of the verb is copulative in all these texts, existential and veridical nuances are often implied by the heavily charged epistemic context.

In my second set of passages (one from the *Parmenides* and two from the *Theaetetus*) the theory of Forms is not in view; but the connection between *eina* and truth remains fundamental. The *Parmenides* text is one of a series of paradoxical arguments deriving contradictory conclusions from a premise about the One, in this case from the hypothesis *that the One is not*. Plato here slyly anticipates the insight later formulated by Aristotle, that being is said in many ways. In this case the apparent contradiction depends upon the fact that, on the one hand, the negative *is not* of the hypothesis (*The One is not*) is left grammatically absolute, suggesting that the One does not exist or is not real, while, on the other hand, an affirmative *is* as copula is shown to be necessary if that hypothesis is to be true. For if, by hypothesis, this One is not, it must nevertheless *be* a thing—that—is—not (*eina* *me* on); that is, it must share in Not-being, with the copula *eina* interpreted here as participation (*me* ousia metechein). The apparent contradiction exploits this ambiguity between the negation of an *eina* with absolute syntax (‘to exist’) and the affirmation of an *eina* as the veridical copula (‘to be truly X’). Plato has anticipated the later conception of the copula by insisting here on the need for *eina* as a veridical link (desmos) connecting the subject (the One) with its attribute, even if this attribute is not-being (162a4).

The first of the two passages from the *Theaetetus* is the famous Man-the-Measure doctrine of Protagoras, the ancestor for the formula for truth in Plato and Aristotle (‘saying of what-*is* that it *is*, and of what-*is*-not *that it is not*’). Since ‘Truth’ was apparently the title of Protagoras’ work, the relevance here of the veridical notion does not need to be emphasized. I argue that it is arbitrary to construe *eina* in this formula as a copula (‘to say of what is X *that it is X*’), although that construal is also implied. Even to call the verb here an ‘incomplete copula’ can be misleading. The most natural reading for *eina* in these formulae is simply ‘what is so’ or ‘what is the case’, with a sentential subject.

More subtle, but not different in meaning, is the role of *eina* and *ousia* in the second *Theaetetus* text, the concluding argument against Theaetetus’ attempt to define knowledge in terms of perception. The
argument is too complex for summary here, but the crucial point in this final refutation of sense perception is the conception of Being as the propositional structure required for a truth claim. So conceived, Being includes both existence for a subject and predication for an attribute. The argument implies that both of these notions are required for an elementary judgment or assertion, which must say something about something. Thus Being, as the universal property applying to everything, is first introduced with absolute syntax (hoti eston at 185a9) suggesting an existence claim, but soon afterwards repeated in the copula construction with predicate adjectives (185b10); in between these two occurrences there are half a dozen predications with einai understood. Later the noun form ousia also serves to suggest the notion of nature or whatness, reflecting the ‘What is X?’ question (186a10, b6–7). The notion of Being is thus presented, on the one hand, as general enough to include both existence and predication as elements in propositional structure, while at the same time alluding to questions of essence and truth. The final argument against sense perception rests, then, on the claim that propositional structure—saying something about something—is required for any judgment that can aspire to truth, and hence for any candidate for knowledge.

Note that this is a weak and general condition for knowledge, designed to appeal to a wide philosophical audience. It is typical of arguments in Plato’s later dialogues to avoid any reliance on Plato’s distinctive metaphysical commitments, after his own attack on such commitments in the Parmenides. At the same time we have the hint of a stronger, more strictly Platonic requirement for a knowledge claim: saying what a thing is, with ousia understood as the answer to a question of whatness.

The hope, expressed in 1981, that this would be my last word on to be, turned out to be premature. Twenty years later the following retractatio appeared.

Essay 5. In ‘A Return to the Theory of the Verb Be and the Concept of Being’ (2004) I offer not only one more attack on the copula–existence dichotomy but also my formal account of how both existential and veridical uses of einai can be derived as second-order transforms from the copula use of the verb in elementary sentences. Here, finally, in terms of syntactic transformations, is a theoretical justification for the
claim of logical priority for the predicative function of the verb. This claim was presented in the 1973 book as my ‘Copernican Revolution’—putting predication rather than existence at the center of the system of to be. But it did not there find an adequate formulation.

Both veridical and existential uses are now construed as second-order, semantic transforms of an elementary sentence with copula is. I call these transformations ‘semantic’ in the logician’s sense, as involving the extralinguistic notions of existence and truth. And I add now a third semantic transformation: instantiation for predicates. The parallel between these three semantic transformations will help to explain why Greek writers make no type distinctions between uses of on and onta referring to things, events, and states of affairs. What these semantic transformations have in common is that they posit an extralinguistic item ‘in the world’, an item corresponding to a linguistic feature of the sentence (either subject, predicate, or the sentence as a whole). This notion of extralinguistic positing is, I claim, the essential function of einai in its absolute (noncopula) use. The transformational analysis is designed to show why it is einai, in virtue of its fundamental role in predication, that will also provide the verb for these three semantic, metapredicative transformations. Hence in place of the traditional copula–existence dichotomy, I propose this distinction between the elementary use of einai as copula and the second-order use of the same verb as semantic transform, where esti/enton/esta can represent either existence, instantiation, or truth. I suggest, in short, that what lies behind the copula–existence contrast is a more fundamental distinction between the syntactic role of the verb as copula and the semantic role of the verb as expression of extralinguistic reality or ‘existence in the world’, where the semantic use includes existence for subjects, instantiation for predicates, and truth or occurrence for the sentence as a whole. What I have previously described as existential and veridical uses can thus be more accurately seen as special cases of the semantic, extralinguistic function of the verb.

This analysis is syntactic, in that it recognizes transformational relations between two sentence forms, one elementary and one second-order. Just as the passive transformation derives John is loved by Mary from Mary loves John, so quasi–existential sentences of the form There is an X that is Y can be derived from copula sentences of the form
(An) X is Y. The pure existential form will then be derived from There is an X that is Y by a second transformation: zeroing the predication is Y will yield There is an X, or X exists. At the same time, a different set of semantic transformations from the same copula base (An) X is Y will give us either Y is instantiated (positing reality for the predicate) or XY occurs (positing reality for the sentence as a whole). All three of these transformation routes will produce the same formal outcome in Greek; namely, an absolute use of einai, whether veridical or existential (as illustrated in sections 7–12 of Essay 5). These three lines of transformation are all semantic, in that they posit extralinguistic reality for a component of the sentence or for the content of the whole sentence. These distinctions are erased in the surface outcome, which is normally an absolute or ‘incomplete’ use of the verb einai. The same form can represent existence for the subject, instantiation for the predicate, or truth and occurrence for the sentence as a whole. Thus this transformational analysis helps to explain why Greek philosophers regularly ignore our type distinctions between the ‘being’ of things, events, and states-of-affairs.

Although this analysis is syntactic, it makes use of conceptions that might be regarded as properly philosophical, such as the distinction between first-order and second-order sentences and the relevant notion of ‘semantic’. When we are discussing the verb to be, such philosophical concepts come with the territory. I claim only that my transformational analysis is better linguistics and also better philosophy than the copula–existence dichotomy. As pointed out in Essay 5, the notion of predication cannot be understood as syntactic only. It is no accident that Aristotle’s term katêgoreisthai means ‘truly predicated’. We cannot give an adequate account of predication without relying on the notions of truth and existence. Although the syntactic use of einai as copula is logically prior, it cannot be fully understood without reference to the semantic notion of truth claim. This is the notion spelled out in the three semantic transforms of existence, instantiation, and fact or occurrence.

An additional point already mentioned (and quite independent of the transformational analysis) is the importance of the appearance of a verb to exist that does not take predicates. The availability of such a verb seems to be a precondition for the modern notion of existence,
and hence for the copula–existence dichotomy. My guess is that such a verb first occurred in Arabic and gradually found its way into late medieval Latin, at some time in the period between Aquinas and Descartes. I hope that future research will either confirm my hypothesis or otherwise clarify this development. What is needed is a linguistic study that covers the same territory sketched by Etienne Gilson in *L’Être et l’Essence* (English translation as *Being in Some Philosophers*). This is part of the missing history of the concept of existence mentioned above under Essay 2.

**Essay 6.** ‘The Thesis of Parmenides’ (1969) is the first of three articles on the poem of Parmenides, its importance for later philosophy, and, more specifically, its impact on Plato. I analyze Parmenides’ thesis primarily in terms of the veridical notion of truth and fact, and I argue against the traditional translation of *estin* as ‘it exists’. The point of this controversy is partially blunted by my new account of the three semantic transformations, described in Essay 5. If we take Parmenides’ thesis *esti* as asserting the semantic (extralinguistic) value of the verb quite generally, we can then explicate different parts of his argument by reference to more specific semantic functions. For interpreting ‘you cannot know what-is-not’ the relevant *estin* is propositional or veridical: you cannot know what is not the case; but for ‘it cannot come into being from what-is-not’ the relevant *is not* is what does not exist. Hence the subject described as ungenerated, imperishable, and indivisible is naturally understood as an object rather than a state-of-affairs. But if (as I suggest) Parmenides’ thesis is interpreted as a general semantic claim, these type distinctions do not affect his argument.

So construed, Parmenides’ assertion of *what-is* will posit whatever there must be in the world corresponding to true speech and true cognition. My critique of Owen and his followers will reduce to the charge that it is anachronistic in interpreting Parmenides to introduce the notion of existence as used by Descartes and Berkeley. For Parmenides, as for Plato and Aristotle, *to be* is to be something or other. It is ironical that Owen, who introduced this formula for Plato and Aristotle, never applied it to Parmenides. Thus the ‘existential’ reading of Parmenides’ thesis does not take account of the fact that on the true road ‘that it is’ ‘there are many sign-posts, that it is ungenerated and is imperishable, whole, unique, and perfect’ (fr. 8. 2–3). The existential
reading of estin does not do justice to the fact that Parmenides, in his punning manner, can make use of this repeated, emphatic use of the copula verb to allude to the same semantic notion: to posit the corresponding item in the extralinguistic world.

This new twist on the role of einai will not affect my account of Parmenides’ argument, but it does require a correction in the formulation of his thesis. Instead of saying that existential and predicative uses of to be are both involved ‘as partial aspects of the veridical use’ (p. 154), I would now describe existential and veridical uses as aspects of the same semantic function, a function that presupposes the syntactic role of the verb as copula.

Until recently there has not been much discussion of my insistence on interpreting fragment 3 (and also 6. 1) in the most obvious way, as expressing an identity between noein and einai, as it was understood by Plotinus and others, and paralleled by the Aristotelian identification of noēsis in act with its object. I am happy now to welcome the partial agreement of Tony Long; but I resist Long’s suggestion that the identification must go in both directions.4

It is one thing to hold that successful thinking should be identified with its object (as in Aristotle’s view), and another thing to insist that Being, as object of knowledge, should also be a thinking subject that takes itself as object. That is roughly the view of nous in Plotinus, and apparently that of the Prime Mover in Aristotle. But I see no hint of that, nor of any form of panpsychism, in Parmenides—no reference to Being as a subject of thinking. On the contrary, if I am right in reading fragment 6. 1 as making the same claim for legein as for noein, that tells against taking identity here as symmetrical. For it is plausible for Parmenides to identify the intentional content of true speech, like the intentional content of true thought, with its object in the world, i.e. with Being. But that does not imply that Being is speaking, or that Being is talking about itself, any more than it implies that Being is thinking about itself. These consequences follow only if we attribute to Parmenides a strict (and, I claim, anachronistic) notion of logical

---

identity. So I am unwilling to follow Long in taking the Parmenidean identification as symmetrical. Both of us would also have to deal with the parallel identity asserted between thought and body in fragment 17. That text is so difficult that it is not likely to decide the matter either way. But it seems easier to believe that the limbs are thinking (phroneei) than that Being is taking itself as object of thought.

Essay 7. ‘Being in Parmenides and Plato’ (1988) continues my interpretation of Parmenides’ ontology and documents the Parmenidean elements in Plato’s theory of Forms. Section I pursues the argument against the existential reading proposed by Owen and Barnes in favor of what I then called the veridical-predicative view, and would now describe as the semantic interpretation. Thus instead of saying that ‘Parmenides begins with a veridical esti’ (p. 176), I would now say that he begins with a general semantical or extralinguistic claim, an assertion presupposing the is of predication but going beyond any particular linguistic form to posit an object, event, or fact in the world. Section II responds to David Gallop’s objections to my view. Section III traces the Parmenidean elements in Plato’s theory of Forms as a confirmation of my reading of Parmenides. It is clear that Plato often has Parmenides’ doctrine of Being in mind in his own use of einai and ousia, particularly for his introduction of the Forms in Republic 5. The one distinctively Platonic and non-Parmenidean formula for the being of the Forms is the definitional copula in to ho estin X, ‘the what-X-is’ (or ‘what-is-X’), as a designation for the Form of X. (This terminology is more fully discussed in the appendix to Essay 4.)

In the appendix to Essay 7 I describe the various occurrences of the verb in Parmenides’ poem and argue against the ‘potential’ reading of einai in fragments 3 and 6. 1. In both cases the natural interpretation of Parmenides’ verses points to an identity between thought (noein) and being (or, in 6. 1, between both thought and speech and being). I suggest that it is only because of a philosophical reluctance to ascribe such a doctrine to Parmenides that the potential readings have been defended by many scholars, including Burnet and Owen. I submit that the potential reading for fragment 3 (‘the same thing can be and can be thought’) is linguistically strained and arbitrary, and that the corresponding reading for 6. 1 is even more unnatural—the least plausible of five possible constructions of this difficult verse. (When Zeller
introduced the potential construal of fragment 3 he cited a text in which these words were still printed as the last verse in fragment 2; he was then misled by the potential construction in 2. 1.) I suspect that it is only the numbing force of repetition within the scholarly tradition that keeps these readings of fragments 3 and 6. 1 alive: commentators no longer approach the Greek text with an open ear.

As a student I was lucky in this regard. I once had a chance to discuss Parmenides with Karl Reinhardt, and I asked him what he thought of the potential reading of fragment 3. He stood up and spoke the verse aloud like a rhapsode: τὸ γὰρ αὐτὸ νοεῖν ἐστὶν τε καὶ εἶναι. Then Reinhardt said: ‘I could not say this and mean that’. I was convinced.

Essay 8. ‘Parmenides and Plato’ (2002) is my contribution to the Festschrift for Alexander Mourelatos; it emphasizes our agreement in recognizing the predicative function of εἰναι as fundamental for the interpretation of Parmenides. I make use here of Lesley Brown’s work on εἰναι in Plato in order to clarify the discrepancy between the modern notion of existence and the Greek conception of being. I believe that the crucial difference is that in Greek the existential uses of εἰναι are always potentially predicative, whereas the verb to exist in modern languages does not allow predicates. That is one reason why the copula–existence dichotomy tends to distort the Greek data, and why I propose to replace it with a distinction between the syntactic and semantic functions of εἰναι, as explained above.

In an appendix to Essay 8 I originally offered arguments in favor of the traditional view of the chariot ride in Parmenides’ proem as a movement from darkness to light, and against the more recent view of the proem as a καταβάσις or descent into the underworld. These arguments are transferred here to my concluding Postscript on Parmenides.

Charles Kahn
Philadelphia, 27 March 2008
The Greek Verb ‘To Be’ and the Concept of Being*

I am concerned in this paper with the philological basis for Greek ontology; that is to say, with the raw material which was provided for philosophical analysis by the ordinary use and meaning of the verb *einai*, ‘to be’. Roughly stated, my question is: How were the Greek philosophers guided, or influenced, in their formulation of doctrines of Being, by the prephilosophical use of this verb which (together with its nominal derivatives *on* and *ousia*) serves to express the concept of Being in Greek?

Before beginning the discussion of this question, I would like to say a word about the implications of posing it in this form. I take it for granted that all thinking is conditioned to some extent by the structure of the language in which we express or formulate our thoughts, and that this was particularly true for the Greek philosophers, who knew no language but their own. However, I do not assume (as many modern critics seem to do) that such linguistic conditioning is necessarily a limitation, or a disadvantage. A partial disadvantage it may be, since a logical confusion can arise easily in one language which would

* This paper is based upon conclusions drawn from a larger study of *einai* which is being prepared for publication in one of the forthcoming volumes on *The Verb ‘Be’ and its Synonyms* in the supplementary series of *Foundations of Language. [The Verb ‘Be’ in Ancient Greek* (Dordrecht: Reidel, 1973; repr. Indianapolis, Ind.: Hackett, 2003)]

This paper was presented on two occasions in December 1965, very nearly in the above form: to a philosophy colloquium at the University of Texas and to the Society for Ancient Greek Philosophy meeting in New York. It was also circulated in mimeograph form. As a consequence, I have made minor revisions in the text and added these afterthoughts. I am indebted to a number of friends and colleagues for helpful criticism, and in particular to Alexander Mourelatos and Anthony Kenny for their detailed comments.
be impossible in another. But a philosopher—even a philosopher ignorant of other languages—is always free to make a distinction which the language does not make for him, just as he is free to ignore a distinction built into the vocabulary or syntax of his speech, when he does not find this linguistic datum of philosophic importance. (A familiar example of the Greek philosopher’s freedom in this respect is the irony which Socrates displays whenever he refers to Prodicus’ practice of distinguishing between the meaning of near-synonyms.)

The fact that Greek philosophy has been fruitfully translated into other tongues—notably into a language so different as Arabic—suggests that it is not language-bound in any very narrow sense.

On the other hand, it is clear that any given language permits the native speaker to formulate certain notions, or to make certain distinctions, more easily and more spontaneously than others. To this extent, one language—and I mean one natural language, of course—may be philosophically more adequate than another. In this sense, I would suggest that ancient Greek is one of the most adequate of all languages, and that the possession of such a language was in fact a necessary condition for the success of the Greeks in creating western logic and philosophy—and, I suspect, also for their success in creating theoretical science and rigorous mathematics, but this second point might be harder to defend.

In any case, I do not intend to argue the superior merits of Greek as a language for philosophy, nor to maintain any general thesis about the relationship between philosophic thought and the structure of a given language. I mention these larger questions only to make clear that I wish to leave them open. All I hope to show is that some features of the use and meaning of einai—features which are less conspicuous or entirely lacking for the verb ‘to be’ in most modern languages—may cast light on the ontological doctrines of the Greeks by bringing out the full significance, and the unstated presuppositions, of the concepts expressed by esti, einai, on, and ousia. In other words, I propose to use the philological material in a purely instrumental way, not as a stick with which to beat the ancient thinkers for ignoring distinctions which we take for granted, but as a tool for the more adequate understanding of the Greek doctrines from their own point of view, including those ideas which the Greeks could take for granted but which we are inclined to ignore.
It is scarcely necessary to emphasize how important a role the concept of Being has played in the philosophical tradition which stretches from antiquity through the middle ages down into modern thought. Except perhaps for the concept of Nature, it would be hard to mention a philosophic idea which has enjoyed a comparable influence. The concept of Being is still very much alive today, at least in German philosophy: witness Heidegger’s intensive study of what he calls the Seinsfrage, and Gottfried Martin’s recent definition of ‘Allgemeine Metaphysik’ by reference to the classical question: Was ist das Sein? Yet we cannot blink the fact that, in English and American philosophy at any rate, the concept of Being is likely to be regarded with great suspicion, as a pseudoconcept or a mere confusion of several distinct ideas. The most obvious distinction which seems to us to be ignored in the notion of Being is that between existence and predication. The logician will go further, and point out that the word ‘is’ means one thing when it represents the existential quantifier, something else when it represents class inclusion or class membership, something else when it represents identity, and so forth.

I shall here leave aside the distinctions based upon the logic of classes and the strict notion of identity (as governed by Leibniz’s law), because I do not find these distinctions reflected or respected in the actual usage of the verb ‘to be’ in Greek, or in English either for that matter. But the distinction between the ‘is’ of existence and the ‘is’ of predication is now so well established in our own thought, and even in the usage of our language, that it cannot be ignored in any discussion of Being. I begin, therefore, with the classic statement of this distinction by John Stuart Mill, who claimed that

many volumes might be filled with the frivolous speculations concerning the nature of being . . . which have arisen from overlooking this double meaning of the word to be, from supposing that when it signifies to exist, and when it signifies to be some specified thing, as to be a man, . . . to be seen or spoken of, . . . even to be a nonentity, it must still, at bottom, answer to the same idea . . . . The fog which rose from this narrow spot diffused itself at an early period over the whole surface of metaphysics (Logic I. iv. i).

1 Of course both languages do have devices for making these distinctions, but they depend upon the use of definite and indefinite articles rather than upon that of the verb. And Greek is notably freer than English in the use (and omission) of both articles.
Mill’s distinction has not only been built into the symbolism of modern logic; it has also been taken over, with remarkable unanimity, into the standard descriptive grammars of ancient Greek. Although the distinction was almost a new one for Mill, it has now become traditional. I shall not question the use of this distinction in logic, but I have very grave doubts about its appropriateness in Greek grammar. For one thing, there is the practical difficulty of applying Mill’s dichotomy. I can find no evidence for such a distinction in the usage of the classical authors, who pass blithely back and forth between uses which we might identify as existential and copulative. I have seen exegetes furrowing their brow over the question whether Plato in a given passage of the Sophist means us to take einai in the existential or the copulative sense, whereas in fact he shows no sign of wishing to confront us with any such choice.

But there is a graver theoretical disadvantage in the traditional dichotomy between the existential and the predicative uses of ‘to be’. It confounds a genuine syntactic distinction—between the absolute and predicative constructions of the verb—with a further semantic contrast between the meaning ‘to exist’ and some other meaning or absence of meaning. This fusion of a syntactic and a semantic criterion into a single antithesis could be justified only if there were a direct correlation between the two; i.e. only if (1) the absolute use of the verb is always existential in meaning, and (2) the verb ‘to be’ in the predicative construction is always devoid of meaning, serving as a merely formal or grammatical device for linking the predicate with the subject. But these assumptions seem to me dubious for English, and false for Greek. In English the existential idea is expressed by the special locution ‘there is’ and not by the verb ‘to be’ alone. A sentence like ‘I think therefore I am’ is possible only in philosophy—or in poetry. There are, on the other hand, clear vestiges of an absolute use which was not strictly existential: ‘When will it be?’ (‘occur’); ‘Let be’ (‘remain as it is’); but such uses are marginal in comparison to the universal prevalence of the copulative use of ‘to be’ with

---

2 Mill believed that his father was ‘the first who distinctly characterized the ambiguity’ (loc. cit.). See also the younger Mill’s comments in the second edition of James Mill’s Analysis of the Phenomena of the Human Mind (London: Baldwin & Cradock, 1869), i. 182 n. 54.
predicate nouns, adjectives, and prepositional phrases. In historical terms one may say that the rule that every sentence must have a finite verb has resulted in such an expansion of the predicative use of ‘to be’ that the original, semantically fuller use of the verb has been obscured or lost. But this decay of the absolute usage in most modern languages may give us a false idea of the original range and force of the verb. In Greek, by contrast, where the absolute construction of ‘to be’ is in full vigor, it does not necessarily mean ‘to exist’ (as we shall see). On the other hand, since nonverbal predicates in Greek do not automatically require a copulative esti, the tendency towards a purely formal use of the verb, devoid of semantic content, is not as far advanced. Because the predicative verb is never obligatory, it may be used with a certain variety of semantic nuances.

My position, then, is that Mill’s dichotomy is applicable to Greek only as a syntactic distinction between the absolute and the predicative construction, and that even from the point of view of syntax the distinction is not as easy to define as one might suppose. But semantically the distinction is worse than useless, for it leads us to take the idea of existence for granted as the basic meaning of the Greek verb. Now if by a word for existence one means simply an expression which we would normally render into English by ‘there is’, then it is clear that the Greek verb esti often has this sense. But if we understand the phrase ‘there is’ as representing a univocal concept of existence for a subject of predication, as distinct from the content of the predication itself—as distinct from the ‘essence’ of the subject or the kind of thing it is (as we often do, for example, when we read the existential quantifier ‘(∃x)’ as ‘there is something of which the following is true’)—if this generalized positing of a subject as ‘real’ is what we mean by existence, then I would be inclined to deny that such a notion can be taken for granted as a basis for understanding the meaning of the Greek verb. On the contrary, I suggest that a more careful analysis of the Greek notion of Being might provoke us into some second thoughts about the clarity and self-evidence of our familiar concept of existence.

Let me cite some evidence for what may seem the rather scandalous claim that the Greeks did not have our notion of existence. In the chapter of his philosophical lexicon which is devoted to the topic
‘being’ or ‘what is’, to on (Met. Δ 7), Aristotle distinguishes four basic senses of ‘to be’ in Greek:

1. being per accidens, or random predication (i.e. ‘X is Y’, without regard to the logical status of subject and predicate);
2. being per se, or predication in good logical form according to the scheme of the categories (e.g. when a quality is predicated of a substance). Here einai is said to have as many senses as there are categories, and Aristotle points out that a construction with ‘to be’ may be substituted for any finite verb, e.g. ‘he is walking’ for ‘he walks’;
3. einai and esti may mean ‘is true’, and the negative means ‘is false’. An example is ‘Socrates is musical’, if one says this (with emphasis) because it is true;
4. Finally, ‘being’ may mean either being in potency or being in act. ‘For we say that something is seeing both when it is potentially seeing (capable of sight) and when it is actually seeing.’

Aristotle’s procedure here is not purely lexical: he is analyzing ordinary usage in the light of his philosophical conceptions. But my point is that neither Aristotle’s own conceptual scheme nor the normal usage of the verb obliges him to make any place for a sense of einai which we would recognize as distinctively existential. Furthermore, in every one of Aristotle’s examples the verb is construed as predicative, although the general topic for the chapter is given in the absolute form, ‘what is’. The syntactic distinction between predicative and absolute construction is treated here as of no consequence whatever.

As a second illustration of the gap between Greek ‘being’ and our notion of existence, I take the famous opening sentence from Met. Δ 7. But there are other passages in Aristotle which require more careful study in this connection. For example, Aristotle (like Plato before him) recognizes the possibility of sophistic fallacy involved in shifting from the predicative to the absolute construction, from einai ti to haplōs einai (Soph. El. 167r2; De Int. 21r18–28; cf. Met. 1017b7).
Protagoras’ work *On Truth*: ‘Man is the measure of all things, of what is, that it is, of what is not, that it is not’ (τῶν μὲν ὄντων ὡς ἐστιν, τῶν δὲ οὐκ ὄντων ὡς οὐκ ἐστιν). This is as significant and emphatic a use of the verb as Greek can offer. Since the construction is absolute, we might be inclined to interpret the verb as existential here. But there are two difficulties in the way of such an interpretation. | In the first place, Protagoras clearly intends to make men the measure of all things, i.e. of all matters of fact or alleged fact, not merely of questions of existence. His statement is more appropriate as the opening sentence of a work on truth if we give the verb a very general sense: ‘Man is the measure of what is the case, that it is the case, and of what is not so, that it is not so’. The second objection to understanding the verb as existential here is that Plato, when he quotes this dictum in the *Theaetetus*, immediately goes on to explain it by means of the predicative construction: ‘as each thing seems to me, such is it for me; as it seems to you, such is it for you’ (οἶα ἔμοι φαίνεται, τοιαύτα ἐστιν ἔμοι). And he illustrates by the example of a wind which is cold for one man, but not for another. Unless Plato is radically misrepresenting Protagoras (which is at least unlikely), Protagoras himself must have intended his dictum to apply to facts stated in the predicative, and not merely in the existential form. Even if Plato were misinterpreting Protagoras, his interpretation would show that for a Greek philosopher the meaning of a strong use of *einai* in the absolute construction is not necessarily existential. Plato’s exegesis becomes entirely natural and intelligible if we understand the absolute use of *einai* as I have suggested: as an affirmation of fact in general, as ‘what is so’ or ‘what is the case’. The existential use, e.g. for an affirmation such as ‘there are atoms and the void’, would then be included as a special case of the general factual assertion intended by Protagoras’ statement *hōs esti*. If man is the measure of all things, ‘that they are so or not so’, then he is the measure of the existence or

1030′25–7). This led Grote to claim that Aristotle had anticipated Mill’s discovery of ‘the two distinct functions of the substantive verb’; see his Aristotle, 3rd edn., ed. A. Bain and G. C. Robertson (London: 1883). Since I hold Mill’s distinction to be erroneous (at least for Greek), I am not inclined to claim it for Aristotle. For *haplōs einai* in Aristotle see the Postscripta.

The medieval-modern concept of the copula has its historical roots in *De Int.* 16′22–5 and 19′19–22, but I do not believe that our copula is what Aristotle himself had in mind. On this point further discussion is called for. (See Essay 2.)
nonexistence of atoms just as he is the measure of the being-cold or not-being-cold of the wind.

These remarks are intended to render plausible my claim that, for the philosophical usage of the verb, the most fundamental value of \textit{einai} when used alone (without predicates) is not ‘to exist’ but ‘to be so’, ‘to be the case’, or ‘to be true’. It is worth noting that this meaning of the verb, which appears among the four uses listed in the chapter of \textit{Met.} \textit{Δ} summarized above (where Aristotle recognizes the sense of truth even in the \textit{predicative} construction, when \textit{esti} appears in the emphatic initial position, \textit{1017a}33–5), is elsewhere described by Aristotle as the ‘strict-est’ or ‘most authoritative’ sense of ‘to be’ (\textit{Met. Θ} 10. \textit{1051b}1: \textit{to kurioτata on}). Recent editors, notably Ross and Jaeger, are unhappy about this statement, and would like to ‘emend’ it in various ways. My argument suggests that they are wrong, and that the text is entirely in order. I understand Aristotle to be saying that, from a philosophic point of view, this use of \textit{einai} is the most basic and the most literal meaning of the verb.

In any case, quite apart from the question of philosophic usage, there is absolutely no doubt that this meaning of ‘to be’ (namely ‘to be so, to be | true’) is one of the oldest idiomatic uses of the verb in Greek, and indeed in Indo-European. In particular, the present participle \textit{*sont-} of the Indo-European verb \textit{*es-} forms one of the standard expressions for truth, or for what is the case, in many different languages. A derivative of this participle still serves as the normal word for ‘true’ and ‘truth’ in languages so far apart as Norwegian (\textit{sann} and \textit{sannhet}) and Hindi (\textit{saс, satya}). In English we have a cognate form of this old Indo-European participle of ‘to be’ in ‘sooth’, ‘soothsayer’. When Gulliver’s Houyhnhnms call a lie ‘saying the thing which is not’, they are not only speaking classic Greek (as Swift no doubt knew) but they are also speaking authentic Indo-European (which he could scarcely have guessed).

In Greek, this Indo-European idiom is represented in Attic by the frozen use of the participle in the dative, \textit{tоi onti}, ‘really, truly’, by the equivalent adverbial form \textit{ontосs}, and by the absolute use of the finite verb in \textit{esti tauta}, ‘these things are so’—one of the standard

\footnote{4 See H. Frisk, ‘‘Wahrheit’ und ‘Lüge’ in den indogermanischen Sprachen’, \textit{Göteborgs Høgskolas Arsskrift}, 41/3 (1935), 4 ff.}
formulae of assent in the Platonic dialogues. The free use of the participle in this sense also occurs in Attic, but it is more characteristic of Ionic prose (as in the fragment of Protagoras). The fullest evidence is in Herodotus, where Powell’s *Lexicon* lists ten instances of the idiom. For example, when Croesus asks Solon who is the happiest of mortals, the wise Athenian refuses to flatter the king but τὸ ἐόντι χρησάμενος, ‘using verity’—sticking to the truth—he answers: Tellus of Athens (Hdt. 1. 30. 3).

Much more evidence might be cited, but this should suffice to show that the old Indo-European use of *es*- for ‘to be true, to be so’ is well preserved in Greek, and particularly in Ionic, the dialect in which the language of Greek philosophy first took shape. Some of the implications of this fact may be suggested if we briefly consider the possibility of interpreting the ‘being’ (ἐοιν) of Parmenides in this sense. His initial thesis, that the path of truth, conviction, and knowledge is the path of ‘what is’ or ‘that it is’ (ὅσ esti), can then be understood as a claim that knowledge, true belief, and true statement are all inseparably linked to ‘what is so’—not merely to what exists but to *what is the case*. If we understand the verb and participle here as in Herodotus and Protagoras, Parmenides’ doctrine of Being is first and foremost a doctrine concerning reality as *what is the case*. But if this is a valid interpretation, the familiar charge against Parmenides—that he confused the existential and the predicative sense of ‘to be’—is entirely beside the point. For, as we saw in connection with Protagoras, both the existential and the predicative uses of the verb are special cases of the generalized usage for truth and falsity, for affirmation and denial.

Of course it may still be true that Parmenides’ argument contains a fallacy of equivocation. But the task of an interpreter is to show precisely what sense of *einai* the philosopher begins with, and how he inadvertently passes to another. This task is a delicate one, and it must not be short-circuited by introducing the modern dichotomy between existence and predication as a prefabricated solution.

Before leaving this first, most general sense of *einai*—which I will refer to as the sense of verity or the veridical usage—I would call attention to two points. The first is the close logical connection between this usage and the grammatical function of the verb in predication. For every fact, every case of being-so, *can* be formulated
by a predicative usage of ‘to be’ (even if this formulation happens to be logically misleading, as in a predication of existence: e.g. ‘John is existent’). Without this unlimited flexibility of the predicative construction, it is hard to see how the verb einai could ever have acquired its very general sense of ‘to be so’. Furthermore, any predication in the indicative normally implies an assertion, and an assertion means a claim to truth. (By ‘normally’ I mean when the indicative is used independently, not as part of a disjunction or a conditional. Even in such uses, however, the truth claim of the indicative remains a factor in the meaning of the compound proposition, since the truth-value of the latter is a function of the truth-values of the components, although truth is not actually claimed for the components taken separately.) Hence, although I have denied that the predicative use of einai forms a distinct pole in a basic dichotomy of usage, I do not mean to deny the fundamental role played by this construction in the total meaning of the verb, and most particularly in the sense of verity.

The second point I wish to make about the veridical usage is its essential ambiguity. ‘To be true’ is not quite the same thing as ‘to be the case’. What is true or false is normally a statement made in words; what is the case or not the case is a fact or situation in the world. The veridical use of einai may mean either one (or both), just as our own idiom ‘it is so’ may refer either to a statement or to the fact stated. Now there is a one-to-one correspondence between what is the case and the truth of the statement that it is the case. The statement that the door is open is true if and only if the door is in fact open. This logical connection between truth and fact is no doubt the unconscious basis of the ambiguity of usage of ta onta in an expression like legein ta onta, which we may translate either as ‘to tell the truth’ or ‘to state the facts’ (although the second rendering is the more literal). In an expression like ho eŏn logos in Herodotus, however, we can only render the phrase as ‘the true account’. But of course the account is true precisely because it states the facts as they are; because it says what is the case. Because of this necessary connection between truth and fact, no confusion normally results from the ambiguity in the veridical use of einai. But this ambiguity may nevertheless turn out to be of considerable importance in understanding the relationship between language and reality which the Greek philosophers take for granted. The relationship which this ambiguity
reflects seems to me to play a fundamental role both in Plato’s doctrine of Forms and in Aristotle’s notion of essence (to ti ἐν ei̇nai). It is not irrelevant to recall that Plato’s description of the Forms as ta ontōs onta may be rendered equally well as ‘what is truly true’ or ‘what is really real’. The language of Greek ontology naturally lends itself to the view that the structure of reality is such as to be truly expressed in discourse. For the Greek concept of truth is precisely this: ta onta legein hōs esti, ta mē onta hōs mē esti, to say of the things that are (the case) that they are, and of the things that are not that they are not. 5

I said earlier, in criticism of Mill’s dichotomy, that the absolute construction of ei̇nai is not necessarily existential in meaning. This claim has now been vindicated by our discussion of the veridical sense of the verb. For although this sense is quite distinct from the meaning ‘to exist’, it is normally expressed by the absolute construction. Of course it may be found in the predicative construction as well. Consider Aristotle’s example: esti Sokratēs mousikos, Socrates is musical, he really is so. This sense of verity is actually implicit in every assertion, latent in every predicative use of ‘to be’ for a statement of fact. (That is why some philosophers claim that to say of a statement that it is true is simply to make the statement over again.) But in any given sentence, the latent veridical value of ‘to be’ may be brought out by emphasis, or by an unusual position early in the clause (as in Aristotle’s example). A moment’s reflection will show that this is to some extent true even for the English verb ‘to be’. If we emphasize the verb in pronunciation we bring to light a veridical value which otherwise passes unnoticed: ‘The man is clever, I tell you!’. A similar effect is obtained by contrasting ‘The man is clever’ with ‘The man seems clever’. We may here leave open the question of whether this veridical value of the English verb could be considered part of its proper meaning, or whether it accrues to the predicative verb simply in virtue of the truth claim implicit in any predication in the indicative. There is at all events an intimate

5 Plato, Cratylus 385b7, Sophist 263b; cf. Aristotle, Met. 1011b27. The formula is implicit in Parmenides, and explicit in the fragment of Protagoras quoted above. The translation given in the text reflects the natural syntax of ὃς ὃστι, e.g. in Protagoras or Aristotle. Plato, however, often seems to play on the alternative construction (taking ὃς as adverb rather than as conjunction) and thus to take the formula as meaning: ‘to speak of the things which are just as they are . . . ’.
connection between the predicative usage, and the sense of verity, as I have already observed. But if the veridical value of ‘to be’ is almost never called to our attention in English, that is not the case for the predicative construction in Greek, where an emphatic use of the verb in this sense is often indicated by an unusual position, or even by repetition. When we recall that the usual formula for truth is absolute in form (as in to on or esti tauta), we see that here is one fundamental semantic value of einai which is quite indifferent to the syntactic distinction between absolute and predicative construction.

In the remainder of this paper I will discuss two other features of the use and meaning of einai whose philosophical role is not as basic as that of the veridical sense which has concerned us thus far, but which nevertheless throw some interesting light on the development of Greek ontology. The first feature is what is known in comparative linguistics as the durative aspect. The second feature has not been generally noticed and seems to have no definite name. I shall call it the locative value of the verb.

A. The durative aspect. Since the time of Meillet it has been well known to linguists (though, unfortunately, not always to Hellenists) that the stems of a Greek verb are characterized by a sharp aspectual contrast between the present-imperfect, the aorist, and the perfect. This aspectual distinction is to a large extent independent of tense, since both present and past-imperfect tenses are formed from the ‘present’ stem, and the same temporal opposition occurs between perfect and pluperfect, again without change of stem. The aorist in turn is not necessarily a past tense, not even in the indicative (cf. the so-called ‘gnomic aorist’). The difference of verbal stem corresponds to a difference in the point of view from which the action or state is considered: the present-imperfect stem represents action as durative, as a state which lasts or a process which develops in time; the aorist represents the action, by antithesis, as non-

6 An extreme case, where repetition and initial position combine to turn the ‘mere copula’ into a strong asseveration of truth, is Euripides IT 721–2.

άλλ’ ἔστιν, ἔστιν, ἡ λῶν δυσπραξία
λῶν διδούσα μεταβολάς, ὅταν τίχη.

It is worth noting that the Oxford English Dictionary lists the veridical use as one of the recognized meanings of ‘to be’ in English: viz. ‘to be the case or the fact’, as in ‘so be it’ (s.v. ‘be’, B. I. 3).
durative, either as the process pure and simple without regard to time (the unmarked aspect), or at the moment of reaching its end (the ‘punctual’ aorist). The perfect represents not the process itself but rather a present state resulting from past action.⁷

Most Greek verbs possess all three of these stems, or at least two; but the verb *einai* is one of a rather small class of verbs which have no aorist and no perfect.⁸ All tenses of *einai* (present, imperfect, and future) are formed directly from the single, present-durative stem. The absence of an aorist stem is a feature which *einai* inherited from its Indo-European ancestor *es*-. But whereas the aspectual restriction has been faithfully preserved in Greek down to the present day (so that the modern Greek verb *eimai* ‘to be’ has no aorist and no perfect), in most languages the conjugation of *es*- has been completed by introducing aorist or perfect forms from a different verbal root. Thus Latin incorporated *fui*, *futurum* into the system of *esse*, just as English acquired *be*, *been* from the same root, and *was*, *were* from another source (cf. German *war*, *gewesen*). As a result, the verb ‘to be’ in these languages has lost (or at any rate gravely weakened) the aspectual value which characterized the Indo-European stem *es*-, whereas the Greek verb *einai* has faithfully preserved, or even strengthened, its durative character.

What is the philosophic significance of this morphosemantic fact? I think it may help us to understand (1) the Greek notion of eternity as a stable present, an untroubled state of duration, (2) the classical antithesis of Being and Becoming, and (3) the incommensurability already noted between the Greek concept of being and the modern-medieval notion of existence.

Let me illustrate these points briefly.

(1) The gods in Homer and Hesiod are *theoi aien eontes*, ‘the gods who are forever’. In this and in a whole set of related uses *einai* has practically the sense ‘to be alive, to survive’. The gods *are forever* because they

---


are deathless beings: their vital duration continues without end. Now, strictly speaking, the gods are not eternal. As the *Theogony* informs us in some detail, they have all been born: their vital duration had a temporal beginning. It is the philosophers who introduce an absolute archē or Beginning which is itself unbegun, a permanent and ungenerated source of generation. The initiator here is probably Anaximander, but we can see the result more clearly in the poem of Parmenides. His being is forever in the strong sense: it is ungenerated (*agenēton*) as well as unperishing (*anoēlethron*). Limited neither by birth nor by death, the duration of *What is* replaces and transcends the unending survival which characterized the Olympian gods.

(2) Parmenides was also the first to exploit the durative connotations of *einai* by a systematic contrast with *gignesthai*, the verb which normally provides an aorist for *einai*, and which expresses the developmental idea of birth, of achieving a new state, of emerging as novelty or as event. In Parmenides as in Plato, the durative-present aspect of *einai* thus provides the linguistic underpinning for the antithesis in which Being is opposed to Becoming as stability to flux.\(^9\)

(3) This intrinsically stable and lasting character of Being in Greek—which makes it so appropriate as the object of knowing and the correlative of truth—distinguishes it in a radical way from our modern notion of existence, insofar as the latter has preserved any of the original semantic flavor of Latin *exsistere*. For the aspectual features of the Latin verb are entirely discrepant from those of *einai*, and actually closer to *gignesthai*. Etymologically *exsistere* suggests a standing out or a stepping forth, a coming-into-being, an emergence out of a dark background into the light of day. The linguistic structure of the verb reinforces this idea, since the preverb *ex-* implies the completion of a process while the aspect of the reduplicated present is punctual rather than durative (in contrast to *stare*).\(^10\) Instead of an antithesis to Becoming, *existentia* provides as it were the perfect of *gignesthai*: the state achieved as a result of the process of coming-to-be. And in fact the sense of existence was originally acquired by the verb in the perfect: the existent was conceived literally

---

\(^9\) e.g. *Theaet*. 152d: γίγνεται πάντα ἀ δὴ φαμεν εἶναι, ὥσκ ὄρθως προσασυγεύοντες· ἐστι μὲν γὰρ οὐδέποτ' οὐδὲν, ἀλὲ δὲ γίγνεται.

as ‘what has emerged’, *id quod exstitit*.\(^{11}\) Now what has emerged into the light of day is in a sense the contingent, what might not have emerged and what might easily disappear once more. Under the influence of the biblical notion of Creation, and the radical distinction between essence and existence which follows from it in the medieval doctrine of created beings, these linguistic connotations of *existentia* were preserved and developed at the theoretical level in the concept of a state of being which is intrinsically provisional and precarious, hovering on the verge of nothingness.\(^{12}\) These connotations have even survived the separation from biblical theology and the translation into German, as one can see from Heidegger’s account of *Dasein* as a foundationless *Geworfenheit*, a state of being thrown where one has no place to stand.

The connotations of enduring stability which are inseparable from the meaning of *einai* thus serve to distinguish the Greek concept of Being from certain features of the modern notion of existence. The final point in our analysis of this meaning will help to bring the two notions together.

B. The locative value of the verb ‘to be’. In considering what one may loosely call the expression for existence in a number of non-Indo-European languages—that is, the expression which serves to translate ‘there is . . . ’ or *il y a*—I was struck by the fact that many (though not all) such expressions involve some allusion to place or location. Thus in the African dialect Ewe the verb which renders ‘there is’ or ‘exists’ means literally ‘to be somewhere, to be present’. In Turkish, *var* and *yok* mean ‘there is’ and ‘there is not’, respectively, but *var* is also used

\(^{11}\) See *Thesaurus Linguae Latinae* V\(^2\), p. 1873, l. 31. For the beginnings of the usage see A. Ernout, ‘*Exsto* et les composés latins en ex-‘, *Bulletin de la société linguistique de Paris*, 50 (1954), 18. The aspectual contrast between *esse* and *existere* is partially preserved in the Spanish distinction between *ser* and *estar*.

\(^{12}\) I must here leave open the question of the influence of Arabic vocabulary upon the medieval distinction between essence and existence. It is certainly of great importance that the Arabs rendered *to on* and *to einai* by passive forms of the verb ‘to find’ (root *WJD*), so that ‘what is’ in Greek becomes ‘what is found’ (= ‘what exists’) in Arabic. Since to find is to locate, or discover the place of, the idiom reorients ‘being’ in the locative-existential sense. (Cf. the parallel French idiom *se trouver.*) See the excellent remarks of A. C. Graham, ‘“Being” in Linguistics and Philosophy’, *Foundations of Language*, 1 (1965) 226–7. If a full history of the concept of existence is ever undertaken, it would also be important to study the use of ὑπάρχω, ὑπαρξίς from the Stoics on, and of ὑπόστασις, ὑποστήναι as well.
for statements of place and yok for absence. Now in Indo-European
the situation is often comparable. Not only is existere itself a spatial
metaphor, vaguely implying some local context, but expressions like
‘there is’ and ‘il y a’ make explicit use of the adverb for definite place. It
is interesting that in European languages where the old Indo-European
*es- has been preserved in the expression of existence, it has retained its
ancient existential force by the addition of such a local adverb: English
‘there is’; Italian c’è, ci sono; German dasein. And in Russian, where the
archaic forms yest and nyet (from *es-) serve by themselves for ‘there is’
and ‘there is not’, they also may mean ‘is present’ and ‘is not here’. Our
words ‘present’ and ‘absent’ themselves reflect the old locative use of
the verb, derived as they are from the obsolete participle of sum which
survives in historical Latin only in these forms: ab-sens, prae-sens. The
corresponding Indo-European idiom is well represented in Greek:
apesti, paresti.

Thus einai is quite normally used for ‘to be somewhere’ (with the
place specified by an adverbial word or phrase), to be in the presence of,
or remote from, some definite point of reference. The usual dichotomy
between the existential and the predicative usage of the verb would
require us to treat this locative use of the verb as merely ‘copulative’.
For the traditional doctrine assimilates the adverbial expression of place
to a nominal predicate: it treats ‘John is in the garden’ as if it were
syntactically parallel to ‘John is a gardener’. But this assimilation, like
the dichotomy on which it is based, seems to me radically mistaken. For
grammatical and philological reasons which cannot be fully presented
here, I am inclined to regard the locative as a distinct and fundamental
use of ‘to be’, from which the truly copulative use (with predicate
nouns and adjectives) might itself be derived. But regardless of whether
or not the locative use is more fundamental than the predicative,
I would insist that it is closer in meaning to what is usually called the
existential sense of the verb. So intimate is the link between these two
uses that I would myself prefer to speak in hyphenated terms of the
existential-locative sense. For example, nearly all of the uses of the verb
in Homer which we would recognize as existential are at the same time
statements of place, and it might be urged that the distinctly existential
value of the verb derives merely from its emphatic position in the
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sentence. On this view a statement of existence is as it were an emphatic (or in some cases a vague and generalized) statement of place: ‘There is an X’ means ‘Here, there, or somewhere in the world is an X’.

The importance of the locative associations of einai for an understanding of the ordinary existential use of the verb may be a matter on which philologists will disagree. But I think there can be no disagreement on the close connection between the ideas of existence and location in Greek philosophical thought. We have from Presocratic times the well-established axiom that whatever is, is somewhere; what is nowhere is nothing. As Plato puts it (stating not his own view, but that of Greek common sense), ‘we say that it is necessary for everything which is real (τὸ ὅν ἄπαν) to be somewhere in some place and to occupy some space, and that what is neither on earth nor anywhere in heaven is nothing at all’ (Tim. 52b). If existence and location are not identical in Greek thought, they are at least logically equivalent, for they imply one another; that is, they do for the average man, and for the philosophers before Plato. Hence the nous of Anaxagoras, which is as spiritual or ‘mental’ a power as he could conceive, is nonetheless thought of as located in place; namely, in the same place ‘where everything else is’ (fr. 14). The principle of Love for Empedocles is an invisible force of attraction and a general law of combination by rational proportion, but it is also to be found ‘swirling among’ the other elements, ‘equal to them in length and breadth’ (fr. 17. 20–3). Even the Being of Parmenides, the most metaphysical concept in Presocratic thought, is compared to a sphere, and conceived as a solid mass extending equally in all directions. It is not merely that Greek thought was instinctively concrete: the very notion of being had local connotations. And so

The standard cases involve initial position for the verb:

εἶστι πόλις Ἐφύρη μυχὺ Αργεος ἱπποβότοιο (II. 6. 152).
εἶσι δὲ τὶς ποταμῶς Μυηνίος εἰς ἄλα βάλλων
ἐγώγθεν Αρχήν, δὲς μείναμεν Ἡῶ δίαν (II. 11. 722).

A less emphatic, but still unusual position

Κρήτη τίς γαί’ ἐστι, μέασω ἐνὶ οἴνοπι πόντῳ (Od. 19. 172).

13 The standard cases involve initial position for the verb:

Plato, when for the first time he clearly introduced nonspatial entities into a philosophical theory, was careful to situate his new Forms in a new kind of place. What we are in the habit of calling the ‘intelligible world’ is presented by Plato quite literally as an intelligible region or place, the νοητὸς τόπος, conceived by analogy with the region known to sense-experience, but sharply contrasted with it, in order to serve as the setting for Plato’s radically new view of Being. (Cf. Rep. 6. 508c1, 509d2, 517b5.)

How did the new view of Being arise? There could be many answers to this question. I would like to end by suggesting one which may at the same time serve as a summary of the main points I have tried to make.

We began by admitting with Aristotle and Mill that ‘to be’ is not univocal, and that any doctrine of Being is obliged to reckon with a plurality of senses. Furthermore, the range of meaning of einai in Greek is likely to be wider and richer than that of the corresponding verb in any other language—and certainly richer than the verb ‘to be’ in most modern languages. For that very reason, the traditional dichotomy between the existential and the predicative use of the verb would have to be rejected for Greek as a hopeless oversimplification, even if it were not vitiated from the start by the confusion between a syntactic and a semantic criterion. The syntactic distinction between the absolute and predicative constructions is a problem for grammarians, and perhaps a difficult one. But I do not see that it is of any great importance for an understanding of the philosophic usage. Even more negligible is the question of the omission of the verb esti, which is sometimes regarded as a characteristic feature of the copulative construction. (In fact the omission of the verb seems to be a purely stylistic feature, dictated by considerations of elegance or economy, and with no necessary relation to the syntax or meaning of the verb. The view that the predicative verb may be omitted, the existential not, is a pure myth. Democritus’ famous statement in fr. 9, ‘by custom (nomos) there is sweet, by custom bitter, by custom hot, by custom color, but in reality there are atoms and the void’, is the very model of an existential assertion, but the verb ‘to be’ is omitted in every clause, including the last.)

15 The one important philosophic doctrine which seems to turn on the syntactic distinction is Aristotle’s separation of the questions ei esti and ti esti in Post. An. 2. See the Postscripta.
16 It has been suggested to me that instead of an existential ἐστί, one might suppose that some other term has been elliptically omitted in Democritus fr. 9 (= fr. 125): ἐστε τὰ δὲ ἄτομα καὶ κένον; e.g. one might understand λέγεται or even the copula: ‘things really are...’.
What I have tried to do, then, is to clarify the semantic content and diversity of *einai* by concentrating on three features which are often neglected, and which are largely indifferent to the syntactic variation between absolute and predicative construction. These three features—which I call the veridical, the durative, and the locative (or locative-existential) values of *einai*—although they do not directly account for every particular usage of the verb, seem to point to what is most fundamental for its use in philosophy. The durative aspect, being inseparable from the stem, colors every use of the verb, including every philosophical use. Whatever the real entities are for a philosopher, these are the entities which endure. The locative connotation, suggesting as it does a concretely spatial and even bodily view of *what is*, inclines Greek philosophy towards a conception of reality as corporeal. This fundamental corporealism (which in Greek thought is not necessarily materialistic, but is compatible with hylozoism or even with panpsychism) is a persistent trend in Presocratic philosophy, as we have noted; it is not altogether absent from Aristotle; and it asserts itself with equal force in the rival Hellenistic cosmologies of the Stoics and the Epicureans. (It was still alive in the gnostic view of God from which St Augustine struggled to free himself.) To claim that the Greek view of reality was so persistently corporeal *because* their verb ‘to be’ had local connotations would no doubt be an exaggeration. But the two facts are related, and the relationship may be illuminating in both directions.

Neither the locative nor the durative values of *einai*, however, explain the peculiarly momentous role of this term in the development of western philosophy. Local concreteness and stable duration account

I doubt this. Even in the preceding clauses the adjectives represent the grammatical subject, not a predicate for some understood subject like ‘things’: νόμω γλυκό means ‘sweet (is, exists) by convention’, not ‘(things are, are called) sweet by convention’, since in the second case we would have the plural γλυκέα.

In any case, my point is not tied to this or to any other single example. For a striking double omission of the locative-existential see *Euthyphro* 12b (and ff.) ἴνα γὰρ δέος ἐνθα καὶ αἰδός, ‘Where fear is, there also is awe.’ See also C. Guiraud, *La phrase nominale en grec de Homère à Eumipide* (Paris: Klincksieck, 1962), p. 163–98. Typical examples from Homer are: 

> Αλλ' ἦτοι νίκη μὲν ἄρησφίλου Μενελάου (II. 4. 13)

and in the description of the Elysian field:

> οὐ νιφετός τ’, οὔτ’ ἄρ χειμών πολύς, οὔτε ποτ’ ὀμβρος (Od. 4. 566).
for certain characteristic features of the Greek concept of Being; they do not account for the concept itself. In order to understand what Being means for Plato, for Plotinus, and for Aristotle in the *Metaphysics*, we must above all bear in mind the double sense of verity and fact which I emphasized in the first part of my paper. Being for these philosophers as for Parmenides means what is or can be truly known and truly said. *To on* is first and foremost the object of true knowledge and the basis or the correlative of true speech. It is by reference to these two terms, *epistēmē* and *logos*, that the philosophical concept of Being has its unity and its importance. Thus for Plato the stable realm of Being is the proper object of knowledge as Becoming is of true opinion. And it is in virtue of this relationship to knowing, and to the parallel concept of *noeîn*, that Plato is able to introduce a range of entities which are not bodily and not located in space.

The entities which populate Plato’s *noētos topos* are usually interpreted as universal terms. But if ‘term’ means ‘noun’, it is clear that the Forms must be more than that, if their mingling and interconnection is to make discourse possible (*Sophist* 259e). Without entering upon an exegesis of the theory of Forms, I would like to suggest that the Forms could be thought of as analogous to ‘predicates’ in Quine’s sense, not as terms alone but terms-plus-copula: not as Justice, for example, but as being-just. Whatever else it means for an individual thing to participate in a Form, it certainly means that the name of the Form is truly predicated of it, or in Quine’s terminology that the Form as predicate is *true of* that particular thing. This is perhaps what Plato has in mind when he says that all Forms share in *to on* (*Soph. 256e*): they share in Being not simply as existent realities but as being-so in some determinate way, as being-what-they-are. (Here and throughout the *Sophist* Cornford’s rendering of the strong or absolute use of *eînai* as ‘existence’ seems to me systematically misleading.) The being of the Forms so understood also makes better sense of Aristotle’s τὸ τι ἐς τοῦ ἐστιν—*a strange formula which he never feels called upon to explain.* The formula means quite literally a thing’s *being-what-it-is*, not merely the content or character of *what-it-is* (τὸ τι ἐς τιν), the answer to the question, ‘What is it?’, but its being determinately so, as a man or a dog or a triangle.

The Forms of Plato and the essences of Aristotle are certainly not propositional in character, but they might thus be compared to open sentences, with an unfilled place for the subject. This comparison is far from satisfactory, since neither Form nor essence can be understood as a linguistic entity: they constitute the objective concepts or (in some sense) real entities which our linguistic predicates signify. What I mean to suggest is that the linguistic signs for Form and essence are best understood as predicates rather than as terms, as (open) statements rather than as general names. But even if this turned out to be false for the special doctrines of Form and essence, my main contention here would not be affected. For my contention is, first, that the terms on and onta are normally and idiomatically used for facts of a propositional structure, and, second, that just as to eon in Herodotus regularly constitutes the object of a verb of knowing or saying, so ‘being’ enters philosophy as the object of knowledge and true speech. Now it is only natural for the object of knowing to be conceived of after the pattern of propositions; for what can be known and truly stated is what is the case: a fact, situation, or relationship, not a particular thing or ‘object’ as such. The chief discrepancy between the Greek concept of Being and the modern notion of existence lies precisely here; for we normally assign existence not to facts or propositions or relations, but to discrete particulars: to creatures, persons, or things.

Of course the Greek use of einai for localized existence tends to blur this distinction, since what is somewhere is normally an individual entity, precisely the kind of thing to which the modern notion of existence applies. When what is is used in this locative sense, it inevitably tends to be conceived as thing-like rather than as fact-like. It is not so much that the Greeks lack our notion of existence, as that they lack our sense of its distinctness from essence or from the being-so of fact and predication. This is true not only for the metaphysicians, but also (as we saw) for a philosopher of common sense like Protagoras.

To put the matter in a nutshell, the ontological vocabulary of the Greeks led them to treat the existence of things and persons as a special case of the Bestehen von Sachverhalten. It is remarkable that not only onta but every other Greek word for ‘fact’ can also mean ‘thing’, and vice versa. (Cf. chrēmata = pragmata in the fragment of Protagoras; ergon in the contrast with logos: ‘in fact’ and ‘in word’; gegonota as the perfect of
onta, etc.) This failure on the part of the Greeks (at least before the Stoics) to make a systematic distinction between fact and thing underlies the more superficial and inaccurate charge that they confused the ‘to be’ of predication with that of existence.

It may be thought that the neglect of such a distinction constitutes a serious shortcoming in Greek philosophy of the classical period. But it was precisely this indiscriminate use of einai and on which permitted the metaphysicians to state the problem of truth and reality in its most general form, to treat matters of fact and existence concerning the physical world as only a part of the problem (or as one of the possible answers), and to ask the ontological question itself: What is Being?—that is, What is the object of true knowledge, the basis for true speech? If this is a question worth asking, then the ontological vocabulary of the Greeks, which permitted and encouraged them to ask it, must be regarded as a distinct philosophical asset.

POSTSCRIPTA

1. This paper does not pretend to offer a complete account of the philosophical usage of einai. Perhaps the most important use which has been omitted here is what I would call the ‘verb of whatness’, the use made of einai in asking and answering the question τί ἐστι; it is this use which underlines the Platonic phrase ὅ ἐστι for the Forms (since this phrase reflects the Socratic question τί ἐστι; cf. Phaedo 75d1–3); the question of whatness is directly exploited by Aristotle in his concepts of τὸ τί ἐστι, τὸ τί δὲν εἶναι, and ὁπερ ἐστι (τί). This einai of whatness corresponds in part to the modern ‘is’ of identity, but the ancient usage is oriented in a different, more ontological and ‘essentialist’ direction. In part, the peculiarities of this Greek usage are due to the pervasive influence of the veridical sense: ‘what a thing is’ means what it really (truly) is.

2. It might be (and has been) asked, what can be new in Mill’s distinction between existence and the copula, since Aristotle not only notes the equivocation between einai τι and einai ἀπλῶς but also emphasizes the contrast between the philosophical questions τί ἐστι and εἷ ἐστι, on the basis of which the medievals erected the
systematic distinction between essence and existence. What then is new in Mill’s dichotomy?

I answer that what is new in Mill is the assignment of the meaning ‘exists’ to ‘is’ when used alone, or when (as he says) it ‘has a meaning of its own’ in addition to performing the function of the copula. For both the terms of his dichotomy Mill was of course drawing on a traditional, indeed on a medieval analysis of ‘to be’. (The explicit interpretation of ‘to be’ as ‘to exist’ is as old as the esse existentiae of Duns Scotus.) But Mill seems really to have been the first philosopher to offer just this pair of concepts—copula plus existence—as an adequate analysis of the meaning of the verb, and to correlate this antithesis with the syntactic distinction between the predicative and the absolute construction.

Aristotle’s analysis of the sophist shift from εἶναι τι to εἶναι ἀπλῶς (or conversely) bears only a superficial analogy to this dichotomy. One may, if one chooses, explicate εἶναι τι by reference to the copula; but εἶναι ἀπλῶς is not in general ‘to exist’. On the contrary, it is either an indeterminate expression, since for Aristotle there is no one, single meaning of ‘to be’, or else it refers specifically to the being of substances, as the primary instance of being in general (τὸ πρῶτος ὄν καὶ οὐ τι ὄν ἄλλ’ ὄν ἀπλῶς ἡ οὐσία ὃν εἶναι ἀπλῶς ἀλλ’ ὃν ἀπλῶς ἡ νοοὶ ὃν εἶναι Met. Z. 1. 1028a30). Substances for Aristotle are, in the last analysis, living beings (ibid. 1040b5–10). Therefore ἀπλῶς εἶναι, as the being of substance, is ultimately synonymous with the old Homeric (and post-Homeric) use of ἔστι for ‘is alive’. (We may compare Hamlet’s ‘To be or not to be.’) Hence | the fallacy in passing from ὁ μηρός ἔστι ποιητής to ὁ μηρός ἔστιν: Homer is no longer (sc. a substance), for he is no longer alive (De Int. 21b18–28). The fallacy at Soph. El. 167a1–4 may be explained along similar lines: although it may be true to say τὸ μὴ ὃν ἔστι δοξαστῶν, ‘what is not (the case) is an object of belief’, there is no sense whatsoever in which εἶναι can be predicated per se of ‘that which is not (so)’. An existential nuance is possible here, but certainly not unambiguously required. We have an earlier example of the first sophism in Plato, Euthydemos 283d: Kleinias’ friends want to make him wise, i.e. to make him what he is not, and to make him be no longer what he is now. But to make him be no longer is to kill him (ἀπολωλέναι). What kind of friends are these?
As for the distinction between ϵἰ ἔστι and τί ἔστι in Post. An. 2, there is no denying that it provides the foundation for the classical distinction between existence and essence. This distinction was systematically developed for the first time in Hellenistic philosophy, in regard to the knowledge of God: the standard formula is that we can know the existence (ὑπαρξίας) of God, but not His essence (οὐσία).

Philo seems to be the earliest extant author to put the distinction in this form, but he must have taken it over from earlier works which are lost. The terminology of ‘existence’ (ὑπαρκτός, ἀνύπαρκτος, ὑπαρξίας), although unknown to Aristotle, is in current philosophical use from the time of Epicurus.18

The development of the concept of existence after Aristotle lies outside the scope of this paper: I will limit myself to two observations. The question ϵἰ ἔστι is not univocal for Aristotle, for he has no univocal concept of being or existence. But the situation is different for the Stoics, for whom ‘to be (real)’ means ‘to be a body’. And nearly the same is true for the Epicureans. Even more momentous, however, is the change which occurs when the biblical doctrine of Creation and of the infinite distance between Creator and creatures is taken as a basic principle in a new ontology, i.e. in medieval metaphysics after Avicenna. For now existence in the case of created beings is in one respect univocal: it is that which God adds to the essences of things which he has, as it were, determined in advance. Thus existence comes to be thought of as something logically posterior, a kind of accident which supervenes to the essence of what does or can exist. To make the point by exaggerating the imagery: existence now tends to be thought of as the final push into actual being provided by the demiurge, as he sends things forth from his precosmic workshop of logical possibilities. It is in this reversal of logical priorities that I see the decisive shift away from Aristotle, and from the Greeks. For when Aristotle makes his distinction between ‘essence’ and ‘existence’, he insists that the ϵἰ ἔστι question must be answered first: we cannot know what a thing is unless we know that it is, for only real things have essences (Post. An. 2. 7. 92b 4–8).19

19 For the development of existence as a philosophical idea distinct from the Greek notion of Being see E. Gilson, L’être et l’essence (Paris: Vrin, 1948), esp. chs. 3–5.
4. Since this paper was completed I have had a chance to consult G. E. L. Owen’s important study of the philosophical use of εἶναι in Aristotle: ‘Aristotle on the Snares of Ontology’ Professor Owen distinguishes what he calls being* (which has as many senses as there are categories) from being**, ‘the use which is rendered by “il y a” or “es gibt”, and represented in predicate logic by the formula “(∃x) Fx’’ (pp. 84–5). He points out that Aristotle nowhere distinguishes these two uses of the verb. I would go further. Only being* is an explicit philosophical concept for Aristotle: it is precisely his notion of ‘being proper’, τὸ δὲ καθ’ αὐτό. The second use, on the other hand, (being**) corresponds to our notion of existence as represented by the quantifier. This second use certainly forms part of Aristotle’s language: it is an idiomatic use of ἔστι in Greek, and in Aristotle’s Greek. But it occupies at best a marginal position within his conceptual scheme. In the Metaphysics, at any rate, it seems never to constitute a topic for philosophic discussion. In Posterior Analytics 2, where the question εἶ ἔστι suggests that this usage might be articulated as a concept, the analysis remains rudimentary. A mere oversight? Or a lack of interest which is philosophically motivated? Perhaps the latter: for Aristotle, ‘l’existence d’une chose prise à part de son essence n’a pas de sens défini’.21

Thus I would like to see Owen’s results as a confirmation of the view presented here: that we have no reason to suppose that our notion of existence—the notion rendered by the quantifier—can be taken as the proper and fundamental meaning of the verb εἶναι as used by the Greek philosophers. In Aristotle, at any rate, the ‘existential’ interest in a question like εἶ ἔστι remains quite isolated within a conceptual scheme almost wholly oriented in other directions: towards the being of the categories, towards the veridical, towards ὁδία as whatness, as substance, and as actuality.

2

On the Terminology for Copula and Existence

Dear Richard,

Here is my birthday offering: a note on two problems in the history of philosophical terminology, one of which we have often discussed. Since the history of both terms involves Islamic philosophy as well as the ancient and medieval material considered here, the Arabic texts will have to be discussed for any complete study of either problem. What I offer here is something more modest, only a preliminary gathering of data for the history of the terms copula and existence together with some remarks on the decisive contribution of Abelard to the classical theory of the copula.

The two terms are regularly paired off against one another in the traditional theory of the verb to be; for example, in Mill’s Logic or in the classical handbooks of Greek and Indo-European syntax. As far as I know, the earliest grammatical discussion to combine and contrast just these two terms in an analysis of be is Gottfried Hermann’s De emendanda ratione graecae grammaticae (1801), where the concepts of copula and existence are imported from Christian Wolff’s logic in order to provide a rational explanation (and ‘correction’) of the rules for the accentuation of ἦσσατί in ancient Greek. Thus the use of just this


2 G. Hermann, De Emendanda Ratione Graecae Grammaticae (Leipzig: Gerhard Fleischer, 1801), 84. For his rationalist motives see the preface, p. vi. For the philosophical influences on Hermann see Delbrück, Vergl. Syntax, I (= Brugmann and Delbrück, Grundriss, iii), 25–7.
brace of terms is established by the beginning of the nineteenth century. It may be older than that, but probably not much older. The standard terminology is at best embryonic in Kant’s discussion of the relations between predication and existence in his criticism of the ontological argument (Kritik der reinen Vernunft, A 592 (= B 620) ff.). On the other hand, the distinction between the copulative and existential uses of be was drawn in antiquity, but without two terms corresponding to copula and existence. Of the authors I have looked at, Abelard is the one who comes closest to anticipating the dichotomy of Hermann and Mill, but even Abelard does not employ existentia as a technical expression for ‘existence’.

I am concerned here not with the pairing of the terms copula and existentia in the eighteenth or nineteenth century but with their separate history in the earlier period. Both Latin terms are fixed in their standard uses in medieval philosophy. The term copula occurs in Abelard and almost every later writer on logic. The technical sense of existentia (specifying the use of esse which contrasts with essentia, together with a connotation of actuality as opposed to potency) is perhaps not clearly attested before the esse existentiae of Duns Scotus. In both cases there are obvious roots for the medieval usage in classical Greek philosophy. Yet in both cases the connection between the ancient and medieval terminology is more problematic than one might suppose.

1. Copula

Prantl tells us that Abelard is the first extant Latin author to use copula as a technical term for est in the categorical proposition homo est mortalis.3 The Kneales give this as the usual view, but suggest that the term may have appeared in earlier medieval discussions of the role of est in such propositions.4 I do not venture any guesses about the terminology of

---

3 C. Prantl, Geschichte der Logik im Abendlande, 2nd edn. (Graz: Druck, 1885, repr. 1955), ii. 197 with n. 370. Prantl cites from the Dialectica (p. 161 in the edition of De Rijk, 1956). He did not know Abelard’s earlier work on logic, the so-called Logica ‘Ingredientibus’ (quoted below as ‘LI’), first published by Geyer in 1919–27, where the term copula appears in the relevant sense in at least two passages. See below.

unrecorded or unpublished discussions but, as we shall see, Abelard’s early usage of the word suggests that *copula* was not yet a fixed term. If that is so, Abelard must be personally responsible for the classical terminology. It is clear that (as Prantl noted) the noun does not occur in the corresponding sense either in Boethius, who is Abelard’s chief authority, or in the latter’s translation of Aristotle. Boethius does use the verb *copulare* and its abstract noun *copulatio* to describe the function of *est*, following Aristotle’s use of the terms *sùnðèseis* and *συμπλοκή*. It is easy enough to see how Abelard’s use of the term *copula* develops in a natural way out of Boethius’ language. But the impression remains that both the term *copula* and, in part, the theory it is designed to convey are Abelard’s own.

We can surely neglect Prantl’s suggestion that Abelard was indebted to a Byzantine terminology represented in the *Synopsis* attributed to Michael Psellus, since this work is now generally recognized as a Greek translation of the later *Summulae logicales* of Peter of Spain.\(^5\) Furthermore, it is worth noting that in the passage quoted by Prantl from pseudo-Psellus the Greek equivalent of *copula* (namely *συνδεσμος*) is introduced not as a technical term but as a simile: the verb *ἐστί* joins predicate with subject ‘like a kind of link’ τοῦτο τὸ ῥῆμα τὸ ἑστίν’ συζεύγνυσι καθάπερ τις σύνδεσμος τὸ ἐν μετὰ τοῦ ἐτέρου.\(^6\) This, as we shall see, is very close to the traditional language of the Greek commentators on Aristotle, and clearly shows that it was not in Greek usage that *copula* (or *σύνδεσμος*) had become a fixed term of logic.

On the other hand, we should take note of the fact that before Abelard the Arabic equivalent of *copula* (namely *rābiṭa*) does seem to be fully established as a technical expression, judging from translations such as the following:

La troisième partie de la proposition est l’idée de rapport et le lien par lequel seulement une proposition est composée. Ce n’est pas que l’homme soit homme, mais qu’il soit sujet; ni que l’animal soit animal, mais qu’il soit


\(^6\) Prantl, *Geschichte*, II. 273 n. 11, citing the edn of Ehinger, I. 5. 13. The passage also seems to use τὸ συνδέν as translation of *copula*. In modern Greek the term is τὸ συνθετικόν.
prédicat. Or il en est ainsi par un lien entre eux deux, indiqué parfois par un troisième mot... et il s’appelle copule.\textsuperscript{7}

I am told that this usage is fixed in Islamic philosophy at least from the time of Al-Fārābī in the early tenth century. Unless further evidence is forthcoming for Arabic influence on Latin authors of Abelard’s period we seem obliged to suppose that the technical use of copula or its equivalent was established twice, first in the Arabic and then independently in the Latin tradition which derives from Aristotle. I shall suggest later why this may be so. But first I wish to show that the terminology did not crystallize in the ancient tradition running from Aristotle to Ammonius and Boethius, although the theoretical foundations for the concept of copula were largely prepared.

The origins of the medieval theory are to be found in Aristotle’s analysis of the premisses of a categorical syllogism.

(1) \textit{Pr. An.} 1. 1. 24\textsuperscript{b} 16 ὁ ρον δὲ καλὸ εἶσ ὃν διαλύεται ἡ πρώτασις, οἷον τὸ τε κατηγορούμενον καὶ τὸ καθ’ οὗ κατηγορεῖται, προστιθεμένου [ἡ διαιρουμένου secludit Ross] τοῦ εἶναι ἡ μὴ εἶναι.

‘I call term that into which the premiss is resolved, viz. the predicate and that of which it is predicated, with be or not be added.’

Here εἶναι naturally suggests what we call the ‘copula’, in an analysis of the form \( S \text{is} P \); but Aristotle uses no such term. Nor does Alexander in his commentary on this passage. And in fact in his technical statement of syllogistic premisses Aristotle rarely employs the form ‘\( A \text{εστί} B \)’. He generally makes use of the converse formula κατηγορεῖται τὸ \( B \) κατὰ τοῦ \( A \), or of its equivalent ύπάρχει τὸ \( B \) τῷ \( A \). It is true that Aristotle elsewhere suggests that sentences with finite verbs, like ἂνθρωπος βαδίζει, are in principle equivalent to sentences with copula and participle, like ἂνθρωπος βαδίζων εστί.\textsuperscript{8} One might suppose, as the commentators did, that such an analysis in \( S \text{is} P \) form underlies Aristotle’s treatment of categorical premisses, as reflected in (1) above. And the same analysis is explicitly presupposed in his doctrine that εἶναι has as many senses or uses as there are categories (\textit{Met.} \( \Delta 7 \).

\textsuperscript{7} Quotation from Avicenna in A.-M. Goichon, \textit{Lexique de la langue philosophique d’Ibn Sīnā} (Paris: de Bronwer, 1938), 142.

\textsuperscript{8} \textit{De Int.} 21\textsuperscript{b} 9; cf. \textit{Pr. An.} 51\textsuperscript{b} 13 ff.; \textit{Met.} 1017\textsuperscript{a} 27–30.
1017\textsuperscript{a}22–30). But in his theory of declarative sentences in the *De Interpretatione* Aristotle treats the two-word sentence consisting of noun and verb (like ἄνθρωπος βαδίζει) as the elementary form, and mentions the copula sentence only as a special case, where ἐστὶ figures as ‘third word added to the predicate’ (ὅταν δὲ τὸ ἐστὶ τρίτων προσκατηγορηθῇ *De Int.* 10. 19\textsuperscript{b}19). Hence the standard medieval designation of these sentences as *de tertio adiacente*. (So also in Greek, where ἐκ τρίτου προσκατηγορουμένου is cited as a technical term by Ammonius *in De Int.*, p. 160, 1.17.)

Thus both in his theory of syllogistic premisses and in his analysis of elementary propositions Aristotle avoids making any technical use of the sentence form *Si sP*, probably because he wished to steer clear of the difficulties raised in earlier discussions of the role of ἐστὶ.\textsuperscript{9} Nevertheless, in the course of his chapter on verbs in the *De Interpretatione* Aristotle makes some remarks which were to serve as the direct inspiration for the later theory of the copula.

(2) *De Int.* 3. 16\textsuperscript{b}19 αὐτὰ μὲν οὖν καθ’ αὐτὰ λεγόμενα τὰ ῥήματα ὑνόματὰ ἐστὶ καὶ σημαίνει τι,—ἵστησι γὰρ ὁ λέγων τὴν διάνοιαν, καὶ ὁ ἀκούσας ἡρέμησεν— ἀλλ’ εἰ ἔστιν τῇ μῇ οὖσῳ σημαίνειν οὐ (ν.1. οὐδὲ) γὰρ τὸ εἶναι τῇ μῇ εἶναι σημείον ἐστὶ τοῦ πράγματος, οὐδ’ ἐὰν τὸ ὑπ’ ψιλὸν, αὐτὸ μὲν γὰρ οὐδέν ἐστιν, προσημαίνει δὲ σύνθεσιν τινα, ἤν ἄνευ τῶν συγκεκιμένων οὐκ ἐστὶ νοήσαι.

This passage is full of difficulties. Ackrill’s translation runs:

> When uttered just by itself a verb is a name and signifies something—the speaker arrests his thought and the hearer pauses—but it does not yet signify whether it is or not. For not even ‘to be’ or ‘not to be’ is a sign of the actual thing (nor if you say simply ‘that which is’); for by itself it is nothing, but it additionally signifies some combination, which cannot be thought of without the components.

I mention the difficulties without attempting a full analysis. In his commentary Ackrill notices the possibility that εἰ ἔστιν ἦ μῇ might be rendered ‘whether anything is or is not the case’, and that εἶναι and ὄν

\textsuperscript{9} See the views cited in *Physics*, 185\textsuperscript{b}25–32, with the commentators on this passage. And compare the doctrine of the ‘late-learners’ at *Sophist*, 251–2, which implies that a sentence like ἄνθρωπος ἀγαθός ἐστι is illegitimate or always false. Aristotle deals with these problems in his own theory of categories and in the corresponding doctrine that ἐῖναι is ‘said in many ways’.
here could represent either the existential or the copulative use of ἐστὶ. If I understood him aright, he concludes that ei ἐστὶ should be taken as existential, and that ὅν probably represents the copula, although the existential use (or some confusion between the two) cannot be excluded.10 My own judgment is that Ackrill’s first suggestion is the right one, that ei ἐστὶ here is what I called the veridical (‘is the case’), as in the definition of truth and the various statements of the law of contradiction.11 From this wider use of ἐστὶ as mark of assertion or affirmation—as the expression for an arbitrary proposition—Aristotle naturally moves in (2) to the special case where ἐστὶ performs this role as the verb in a copula sentence. As far as I can see, there is no need here to bring in the existential idea either in the translation or in the literal exegesis of this passage. It is primarily, and perhaps uniquely, the veridical and copulative uses which Aristotle has in mind.12

Fortunately, these difficulties in the interpretation of (2) do not affect the concluding reference to σύνθεσις τις, for there is no doubt that this concerns the copulative function of is. Aristotle’s point is that whereas subject noun and predicate adjective (or predicate noun or participle) indicate the two components (αύξηκείμενα) of the proposition or judgment, ἐστὶ adds a meaning (προσσημαίνει) which is not another component but simply the propositional form that determines the combination of the two; i.e. ἐστὶ specifies that the predicate belongs to the subject. In paraphrasing this passage the Greek commentators employ συμπλοκή as a synonym for σύνθεσις, echoing Aristotle’s use in the Categories and elsewhere, where he speaks of the union or junction of words in a sentence, and the union of concepts (νοήματα) in the

11 See Met. 1006’1 τὸ αὐτὸ εἶναι καὶ μὴ εἶναι, 1011’26, etc.; cf. ὅτι ἐστὶ at Post. An. 71’12–14. When Aristotle wants to specify the ‘existential’ use, he adds ἀπλῶς; e.g. τὸ δ’ ἐι ἐστὶν ἤ μὴ ἀπλῶς λέγω at Post. An. 89’33.
12 This seems to be the view of Ammonius and of Porphyry as well, on whom Ammonius is often relying: ἀλλ’ εἰ ἐστὶ, φησίν, ἤ μὴ, οὔσοι δὴλον, σημαίνει δὲ αὐτῷ τὸ μὲν ἐστὶ τὴν κατάφασαν τὸ δὲ ἤ μὴ τὴν ἀπόφασαν, ἤ μάλλον τὸ μὲν ἐστὶ τὸ ἀλήθες τὸ δὲ ἤ μὴ τὸ φείδος (in De Int. 55. 11; cf. 56. 23–33). Similarly Boethius in Peri Hemeneias, ed. Meiser, 1. 65. 17: ergo nec si hoc ipsum ‘est’ purum dixeris, esse aliquid aut non esse significat, id est aut adefirmat aut negat. Compare in Peri H. 2. 75. 1–8.
corresponding judgment, as a συμπλοκή or σώνθεσις. Thus the general notion of joining or ‘copulating’ subject and predicate terms, τῇ κατά τινος, is clearly Aristotelian. But neither a term equivalent to copula (as a designation of ἔστι) nor any further discussion of the function of the verb ἔστι in σώνθεσις is to be found in Aristotle.

Before passing to the later theory, there is one other Aristotelian text which must be noticed. In discussing the question of separate predicates which do not imply their combination for the same subject (as Socrates is good and Socrates is a shoemaker do not imply Socrates is a good shoemaker) and compound expressions which do not imply each component simply (as That is a dead man does not imply That is a man), Aristotle mentions the problem of Homer is a poet, which does not imply Homer is (i.e. is alive), and What-is-not is an object of opinion, which does not imply What-is-not is (i.e. is real, is true).

(3) De Int. 11. 21a25 ὡςπερ ὅ μηρός ἔστι τι, οὗν ποιητής· ἀρ’ ὅν καὶ ἔστιν, ἢ οὖ; κατὰ συμβεβηκός γὰρ κατηγορεῖται τὸ ἔστιν τοῦ ὀμήρου· ὃ τι γὰρ ποιητής ἔστιν, ἀλλ’ ὁ καθ’ αὐτό, κατηγορεῖται κατὰ τοῦ ὅ μήρου τὸ ἔστιν ... τὸ δὲ μὴ ὄν, ὅτι δοξαστόν, οὐκ ἀληθές εἰπεῖν ὅν τι δόξα γὰρ αὐτοῦ οὐκ ἔστιν ὅτι ἔστιν, ἀλλ’ ὅτι οὐκ ἔστιν.

(‘For example, Homer is something (say, a poet). Does it follow that he is? No, for the “is” is predicated accidentally of Homer; for it is because he is a poet, and not per se, that the “is” is predicated of | Homer... .It is not true to say that what-is-not, since it is an object of opinion, is something that is; for the opinion of it is not that it is, but that it is not.’) (Ackrill’s translation, slightly modified.)

It is here, if anywhere, that Aristotle could have used the concept of a copula if he had one. Instead he is obliged to rely on the ambiguous

---

13 In addition to Cat. 1a16 ff., 1b25, 2a6–10, 13b10, where συμπλοκή signifies the connection of words in a sentence, see Met. E. 4. 1027b19 and 30, where σώνθεσις and συμπλοκή are used interchangeably for the union of concepts in an affirmative judgment, in contrast to διαίρεσις for a negative judgment. Similarly De Anima. 3. 8. 432a11 συμπλοκή γὰρ νοημάτων ἔστι τὸ ἀληθὲς ἢ ψεύδος (paralleled by σύνθεσις τις νοημάτων in 3. 6. 430e28). The Aristotelian usage goes back of course to Plato’s terminology in the Sophist, where συμπλοκή or συμπλέκειν occurs repeatedly not only for the mingling of Forms (259e6; cf. 240c1, 242d7) but also for the connection of noun and verb in the proposition (262c6, 262d4); so also σύνθεσις at 263d3, σωθεῖς at 262e12. And compare ὀνομάτων συμπλοκήν εἶναι λόγου οὐδαμόν at Theaetetus 202b4, where the context suggests that this use of συμπλοκή may not be original with Plato.
notion of ‘accidental predication’. In later authors such as Abelard we find the theory of the copula developed by way of a commentary on passages (2) and (3), a commentary which is designed to explain precisely what is meant by the statement that *is* is predicated accidentally of Homer and of what-is-not.

We may turn now to the classical theory as we find it stated in full by Abelard or, more briefly, by J. S. Mill eight centuries later. The theory will be summarized in five or six propositions, each of which can be regarded as an explication or generalization of something said by Aristotle. In this sense, and in this sense only, the theory itself is ‘Aristotelian’. Taken together, however, these propositions represent a coherent general account of the copula use of *is*, its relation to the existential use of *be* and to the ordinary use of other finite verbs, which is to my knowledge nowhere clearly formulated before Abelard.

1. Every simple declarative sentence can be rewritten in the form *X is Y*, and in particular every sentence of the form *NV* can be rewritten in the form *N is V-ing* (where ‘*N*’ stands for a noun form and ‘*V*’ for a verb).

2. In a sentence of the form *X is Y*, *X* and *Y* are terms (in the sense of the terms of a syllogistic premiss), whereas *is* is a meaningful third part which is not a term.

3A. In such a sentence, the meaning of *is* is that of a sign of affirmation, signifying that the predicate *Y* is affirmed of—said to belong to or to be true of—the subject *X*. Similarly, *is not* is a sign of denial.

3B. [The same point otherwise expressed.] In *X is Y*, the verb *is* serves to link *Y* to *X* and thus to combine them in a complete sentence (or proposition), i.e. one which can be true or false.

4. In such a sentence *is* serves merely as a link or copula (in the sense of 3A–B) and not also as a predicate which asserts the existence of the subject.

5. In the ordinary *NV* sentence the verb form serves twice: first as predicate term (like *Y* in *X is Y*) and again as *copulans* or linking element. The rewriting of *NV* sentences as *N is V-ing* according
to 1. above (e.g. rewriting John runs as John is running) serves precisely to bring out this double role of the verb.

Of these propositions numbers 1–3b are closely based on Aristotle’s own remarks and can be found more or less fully developed in the ancient commentators. Propositions 4–5, which complete the theory, seem to be stated for the first time by Abelard. If this is true, Abelard is responsible not only for the introduction of the term copula but also for the perfection of a theory of sentence structure expressed by this term. Let me briefly cite evidence for 1–3a from Abelard and earlier commentators, before discussing his own original contribution. (In the citations which follow, ‘D.’ is Dialectica, ed. Rijk, ‘LI’ is Logica ‘Ingridentibus’, ed. Geyer.)

1. D. 161. 33–162. 1: ‘cum enim dicitur: “Socrates ambulat”’, tale est ac si dicatur: “Socrates est ambulans”’. Alexander (in An. Pr. 15. 17) gives the analysis of Socrates is into Socrates is (a) being as a special case of this rule: ἢ γὰρ λέγουσα πρότασις Σωκράτης ἔστων ἴσον δύναται τῇ Σωκράτης ὦν ἔστων.

2. D. 164. 32: ‘Possumus quoque non incongrue verbum interpositum (i.e. est) partem propositionis, non terminum, appellare’. Since Abelard has just quoted a passage from Boethius which recognizes only two parts of the proposition, namely subject and predicate, he seems to be consciously innovating when he describes est as a distinct part. (Boethius tends to follow Aristotle’s description of the copula as τρίτον προσκατηγορούμενον by regarding est only as a subpart of the predicate; he speaks sometimes of duo predicata in copula sentences: in Peri Herm. 1. 130.5; 2. 264. 21–4.) Abelard’s insistence upon recognizing est as something distinct from the predicate is clearly related to the analysis of its role which is formulated above in propositions 4–5.

3a. LI 339. 22: “‘Est” verbum interpositum ad coniunctionem terminorum . . . nullius rei significationem ibi exercet, plus tamen ad vim affirmationis proficit . . . quam ipsi termini, similiter “non est” ad vim negationis’. Compare Alexander, in An. Pr. 15. 7: οὐ γὰρ ὅρος ἐν ταῖς τοιαύταις προτάσει τὸ ἔστων, ἄλλα προστιθέμενον μὲν σύνθεσιν σημαίνει τοῦ κατηγορομένου καὶ
τοῦ ὑποκειμένου καὶ ἔστι καταφάσεως δηλωτικῶν. Compare Boethius, op. cit. 2. 266. 1–3: ‘est... qualis sit (propositio) id est quoniam est adfirmativa demonstrat’.

3b. D. 161. 13–15: ‘verbum interpositum praedicaturn subiecto copulat; et in his quidem tribus categoricae propositionis sensus perfectur’. For the notion of completeness (which is more Stoic than Aristotelian here) see Alexander, loc. cit. 15. 32 ὁ γὰρ ἀφέλων ἀπὸ τῆς προτάσεως τῆς ‘Σωκράτης λευκός ἔστι’ τὸ ἔστι’ καὶ καταλιπὼν τὸ Σωκράτης λευκός’ οὔτε ἀπόφασιν πεποίηκεν οὔτε ἔτι πρότασιν τὸ καταλειπόμενον τετήρηκεν. Notice the claim that the nominal sentence (with copula omitted) is grammatically or logically incomplete. This is combined with the notion of the sentential link in Ammonius, in De Int. 160. 10–15: ἐπεὶ γὰρ καὶ ὁ κατηγοροῦμενος ἐν ταῖς τοιαύταις προτάσεωις ὁνόμα ἔστιν, οἶον τὸ δίκαιος, καὶ οὐ δύναται καθ’ ἑαυτόν συνδυασθείς τῷ ὑποκειμένῳ τέλειον ἑργάσασθαι λόγον, ἐδει αὐτοῖς ὁστέρ δεσμὸ τινός τοῦ συνδέωντος αὐτοῦ πρὸς ἀλλήλους καὶ τέλειον ποιοῦντος τόν λόγον, ὃ ποιεῖ τὸ ἔστι. (Compare ibid. 44. 13 where a similar point is made, on the authority of Porphyry, in even more explicitly Stoic terms: (τὸ ἔστιν) μετὰ μὲν τοῦ ὁνόματος αὐτοτελῆ ποιοῦν λόγον μετὰ δὲ τῶν πτώσεων ἑλλιπῆ.) In Boethius we find this link imagery (apparently derived from Ammonius’ source, i.e. from the lost commentary of Porphyry on the De Interpretatione) rendered in Latin by copulare: ‘duae res per ipsius verbi (sc. est) compositio-nem copulationemque iunguntur, ut est “homo animal est”. homo namque et animal copuluntur atque iunguntur per id quod dicitur “homo animal est”’. (In Peri Herm, 1. 65. 30–66. 4. In the parallel passage at 2. 77. 13–26, where he speaks of est as having vis coniunctionis cuiusdam and of contributing compositio-nem aliquam copulationemque, Boethius cites Porphyry by name as his authority.)

Abelard’s own contribution to the theory consists in a deepening and generalizing of this notion of est as sentential link, so that he comes to see it as the function not of the verb est in particular but of every finite verb form. Thus he brings the post-Aristotelian discussion of the
linking role of *is* into connection with the original Platonic insight into the \(\sigma\mu\varpi\lambda\omicron\eta\gamma\) of verb with noun as the minimal propositional form. Indeed, in his earlier work on logic Abelard makes use of the term *copula* for this more general notion of verbal link, and not specifically for the role of *est* (LI 351. 25, commenting on De Int. 16b7): ‘quandam proprietatem verbi supponit (sc. Aristoteles), ex qua vim maximam in propositione praedicativa de qua intendit, verbum habere monstrat…

Haec autem proprietas, quod verbum semper est nota, id est copula praedicatorium de altero, id est copulatorium praedicatorium’. A few lines later he remarks that a *verbum copulativum* may link itself as predicate to the subject (*sive se ipsum sive aliud copulet*), but that *est* in second position *copulat tantum et non copulatur* (351. 40). Here it is clear that the copula use of *est* is a special case and not the standard example of a *verbum copulativum*, which seems to mean any finite verb form. (Again, at 352. 15, Abelard uses the noun *copula* in a way which does not seem to refer exclusively or primarily to *est* as linking verb.)

The double function of the ordinary finite verb is made explicit a few pages later, in his discussion of the predicative force (*vis praedicationis*) of the verb as such: ‘personalia verba…per se ipsa praedicantur et geminatim funguntur, quia vim praedicati habent et copulantis, ut simul et praedicentur et se ipsa copulent. Sic enim dicitur “currit” quasi dicetur “est currens”’ (LI 359. 23–8; for *vis copulandi* | *vel praedicandi* assigned specifically to the substantive verb *est* see ibid. 362. 37).

This theory of the double function of the finite verb is of considerable interest in itself. But for Abelard it has the special merit of permitting him to deal with the problem raised in passage (3) of Aristotle (above p. 47): How can we clearly expose the fallacy involved in passing from *Homerus est poeta* to *Homerus est*? The problem seems to have been much discussed in Abelard’s day, but the earlier solution which he mentions (and ascribes to ‘magister noster’, i.e. to William of Champeaux?) can scarcely have recognized the copula function as such, since it regarded *Homer is a poet* as a ‘figurative and improper’ use of *is* and proposed to rewrite the sentence as *The reputation of Homer survives through his poetry* (D. 135. 28–136. 36). The presupposition of this view seems to be that *Homer is a poet*, if taken properly and literally, would entail the present existence of the subject. Abelard radically modifies this view, since he resolves the problem not by rewriting the
sentence but by generalizing the notion of an improper use so that every use of *is* in a sentence of the form *X is Y* is *per accidens atque impropria* (D. 134. 28 ff., 136. 37 ff.). That is to say, he regards *is* as properly used only to express the being or existence of the subject, when it occurs as an independent predicate (e.g. *Petrus est*, referring to himself), and as improperly used whenever it serves to link a further predicate (e.g. *Petrus est homo*). Thus *is* in its proper or ‘original’ use is a verb like other verbs, which copulates itself; it is improperly used whenever it serves ‘only as copula’, to link another predicate to the subject. (D. 138. 7: ‘Neque enim inventum fuit in officio solius copulatioris, verum simul, ut dictum est, in significatione existentium’. The terminology of the ‘mere copula’ appears here and elsewhere, e.g. 137. 1–2: ‘cum non rem...praedicatam contineat, sed solius copulac officium habeat’.) This secondary use of *is* is of course most natural when the subject presently exists; but it is also natural to extend the use of the verb to nonexistent subjects (*chimaera est opinabilis*), just as we give *names* to nonexistent ‘entities’ in order to be able to speak of them in the way in which we normally speak of existing things. (D. 137. 34 ff.). In neither case does the use of *est* as copula imply that the subject exists (D. 137. 3–6). By thus generalizing an earlier special view of the ‘improper’ use of *est*, Abelard may be said to have created the concept of the copula as such. And by combining this with a general insight into the predicative function of finite verb forms, he proposed a theory of the copula which is deeper than that found in later textbooks of logic. For his notion of the copula is what a contemporary philosopher might describe as the general notion of assertive tie or propositional link; and what we (following Abelard) call the *copula* is merely the expression of this verbal function in canonical notation; that is, in the form *X is Y*.

If we look back now at the Greek commentators, we can see that the elements of Abelard’s theory were largely prepared for him, although the decisive points 4 and 5 (above, p. 000) are lacking. Thus in his comment on *De Int.* 10b24 Ammonius cites the following view from Alexander:

(τούτο τὸ ἔστιν ἢ καὶ τὸ οὐκ ἔστιν) δύναμιν ἔχει προηγομένως μὲν σημαντικὴν τῆς τοῦ ὄντος μεθέξεως ἢ στερήσεως, κατὰ δὲ δεύτερον δὲ λόγον καὶ κατηγορομένου τινός πρὸς ὑποκείμενον συμπλοκῆς, οίς προστιθέμενον τέλειον τε
Here the primary or principal use of ἐστι corresponds to Abelard’s proper use of est; while the secondary use corresponds to the ‘improper’ use as copula: and the analysis of Σωκράτης ἐστι as Σωκράτης ὃν ἐστι prefigures Abelard’s view of the double function of every verb which serves as independent predicate. All that is lacking is (1) a clear statement of the relation between the two uses, namely that the second use of is by itself never entails the primary use, and (2) the generalization of the copulative function to all finite verbs.

The terminology of the ‘link’ is also present in the Greek commentators, as we have seen in an earlier quotation from Ammonius (above, p. 50). But the term ‘link’ is employed there as a conscious simile (ἀστέρες δεσμοῦ τινος τοῦ συνδέοντος αὐτοῦ πρὸς ἄλληλους), just as in the much later phrase of pseudo-Psellus: τὸ ἐστὶν συζεύγυνυσι καθάπερ τις σύνδεσμος τὸ ἐν μετὰ τοῦ ἐτέρου.14 How far this language is from representing a fixed term for what we call the copula can be seen from another passage of Ammonius, where he speaks of the modal adverb ‘necessarily’ as the link between subject and predicate (with the predicate illustrated in this case by ἐστιν as independent verb): ὁ τρόπος οὗ ἐστιν μέρος τῆς προτάσεως ἀλλὰ σύνδεσμος καὶ οἶνοι γόμφοι χώραν ἐπέχει συνδεὶ γάρ τὸ κατηγοροῦμεν τῷ υποκειμένῳ. οἶνον ἐὰν ἐστω ἄνθρωπος ἐξ ἀνάγκης ἐστίν, ὁ τρόπος ὁ μεταξὺ καταφάσκει συνδεῖ γάρ καὶ συντίθησαι τὸ ἐστιν τῷ ἄνθρωπος (in An. Pr. 1. 24. 7).

We may say that the ancient commentators did not develop Abelard’s theory of the copula either because they lacked his genius, or because they lacked his special logical interest in the problems represented by Homer is a poet and The chimaera is imaginary. And their failure to discuss the precise relationship between the is of predication and the is of existence may also explain why they did not harden their talk of a link into a fixed term for copula. Insofar as they were concerned only with the form of copula sentences, they could make use of the Aristotelian term τρίτον προσκατηγορούμενον. But since historical developments (or nondevelopments) are always overdetermined and never

14 See above, n. 6.
completely accounted for by any one explanation, we may add a consideration which is strictly terminological. As early as the time of Aristotle, the word σώνδεσµος (‘link’) had been selected as the proper term in grammar for what we call a ‘conjunction’; and the corresponding term copula was used for a similar purpose in Latin grammar. The tradition in such matters is very conservative, and to this day σώνδεσµος has kept this sense of grammatical ‘conjunction’ in modern Greek. (Hence the need for introducing a new term τὸ συνδετικὸν for copula in post-Byzantine logic.) As long as the ancient tradition was intact, the term itself was scarcely free for another technical use, even if the need for one had been felt. But the concept of the copula was so largely prepared in the Greek commentators on Aristotle that it is not surprising to find it fixed in a technical expression as soon as logicians standing outside the ancient tradition began to reconsider the question from a more independent point of view. And so we can understand the fact (if it is a fact) that the term copula was invented twice, first by Alfarabi or one of his predecessors, and again by Abelard some two centuries later.

2. Existence

The terminology for existence is much more complicated, and I can only give a rough sketch of the problem. We have first to consider how ὑπάρχειν comes to be used as a synonym for εἶναι in its ‘existential’ use, and then to follow the history of existere as the Latin rendering of ὑπάρχειν in this sense. Either topic could supply a separate monograph.

ὑπάρχειν originally means ‘to make a beginning’, ‘to take the initiative’, ‘to take the first step (in doing so-and-so)’, e.g. to begin a guest-friendship (in the earliest occurrence of the verb, Odyssey 24. 286) or to initiate hostilities (frequently, e.g. in Herodotus ἀδικής ὑπάρχειν, ἐμὲ ὑπήρξαν ἀδικα ποιεῖντες; see LSJ s.v. ὑπάρχειν). The verb is a slightly less vivid variant of ἀρχέω ‘to initiate, take the lead’, with the stylistic force of the verb muted by the preverb

15 See e.g. Arist. Poetics, 1456*38, 1457*7, Rhet. 1407*20, etc. (though Aristotle classifies connecting particles like μὲν and ἰδι as σώνδεσµοι); Steinthal, ii. 322 ff. The Latin grammarians render σώνδεσµος συµπλεκτικὸς (our ‘coordinate conjunction’) either as copula (cf. Varro, De lingua latina, 8. 10) or as coniunctio copulativa (Priscian).
—, suggesting a fact that is not obvious or emphatic (cf. ὑποπέμπεω ‘send secretly’, ὑποθαίνεω ‘shine a little’, ὑπογελαί ‘laugh slightly’). Perhaps the ὑπο— in ὑπάρχεω conveys the suggestion that the action described as ‘initiating’ certain consequences was not explicitly undertaken as a beginning, in order to lead to these results (for example, to reciprocal gift-giving or aggression in return); whereas the simplex ἄρχεω does normally imply that the subject has taken the lead so that others will follow. (The same idea of a beginning intended as such is also conveyed by the middle form of the simplex ἄρχεσθαι, although this usually describes an action which the subject himself will continue; e.g. ἄρχοι ἐείδεω ‘I begin my song’ in the Homeric Hymns.16)

In fifth-century prose and poetry ὑπάρχω is frequently used absolutely with no other verb such as ποιεῖν implied as its object or complement. In this absolute use ὑπάρχω means not ‘to make a beginning’ (in doing something) but ‘to be a beginning’, ‘to be on hand (from the beginning, at the start)’. In this use ὑπάρχω is practically a synonym for πάρειμι ‘to be present with’, ‘to be available for’. In the most natural or typical cases, the temporal sense of ‘previously’, or ‘already, at the start’ is clearly implied: Hdt. 7. 144. 2 ἀνταί τε δὴ αἰ νέες τοῖς Αθηναίοις προποθείσαι ὑπήρχον, ἐτέρας τε ἐδεή προσαναπηγέσθαι ‘These ships had been constructed by the Athenians earlier and were already on hand, but it was necessary to build others in addition’. Similarly in Hdt. 2. 15. 2 εἰ τοίνυν σφι χώρη γε μηδεμία ὑπήρχε ‘If there was not even any land available for them at the time’ (before the formation of the Nile delta), how could they claim to be the oldest nation? In this passage σφι . . . ὑπήρχε is a paraphrase of the preceding Αιγυπτίοιοι οὐκ ἔσχαν πρότερον χώρην. Thus ὑπάρχω serves as an equivalent for εἶμι in its existential-possessive use (with the dative of ‘owner’), but it adds the notion of temporal priority; that is, ὑπάρχειν τινι is a paraphrase-equivalent for εἶναι πρότερον τινι, ‘belong to earlier’. In other contexts this notion of temporal priority lapses or is replaced by the idea of present actuality, that is to say, by the notion of belonging-to or being on hand from now on, often with an

16 An alternative explanation of the preverb in ὑπάρχω would be that it emphasizes the force of ἄρχεω as laying the foundation (underneath) for whatever follows. Compare ὑποθέτεμαι ‘to propose (a course of action)’ and ὑποδέχομαι in the sense ‘to promise’.
implied contrast to past or future deprivation: τῆς δὲ υμῖν τῇ ἡμέρᾳ ἣ ἄγαθοίς γενομένοις ἐλευθερίαν τε ὑπάρχειν καὶ Λακεδαιμονίων ἐμμάχους κεκληθοῖν ‘on this day you will either show yourselves as brave men and gain your freedom and be called allies of Sparta’ (or else be slaves of Athens as before) (Thuc. 5. 9. 9).

If we ignore the notion of temporal priority we see that the use of ὑπάρχειν with the dative in the last three examples makes it practically a synonym for εἶναι in the possessive construction, meaning ‘belong to’. The verb may also be used without an expressed dative to mean ‘on hand, available’, just like εἰμί or πάρεμι (examples in LSJ s.v. ὑπάρχω B. 2). Since the use of ὑπάρχω comes to parallel that of εἰμί so closely, it is perhaps only a natural result of analogy that this verb too can be construed with a predicate adjective (even where it keeps its temporal-actual sense of ‘being already available’): τὸ πλέον τοῦ χωρίου αὐτῶν καρτερὸν ὑπήρχε καὶ ὧν ἐδεῖ τείχος (Thuc. 4. 4. 3), ‘Most of the position was already (i.e. naturally) strong and required no fortification’. Thus before ὑπάρχειν becomes specialized as a verb of ‘existence’ we find it used in a predicative construction as an expressive equivalent for εἶναι as copula verb.

It is, however, not this copula use but the more frequent construction with the dative that accounts for the first technical use of the verb in philosophy: the use in which it expresses in logical terms the attributive relation which is normally expressed in grammatical form by the copula. Instead of ‘A is B’ Aristotle prefers to say τὸ B τῷ A ὑπάρχει ‘B belongs to A’ (Pr. An. 25\textsuperscript{a}15 and throughout). Hence τὰ ὑπάρχοντα are ‘attributes (of a subject)’ e.g. at De Int. 16\textsuperscript{b}10. (And see Bonitz, Index Arist. 789\textsuperscript{a}29–b2; compare the more nontechnical use ibid. \textsuperscript{a}12–28.) Since ‘what belongs to a thing’ includes not only its accidents but also essential or substantial attributes in the first category, ὑπάρχειν is said in as many ways as εἶναι, i.e. in as many ways as there are categories or combinations of categories (Pr. An. 48\textsuperscript{b}2–4, 49\textsuperscript{a}6–9). As we have seen, this use of ὑπάρχειν as equivalent in meaning to predicative εἶναι but of converse form is paralleled by κατηγορεῖσθαι (τὸ B κατὰ τοῦ A).\textsuperscript{17} It is this attributive or predicative sense of

\textsuperscript{17} Another formal equivalent to ‘A belongs to B’ is ‘A is true of B’, ἀληθεύεσθαι τὸδε κατὰ τοῦδε (Pr. An. 49\textsuperscript{b}6; cf. 48\textsuperscript{b}2).
which seems to underlie the later grammatical usage of the term ἰδία ὑπάρχειν to designate εἶναι and certain other verbs that take nominal forms as predicates. Since this class of verbs includes verbs such as ὄνομαζομαι (‘I am named Charles’), it is clear that these are ‘attributive’ and not ‘existential’ verbs. Hence Priscian’s decision to translate ῥῆμα ὑπάρχειν as verbum substantivum is, to say the least, misleading.18

Apart from this technical use in logic and grammar, the most common meaning of ὑπάρχειν in later Greek seems to be that which we render as ‘to exist’ or ‘to be real’. (This occasionally leads to rather ludicrous confusion, when a late commentator can no longer distinguish between Aristotle’s technical sense and his own ordinary use of ὑπάρχειν.19) This later use has no special connection with the dative construction ὑπάρχειν τωί which underlies the attributive sense, although it is compatible with this construction in the early, pretechnical usage, e.g. in the passages already cited from Herodotus: αὕται αἱ νέες

---

18 Priscian, Inst. Gramm. 8. 51, ed. Hertz, 1. 414. 14: ‘sum’ verbo, quod ὑπαρχεῖν Graeci vocant, quod nos possimus ‘substantivum’ nominare’. The citation from Priscian given by Uhlig in the testimonia to Apollonius Dyscolus, Syntaxis, p. 29, 1 shows that Priscian regularly translated ὑπαρχεῖν by substantia. The only explanation which occurs to me is the following: (1) Priscian regarded ὑπαρχεῖν simply as equivalent to οὐσία (i.e. he had no precise grasp either of the terminological values of ὑπαρχεῖν as ‘attribute’ and ‘assertion’ in the Greek grammarians or of the philosophical distinction mentioned below in n. 23), and (2) he was following an accepted rendering of οὐσία as substantia. His confusion may have been encouraged by a certain fluctuation in the use of ὑπαρχεῖν by the Greek grammarians, illustrated in the next paragraph of this note.

Priscian aside, it is clear that ὑπαρχεῖν ὑστατεῖν in Apollonius is ‘attributive’ or ‘predicative construction’ (Syntaxis, 61. 24, Uhlig), and ὑπαρχεῖν ῥῆματα are verbs which take such a construction with nouns, pronouns, etc. There are two subclasses, verbs which say what a thing is (like εἶναι, γίγνεσθαι, σεφυκέω) and those which say what it is called (like ὀνομάζεσθαι, καλεῖσθαι). The former make an attribution or assertion of being (ὑπαρχεῖν οὐσιώδης), the latter an attribution of naming (ὑπαρχεῖν ὀνοματικῆ). (see Apoll. Syntax. 112. 5). On the other hand, since ὑπάρχειν normally refers to attributes or properties and not to names, we find ῥῆματα ὑπάρχειον used loosely for the first subclass, in contrast to ῥῆματα κλησεων (Apoll. De Pronomine, 52, 16). This looser terminology helps to explain Priscian’s distinction between verbum substantivum and verba vocativa (Inst. Gramm. 1. 414. 19). The second class appears in Abelard as verba nuncapativa.

19 Thus there seems to be an outright blunder in the reason Stephanus gives (in De Int. 14. 29–32) for rejecting αἱ τῶν ὑπάρχοντων σημείων as a variant reading for αἱ τῶν καθ’ ἐτέρων λεγομένων σημείων in Aristotle’s discussion of verbs (De Int. 16. 7–10). The phrase would properly mean ‘sign of the attributes of a subject’, and is a correct paraphrase of Aristotle’s text. But Stephanus takes it to mean that only verbs are ‘sign of existing things’ and objects that this is not true: for substances exist too (ὡσαν γὰρ καὶ οὐσίαι), but verbs do not signify substances!
τοῖς Ἀθηναῖοις ὑπήρχον, and εἶ σφι χώρη μηδεμία ὑπήρχε. Although the natural translation of ὑπάρχειν here is ‘be on hand’, ‘be available’, or ‘be in their possession’, it is also possible to render the verb by ‘be in existence’. And this nuance becomes more conspicuous (i.e. more acceptable as a translation) when the dative is lacking. Examples of ὑπάρχειν in this sense are to be found in Aristotle: ἀνάγκη τοιῶν τὴν ὕλην ὑπάρξαι, εἰ ἐσταὶ οἰκία ‘It is necessary for matter of this sort to be present at the start (or ‘to be in existence’) if there is to be | a house’ (Part. An. 639b26; cf. Bonitz 789b44–50; note also the predicate use with participles and adjectives, ibid. 50–7).

The hardening of this quasi-existential use of ὑπάρχειν into a fixed term seems to have occurred in the generation after Aristotle’s death. The first definite example is Epicurus fr. 27 Usener (= DL X. 135) if the citation is literal: μαντικὴ οὖσα ἄνυπαρκτος, εἰ καὶ ὑπαρκτή, οὐδὲν παρῇ ἡμᾶς. Here the adjectives ὑπαρκτός and ἄνυπαρκτος can only be translated ‘existent’, ‘nonexistent’ (or ‘real’, ‘unreal’). As Festugière has pointed out, this terminology is well attested in the surviving quotations from Hellenistic philosophy of the third and second centuries, and it is almost certainly a sheer accident (due to the loss of nearly all original sources for the period) if we have no example of ὑπάρξις in the sense ‘existence’ or ‘reality’ before the time of Philodemus.20 In philosophical Greek of the Roman period ὑπάρχειν (with its abstract nominalization ὑπάρξις) regularly serves as a synonym for εἶναι as verb of existence; for example, in Sextus’ discussion of the question ‘Do the gods exist?’ (Adv. Math. 9. 29–194: the title is given as εἰ εἰσὶ θεοί, but the topic is immediately described as περὶ τῆς ὑπάρξεως τοῦτων σκέπτεσθαι). In Galen’s Institutio logica, ch. 2 (p. 5 Kalbfleisch), existential statements are designated προτάσεις ὑπὲρ ἀπλῆς ὑπάρξεως and explicitly distinguished from questions of essence (= οὐσία?), in a very interesting bifurcation of Aristotle’s first category. Thus the distinction between what a thing is and whether it is, first articulated in the Posterior Analytics but fully worked out only in the Hellenistic discussions of human knowledge of God’s nature and existence, has now been incorporated into the rudiments of Aristotelian logic, and the stage is set for the medieval doctrines.

It should be pointed out that although this use of ὑπάρξις for real existence (in contrast to a mere word or an imaginary object) seems to be the dominant use in late Greek philosophy, the corresponding verb may still be construed both with paralocative and nominal predicates, as we can see from Sextus’ discussion of the existence of the gods, e.g. 9. 143 τοῦτο δὲ παρὰ τὴν κοινὴν ἐννοιαν ὑπήρξεν αὐτοῦ; 147 ἄτοπον δὲ γε τὸ λέγειν τὸν θεὸν φθαρτὸν ὑπάρξεν. And the same predicative construction is normal for the corresponding verb existere in classical Latin (as will be seen in a moment). In neither case, then, would our familiar contrast between an existential and a copulative verb naturally arise.

I must leave open the rather difficult question of the relation between ὑπάρξις, ὑπάρχειν, on the one hand, and ὑπόστασις, ὑποστάμαι on the other in later Greek philosophy; for example, in Stoic and Neoplatonic authors. And I have neither space nor skill to follow the history of existere, existentia in Latin. I note, however, that like other derivatives of stare, existere serves in Varro, Lucretius, and later authors as a stylistic variant for esse, often with the nuance (suggested by ex-) of ‘emerge’, ‘come into being’, ‘be produced’. As in the case of ὑπάρχειν, this quasi-existential sense of existere is fully compatible with the copulative construction: (pecora) quae post tempus nascuntur, fere vitiosa atque inutilia existiunt.22

The noun existentia seems not to be attested before Marius Victorinus and Candidus in the fourth century AD. It is a learned invention, designed to render ὑπάρξις in metaphysical texts where the latter term is distinguished from ὀνσία (substantia) as the more general concept, sheer being, without categorial determination, while ὀνσία represents some determinate form of being, like ‘substance’ in the first Aristotelian category: ‘Id est existentia vel subsistentia vel, si . . . dicas . . . vel existentialitatem vel substantialitatem vel essentialitatem, id est ὑπαρκτότητα,

21 See H. Dörrie, ‘Ὑπόστασις’, Nachrichten der Akademie der Wissenschaft zu Göttingen, Phil.-Hist. Klasse 3 (1955), 35–92. The contrast between ὑπάρχειν and ὑφεστηκέναι is most explicit—and most problematic—in the Stoic contrast between the reality of the present and that of the past and future (Dörrie, ‘Ὑπόστασις’, pp. 51–2; von Arnim, SVF ii. 164. 26 and ii. 165. 32).

οὐσιότητα, ὄντοτητα’. But this terminology was not taken up by Boethius, who apparently preferred esse to existere as a rendering of the technical use of ὑπάρχειν for pure, indeterminate being.24 As we have seen, Priscian in the sixth century AD renders ὑπάρκτικῶν as substantivum. Thus neglected by Boethius and Priscian, the technical use of existentia as contrasted with substantia in late Neoplatonism had no direct impact on early medieval terminology.

Abelard’s usage is mixed. He often employs existere, existens for ‘to exist’, ‘existing (thing)’, but rarely uses the abstract noun and then in a rather surprising way: existentiae rerum seems to mean ‘(actual) states of affairs’ in contrast to res, the existing thing, whose existence may be expressed by esse.25 Aquinas’ usage is even more Boethian: his normal expression for what we call ‘existence’ is esse or actus essendi. Only with the esse existentiae of Duns Scotus at the end of the thirteenth century do we find existentia firmly established as a technical term contrasted with essentia. Thus the modern terminology of ‘existence’ seems to derive from Scotus.

What connections (if any) can be traced between Scotus’ use of existentia and the technical terminology of Victorinus nearly a millennium earlier, I do not know. In his translations of Proclus, William of Moerbeke renewed the ancient practice of rendering ὑπάρξις by

23 Adv. Arium, 3. 7. 9, cited in P. Hadot, Porphyre et Victorinus (Paris: Études Augustiniennes, 1968), ii, p. 29, text 40. Professor Hadot calls my attention to Calcidius, in Timaeum, ed. Waszink, p. 289. 3, where existentia seems to reflect ὑπάρξις, although the Greek term is not mentioned (Calcidius is now dated later than Victorinus; Waszink, op. cit. p. xv). For the distinction between existentia and substantia see the citation from Candidus in Thesaurus linguae latinae s.v. existentia: ‘existentia a substantia differt, quoniam existentia ipsum esse est et solum esse . . . substantia autem non esse solum habet, sed et quae aliquid esse’. In this form the distinction can be found in Damascius (for the Greek terms ὑπάρξις and ὄντοται), and is probably due to Porphyry. See the article of Hadot cited in the next note.

24 Compare the key passage of Boethius’ De Hebdomadibus with the corresponding citation from Damascius in P. Hadot, ‘La distinction de l’être et de l’étant dans le “De Hebdo adibus.” de Boèce’, Miscellanea Medievalia, 2 (1963), 147, 151 n. 25. Boethius shows no trace of the existentia–substantia distinction we find in Victorinus and Candidus. It has been pointed out (by Graham, below, n. 28) that Boethius normally renders the substantival τὸ ὅν by the artificial form ens, but sometimes resorts to the more natural Latin form existens for the verbal-adjectival use of the Greek participle as predicate or attribute.

existentia,26 and these translations must have had some influence on the shaping of the medieval terminology. But ὑπαρξία for Proclus is not quite the same as either existentia for Victorinus or existentia for Scotus.27 What role was played here by the concepts and terminology of Islamic philosophy I can only guess.28 The history of ‘existence’ seems to consist largely of still unanswered questions.

27 For Proclus, ὑπαρξία is a preferred term for the reality of the divine principles which are beyond being (ὑπερούσιον, ἑπέκεινα τῶν ὑπάρξεων). See e.g. *The Elements of Theology*, ed. E. R. Dodds (Oxford: Clarendon, 1963), pp. 106, l. 10, and 108, ll. 25 and 32. Note that Dodds here renders ὑπαρξία by ‘substance’ and ὑπερούσιον by ‘supra-existential’.
In the extended discussion of the concept (or concepts) of Being in Greek philosophy from Parmenides to Aristotle, the theme of existence does not figure as a distinct topic for philosophical reflection. My aim here is to defend and illustrate this claim, and at the same time to suggest some of the reasons why it is that the concept of existence does not get singled out as a topic in its own right. Finally, I shall raise in a tentative way the question whether or not the neglect of this topic was necessarily a philosophical disadvantage.

Let me make clear that my thesis is limited to the classic period of Greek philosophy, down to Aristotle. The situation is more complicated in Hellenistic and Neoplatonic thought, for here we find two technical terms corresponding more or less to the notion of existence: the verb *hyparchō*, with its noun *hýparxis*, which renders ‘existence’ in modern Greek, and the verb *hýpostēnai* with its noun *hýpostasis*, which corresponds to the Latin verb *subsistere*, and is thus a rather close cognate of *existere*. I suspect that a careful study of these Greek terms would reveal that even in their usage we find no real equivalent for our concept of existence. In any case, this later terminology of *hýparxis* and *hýpostasis* plays no part in the formulation of Plato’s and Aristotle’s ontology, and I shall ignore it here. My general view of the historical development is that existence in the modern sense becomes a

* This paper was originally delivered on 31 March 1976 in a session on Greek ontology in the International Philosophy Conference in New York.
central concept in philosophy only in the period when Greek ontology is radically revised in the light of a metaphysics of creation; that is to say, under the influence of biblical religion. As far as I can see, this development did not take place with Augustine or with the Greek Church Fathers, who remained under the sway of classical ontology. The new metaphysics seems to have taken shape in Islamic philosophy, in the form of a radical distinction between necessary and contingent existence: between the existence of God on the one hand, and that of the created world on the other. The old Platonic contrast between Being and Becoming, between the eternal and the perishable (or, in Aristotelian terms, between the necessary and the contingent) now gets reformulated in such a way that for the contingent being of the created world (which was originally present only as a ‘possibility’ in the divine mind) the property of ‘real existence’ emerges as a new attribute or ‘accident’, a kind of added benefit bestowed by God upon possible beings in the act of creation. What is new here is the notion of radical contingency: not simply the old Aristotelian idea that many things might be other than they in fact are—that many events might turn out otherwise—but that the whole world of nature might not have been created at all: that it might not have existed.¹

I leave it to the historians of Islamic and medieval philosophy to decide how far my hypothesis is correct and to determine just when, or in what stages, the new concept of existence was formulated. But, as far as I can see, it is against the background of scholastic discussion of the themes just mentioned that the modern concept of existence gets separated out as a distinct topic for debate. By the modern concept I mean the notion articulated in Descartes’s doubts about existence and in his proofs of his own existence, the existence of God, and the existence of the external world, and further developed after Descartes in the arguments about the existence of ‘other minds’. The modern

¹ This is the conceptual basis for the intellectual pathos of contemporary ‘existentialism’, as expressed for example by Jean-Paul Sartre in a famous passage of *La Nausée*: ‘Aucun être nécessaire ne peut expliquer l’existence: la contingence n’est pas un faux semblant, une apparence qu’on peut dissiper; c’est l’absolu, par conséquent la gratuité parfaite. Tout est gratuit, ce jardin, cette ville et moi-même. Personne n’a le droit; ils sont entièrement gratuits . . . ils n’arrivent pas à ne pas se sentir de trop’ (Paris: Gallimard, 1938; p. 185 of the *Édition de poche*).
concept of existence took a new, contemporary turn as a result of the development of quantification theory in logic. And it was applied to a new set of problems as a consequence of Russell’s puzzles about denoting in the case of nonexistent subjects like ‘the present king of France’, as well as in the more directly puzzling case of negative existentials, like ‘Santa Claus does not exist’. (It is interesting to note that although sentences of this form occur in classical Greek philosophy—‘Zeus does not exist’ or ‘Centaurs do not exist’—their structure is never recognized as problematic. There seems to be little or no concern for the problem of reference as such.) We might summarize the modern concept of existence as the notion for which one analysis is suggested by Quine’s dictum ‘to be is to be the value of a variable’.

This brief survey of discussions of existence from Descartes to Russell and Quine is intended merely to identify what I mean by the concept of existence that does not emerge as a theme in Greek philosophy. It might be supposed that this nonemergence could be explained quite simply by the fact that classical Greek has no distinct verb meaning ‘to exist’ and hence must make do with the more general verb ‘to be’ (eimi/einai). But this explanation will not take us very far. On the one hand, it is perfectly possible to discuss questions of existence without relying on a special verb ‘to exist’, as Quine emphasizes in his essay ‘On what there is’, and as Descartes showed in his phrase ‘Je pense, donc je suis’. And it seems clear that Aquinas has a theory of the existence of created things, although the verb he regularly uses to describe their existence is simply the verb ‘to be’ (esse). (Similarly, in Anselm’s formulation of the ontological argument the expression for ‘existence’ is esse in re.) On the other hand, the Greek verb ‘to be’ has (from Homer on) a number of quite characteristic,
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2 There is an interesting approach to the problem of reference in Aristotle’s discussion of the difference between contraries and contradictories in Categories 10, where he considers the different consequences for the truth-value of sentences about Socrates in the case where ‘Socrates is not at all’ (μὴ δίνεται δῆλος τοῦ Σωκράτους, 13β15–35). In this case it is only contradictories, and not contraries, of which one must be true and the other false. Aristotle’s example is: ‘Socrates is sick’ will be false in this case, but ‘Socrates is not sick’ will be true (13β32). It is worth noting that he does not distinguish this from the parallel assertion ‘Socrates is dead’, which I believe he would regard as true. For I assume that what Aristotle has in mind here is the temporal existence or duration of individual living things and not existence in general, timelessly understood. See the distinction below.
idiomatic uses which we unhesitatingly recognize as ‘existential’. That is, ancient Greek has a set of idioms corresponding to our use of ‘there is’ in sentences like ‘There is life on other planets’ or ‘There are no flying saucers’. Such idioms are used by Plato in arguing for the existence of the gods (in *Laws* 10) and by Aristotle in discussing whether or not there is an infinite or a void (in *Physics* 3 and 5). So although the presence of a special verb ‘to exist’ may encourage or facilitate the emergence of existence as a distinct philosophical topic, it is neither necessary nor sufficient for that development: not necessary for the reasons just given, and not sufficient because the Latin verb *existere* was in continual philosophical use (alongside of *esse*) from the time of Lucretius and Cicero until the end of classical antiquity without giving rise to this notion of existence—I mean, the notion which we find in Anselm and Aquinas *without* the use of a special verb. Here as elsewhere, the thesis of linguistic relativism, or linguistic determinism, tends to obscure more than it reveals.

Since I have just mentioned Plato’s argument for the existence of the gods and Aristotle’s discussion of the existence of the infinite and the void, I must make clear that my thesis about the nonemergence of existence as a distinct topic is not intended as a denial of the obvious fact that the Greek philosophers occasionally *discuss* questions of existence. My thesis is rather that the concept of existence is never ‘thematized’: it does not itself become a subject for philosophical reflection. We might say: the notion of existence is used, but never mentioned. Even this statement has to be qualified, since there are several passages in Aristotle where he shows that he is on the verge of isolating off existence as a distinct topic. For example, he distinguishes in passing between the use of ‘to be’ in ‘Homer is a poet’ and the ‘absolute’ use of the verb in the sentence ‘Homer is’ (in *De Int*. 11); and he repeatedly distinguishes in *Posterior Analytics* 2 between the questions ‘What is x?’ (τά ἐστιν) and ‘Whether x is or not?’ (ἐγώ ἐστιν ἢ μὴ). Since his initial examples of this second question are ‘whether there is a centaur or not’ and ‘whether there is (a) god’ (89b.32), the point of the
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3 I have documented these uses in some detail in Chapter 6 of *The Verb ‘Be’ in Ancient Greek* (Dordrecht: Reidel, 1973) (vol. vi of J. W. M. Verhaar, (ed.), *The Verb ‘Be’ and its Synonyms*).
The \( \varepsilon \iota \varepsilon \sigma \tau \iota \) question seems clearly existential in our sense. But such passages are almost the exception that proves the rule. In the first case the sentence ‘Homer is’ (\( \hat{\text{O}} \mu \nu \rho \acute{o} \varepsilon \sigma \tau \iota \nu \) ) is apparently taken to mean ‘Homer is alive (now),’ so that the existential sense is at best very limited and specific. And in the more systematic distinction between types of questions in \textit{Posterior Analytics} 2, it is not at all clear that the question of existence as such (\( \varepsilon \iota \varepsilon \sigma \tau \iota \) ), (‘whether \( X \) is or not’) is carefully kept separate from the question of propositional fact (\( \delta \tau \iota \varepsilon \sigma \tau \iota \) ) (‘whether or not \( X \) is \( Y \) ’ or ‘whether \( XY \) is the case’). As Ross says (in commenting on 2. 1), ‘the distinctions become blurred in the next chapter’. Aristotle’s interest seems to shift, inevitably and almost imperceptibly, from the existence of individual substances like centaurs or gods to the ‘existence’ of states of affairs, like the moon being eclipsed. Now the interpretation of these chapters in the \textit{Analytics} is extremely difficult, und I am not at all sure I know just what Aristotle has in mind. What does seem clear is that our difficulties of interpretation are in part due to the fact that Aristotle does not consistently regard the ‘whether-\( X \) -is-or-not’ question as a question about the existence or nonexistence of individual entities of a specified kind, such as centaurs or gods. Even in this passage, then, which seems to be the nearest thing to an explicit distinction of the topic of existence in Aristotle, the distinction does not quite come off.

The upshot is that, although we can recognize at least three different kinds of existential questions discussed by Aristotle, Aristotle himself neither distinguishes these questions from one another nor brings them together under any common head or topic that might be set in contrast to other themes in his general discussion of Being. The three kinds of questions (which have been carefully catalogued by G. E. L. Owen\(^5\)) are (1) questions of individual existence over time, in the sense in which we say that a man or a block of ice comes into existence and goes out of existence (i.e. that the man dies or the ice melts); (2) questions of sortal existence, timelessly understood: whether there are

\[^{4}\text{See Ross’s edition of \textit{Aristotle’s Prior and Posterior Analytics} (New York: Oxford University Press, 2003), 610–12.}\]

such things as centaurs (which Owen identifies with the modern use of the existential quantifier); and (3) more abstract or conceptual questions of existence in connection with items like the infinite, the void, and the subject matter of geometry: in what sense we want to say that such things do or do not exist. What is important to note for our purposes is that although these three topics may quite reasonably be grouped together from the point of view of the modern notion of existence, there is nothing in Aristotle’s own conceptual scheme that serves to bring them together. The closest correlate to the notion of existence within Aristotle’s own scheme is the concept of potency and act. And that, I suggest, is not very close.

What is true for Aristotle is true a fortiori for Parmenides and Plato. And here I will turn from documenting the absence of existence as such to the more constructive task of identifying the decisive concept that in fact dominates the view of Being in classical Greek ontology. More precisely, I want to point to the concept that determines the meaning or sense of ‘Being’ (τὸ όν) when the term is first introduced into philosophic discussion, in the poem of Parmenides and the early statement of Plato’s theory of Forms.

My claim, then, is that the concept of Being in Parmenides and Plato—and to some extent in the later tradition as well—is understood primarily by reference to the notion of truth and the corresponding notion of reality. The question of Being is first of all the question of the nature of reality or the structure of the world, in the very general sense of ‘the world’ which includes whatever we can know or investigate and whatever we can describe in true or false statements. The question of Being, then, for the Greek philosophers is: How must the world be structured in order for inquiry, knowledge, science, and true discourse (or, for that matter, false discourse) to be possible? In linguistic terms, this means that the decisive usage of the verb in the creation of Greek ontology is what I call the veridical use, in which the verb esti means ‘is true’ or ‘is the case’.

Before pursuing this thesis I must pause for a few linguistic remarks. Plato and (even more) Parmenides have often been accused of confusing or conflating the copula and the existential uses of ‘to be’, and hence of producing the pseudoconcept of Being by the mistaken assumption that the verb had a single meaning when used for
predication and for statements of existence. I do not wish to deny that such confusions sometimes arise in Greek philosophy: I insist only that they play no essential role in the creation and articulation of the concept of Being by Parmenides and Plato. They play no essential role because both predication (with a copula use of ‘to be’) and statements of existence (with an existential use of the verb) may be regarded as special cases of the more general and more fundamental use of ‘to be’ to express the content of a truth claim as such: the so-called veridical use to affirm a propositional content or an objective state of affairs. Since I have illustrated this use in detail elsewhere, and have pointed to its archaic origins in the prehistoric use of the Indo-European participle *sant- (corresponding to Greek ὤν, ὤντος), in the common Indo-European usage represented in the old English word ‘sooth’, and the Sanskrit forms sat and satya, I need here only remind you that this prehistoric idiom is alive and well in colloquial American English today, in the locution ‘Tell it like it is’. The ‘is’ here is a pure veridical. The peculiar grammatical features of the veridical use are (1) that its understood subject is propositional in form—a fact or a state of affairs asserted to obtain, and not an object or concept whose existence is affirmed—and (2) that it is typically construed (without any predicate) in a clause of comparison with verbs of saying or knowing (verba sentiendi et dicendi): ‘Tell it like it is’. Thus the canonical form of the veridical construction of ‘to be’ in Greek, from Homer on, is as follows: ‘Things are (in fact) as you say (or think or know) them to be’ ἔστι ταῦτα ὤντω ὁσπερ συ λέγεις. As this locution shows, the prephilosophic conception of truth in Greek (and in Indo-European generally, if not in all languages) involves some kind of correlation or ‘fit’ between what is said or thought, on one side, and what is the case or the way things are on the other side. Let us call this the correlation between assertion and reality, where ‘assertion’ is used neutrally both for saying that it is so and thinking that it is so; and ‘reality’ is used simply as a convenient abbreviation for the fact that it is so or what happens to be the case.

My claim, then, is that in the formation of the Greek concept of Being, the key notion is that of truth—the goal of science and the proper aim of declarative speech. If we bear in mind the structure of the veridical use of the verb, we will easily see how the philosophers’
interest in knowledge and truth, taken together with this use of ‘to be’, immediately leads to the concept of Being as reality. I repeat, I am using ‘reality’ here not in any large metaphysical sense but simply as a convenient term for the facts that make true statements true and false statements false, or for whatever it is ‘in the world,’ for whatever ‘is the case,’ that makes some assertions and some judgments correct and others mistaken. If I assert—either in thought or in speech—that the sun is shining, and if what I assert is true, then the corresponding ‘reality’ is simply the fact that the sun is shining.

So far I have said nothing about be as verb of existence or as copula. I have shown only that starting from the veridical locutions and the notion of Being as truth, we immediately get to the related notion of Being as reality, in a suitably loose and generalized sense of ‘reality’. Of course, we can easily see how the existential and copula uses of be will also turn up, if we think of the reality in question as expressed by a subject–predicate sentence—for instance by the sentence ‘The sun is shining.’ For if this sentence is true, then its subject (the sun) must exist. And the sentence uses the copula verb is to predicate something of this subject; namely, that it is shining, or that its light reaches us. So when we are talking about truth and reality, the existential and copulative uses of be are never far away. But I insist that if we begin to interpret the concept of Being by looking for existential or copula uses of the verb, we will not only make unnecessary trouble for ourselves; we may miss the real point. We will fail to grasp the essential features of the Greek concept of Being.

Consider now what Parmenides says about Being or what is, τὸ ἐὸν. He introduces it (in fragment 2) as the object for knowledge and the territory or homeland of truth. ‘These are the only ways of inquiry there are for knowing (or ‘for understanding’, noēsai): the one, that it is . . . the other that it is not’. The former he calls ‘the path of Persuasion, for she follows upon Truth’; in other words, Being, or what is, is what we can and should believe (be persuaded by), because it leads to (or is identical with) truth. The other path (that it is not) he rejects as ‘unheard of’ or ‘uninformative’ (panapæuthēs), a way that cannot be trusted, ‘for you cannot know what is not . . . nor can you point it out’. Parmenides’ explicit reason here for rejecting what is not, τὸ μὴ ἐὸν is that it cannot be an object of knowledge (gnōnai), a path for understanding (noēsai), or a topic of informative discourse (phrazein).
Since in Greek the expressions τὰ μὴ ὁλών and τὰ μὴ ὁλωτὰ would normally designate the content of lies and false belief, it is obvious why these labels will not signify an object of knowledge or reliable information. The peculiarly Parmenidean touch is to identify ‘the thing that is not’, as the content of falsehood and error, with nothing or nonentity (μηδέν at Parmenides 8. 10: cf. 6. 2).

I submit: The guiding thought at the outset of Parmenides’ poem, the thought which motivates his articulation of the concept of Being, is the idea of Truth as the goal of knowledge and inquiry. But of course the ‘being’ which is known and truly asserted must be a ‘reality’ in the very general sense indicated earlier. So for Parmenides the veridical notion of Being leads directly to the concept of Reality as opposed to Appearance or false Seeming: Being and Truth—to en and Aletheia—are explicitly contrasted with the erroneous Opinions (or Seemings, doxai) of mortals. By setting this contrast between true Reality and false or mistaken Appearance at the center of his doctrine, Parmenides passes beyond the commonsense, pretheoretical notion of ‘reality’ implied by the ancient locutions for truth, and articulates for the first time a metaphysical concept of Being.

Parmenides’ theory of Being has many other aspects which are not directly accounted for by the veridical sense of the verb: its contrast with Becoming, for example—that is to say, its eternal and perfectly static character as an entity that cannot change or move—and also its spatial extension and indivisible bodily mass. My aim here is not to offer a complete account, not even a general sketch, of Parmenides’ ontology, but simply to identify the concept that gives meaning to his quest, the concept that can permit us to understand what the Greek project of ontology was all about. Now aside from the properties of spatial location and bodily mass, the Eleatic attributes of Being are all preserved in the ontology which Plato develops for the Forms in the middle dialogues. A brief look at the Phaedo (65–66), where the general doctrine of Forms is introduced for the first time by a systematic use of the terminology of Being (ὁλῶν, ὀψία), or a glance at the even more
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6 See, for example, Burnet’s comments on Phaedo 65c3 and 65c9 (in his edition of the dialogue), and my own fuller statement of these remarks about Parmenides and Plato in ‘Linguistic Relativism and the Greek Project of Ontology’, in G. M. C. Sprung (ed), The Question of Being (University Park, Pa.: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1977)).
Parmenidean passage in Republic 5 (478–80), where τὸ ὅν as stable object of knowledge is contrasted with the many sensible particulars that are object of δοξα, would suffice to show that here too the initial clue, the key to the concept of Being in Plato as in Parmenides, is provided by the notions of truth and knowledge, and by the very general concept of reality or what is so that is required by these two notions.

In the first instance, then, Being for Plato is characterized as the reality which is sought after in intellectual inquiry, apprehended in noetic cognition, and described or defined in true discourse. But when we pass from these general ‘veridical’ contours to a more detailed analysis, the copula construction emerges as the primary formula for the articulation of the concept of truth and its grounding in the reality of the Forms. Every truth for Plato can properly be expressed in the copula form ‘X is Y’. Even the existential proposition can be so expressed: ‘Justice exists’ is expressed as ‘Justice is something (τί)’. Now the copula proposition in turn is to be interpreted ontologically in terms of participation: ‘X is Y’ is true only if and because X participates in Y-ness or in the Y. In the last analysis, I suggest, Plato’s concept of Being is the being-of-a-Form, or the being-related-to-a-Form by way of participation. The concepts of truth and predication, which concern statement and knowledge, are grounded upon these more fundamental notions of Being which concern the nature of things: Forms and participation.

Summarizing our positive results so far, we can say: in Greek ontology, from Parmenides on, the question of Being is a question as to what reality must be like—or what the world must be like—in order for knowledge and true (or false) discourse to be possible. It is, in effect, the first question which Wittgenstein set out to answer in the *Tractatus*: How must the world be structured if logic and scientific language are to be possible? Since for Plato knowledge is assimilated to discourse, and discourse is analyzed in the predicative form ‘X is Y’, the problem of knowledge and true discourse becomes, in part at least, the problem of predication: What must reality be like if predications like ‘X is Y’ are to be possible, and sometimes true? What will X be like? What will Y be like? And how can the two be related to one another?
In Aristotle the concept of Being becomes more complex—too complex for summary statement here. We would have to begin by analyzing the doctrine of the categories, and go on to consider the concepts of potency and act. Let me remark only that the scheme of the categories, which is formulated as a device for distinguishing types of predication, serves in effect for analyzing types of existence as well. To the various forms of predication recognized by the division into categories correspond so many different modes of existence. The most fundamental mode is of course that of the primary category, the being of substances; that is to say, the existence of individual entities of a definite kind—which in the paradigm case means the existence of a living organism belonging to a definite species: a human being, or a horse, or a pine tree. For Socrates to exist is for him to be a (living) man, to live a human life; for a particular tree to exist is for it to be a living oak or chestnut. For white to exist is to be a color; that is, a quality, belonging to some particular substance. For walking to exist is to be an action performed by some man or animal. Thus the general tendency of this Aristotelian method in ontology is for the existential idea to be absorbed into the theory of predication, and to be expressed linguistically by copula uses of the verb. So we find that the key ontological formula of Aristotle’s metaphysics, the $\tau\varphi\tau\iota\acute{\eta}v\ e\iota\nu\alpha\iota$, defines the mode of existence for any subject whatsoever, but it does so without any existential use of the verb. The concrete being of Socrates is a compound of matter and form, body and psyche; but the matter itself is determined by the essence, the $\tau\varphi\tau\iota\acute{\eta}v\ e\iota\nu\alpha\iota$ for man, the being-what-it-is. Socrates’ being or existence is his being-human, his being-what-a-man-is; that is to say, his being that particular kind of thing that is specified in the definition which answers to the question: What is X? What is a human being ($\tau\iota\acute{\eta}\sigma\tau\iota\nu\ \acute{\alpha}\nu\theta\rho\omega\pi\omicron\omicron\omicron$)? Thus for Aristotle, as for Plato, existence is always $e\iota\nu\alpha\iota \ \tau\iota$, being something or other, being something definite. There is no concept of existence as such, for subjects of an indeterminate nature.

To return now to the question with which we began: that of why existence does not emerge as a distinct concept in Greek philosophy. In principle the answer is clear. My explanation is that in Greek ontology in its early stages, in Plato and Parmenides, the veridical concept was primary, and the question of Being was the question of
'reality', as determined by the concept of truth. Since this conception of reality is articulated in Plato by copula sentences of the form ‘X is Y’, it turns out that even the concept of existence gets expressed in this predicative form: as we have seen, Platonic Greek for ‘X exists’ is ‘X is something’, εἶναι τι. In the scheme of categories which Aristotle takes as the starting point for his own investigation of being, this same predicative pattern serves as the primary device for analyzing τὰ ὅντα, what there is, and for showing how the various kinds of being are related to one another. So it is naturally the theory of predication, and not the concept of existence, that becomes the central and explicit theme of Aristotle’s metaphysics, as it was the implicit theme of Plato’s discussion of Being in the Sophist.

If we conclude, now, by raising the question whether it was a philosophical disadvantage for Greek ontology to begin with the concept of truth and reality (as object of knowledge and the content of true statement), and whether it was a mistake to proceed by developing a theory of predication and neglecting the concept of existence as such, we cannot hope to answer such a question with any brief statement. I will simply hint at the line which a defense of Greek ontology might pursue. Let us imagine Parmenides, Plato, and Aristotle responding as follows.

Granted that our starting point in ontology does not provide a theory of reference or denotation, and hence does not confront the problems of negative existentials or statements about nonexistent subjects. After all, a discipline in its initial stages cannot hope to deal with all of the problems. But by articulating our own doctrines of being around the topics of truth and predication we pointed to the notions of propositional analysis and truth for sentences or statements (λόγος) that provide the conceptual framework within which a theory of reference and a clear account of existence becomes possible. It is scarcely necessary to defend our achievements by pointing to the contemporary relevance of a Platonizing ontology for the discussion of universals and the theory of mathematical objects (numbers, sets, etc.), or to the obvious role which Aristotelian ideas about individuals, predication, and natural kinds continue to play in modern work in ontology, logic, and theory of language. We should perhaps emphasize what is less obvious: that the veridical starting point for Greek theories of Being or reality anticipates in a rather striking way the contemporary standpoint which (following and developing certain ideas
of Tarski) takes the notion of truth for sentences as basic in any theory of meaning and knowledge. (Consider the view of Donald Davidson in his presidential address ‘On the Very Idea of a Conceptual Scheme’, or the parallel doctrine which Henry Hiz calls ‘aletheism’.) Above all, we would insist that the articulation of Greek theories of reality around the topics of truth and predication or λόγος guarantees that philosophical speculation—as long as it is faithful to this starting point—will remain in close contact with genuine problems of knowledge in the sciences and with careful work in logic.

Now we must admit (these philosophers will conclude) that our neglect of the topic of existence as such does leave us without any ready means of formulating Cartesian doubts about the existence of the external world, just as it also leaves us without the concept of existence that provides the nerve of Anselm’s ontological argument. From the standpoint of our ontologies, no one could ever have formulated either Anselm’s argument or Descartes’s radical doubts about existence. But, depending upon one’s view of the value of the ontological argument and the philosophical importance of scepticism concerning the external world, these deficiencies in our standpoint could perhaps be counted as assets rather than as liabilities.

Some Philosophical Uses of ‘To Be’ in Plato*

I here discuss two sets of passages where Plato uses the verb εἶναι (and its nominal forms ὅν and ὀνόμα) in a philosophically loaded way, in connection with the notion of truth. I suggest that the systematic nature of this connection has not been recognized and hence its philosophical significance has not been properly understood.

Syntactically, the passages in question are a mixed bag. In a few cases we have what I call the *veridical construction* with a subject of sentential rather than nominal form: the verb is construed absolutely (no further predicate is expressed or understood), and it is syntactically linked to a clause of thinking or saying. In other cases, where the subject (or implied subject) is a noun phrase, an absolute construction of the verb may bear an existential sense. Most often, however, εἶναι will function as copula with predicate adjective, noun, or prepositional phrase.

In cases where no predicate is expressed there has been a tendency of late to describe the use of the verb as ‘incomplete’ and to construe it as an elliptical copula, i.e. to interpret an expression of the form *X is* as elliptical for *X is Y*, where the value of *Y* is either specified by the
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* The first version of this paper was presented to Professor Aubenque’s seminar on Greek ontology at the Sorbonne in February 1980. I want to thank Pierre Aubenque for his kind invitation to address the seminar, and for thus inducing me to return to some unfinished business on *to be*. I am also grateful to Jonathan Barnes, Lesley Brown, and Christopher Kirwan for detailed comments on an early draft.

1 The full veridical construction involves a clause of comparison with the verb of thinking or saying: ἔστι παύσα οὕτως ὡς σὺ λέγεις (‘Things are just as you say’), or in English, ‘Tell it like it is!’. See my *The Verb ‘Be’ in Ancient Greek* (Dordrecht: Reidel, 1973), 334–6.
context or left quite general. I do not want to deny the appropriateness of such an interpretation in many cases, perhaps in most. But I want to insist that the uses of ἦνα in Plato (as in Greek generally) are often overdetermined: several grammatical readings of a single occurrence are not only possible but sometimes required for the full understanding of the text. (Whether or not fallacy arises from such ambiguity is a question that must be considered separately for each case.)

Even where the syntax is unambiguous, a copula use of the verb may bear a veridical value; that is to say, it may serve to call attention to the truth claim that is implicit in every declarative sentence. This function of the verb, which I have elsewhere called the veridical nuance or veridical lexical value, is not so clearly defined a notion as the veridical construction. It is unmistakable in those cases where a use of ἦνα is naturally translated as ‘is true’, ‘is so’, or ‘is the case’; but these are typically not copula constructions. In the copula use a veridical nuance emerges whenever there is any contrast between being so and seeming so, between being really such and such and being only called such and such or believed to be such and such. Just as in the veridical construction proper there is an explicit comparison between a clause with ἦνα and a clause with a verb of saying or thinking, so in the wider range of uses with veridical nuance there is a contrast, expressed or implied, between how things are and how they seem, i.e. how they are said or believed to be. The classical example of this is a line from Aeschylus:

\[ \text{οὐ γὰρ δοκεῖν ἀριστος, ἀλλ' ἦναι θέλει.} \]
\[ (\text{‘He wants not to appear but to be the noblest’}) \]
\[ (\text{Septem 592}) \]

Parallels from other languages make clear that this veridical value for ἦνα is an inheritance from Indo-European, where the verb and its participle *sant- seem to have been used in juridical contexts for ‘the facts of the case’ or the person who is really the culprit and not merely accused or suspected. So in a context of inquiry τὸ ὄν signifies ‘the fact’

---


3 For this and other examples of copula with veridical value see The Verb ‘Be’, pp. 356–60.

4 The Verb ‘Be’, pp. 332 with n. 2, 355 with n. 6, 359 n. 28. Thus sos (="ōn") in Latin means ‘guilty’, insos ‘innocent’. See A. Ernout and A. Meillet, Dictionnaire étymologique de la langue latine
or the truth one is trying to get at. This range of idomatic uses reflects (or explains) the role of εἶναι as privileged signal for the truth claim that is implicit in the indicative form of every declarative sentence.\(^5\) Thus the minimal case of a veridical value for ἐστὶ is simply an emphatic assertion.

Let me briefly illustrate these points from Aristotle, before turning to Plato. We have the veridical construction proper in *Met.* 7, where Aristotle defines truth as saying of what-is *that it is* and of what-is-not *that it is not*, and falsehood conversely:

\[
\text{τὸ μὲν γὰρ λέγειν τὸ ὅν μὴ εἶναι ἢ τὸ μὴ ὅν εἶναι ψεύδος, τὸ δὲ τὸ ὅν εἶναι καὶ τὸ μὴ ὅν μὴ εἶναι ἀληθὲς (101. 1\(^b\) 26–7).}
\]

Here the participial forms (‘what-is’ and ‘what-is-not’) refer to states of affairs in the world, to positive and negative facts as it were, while the infinitival clauses (‘that it is’, ‘that it is not’) represent the propositional content asserted: what is *said* to be the case. I see no trace of the copula construction here, no suggestion that a predicate is to be supplied or understood for ‘to be’.

In *Met.* 7, on the other hand, the use of εἶναι to signify truth (δὴ ἀληθὲς) is illustrated by an ordinary copula construction, with the verb in the emphatic initial position: δὴ ἐστὶ Σωκράτης μονοικός, δὴ ἀληθὲς τοῦτο. Word order is of rhetorical rather than grammatical significance in Greek, and an initial ἐστὶ does not in general call for a veridical interpretation.\(^6\) What Aristotle tells us (and what we might not otherwise guess) is that he recognizes the veridical idea, the distinct expression of a truth claim, in a standard copula use of ἐστὶ, at least when that use is sufficiently emphatic. Or perhaps we should say that Aristotle reads ἐστὶ here twice: once as | copula (‘Socrates is musical’) and once as veridical sentence-operator (‘It is true that Socrates is musical’). For in his negative example τὸ δὲ οὐκ ἐστιν ἢ διάμετρος σύμμετρος, δὴ ψεύδος, where the negation can be read either internally (‘the diagonal is not commensurate’) or externally (‘it is not the case that the diagonal is commensurate’), the latter reading seems to be indicated

\(^5\) For further discussion see *The Verb ‘Be’*, pp. 186–91, 369–70, 407–8.  
\(^6\) *The Verb ‘Be’*, pp. 424–5.
by Aristotle’s own statement ὅτι ψεῦδος: (‘this means) that it is a falsehood (sc. to say that it is commensurate’). If, following this clue, we read the veridical sentence operator into the copula construction here, we have a clear case of what I call overdetermination: a single occurrence of the verb that requires two readings for a full understanding.

I

My first set of Platonic passages involves the terminology of the doctrine of Forms in four different dialogues. In the first example, from the Lysis, that doctrine is itself not stated but some of the relevant terminology is introduced, probably for the first time.

1 At Lysis 219c the regress of one-thing-dear-for-the-sake-of-another is broken by the prospect of reaching ‘an ἄρχη which will no longer refer us to something else dear, but we will arrive at that which is primarily dear (ἐκεῖνο ὅ ἐστιν πρῶτον φίλον), for the sake of which we say all other things are dear’. The pronoun ἐκεῖνο with the phrase ὅ ἐστιν introducing the name or predicate for a Form will become a familiar part of the later terminology, which is also anticipated here in the comparison of many other dear things to images (εἰδωλα) of the one primary φίλον (219d3). Our present interest lies, however, less in the anticipation of things to come than in the veridical value placed upon the copula construction ὅ ἐστιν. This value would not be clear from the first occurrence just cited from 219c7; but it is brought out in the sequel by the contrast between the deceptive images and their original, ‘that primary thing, which is truly dear’ (ἐκεῖνο τὸ πρῶτον, ὅ ὁς ἀληθῶς ἐστι φίλον, 219d4–5). And the same value is reasserted in the opposition between ‘what is really dear’ (τὸ τῶ ὅτι φίλον 220b1 and b4) and those things which are dear for the

7 Readers have objected (1) that ὁς ἀληθῶς (like τῶ ὅτι in what follows) can be rendered ‘really’ or ‘genuinely’ instead of ‘truly’, and (2) that hence all connection with the notion of truth is lost. I agree with (1) but not with (2). The notion of a genuine F is logically dependent upon the claim that something is truly (and literally) F. Thus fake diamonds and decoy ducks are not truly diamonds and ducks; i.e. it is not (literally) true to say that they are diamonds and ducks. A thing is really F, or is a genuine F, if and only if it is truly F; i.e. if and only if it is (literally) true to say of the thing that it is F.
sake of something else and hence only nominally dear (ῥήματι φαινόμεθα λέγοντες αὐτῷ b1). Plato's future doctrine of eponymy, that particulars are ‘named after’ the Forms in which they participate (Phaedo 78e2, 102b2), is here adumbrated, and the notion of truth is introduced in a way that is also characteristically Platonic: to a descriptive term or predicate ‘F’ (in this case ‘φίλον’) there corresponds a unique entity of which this term is true without qualification; the term applies to other things derivatively, in virtue of their relation to this privileged paradigm (which is here called ‘the primary F’; in later dialogues it will be ‘the F itself’).

(2) Symposium 210c. In his first dazzling but sharply focussed statement of the standard doctrine, Plato introduces us to a single Form, in a sudden vision of ‘something beautiful of a marvellous nature, that very thing (τοῦτο ἐκεῖνο) for the sake of which our previous labors were undertaken’. The description opens with a good example of the overdetermined or overworked use of εἶναι: πρῶτον μὲν ἄεὶ ὄν... ἔπειτα οὗ τῇ μὲν καλὸν, τῇ ὶ αἰσχρόν, οὐδὲ τοτὲ μὲν, τοτὲ δὲ οὔ. The participle ὄν naturally takes the strong ‘existential’ value with ἄεὶ (‘is eternally’, ‘is forever’) echoing the Homeric formula ἔννεκροτε ἀλλαχρόν, and immediately paralleled not only by οὕτε γιγνόμενον οὕτε ἀπολλύμενον but also by οὕτε αὐξανόμενον οὕτε φθινόν, which do not take the predicative construction. Initially, then, there is no reason to construe the participle as copula, incomplete or otherwise. But of course it does provide the verb of predication on which to hang the following antithetical phrases (and so we have ὃς τισὶ μὲν ὄν καλὸν at 211a5). Hence the predicative phrases τῇ μὲν καλὸν, πρῶς μὲν τὸ καλὸν, etc. in the rest of the sentence do permit us to go back and see that ἄεὶ ὄν can be read not only as ‘this beautiful thing is forever’ but also as ‘this thing is forever beautiful.’ The existential use in ἄεὶ ὄν is pregnant with the incomplete copula. But it would be a mistake to eliminate the first construal in favor of the second, since we would then lose not only the Homeric overtones but the rhetorical balance with the immediately following participles. We must recognize both the absolute construction (explicitly) and the copula syntax (implicitly) as part of the total meaning of the text. And so likewise for αὐτὸ καθ’ αὐτὸ μὲθ’ αὐτὸν μονοεἰδῆς ἄεὶ ὄν at 211b1–2: both ‘it is always uniform’ and also ‘it is eternal, exists forever.’
At 211c7–d1 we encounter the ἔκεινο ὃ ἐστὶ formula familiar from the Lysis: ἐπ’ ἔκεινο τό μάθημα τελευτήσαι, ὃ ἐστιν όυκ ἄλλον ἢ αὐτοῦ ἔκεινον τοῦ καλοῦ μάθημα, καὶ γνῶ αὐτὸ τελευτῶμ. ὃ ἐστι καλὸν. \(^8\)

‘(One passes from beautiful studies) to come finally to that very study which is study of nothing but that very Beautiful itself, and one ends by knowing this, (namely) what is beautiful’, or perhaps: ‘what beautiful is.’ There is an ambiguity in the syntax of ὃ ἐστι καλὸν which we shall find again in the Phaedo: καλὸν may be construed either as subject or as predicate with ἐστί. The predicate syntax is favored by the parallel with μάθημα above and by the absence of the article with καλὸν. (But compare Phaedo 65d4, cited below, where δίκαιον αὐτό without the article must be subject.) Since we have, in effect, an ‘is’ of definitional equivalence, the distinction between subject and predicate is of no logical significance. \(^9\) It is important that the term following ἐστί does not take the article, and thus preserves its form as a predicate (as G. E. L. Owen has pointed out); and this remains true even if one wanted to construe it here as grammatical subject, on the analogy with the what-is-X question: ‘to know what beautiful is’ would be to know the full sense of the term, and perhaps its privileged reference as well (i.e. the entity of which it is uniquely true). If καλὸν is taken as predicate, ἐστί should carry a strong veridical charge: ‘to know (the beautiful) itself, the one thing that is truly beautiful.’ (Compare ὃ ὡς ἄληθῶς ἐστι φίλον above from Lysis 219d5.) The account of the vision ends in any case with an emphasis on the notion of truth: the philosophical initiate ‘begets not images of virtue, since he has not been in contact with an image, but true virtue, since he has been in contact with truth’ (τὸ ἄληθὲς 212a5).

(3) In the fuller statement of the doctrine of Forms in the Phaedo, the first mention of Forms is preceded by the question: ‘When does the soul grasp truth?’ (ἄληθεία 65b9). The veridical value of the participles which follow (τὰ ὄντα 65c3, τὸ ὄν c9), and the systematic exchange

---

\(^8\) Here and in what follows I ignore the orthotone accent which Burnet prints for ἐστί, presumably in those cases where he regards its use as particularly emphatic. On the accent of ἐστί see The Verb ‘Be’, app. A.

\(^9\) See below, Appendix on the grammar of ὃ ἐστι F. I leave open the question whether or not it is appropriate to speak here of the ‘is’ of identity, and thus to construe the two terms as names. But since in a definition the two designations of the same concept are at least logically equivalent, the subject–predicate relation can go either way.
between τὰ ὑπόλοιπα (66a3), τὸ ὄν (66a8, c2) and ἀλήθεια (66a6), τὸ ἀληθὲς (66b7, d7, 67b1) in this connection was correctly noted by Burnet and has been discussed elsewhere.10 Throughout this passage the participle is construed absolutely, with the sense of ‘truth’ or ‘true reality’, as the object sought in the philosopher’s quest for knowledge (cf. ζήτησις at 65a10, σκόπειν at b10, ζητεῖ at d1, etc.). This is the ordinary notion of truth associated with any inquiry into ‘the facts’; Plato’s terminology here differs from Herodotus’ use of τὸ ἔόν only by the strongly theoretical context in which it is embedded. A more technical formulation begins to appear at 65d4: φαμέν τι εἶναι δίκαιον αὐτὸ ἢ οὐδέν; ‘Do we say that (the) just itself is something or nothing?’ 11 Note that the claim of existence is expressed by the grammatical copula: to exist is to be something. Veridical idea, existence claim, and predicative syntax are all taken up in the nominalization of the verb ὑσία at 65d13, in Plato’s first generalized reference to the Forms: ‘(I am speaking) of the being (ὑσία) of all those things, what each one really is’, (περὶ) ἀπάντων τῆς ὑσίας ὁ τυγχάνει ἐκαστὸν ὄν. The phrase ὁ τυγχάνει ὄν is a strengthened version of ὅ ἐστι which seems to underscore its veridical force (‘what a given thing really is’, Burnet; ‘what each one actually is’, Gallop). The question whether ἐκαστὸν is subject or predicate of the copula is probably as unanswerable here as at Symp. 211c8. To speak of what F is or of what is (truly) F is, for Plato, to speak of the same thing.

We can say that the formula ὅ ἐστι represents an ‘is’ of equivalence in a formula for essence, an answer to the Socratic request for a definition, like | Aristotle’s τὸ τί ἐστι or τὸ τί ἢν εἶναι. But it would be misleading to say that ὑσία here means ‘essence’; it is simply a nominalization for the various uses of εἶναι, among which ὅ ἐστι will emerge as the most important.

11 Gallop’s translation ‘Do we say that there is something just, or nothing?’ renders the sense correctly but it is not plausible as a reflection of the syntax. (‘There is something just’ would presumably be εἶναι δίκαιον τί). The construction is clear from the parallel at 74a12: φωμέν τι εἶναι (sc. αὐτὸ τὸ ἔσον) ἢ μηδέν, ‘Do we say that it is something or nothing?’. In this case Gallop’s translation ‘Are we to say that there is something or nothing?’ seems to me wrong.
The doctrine stated at 65d is developed systematically from 74a–b with the introduction of αὐτὸ τὸ ἴσον. We begin by recognizing the existence of such an entity (with the copula construction as at 65d4: φῶμεν τι εἶναι ἡ μηδὲν; 74a12 ‘Do we say it is something or nothing?’), followed by the indirect question with ὅ ἐστι: ‘And do we know what it is?’ ἣ καὶ ἐπιστάμεθα αὐτὸ ὅ ἐστιν.12 The phrase ‘what it is’ (ὁ ἐστιν) is then used with the article as a technical label for the Form: ‘do equal sticks and the like seem to us to be equal in the same way as the what-it-is itself?’ (οὐτῶς ἵσα ἐλναι ὅσπερ αὐτὸ τὸ ὅ ἐστιν, 74d6). And so in a second technical or frozen use at 75b1: the sensible equals strive after ἐκεῖνον τοῦ ὅ ἐστιν ἴσον, ‘that very what-is-equal’, in a phrase where the subject–predicate construction of ἴσον is again indeterminate. But the underlying syntax of an indirect question after ‘to know’ immediately reappears at 75b6: ‘having acquired knowledge of the equal itself, (sc. knowledge of) what it is’ (εἰληφότας ἐπιστήμην αὐτὸν τοῦ ἴσου ὅτι ἐστίν).

Plato thus moves deliberately back and forth between idiomatic and quasi-technical uses of the phrase ὅ ἐστι before focussing on it as the official designation for the Forms at 75d2: ‘Our argument now does not concern the equal more than the beautiful itself and the good itself and just and holy and, as I say, it concerns all those things on which we set this seal of the what-it-is (τὸ ὅ ἐστι), both in the questions that we ask and in the answers that we give’ (75c10–d3).13 Here the formula with the frozen veridical-copula ἐστὶ is explicitly set within the framework of dialectical inquiry, pursued in questions like ‘What is the equal?’, ‘What is the pious?’. And we have the same framework in our final passage from the Phaedo, the summary reference at 78d1–4 to

---

12 This is Burnet’s text, based on BT, representing a standard form of indirect question, as in Symp. 211c8. (For the use of the simple relative ὅς instead of the indirect relative ὅσις in indirect questions see H. W. Smyth, Greek Grammar rev. G. Messing (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1950), 601, § 2668; R. Kühner and B. Gerth, Ausführliche Grammatik (Hanover/Leipzig: Hahn, 1904), 438, § 562.4.) The variant αὐτὸ ὅ ἐστιν ἴσον (in W and in margins of B and T) would be less natural, but exactly parallel to αὐτὸ ὅ ἐστι καλὸν at Symp. 211c8; cf. τὸ ὅ ἐστιν ἴσον at Phaedo 73b1. Such parallels explain the variant, but are not evidence for what Plato wrote here. We have the same variant at 74d7, with ἴσον after τὸ ὅ ἐστιν in T and a second hand of B: here Robin prints αὐτὸ τὸ ὅ ἐστιν ἴσον.

13 Burnet reads τὸ αὐτὸ ὅ ἐστι ‘the what-it-is itself’, where the MSS have τοῦτο, Iamblichus τὸ. I prefer to read τοῦτο τὸ ὅ ἐστι (proposed also by Gallop: Plato 230). Loriaux keeps τοῦτο τὸ ἐστὶ, with the MSS (see R. Loriaux, Le Phédon de Platon (Namur: Secretariat des publications, facultés universitaires, 1969), i. 151).
the whole range of Forms as a privileged mode of being: ‘this very reality (东亚 ζοσία) of whose being (το ἐλναι) we give an account in questions and answers… the equal itself, the beautiful itself, each what-it-is (ε ἐστι) itself, true being (το ὅν).’ Here in four lines we have four verbal or nominalized occurrences of ελναι: (i) the abstract nominalization ζοσία, which has no value over and above the range of meanings for the verb throughout this passage (as in 65d13, above), where the implicit ‘What-is-it?’ question with veridical-definitional force (What is it really?) prepares for the sense of ‘essence’ or ‘what-ness’, as in the phrase λόγος τῆς ζοσίας for ‘definition’ (which we will encounter in Republic 7, but can see emerging here in λόγον δίδομεν τοῦ ελναι); (ii) the infinitive το ελναι of which one gives an account, i.e. the ‘What-is-it?’ that figures as question and answer in dialectic; (iii) the frozen version of the question (or answer) as a designation for the Form: αὐτὸ ἐκαστον ἐ ἐστιν (at 78d4, repeated without αὐτό in the next line); and (iv) the veridical participle το ὅν, originally introduced as a general designation for truth (or true reality) as the object of which philosophers are in search, but now given more precise content by the systematic use of the verb in articulating the notion of Forms in 74–6.14

(Looking back, we can see that this more specifically Platonic sense of το ὅν was implicit in τῆς ζοσίας ἀπάντων τυχανει ἑκαστον ὅν at 65ε1, though we did not yet have the distinction drawn between Forms and particulars. The phrase just quoted from 65ε1 is a good example of Plato’s technique of signalling to the reader in advance a doctrine which he will then proceed to develop methodically.)

Burnet (on 78d4) claims that το ὅν is added here ‘to suggest the opposition of ελναι and γίγνεσθαι’. Now it is true that the opposition between what is invariable and what is changing will be formulated in the following words. But, unlike the context at Symposium 211a–b, in our Phaedo passage the verb γίγνεσθαι is not to be found; and what is directly suggested by το ὅν is not so much the static or durative value of the verb as the veridical idea that has been constantly in play since the

14 I follow Burnet in punctuating after ε ἐστι at 78d4, thus taking το ὅν in apposition to all that has gone before. One might be tempted to drop the comma and read αὐτό ἐκαστον ἐ ἐστιν το ὅν as ‘each very entity that is’. But Plato regularly avoids the article with a term following (and completing) ἐ ἐστι. Thus αὐτό ἐ ἐστιν κερής, αὐτό ἐκεῖνο ἐ ἐστιν ὅνομα, at Crat. 389b5, d6–7; ἐ ἐστι κλὴς, at Rep. 10 5972, c3, c9; τήν ἐν τῷ ἐ ἐστιν ὅν ὄντως ἐπιστήμην οὐσιαν, Phaedrus 247e1–2; τό ἐ ἐστιν ἱματιν, Timaeus 39ε8.
phrase was first introduced at 65c9. The Platonic–Eleatic conception of Being is defined by the convergence of two antitheses: (1) the opposition of Being and Seeming (εἶναι and φαίνεσθαι) which exploits the veridical value of εἶναι, and (2) the opposition of Being and Becoming which exploits the static value of the verb (in contrast to γίγνεσθαι as ‘mutative’ copula),\(^{15}\) the value which serves to express the idea of eternal constancy and uniformity. In characterizing the realm of change as unreliable appearance, while identifying immutability with true Reality, Plato is of course following in Parmenides’ footsteps. What he has added to this Eleatic dualism (besides the much higher level of conceptual clarity in stating the theory) is to locate the point of convergence between truth and changelessness in the predicative formulae for εἶναι corresponding to the ‘what-is-it?’ question and reflected in the phrase ὁ ἐστι. The definitional copula, or ‘is’ of whatness,\(^{16}\) thus serves as the focus for the two converging constituents of the Platonic notion of Being: the idea of true reality (as opposed to appearance) and the idea of immutable uniformity (as opposed to change or Becoming).

Hence three of the four primary linguistic functions of εἶναι in Greek—the predicative construction, the static aspect, the veridical nuance—provide essential instruments for the articulation of Plato’s ontology of Forms: for a theory of ὄσσια as the reality which is truly and immutably | what-it-is. The fourth primary function of the verb, in the existential uses, is likewise relevant; but an explicit statement of existence is relatively rare, and the most technical examples of such a statement are actually copulative in form: being something (τι εἶναι) rather than nothing,\(^{17}\)

\(^{15}\) For the static–kinetic (or stative–mutative) contrast see The Verb ‘Be’, pp. 194 ff., following John Lyons.

\(^{16}\) For my ‘‘is” of whatness’ see n. 9 above. Grammatically speaking, it is clear that we need the copula construction of ὁ ἐστι to support the contrast between the ‘is truly F’ of the Forms and the ‘is and is not (F)’ of particulars. See below on Rep. 5 478d–479c.

\(^{17}\) See 74a10 φαίνειν τι εἶναι ἡ μηδέν, discussed above. So in earlier dialogues in introducing a concept for analysis: Gorgias 495c3–5 ἐπιστήμην που καλεῖ τι...οὐ καὶ ἀνθρεῖν νοῦδα ἐλεγεῖ τινα εἶναι μετὰ ἐπιστήμης; Prot. 330c1 ἤ δικαιοσύνη πράγμα τι ἐστιν ἡ οὐδέν πράγμα; δ) οὐκόν φατὲ καὶ τούτο (sc. ὄσσιτη) πράγμα τι εἶναι. Occasionally an absolute (or quasi-absolute) existential use serves this function: Gorgias 450c4 εἰσίν ἡμῖν τέχνην ἢ γάρ. So in Prot. 33d2 οὐκοῦν καὶ ὄσσιτη φατὲ εἶναι (‘there is some such thing as piety’), with the same construction as in Gorgias 495c5.
The use of ‘to be’ in the doctrine of Forms in Republic 5–7 could only be adequately treated in an analysis of that doctrine itself. I limit my remarks here to three points noted for the Phaedo which we find more fully elaborated in the Republic: (a) the oscillation between predicative and absolute syntax for expressions of the veridical contrast between Forms and particulars; (b) the convergence of veridical and static values in the οὐσία of the Forms as true and unchanging ‘reality’; and (c) the copula of whatness (the οὐσία of τί ἐστι; and ὃ ἐστι) as a characterization of Forms.

(a) As in Phaedo 65, so in Republic 5. 476e ff., it is the veridical notion which predominates in Plato’s use of τὸ ὅν to introduce the theory of Forms. That notion is first presented in the description of true philosophers as ‘lovers of the spectacle of truth’ (475e4). The distinction between Forms and particulars, the one and the many, is then correlated with the opposition between Being and Seeming: each Form is really one, but appears as many: αὐτῷ μὲν ἐν ἐκαστὸν εἶναι, τῇ δὲ…the κοινωνία πανταχοῦ φανταζόμενα πολλὰ φαίνεσθαι ἐκαστὸν (476a5–7). As in the verse from Aeschylus cited above, the veridical nuance of the copula εἶναι is brought out by antithesis with φαίνεσθαι, reinforced here by φανταζόμενα. But it is only at 476e10 ff., with the use of the participial forms as objects of ‘to know’, that the veridical proper makes its appearance as the general designation for the Forms. (Compare Phaedo 65c3, c9 ff. and 78d4, cited above.) Opinions may differ, but at any rate it seems clear to me that the veridical construal gives the best sense at 477a1: πῶς γὰρ ἄν μὴ ὅν γέ τι γνωσθεῖῃ, ‘How could anything that is not (the case) be known?’ The Parmenidean echo is unmistakable, and those readers who take ἐστι in Parmenides fr. 2 as ‘exists’ may be inclined to do the same for τὸ ὅν in this section of Republic 5. Hence I must briefly give my reasons for preferring the

For more straightforward (and less technical) existential uses in connection with the Forms see e.g. Phaedo 76d7 ei μὲν ἐστιν ἂθροισμένοις ἂν, εἰς οὔτως ὁσπερ καὶ ταύτα ἐστιν, εἰ δὲ μὴ ἐστι ταύτα, 77a3 πάντα τὰ τοιαῦτα εἶναι ὡς οἶνθε τὰ μάλλωσα.

In the echo of the ‘seal of ὁ ἐστι’ phrase at 93d8–9, ὁσπερ αὐτῆς (or αὐτῆ?) ἐστιν ἡ οὐσία ἔχοντα τὴν ἐπωνυμίαν τῷ τοῦ ὁ ἐστιν, the translation of the first ἐστιν is uncertain between ‘belongs to it’ (Burnet, Bluck) and ‘exists’ (Hackforth, Gallop). I suspect overdetermination. But Loriaux’s argument (Le Phédon, i. 155) that ὁ ἐστιν too must therefore imply ‘one affirmation d’existence’ is unconvincing—except in the sense that any true use of a copula may be thought to imply the existence of its subject.
veridical reading. (1) It is linguistically the more natural: \( \gamma\gamma\nu\nu\omega\varsigma\kappa\varepsilon\nu \tau\dot{\omicron} \eta\nu \) is essentially the same idiomatic construction as \( \epsilon\kappa\mu\alpha\theta\varepsilon\vartheta\iota \tau\dot{\omicron} \) in Herodotus (9. 11. 3; 7. 209. 1) and \( \epsilon\iota\delta\varepsilon\nu\alpha\iota \tau\dot{\omicron} \) in Homer (Iliad 1. 70). (2) It is also philosophically preferable, since it gives Plato a true and noncontroversial premiss (‘What is known must be the case’, or \( S \) knows that \( p \) implies \( p \)) instead of a premiss that is dubious, if not false: ‘One cannot know what does not exist’. And why should Plato characterize knowledge as essentially or primarily knowledge of existence: \( \epsilon\pi\iota\sigma\tau\acute{\eta}\mu\iota \dot{\eta} \tau\omega \, \delta\omicron\nu\tau \, \pi\acute{\epsilon}\phi\nu\kappa\epsilon \), \( \gamma\nu\nu\omega\alpha \dot{\omega} \, \dot{\epsilon}\sigma\tau\iota \tau\dot{\omicron} \eta \nu \) (477b10)? (3) It seems to me that the reading here of \( \dot{\omega} \, \dot{\epsilon}\sigma\tau\iota \) as ‘that it exists’ is in fact ruled out by Plato’s own paraphrase at 478a6: \( \tau\omega \, \delta\omicron\nu \, \gamma\nu\nu\omega\alpha \dot{\omega} \, \dot{\epsilon}\chi\epsilon\iota \). Finally, (4) the shift to a predicative construction at 479a7 ff. (for \( \phi\alpha\iota\nu\varepsilon\sigma\theta\iota \)) and 479b9–10 (for \( \dot{\epsilon}\sigma\tau\iota \) and \( \epsilon\iota\nu\alpha\iota \)) would be not only unjustified but wholly unexpected if the verb had been understood existentially up to this point; whereas between the veridical and the copula the move is an easy one in both directions: from \( X \) is (really) \( F \) to \( \text{It is the case (that } X \text{ is } F \) and also from \( \tau\omega \, \delta\omicron\nu \) as \text{what is the case} to \( \tau\omega \, \delta\omicron\nu \) as \text{what is the case concerning } X \) (cf. \( \tau\dot{\omicron} \, \delta\omicron\nu\tau\alpha \, \pi\epsilon\rho\iota \, \tau\nu\omega\varsigma \) at Soph. 263b4–d2). In either direction the shift involves a type ambiguity between things (as subjects of predication) and states of affairs (as ‘what is the case’, absolutely speaking). But this is not an ambiguity to which Plato is particularly sensitive, any more than Parmenides was.\(^{18}\)

Thus I understand Plato to be saying that ‘knowledge naturally takes \( \text{what-is(-so)} \) as its object, to know (of) \( \text{what is (so) that it is (so)} \)', \( \epsilon\pi\iota\sigma\tau\acute{\eta}\mu\iota \dot{\eta} \tau\omega \, \delta\omicron\nu\tau \, \pi\acute{\epsilon}\phi\nu\kappa\epsilon \), \( \gamma\nu\nu\omega\alpha \dot{\omega} \, \dot{\epsilon}\sigma\tau\iota \tau\dot{\omicron} \eta \nu \) we have the double use of the verb noted in Aristotle’s definition of truth: \( \lambda\varphi\gamma\epsilon\nu \tau\omega \, \delta\omicron\nu \, \epsilon\iota\nu\alpha\iota \), ‘to say of what is (so) that it is (so)’, where the participle refers to the fact and the infinitive

\(^{18}\) I suggest that, for both Parmenides and Plato, the veridical \( \dot{\epsilon}\sigma\tau\iota \) and \( \tau\omega \, \eta\nu \) (‘what is the case’) be understood as a conjunction of ‘\( X \) exists’ and ‘\( X \) is \( F \)’, for unspecified values of \( X \) and \( F \), so that the veridical unfolds naturally and nonfallaciously into the existential plus the incomplete copula. The negative \( \tau\omega \, \mu\eta \, \delta\omicron\nu \) here (and \( \omega\nu\kappa \, \dot{\epsilon}\sigma\tau\iota \) in Parmenides) is to be understood as equivalent to the conjunction of two corresponding negations: what does not exist and is not \( F \), for any value of \( F \); i.e. what has no properties at all. (This is the view of \( \tau\omega \, \mu\eta \, \delta\omicron\nu \) that Plato will reject in the Sophist.)

A different ‘veridical’ reading of \( \tau\omega \, \delta\omicron\nu \) in this passage (understood as ‘is true’ and applied to propositions known or believed rather than to objective states of affairs) is defended by Gail Fine in ‘Knowledge and Belief in Republic V’, Archiv für Geschichte der Philosophie, 60 (1978), 124 ff.
expresses our statement or judgment of the fact. But Plato’s γνώσεις ὧς ἔστι τὸ ὅν is ambiguous in a way that Aristotle’s Λέγειν τὸ ὅν εἶναι is not: it can mean either ‘to know (of) what is that it is’ (as in Aristotle’s formula), or ‘to know what is as it is’, with ὧς introducing a comparative construction as in the standard veridical (‘Tell it like it is’). The second construction seems to be favored at 478a6, τὸ ὅν γνώσεις ὧς ἔξει, though both readings remain possible.\(^{19}\)

Initially, then, the veridical object of knowledge is represented by an absolute use of εἶναι,\(^{20}\) and likewise for the initial characterization of particulars as objects of δῶξα: ἄμα ὅν τε καὶ μὴ ὅν . . . τὸ ἀμφοτέρων μετέχον, τοῦ εἶναι τὲ καὶ μὴ εἶναι (478d5–6, ετ–2), ‘both being (so) and not being (so)’, ‘participating both in being (so) and in not being (so)’. As we have noted, however, as the argument proceeds the construction becomes predicative, first with φαίνεσθαι and then with εἶναι: the many καλά will also appear αἴσχρα, the many doubles will also turn out to be halves (479a6 ff.). So for the many particulars generally ‘each one of them no more is than is not what one says it to be’ (πότερον οὗν ἔστι μᾶλλον ἡ οὐκ ἔστιν ἐκαστὸν τῶν πολλῶν τούτῳ δ ἄν τις φῆ αὐτὸ εἶναι; 479b9). The pure being-so (τὸ εἰλικρινῶς ὅν) of the Form \(F\) lies in its being just ‘what \(F\) is’ (τὸ ὃ ἔστιν) and nothing else; the mixed halfway being of beautiful or just particulars lies in their being such that it is both true and false to say of each one that it is \(F\) (that it is beautiful or just). The particular is beautiful in \(|\) some respects, ugly in others; each one participates in the eponymous Form but also

\(^{19}\) Another possibility is to read ὧς ἔστι (or ὧς ἔχει) as an indirect question: ‘to know (of what is) how it is’, where ἔστι might be understood as the incomplete copula with τὸ ὅν as existential. This would be a partial reading (‘to know of an existing \(X\), that it is \(F\)’) of the full veridical, as explained in the preceding note. In this case we may speak of underdetermination in the use of εἶναι, since the context leaves us free to choose between alternative readings.

For similar ambiguities see Cratylus 385b7–8, Sophist 263b4–9. At Euthydemus 284c7 the comparative construction is required: the liar τὰ διὰ μὲν τρόπου τινα λέγει, οὐ μέντοι ὃς γε ἔχει.

\(^{20}\) Absolute despite the adverbs in τὸ παντελῶς ὅν, εἰλικρινῶς ὅν, μὴ δαμαὴ ὅν at 477a, etc. Lesley Brown has called my attention to an inadequate definition of absolute construction in The Verb ‘Be’, p. 240, where I admit adverbs of time but exclude adverbs of manner. (I had in mind adverbs with adjectival or predicative force, as illustrated there on pp. 150 ff.) The best test for an absolute construction with adverbs would be whether the adverb is optional; i.e. whether we can recognize the same value and construction for the verb if the adverb is omitted. But perhaps the notion of absolute construction has a clear sense only by contrast with the nominal and locative copula, and does not admit of more precise definition.
in the opposite Form. Whatever else one may find to complain of in this argument, the shift from absolute (veridical) to predicative ἐίναι need not be fallacious, since the veridical value of τὸ ὁν (‘what is so’) is an operator on an arbitrary sentence; and the copula use now specifies the sentence. 21 A particular F participates both in being-so and not-being-so (with ὁν absolute) just because it both is and is not F; in other words just because it is both true and false to say that it is F; whereas for a Form such a predication is true without qualification. 22

(b) When the Forms re-enter the discussion in book 6 they are identified by the ‘what-it-is’ formula that was used as seal or signature in the Phaedo: for each class of particulars we posit a single Form (ἰδέα), each of which we call ‘what it is’ (ὅ ἐστιν ἐκαστὸν προσαγορεύομεν, 507b7). 23 On my view, the verb in ὅ ἐστιν represents a copula of definitional equivalence, charged with the special veridical values of (a) what a thing really is, in contrast to what it seems, and (b) what is really (unqualifiedly) F, as opposed to what is partially or imperfectly F. These values fit neatly into the epistemic context in Republic 6, where the one–many or Form–particular antithesis is immediately taken up by the opposition between intelligible and visible objects in the next sentence (507b9), and developed at length in the following sections on the Divided Line and the Cave. But this veridical and epistemic contrast between

---

21 This is an example of the veridical unfolding into the incomplete copula. I understand the argument to go as follows:

1. One cannot know that p if it is not (fully) the case that p.
2. It is not fully the case that the many F are F.
3. One cannot know of the many F that they are F.
4. One cannot know the many F.

The move from 3 to 4 is not explicitly made, much less argued for. But it can be argued for, if knowing a thing is always knowing that something is true of it. (The type shift from state of affairs to thing as object of ‘to know’ also occurs in the move from 3 to 4.)

22 Fallacy threatens, however, in the ambiguous use of negation. Some negative statements must be true of Forms, but Forms cannot participate in the Not-Being of τὸ μηδεμῶς ὁν, which would make them indeterminate. Plato himself became aware of this ambiguity, and in the Sophist he rejects τὸ μη ὁν οὐτό καθ' οὐτό as wholly indefinite and unintelligible (238c9, 239c4, 258e6 ff.) and instead redefines τὸ μη ὁν in terms of (true) negative predication.

23 Or ‘which we call “what each one is”’, with ἐκαστὸν as subject of ἐστίν. This familiar syntactic ambiguity is independent of the textual controversy (where I accept Burnet’s text and read αὐτὸ καλὸν καὶ αὐτὸ ἀγαθὸν as object of τιθέντες).

Note the earlier, unemphatic use of ἐναι as existential (or existential-copula) applying to particulars: πολλὰ καλά … ἐκαστὰ οὕτως ἐναι φαινεῖν at 507b2–3: ‘We say that there are many beautiful things … and that in each case they exist in this way (sc. as many)’. 
Being and Seeming, Knowledge and Opinion is soon fused with the
more properly ontological antithesis of Being and Becoming: at 508d the
region illuminated by truth and Being (ἁλήθεια τε καὶ τὸ ὄν) is contrasted
with the darkness of Coming-to-be and Perishing (τὸ γεννόμενον τε καὶ
ἀπολλύμενον), where the soul is perplexed by fluctuating δόξαι in place of
clear knowledge and intelligence. And so throughout the following
discussion: the terms Being (οὐσία, ὄν) and Becoming (γένεσις) serve
as a standing reference to the two classes of Forms and particulars
(e.g. at 525b5: φιλοσόφω δὲ διὰ τὸ τῆς οὐσίας ἀπτέον εἶναι γενέσεως
ξαναθύμη). Thus the terminological contrast is stative-mutative; but the
interpretation of the contrast is regularly slanted towards the greater cog-
nitive clarity and ‘truth’ of intelligible Being (e.g. 518c8 ff., 519a9–b4,
523a3, 525c5–6, 526c6, 527b5).

It is worth noticing that this convergence of veridical and static-
immutable values finds a natural justification in the predicative con-
struction. A particular F which comes to be, perishes, and changes in
the meantime is only provisionally and fitfully F. For Plato these time-
qualifications on ‘is F’ are just as damaging to the epistemic and
ontological credentials of particular F as are the relative or perspectival
conditions on ‘appearing | F’ that were emphasized in the previous
discussion (5 479a–b; cf. Phaedo 74b–c). Both types of disability were
mentioned together in Plato’s initial statement of his neo-Eleatic
dualism at Symp. 211a–b.

(c) To conclude these remarks on Rep. 6–7, I note the conspicuous
reappearance of the ‘What-is-X?’ formulation in the final description
dialectic. The kind of inquiry which ‘draws the mind toward οὐσία’
is illustrated at 524c11 by the question ‘What in the world is the great
and the small?’ (τὶ ὃν ποτ’ ἐστὶ . . . ἦν), and completed by ‘giving and
receiving an account (λόγος)’ in an investigation directed towards ‘just
what each thing is’ (ἐπ’ αὐτὸ ὁ ἐστὶν ἐκάστων), and in particular
towards ‘just what good is’ or ‘just what-is-good’ (αὐτὸ ὁ ἐστὶν
ἀγαθὸν) (531e5, 532a7–b1). Dialectic is the only discipline which
attempts systematically to grasp in every case, ‘concerning each thing
itself, what each one <truly> is’ (αὐτὸν γε ἐκάστον περὶ ὁ ἐστὶν
ἐκάστων, 533b2). The dialectician is the one who gets hold of the
λόγος τῆς οὐσίας of each thing, the definition or explanation of what it
is, and is able to give an account of this both to himself and to someone
else (534b3–5). Here as elsewhere, οὐσία as object of knowledge is ultimately defined by reference to the whatness-questions of dialectic. In this culminating account of philosophic knowledge, the copula syntax of the ὅ ἐστι formula thus bears the whole weight of Plato’s ontology.

II

I turn now to uses of ἔιναι in three passages where there is no mention of Forms and no emphasis on the stative-mutative contrast of Being and Becoming. The first text is a section of the Parmenides where the veridical value of ‘to be’ is treated for its own sake. The other texts are two major passages in the Theaetetus where an absolute or incomplete use of ἔιναι plays a crucial role.

(1) At Parmenides 161c–162b the use of ἔιναι for being-so, as the correlate of true statement, is recognized as one sense of the phrase μετέχεω τῆς οὐσίας ‘to participate in being’. The passage occurs in the paradoxical derivation of contrary conclusions from the hypothesis ‘if the One is not’, ‘if the One does not exist’, εἰ μὴ ἐστι τὸ ἔν (160b5). For the sake of clarity I shall regularly use ‘exists’ to translate an ἐστι which represents the predicate in this hypothesis, in order to distinguish it from uses of ἔιναι that emerge in the course of the argument, and which may or may not have the same sense as the verb of the hypothesis. Our section begins with the claim that if the One does not exist, it must nonetheless participate somehow in being. The reason given is: ‘It (the One) must be as | we say; for if it is not so, we would not be telling the truth in saying that the One does not exist. But if this is true, clearly we say what-is(-so).’ (161e–162a1). Slightly schematized, the argument is as follows:

(i) If we speak truly, what we say must be the case (οὐτῶς ἐχεῖν).
(ii) If what we say is the case, we say things-that-are (ὁντα), i.e. things that are in fact as we say.
In step 1 we have a general statement of the form ‘If \( p \) is true, then \( p \)’. This is expressed by an idiomatic variant on the veridical construction with \( \omega\upiota\omega\sigma \varepsilon\chi\varepsilon \iota \) in place of \( \omega\upiota\omega\sigma \varepsilon\sigma\tau \iota \), thus making the point first without introducing the verb ‘to be’. Step 2 provides the verb in the participial form \( \omicron\nu\tau\alpha \), ‘what is the case’ (like \( \omicron\nu \) in \( \gamma\nu\omega\nu\alpha i \ \tau\omicron \ \omicron\nu \), ‘knowing what is so’, in Rep. 5. 477b10; cf. \( \lambda\gamma\epsilon\nu\epsilon \ \tau\omicron \ \omicron\nu \ \epsilon\nu\iota \iota \) in Aristotle’s formula for truth).

In the standard veridical construction, the subject of \( \epsilon\nu\iota \iota \) (or \( \tau\omicron \ \omicron\nu \)) is a sentential content or proposition; and \( \omicron\nu\tau\alpha \) in Parmenides 161e6, 162a1 seems likewise to represent an entire sentence (‘whatever we say’). But Plato’s use of \( \omega\upiota\omega\sigma \varepsilon\chi\varepsilon \iota \) in this context, although idiomatic, is veridically nonstandard, since it takes as subject not a proposition but the One (\( \alpha\upsilon\tau\omicron \ 161e4 \)). This gives us a copula (subject-predicate) variation on the veridical construction: ‘If we say something true about X, we say how X is’, or ‘we say something-that-is(-so) about X’. The formal variation (and approximation to Aristotle’s example of \( \varepsilon\sigma\tau \) as ‘is true’) is clear in the next sentence, with \( \varepsilon\sigma\tau \) as emphatic (‘veridical’) copula:

\[
\varepsilon\sigma\tau \iota \ \acute{\alpha} \rho\acute{a}, \ \acute{o}\omicron \ \acute{e}\omicron\omega\kappa\epsilon, \ \tau\omicron \ \acute{\epsilon} \ \omicron\nu \ \acute{\omicron}\dot{k} \ \omicron\nu \ (162a1–2)
\]

The One truly is then, as it seems, nonexistent

In order to produce the paradox of an apparent contradiction, Plato then develops the veridical copula in both directions, affirmative and negative, so that by the principle of double negation it would follow that if the One were not nonexistent, it would have to exist, which is excluded by hypothesis.

\[
e\iota \ \gamma\acute{\alpha} \ \mu\acute{\eta} \ \varepsilon\sigma\tau\acute{\alpha} \ \mu\acute{\eta} \ \omicron\nu, \ \alpha\lambda\lambda\acute{\alpha} \ \pi\eta \ \tau\omicron \ \epsilon\nu\iota \ \acute{\alpha} \nu\acute{\eta} \ \pi\rho\acute{o}\acute{s} \ \tau\omicron \ \mu\acute{\eta} \ \epsilon\nu\iota, \ \epsilon\upsilon\uptheta\upsilon \ \varepsilon\sigma\tau\acute{\alpha} \ \omicron\nu \ (162a2–3).
\]

For if it is not nonexistent, but somehow slips from being [i.e. from the copula ‘being x’] to not being [i.e. to ‘not being x’], it will immediately be existent.

To prevent this slippage a copulative ‘bond’ is required, tying the One to nonexistence, just as there must be a negative bond to tie the existent (\( \tau\omicron \ \omicron\nu \)) to nonexistence.

\[
d\acute{e}i \ \acute{\alpha} \rho\acute{a} \ \alpha\upsilon\tau\omicron \ \delta\epsilon\sigma\mu\omicron \ \acute{\epsilon}\chi\epsilon\nu \ \tau\omicron \ \mu\acute{\eta} \ \epsilon\nu\iota, \ \tau\omicron \ \epsilon\nu\iota \ \mu\acute{\eta} \ \omicron\nu, \ \epsilon\iota \ \mu\acute{\epsilon}\ell\acute{\ell} \ \mu\acute{\eta} \ \epsilon\nu\iota, \ \omicron\mu\omicron\upsilon\omicron\upsilon\upsilon \ \omicron\upsilon\sigma\rho\epsilon\rho \ \tau\omicron \ \omicron\nu \ \tau\omicron \ \mu\acute{\eta} \ \omicron\nu \ \acute{\epsilon}\chi\epsilon\nu \ \mu\acute{\eta} \ \epsilon\nu\iota, \ \iota\nu\alpha \ \tau\epsilon\ell\acute{\epsilon}\omega\acute{s} \ \alpha\delta \ \acute{\upsilon} \ (162a4–6, omitting \( \epsilon\nu\iota \) before \( \acute{\upsilon} \), with Shorey and Burnet).
\]
Hence the One must possess as a bond for nonexistence (its) being nonexistent, if it is not to exist, just as what exists (τὸ ὄν) must possess not-being (μὴ εἶναι), <sc. not being> what does not exist (τὸ μὴ ὄν).

This duplication of the veridical copula in negative form seems logically superfluous; but Plato’s argument aims at a formal contradiction (or apparent contradiction) between properties of the One. And for this result he needs to define not only an ὁνόμα corresponding to the copula in a true affirmation but also a μὴ εἶναι and μὴ ὁνόμα corresponding to the copula in a true negation. In what follows the text is uncertain, but the line of reasoning seems clear:

In this way the existent will surely exist and the nonexistent not exist, if (a) the existent participates in being (ὁνόμα), namely in being existent (τὸ ἄν), and in not being (μὴ ὁνόμα), i.e. not being nonexistent, if it is to be wholly existent, whereas (b) the nonexistent participates in the not being (μὴ ὁνόμα) of not being existent, and in the being (ὁνόμα) of being nonexistent (162a6–b2, the Burnet-Shorey text).

If we now drop my stipulated translation ‘existent’ or ‘exists’ for the predicate of the hypothesis, and render εἶναι by ‘to be’ throughout, we see that the argument has reached a conclusion similar in form to that of the Sophist, though based upon different premisses: ‘What-is has a share in not-being and what-is-not has a share in being’ (162b3–4). What follows for the One here is that both Being (ὁνόμα) and Not-Being (μὴ ὁνόμα) belong to it, since (i) it is not by hypothesis (it does not exist), but (ii) the argument shows that it must also have a share in being something, namely, being nonexistent (τὸ ἄν, ἐπειδὴ οὐκ ἐστι, τὸ εἶναι ἀνάγκη μετέιναι εἰς τὸ μὴ εἶναι 162b5–6). Since for the One in this hypothesis the positive being is that of the (veridical) copula, whereas the negative being is that of the predicate ‘exists’, there is no real contradiction.24

24 The appearance of contradiction is strengthened by an equivocation on ὁνόμα in the conclusion: at 162b6 (‘Being turns out to belong to the one’) ὁνόμα represents the veridical copula, as throughout the preceding argument; but in the next sentence (‘and Not-Being must belong to it also, if it is not’, καὶ μὴ ὁνόμα ἄρα, εἰσερχὸν μὴ ἐστίν), ὁνόμα is most naturally taken as nominalization for the verb of the hypothesis (conventionally rendered here as ‘it does not exist’).

The same conclusion can be reached with the copula value of ὁνόμα maintained throughout if one thinks of the last sentence as elliptical: ‘The One must share in not-being, <sc. in not-being existent, with ὄν as the verb of the hypothesis>, if (by hypothesis) it does not exist’. Precisely this inference was prepared at 162b1–2 (τὸ δὲ μὴ ὄν μὴ ὁνόμα μὲν <sc.
Note that throughout this section the veridical idea is expressed by a grammatical copula. Only in the participle ὄντα at 161e6 and 162a1 is the verb used absolutely, as in a standard veridical construction.

(2) At Theaetetus 152a, on the other hand, where Plato quotes the opening sentence of Protagoras’ work on Truth, it seems natural to recognize the veridical proper, with the verb construed absolutely as in the formulae for ‘Yes, it is so’: ἐστὶν ταῦτα, ἐστὶν οὔτω.

πάντων χρημάτων μέτρων ἀνθρώπων εἶναι, τῶν μὲν ὄντων ὡς ἐστὶ, τῶν δὲ μὴ ὄντων ὡς οὐκ ἐστὶν

Man is the measure of all things, of what is (so) that it is (so), of what is not that it is not.

We have a clear precursor for Aristotle’s own formula for truth in Met. Γ 7, with bivalent symmetry for affirmation and denial, and the double use of the verb: for the facts (in participial form) and for the corresponding judgment (in the finite verb).

In the excellent commentary to his translation of the Theaetetus John McDowell has interpreted these four occurrences of εἶναι as instances of the incomplete copula: ‘a man is the measure of things which are f, that they are f, and of things which are not f, that they are not f.’ Such an interpretation can be defended on the basis of the next sentence, where ἐστὶ occurs as copula (with veridical force implied by the contrast with φαίνεται):

ὦς ολα μὲν ἐκαστὰ ἐμοὶ φαίνεται τοιαῦτα μὲν ἐστὶν ἐμοὶ

(This is I suppose what he means:) that such as things appear to me in each case, just such are they (really) for me (whereas for you they are such as they appear to you.)

And in the example which follows, the question is whether or not a given wind is cold (152b6). So it is clear that in giving a philosophical exegesis of Protagoras’ formula Plato will spell out the veridical ‘is’ in a copula

μετέχειν > τοῦ μὴ εἶναι ὁ. On this reading of καὶ μὴ οὐσία ἄρα, there is no equivocation in the conclusion, though still no contradiction. The syntax, and hence the logic, is here underdetermined. (I owe a recognition of this last point to Christopher Kirwan, though he might not approve my formulation of it.)

25 Plato: Theaetetus (Oxford: Clarendon, 1973), 118. Similarly for αἰσθήσις ἄρα τοῦ ὄντος ἐστὶ ἐστὶν at 152c5, ‘perception is always of what is really so,’ McDowell recognizes an incomplete ‘is’, with complement omitted (Theaetetus p. 120, on 152b1–c7).
construction. But that is no reason to suppose that Protagoras himself, or Plato in quoting him, understood τὰ δῶνα ὅσε ἐστί as an incomplete use of the verb, requiring some completion by a predicate word or phrase. Protagoras speaks the language of Herodotus, where the absolute use of the veridical participle is quite common. And we have seen how easily Plato oscillates back and forth between absolute and predicative constructions of εἶναι when the veridical idea is in play. In a context like Theaetetus 152a–c it is easy to understand why Plato, like a contemporary philosopher, should prefer to explicate the veridical notion by using ‘is’ as copula. For the absolute ‘is’ of the veridical construction is metasentential: like the adverbs ‘possibly’ and ‘necessarily’ it functions as syntactic operator on an entire sentence. The use of ἐστί in this construction presupposes some more elementary sentence to be endorsed, and any detailed discussion will have to provide a sample sentence. But the absolute use gives us no clue as to what sentence we are talking about. The incomplete copula, on the other hand, although it does not provide the whole sentence, will specify the sentence form $S$ is $P$, and thus point the way to concrete examples. So there is a justifiable philosophic preference for formulating the veridical idea in copula form. If one assumes (as Plato probably and Aristotle certainly did) that every sentence can be put into $S$ is $P$ form, then the veridical ἐστί and the copula construction become logically equivalent, just as ‘$p$ is true’ is logically equivalent to $p$. The movement back and forth between the two forms is all the more natural if, as I have suggested, the absolute use of ἐστί in the veridical construction is to be understood as a generalizing abstraction from, and thematization of, the truth claim implicit in normal declarative uses of the copula.

Assuming, then, that every relevant instance of the absolute veridical can be mapped onto a copula construction, it makes no substantive difference for the philosophic analysis whether or not the verbs in the homo mensura formula are read as incomplete uses of the copula. If

26 Compare Fred Sommers’s proposal to interpret Aristotle’s formula for truth (λέγειν τὸ ἀντίθετο τοῦ εἶναι) as containing an incomplete copula: ‘saying of what-is-$P$ that it is $P$ . . . for instance saying of snow (what-is-white) that it is white’ (‘On Concepts of Truth in Natural Languages’, Review of Metaphysics, 23 (1969), 282, cited in The Verb ‘Be’, p. 336 n. 7).


28 It would of course make a difference if one took account of complex sentence forms (such as conditionals and disjunctions) which cannot be put into $S$ is $P$ form. This discrepancy, if pressed, would tell against the copula construction as a reading for the claim that man is ‘the measure of all things’. But probably neither Plato nor Protagoras has such complex sentence forms in view.
I have taken the trouble to reassert my view of this text as an idiomatic, absolute use of ἔστι, that is because the veridical value of ἔστι emerges more clearly on this reading. And this veridical idea is crucial for any interpretation of our second passage from the Theaetetus, Plato’s final refutation of the definition of knowledge that was initially supported by this quotation from Protagoras.

(3) The refutation of the thesis that knowledge is sense perception is completed at 186c–e with the argument that knowledge requires truth, and truth requires being (οὐσία); but sense perception cannot attain to being, and hence not to truth. Therefore knowledge must be sought not in sense-experience but in reasoning and reflection concerning such experience; for it is only in this rational activity of comparison and judging (κρίνειν) that being and truth can be reached (186b8, d2–5).

What is the οὐσία required for truth and knowledge, accessible not to sensation but only to reasoning (ἀναλογίσματα, συλλογισμός)? The Protagorean formula for truth, with which the discussion began, offers a natural interpretation: ‘being’ represents (a) the facts in the world, τὰ δῶντα, the way things really are, and (b) the assertion of these facts in (true or false) judgments to the effect that things are so (ὁς ἔστι) or not so (ὁς οὐκ ἔστι). Both modes of being are required for the concept of truth as it operates in the dialogue. There must be a way the world is, and there must be a propositional reflection (correct or incorrect) of this fact in statement or judgment. (The Protagorean thesis takes the distinction for granted, in order to claim that the two modes of being will necessarily coincide.) It would be reasonable to insist that οὐσία in either sense is indispensable for truth and knowledge. But in the context of a rejection of sensation as incompetent here, and in view of the grounds cited for that rejection, it is more appropriate to interpret οὐσία in the second sense: as a shorthand expression for the propositional structure of thought, provided by or modelled on language, and entailing reference, predication, and assertion. It is this structure that is required for thought to be true or false, for judgment either to tell it like it is or to tell it otherwise. And it will be appropriate to look for

29 This reading also connects the Truth of Protagoras directly with the Way of Truth in Parmenides’ poem, at least on my interpretation of ἔστι in Parmenides fr. 2 as a reflection of the veridical idiom.
such a structure not in sense perception as such but in the thinking or reasoning by which we compare, calculate, and reflect upon the items in our sense experience.

On this natural interpretation, the final argument at 186c–e is one of considerable scope and power. It bears a strong analogy to Kant’s critique of empiricism, but without the burden of Kant’s elaborate metapsychology. Plato’s conception of thought and judgment sticks refreshingly close to the model of silent speech (189c–199a; cf. Sophist 263d–264b). Why, then, has such an interpretation not been generally accepted, or even recognized? The answer must lie in the rather obscure way in which the notion of ὀνιὰ enters the argument, beginning with a problematic use of the verb at 185a. We need to show that the interpretation just proposed for ὀνιὰ will fit the concept denominated by ἔστιν and ὅτι ἔστιν at 185c. And this requires a step-by-step analysis of the text. The passage falls into three parts:

A. 184b–185e: the argument to show that τὰ κωνά are not perceived through the senses.

B. 186a–c: the application to ὀνιὰ.

C. 186c 7–e12: the inference that since sensation cannot attain Being and truth, it cannot be knowledge.

Section A concerns the whole range of ‘common’ properties; Being enters only as one among the rest. It is in the short transitional passage B that the concept of ὀνιὰ is most fully articulated. But that should of course be the same concept that was introduced in section A.

A. 184b–185e. In order to show that the common properties are not accessible through the senses, Plato makes use of the principle of a unique one-to-one correlation between sense and object, so that ‘it is impossible to perceive through one power what one perceives through another, for example to perceive through sight what one perceives through hearing’ (184e8–185a2). This is not an ad hoc assumption, but the direct application of a standard principle of individuation for capacities or modes of cognition: if two cognitive capacities are distinct

30 It has in fact been recognized by Myles Burnyeat (‘Plato on the Grammar of Perceiving’, Classical Quarterly, 26 (1976), who, in a final footnote (p. 50), stresses the Kantian parallel from a point of view that reinforces the interpretation proposed here.
from one another, the range of phenomena studied by each will be distinct; and conversely.\(^31\) As applied here, the principle effectively rules out common sensibles of the Aristotelian type, defined as the object of more than one sense.

Plato’s argument begins with a distinction between (a) the various bodily organs or instruments ‘through which’ we perceive colors, sounds, and flavors, and (b) the single psychic principle on which these bodily channels converge and ‘by which’ we perceive the corresponding qualities (184c–d).\(^32\) The latter is, in effect, the mind, conceived here as including (but not as limited to) the unified psychic power of qualitative sense perception. When Plato goes on to contrast the qualities perceived through individual organs with certain common properties \((κωνά)\) applying to more than one sense, one might at first suppose he has in view something like Aristotle’s distinction between proper and common sensibles.\(^33\) But, as we have seen this cannot be right. For Aristotle’s \(κωνά \alphaινθηγά\) are perceived through bodily organs just like any other sense qualities: they are simply qualities perceived by more than one sense (\(DA \, 418^a\, 18–20\)). For Aristotle, the list of such common qualities includes motion, rest, shape, size, number, and unity. Plato says nothing here about motion, shape, or size. But on unity and number he flatly disagrees with Aristotle: these are not properties perceived through bodily organs at all (185e1, c6–7).

From Aristotle’s point of view, Plato conflates two distinctions: (1) between proper sensibles, accessible to a single sense, and common sensibles, accessible to more than one, and (2) between strictly sensible input, received through bodily organs, and nonsensible input contributed by the mind or rational psyche. Since Plato’s discussion comes

\(^{31}\) See \textit{Ion} 537d5 ff., 538a; Rep. 5 477d. The principle is not as implausible as some may think, if one is careful to distinguish the intentional object of a capacity or science, defined in terms of some theoretical description, from the physical objects studied, since of course the latter may overlap. Anatomists, biochemists, and students of learning theory (as well as butchers and stockbreeders) may all deal with the same animals; but one studies its bone structure, another its molecular composition, its behavior, etc. Similarly, one may both see and hear a bell; but one sees its visual appearance and hears its ring.

\(^{32}\) For the nature and importance of this distinction see Burnyeat’s article cited in n. 30.

first, he has no occasion to refer to Aristotle’s view. Hence we cannot be sure whether he simply overlooked the possibility of an overlap between the objects of sight and touch or whether, like Berkeley, he would have denied that perceptions of tactile and visual space (and hence of tactile and visible shape, size, and motion) were actually perceptions of the same quality. The second interpretation is the more charitable: it implies that, for Plato, Aristotle’s common sensibles are not properly sensed at all, but constructed by the mind out of its own resources. In either case it is clear that the kowá of the Theaetetus are much less like Aristotle’s common sensibles than they are like Kantian ‘concepts’, contributed by the mind for the organizing of sense experience. And this is just what we would expect in the light of Plato’s earlier doctrine of Recollection and the strongly Kantian slant given to this doctrine in Phaedrus 249b. 34

The argument of section A runs as follows (184e8–185c):

1. It is impossible to perceive through one sense what one perceives through another sense.
2. If you think some one thing concerning both what you hear and what you see, this common thing cannot be perceived either through hearing or through sight (from 1). 35 | 
3. Concerning sound and color, one of the things you think about them is that they both are (öti áμφοτέρω εστόν).
4. And also you think that each is different from the other but the same as itself.
5. And that both are two, and each is one.

34 δε γάρ ἀνθρωπον συνεναί κατ' εἶδος λεγόμενον, ἐκ πολλῶν ἑνώτ' αἰσθήσεων εἰς ἑν λογικώμω συμπεράσμην, ‘it is necessary for a human being to understand what is said by reference to a form (or kind of thing), passing from a multitude of sensations to a unity gathered together by reasoning’ (Phaedrus 249b6–c1).

35 In order to get from (i) ‘You cannot perceive through sense, what you perceive through sense’ to (2) ‘if you think something both about the object of sense, and also about the object of sense, this common item cannot be perceived either through sense, or through sense’, another premiss is required that is not easy to spell out. McDowell (Theaetetus, p. 186) refers simply to ‘an implicit assumption about the unity of the act of thinking’. Lesley Brown (in a letter) suggests something more precise: ‘What applies to the object of a given sense (e.g. something about the object of vision or hearing) can be sense-perceived, if at all, only through the corresponding sense’. Thus the brightness of a color could be seen, the loudness of a sound could be heard, but the intensity of each—conceived as a common property of both, for example as a ratio over an arbitrary unit—would, like number itself, not be an object of either sense.
6. You are also able to inquire whether they are like or unlike one another.

7. For all the properties mentioned in 3–6, it is impossible to perceive them either through sight or through hearing (from 2).

8. Nor can they be perceived by some third sense, as for example if it were possible to inquire of color and sound whether or not they were both bitter (ἄρ’ ἔστων ἄλμυρω ἦ οὐ), using the sense of taste.

9. Therefore such common properties cannot be perceived through any organ of bodily sense; it is the mind (ψυχή) by itself which considers these properties in relation to all things.

The soundness of this argument depends upon the truth of premiss 1, which Aristotle and other philosophers would deny. The truth of the conclusion, however, insofar as it concerns οὐσία, does not depend upon this premiss. For even philosophers who believe that some properties (like shape and motion) are perceived by more than one sense may not wish to include Being among the common sensibles.

The question now arises; What exactly does Plato mean here by this property ‘which is common to all things, including these (viz. sound and color), and to which you give the name “is” (ἔστι) and “is not” (οὐκ ἔστι)? (184c5; at c9 it is called οὐσία καὶ τὸ μὴ εἶναι; from 186a2 on it is simply οὐσία). The verb itself appears twice in the argument, first in 3 with an apparently absolute construction (‘that both color and sound are’), and then in 8 as the ordinary copula: ‘whether color and sound are both bitter or not’. In premisses 4–6 no verb appears, but the copula ἔστι (or ἔστον) must be understood throughout. Since the subject remains substantially the same (color or sound or both), and since the two occurrences of the verb are identical in form (ἕστον), it is natural to suppose that the first occurrence has some strong connection with the implied copula in 4–6 and the explicit copula in 8. We expect the connection to be close enough for there to be a single concept or function of Being named by ἔστι and οὐκ ἔστι, and referred to in the list of common properties at 185c–d. Hence a thoughtful interpreter will be tempted to explain the apparently absolute construction of ἔστον in 3 as some kind of incomplete copula, in order to impose a single interpretation on the verb throughout the argument.

But this is to read the passage backwards. Read in its place, the statement that sound and color both are, with no predicate in sight,
must mean that both exist, that both are something rather than nothing. By way of introduction, the sentence with existential ἔστων serves to posit sound and color as legitimate subjects of discourse, or (in a different technical jargon) to claim that both terms have a genuine reference. This is the natural preliminary to any further comments about them, such as the claim in 4 that each is different from the other but the same as itself. The existential reading of ἔστων in 3 is not only linguistically the easiest but logically the most appropriate as a starting point for the argument.36

At the same time, if I am correct in suggesting that the basic function of the existential use of εἶναι is to introduce a subject for further predication,37 a Greek reader would normally hear the existential verb as pregnant with the incomplete copula: ‘there is an X’ invites us to expect more, namely, ‘There is an X which is such and such’.38 And in fact the ‘existential’ ἔστων in 3 also provides the copula for the verbless predications in 4–6. (Another case of overdetermination.) Hence Plato can return to ἔστων as copula in 8, with no feeling of equivocation, and then speak of ἐστὶ and ὁ νῦκ ἐστὶ as if they named a single concept from beginning to end (from 3 to 8). And in a sense there is only one concept represented by εἶναι throughout the argument; namely, being a subject equipped with predicates. The notions of existence and predication, which we distinguish as two separate logical or linguistic functions, are conceived in Greek as two sides of

36 Compare the existential assumption that frequently introduces the dialectical consideration of a concept of Form. In addition to the examples cited above in n. 17 see Gorgias 454c7 καλεῖς μεμαθηκέναι... τί δέ; πεπιστευκέναι.

It might be objected that the existential construal of ἔστων at 185a9 is ruled out by the introduction of the negative forms in what follows (οὐκ ἐστι at 185c6, μὴ εἶναι at 59). But by then we have shifted to the copula construction (ὁ ἐστών ἀλήθεια τῇ οὗ at 185b10) and there is no focus on negative existentials. The negative forms stand for negative predications and negative propositions (or judgments), which may of course be true. But in the final discussion of ὄντως as propositional truth or reality in 186a–c the negation would be misleading and is silently dropped.


38 This is a characteristic feature of the existential ἐστὶ, which we lose by translating it as ‘exists’. Thus in a Greek sentence of the form There is an X which is F we rarely if ever find ἐστὶ repeated in the second clause (see The Verb ‘Be’ p. 281 with n. 47).

For the double reading of ἔστων at 185a9 compare the remarks of McDowell (p. 187) and Burnyeat (CQ (1976), p. 45 n. 46); in effect, Burnyeat anticipates my analysis of the syntax as overdetermined.
a single coin. The ὀνόσια which is introduced by the argument of section A is just the notion of Being as propositional structure that is needed for the argument of section C. The notions of reference (in the existential use) and of predication (with the copula) combine to flesh out the bare ἐστὶ of assertion or truth claim with the fuller sentential structure \( S \text{ is } P \), where \( S \) is given by the existence claim for color and sound, is represents ἐστὶ or ἐστὸν as copula, and the variable \( P \) takes as substituends ‘same’ and ‘different’, ‘two’, ‘one’, ‘like’, ‘unlike’, etc. Existence-with-predication, or being a subject for attributes, is indeed the most common property, which applies to everything there is (186a2: τοῦτο γὰρ μάλιστα ἐπὶ πάντων παρέπεσαι).

B. 186a–c. Taking both the existential and copula uses in section A at their face value, then, we find that together they provide the notion of propositional structure capable of carrying a truth claim, which is what was required for the quasi-veridical being-so that fits the argument in section C. What remains to be seen, then, is whether this view can account for the characterization of ὀνόσια in the transitional section B, where ὀνόσια and its verb occur six times, and the linguistic functions of the verb seem to be more diverse.

(i) At 186a2 ὀνόσια is said to be the most common of all the κοινά. But this poses no problem for an account of Being as existence, predication, and the subject-predicate fusion of the two. As Plato notes elsewhere, even | Not-being must be in this sense, as a subject of which predicates can be true. (See Parmenides 162a1–b7, discussed above; and cf. Met. \( \Gamma \) 2. 1003\textsuperscript{b} 10.)

(ii) After repeating some of the κοινά previously mentioned, Socrates asks about ‘noble and shameful, and good and bad’ (καλόν, αἰσχρόν, ἀγαθὸν, κακόν), to which Theaetetus replies: ‘They, too, seem to me to be pre-eminently things whose being (ὀνόσια) the mind considers in relation to one another, calculating in itself things past and present in relation to things in the future’ (186a9–b1, trans. McDowell). Here ὀνόσια functions as a vague nominalization for any relevant use of the verb. On the one hand, we could almost disregard it in translation, taking ‘the ὀνόσια of noble and base’ as periphrastic for ‘the noble and the base’ (or for ‘what is noble and what is base’). On the other hand, as object of the verb ‘to consider, investigate’
(σκοπεῖοθαι), the circumlocution has the force of a phrase like ‘(to investigate) the nature of good and bad’, ‘to inquire what good is’. The verb underlying ὀνάσια is thus loaded not only with the existential sense (‘inquiring whether there is such a thing’) but also with the (veridical) copula of whatness: ‘investigating their nature, i.e. trying to find out what they really are’. There seems to be an echo here of the Protagorean thesis formulated at 172a–b, concerning ‘things noble and base, and just and unjust, and pious and impious’, that such things have no real being or truth, beyond their customary acceptance in a given society: ὡς οὐκ ἔστι φύσει αὐτῶν οὐδὲν ὀνάσιαν ἐαντοῦ ἔχον (172b4), ‘that none of them exists by nature, possessing its own ὀνάσια’. The associated claim, that wisdom consists not in truer judgments but in having and producing more useful or beneficial perceptions (first formulated at 166d–167c, echoed at 177d ff.), was criticized by reference to judgments concerning the future (178a–179b). It is this entire discussion which Theaetetus seems to have in mind in referring here to calculations about the future in the consideration of good and bad, noble and base.39

After pointing out that the hardness (or hard quality, σκληρότης) of something hard and the soft quality of something soft are perceived through touch, Socrates adds: ‘But their ὀνάσια and that they are (ὅτι ἔστων) and their opposition to one another and the ὀνάσια in turn of the opposition, all this our psyche tries to judge by reviewing and comparing these things with one another’ (186b6–9). This gives us three more occurrences of ὀνάσια and its verb; (iii)–(v).

(iii) The ὀνάσια of the tactile qualities and hardness and softness might be their existence (as nominalization of the existential use of ἔστων we found at 185a9, and perhaps will find again in the next words here). But the term is | more naturally taken in the sense of ‘nature’ or ‘what they are’ given in the immediately preceding occurrence of the noun at 186a10. (See under (ii), above.) The point may be that bodily sensation feels these qualities but only rational thought can

39 McDowell (Theaetetus, p. 190) sees a reference to 177c–179 in Theaetetus’ remarks at 186a8–b1. I suggest that the allusion is not only to this final argument but to the whole topic of moral and prudential judgments raised at 166d. Hence the reference to καλόν and αἰσχρόν on the one hand (186a8), ἄφθελεια on the other (186c3).
say what they are, i.e. can label them as ‘hard’ or ‘soft’, since such conceptualization, crystallized in words, implies a range of contrast and comparison and a generalization over many cases, which go beyond the momentary tactile experience as such. In the absence of further clues, however, it seems best to take ‘the oσία of hardness and softness’ quite generally, for anything that can be said about the nature of these qualities, including what is going to be said in the rest of this sentence.

(iv) καὶ ὁτι ἐστόν: either (a) ‘and that they both are’, which should mean ‘that they exist’, ‘that they really occur’, as at 185a9, or (b) ‘and what they both are’ (reading ὁ τι, as McDowell suggests, p. 111), the latter giving us either the narrow or the broad view of whatness suggested for (iii). McDowell takes the narrow view (identifying ‘a quality which one perceives as the quality it is’, p. 191), and understands καὶ here as ‘i.e.’. I prefer to think Plato is not making the same point twice, and hence would take oσία as whatness (broadly construed) and ὁτι ἐστόν as primarily existential. But it would be unreasonable to insist on a choice between possible interpretations here, where the basis for excluding any plausible reading is likely to be arbitrary. If Plato had wanted to impose a particular understanding of oσία and ἐστόν, he would presumably have given us more clues.

40 See John Cooper, ‘Plato on Sense Perception and Knowledge: Theaetetus 184 to 186’, Phronesis, 15 (1970), 130 ff. for an interpretation along these lines. I agree with Cooper that Plato does not here make clear the status of sensory concepts like ‘red’, ‘warm’, or ‘sweet’, and sometimes speaks as if these were directly available to perceptual awareness through the body, so that labelling a color as red, for example, would not require the independent contribution of the psyche (Cooper, ‘Plato’, pp. 130–4). I doubt, however, that he tended ‘to assimilate or confuse with one another sensory awareness and the conceptual labelling of its objects’ (p. 134). In principle, that distinction is clearly drawn in the passage from the Phaedrus quoted in n. 34. Plato shows no special interest in sensory concepts as such, but that is presumably because they provide the weakest case for the point he wishes to make: the need for an independent contribution of the mind to any perceptual judgment that might be a candidate for knowledge. There is no clear indication in this context that Plato is considering whether a minimal sensory judgment such as ‘This is red’ requires a concept like εἶναι; but I think his answer would certainly have been ‘yes’. Cf. Theaet. 183a6–b5, Crat. 439d9. If applying the concept of hardness means more than feeling hardness, or being able to discriminate hard things from soft, it must involve a judgment that this is hard. So the concept of hardness, like any sensory concept, will not be available in the absence of predication and judgment, i.e. without εἶναι.
(v) ‘And the opposition (of hardness and softness) to one another and the ὀνόσια in turn of their opposition.’ The expression ‘in turn’ (ἀδ') suggests that the ὀνόσια of their opposition is related to that opposition itself just as the ὀνόσια of the two tactile qualities is related to these qualities. Since the opposition itself is already a conceptual κοινόν, not a bodily sensation, the relation in this case cannot be the mere conceptual labelling of the opposition, as in the narrow notion of whatness proposed under (iii) and (iv). This tells (though perhaps not decisively) in favor of the broader understanding of whatness both here and in (iii). Judging the opposition of hardness and softness is just comparing them and recognizing that they are opposed to one another. Considering the ὀνόσια of their opposition is asking or answering questions about the nature of this opposition: Is it a matter of degree? Is one term positive, the other negative? Can the opposition be explained in terms of physical microstructures? and so forth.

(vi) The last occurrence of ὀνόσια in section B is the most general and the most emphatic. It appears at 186c3, in the summing up of points made in sections A and B, before the final argument of section C. On pain of fatal fallacy, the notion of ὀνόσια here should be the one which figures in the final argument, since that argument begins in the very next sentence: ‘Can anything attain truth, if it does not even attain ὀνόσια?’

The context is a restatement of the dichotomy between (a) those items which human beings and animals can perceive from birth, as ‘experiences (παθήματα) which pass through the body and reach the mind (ψυχή)’, and (b) the reasonings or calculations (ἀναλογίσματα) concerning these experiences ‘with respect to ὀνόσια and benefit (ὠφέλεια), reasonings which are acquired, by those who do acquire them, with difficulty and over a long period of time, through education and much trouble’ (186c1–5). In what sense does ὀνόσια belong here next to benefit or advantage, as the goal of long and difficult training and reasoning? If I am right in suggesting that this reference to ὠφέλεια echoes the nontheoretical basis for wisdom (in what is better, advantageous, useful) proposed on behalf of Protagoras at 168d ff., then ὀνόσια must represent

---

41 In addition to ἀγαθά, ἀμείνων, χρηστός at 166d–167c see τὸ συμφέρον at 172a and τὸ ὠφέλιμον at 177d–178a, 179a.
the alternative, theoretical standard of truth or reality, which has been in
dispute throughout the dialogue, ever since Protagoras’ Measure formula
was first introduced. (For the contrast between the two criteria, see e.g.
167a–d, esp. 167b4: ἐγὼ δὲ βελτίω μὲν τὰ ἔτερα <sc. φαντάσματα> τῶν ἔτερων <καλῶ>, ἀληθέστερα δὲ οὐδέν.) But if οὐσία simply meant
‘truth’ here, the first stage of the following argument could do no
work. Now what wisdom, training, and reasoning are needed for is to
get things right, to judge things as they really are. So it is the objective
standard of how the world is, the standard whose meaningfulness Prota-
goras wished to deny, that is most plausibly referred to here by οὐσία.

When thought succeeds in representing this οὐσία correctly, we have
truth. The οὐσία which is necessary but not sufficient for truth should be
the representational effort itself; that is, the content of the judgment or
statement which claims to say how things are. In order to preserve con-
tinuity between the arguments in A and in C we must recognize that
Plato does not always sharply distinguish between οὐσία as reality, or
being-so in the world, and οὐσία as content of a description of reality, the
being-so in a truth claim. He seems to slide here (in πρὸς οὐσίαν at 186c3)
from the intentional to the objective being-so, just as he sometimes slips
from knowing or saying of what-is that it is (ὡς ἔστι intentionally
understood) to knowing or saying it as it is (ὡς ἔστι objectively under-
stood).42 The slide is a natural one, since on a realistic (correspondence)
view of truth the intentional or judgmental being-so is a direct mirroring
of the objective facts. It is not obvious from the text that Plato is clearly
aware of this distinction, or of the need for drawing it here. But if we do
draw it for him, the argument becomes perspicuous: |

1. Having knowledge entails grasping truth.

2. Grasping truth entails grasping how things are (‘attaining οὐσία’
objectively understood).

42 The slide is hard to locate precisely. At 186a2, οὐσία presented as the most general
κοινόν seems to me clearly intentional: the existential-predicative content of judgment
illustrated in 183a–d. At 186c3 the οὐσία which stands next to ὁφέλεια should be objective
truth or reality. The intermediate occurrences at 186a10, b6–7 can perhaps be read either
way.

The judgmental and objective interpretations of οὐσία are explicitly distinguished from
one another in John Cooper’s paper (Phronesis (1970), pp. 140–4), though he regards them as
alternative rather than complementary.
3. Grasping how things are entails judging that things are so ('attaining οὐσία’ intentionally understood).

4. Judging that things are so ('calculating πρὸς οὐσίαν’ at 186c3) entails a whole range of concepts, including existence (being something, as a subject of attributes), predication (being x, having an attribute), and truth claim (putting subject and attribute together in being-so, as a mirror of the world).

The range of concepts in 4 are all represented in the uses of οὐσία in sections A and B. In order to see how Plato could refer to them by the single term οὐσία or ἔστιν, I would suggest a unifying title like ‘intentional being-so’ or ‘propositional structure as a representation of reality’, where ‘reality’ refers to being-so in the world, the objective οὐσία that figures in step 2. Since the οὐσία of step 4 (together with the other ὅμοια: ‘same’, ‘different’, etc.) can be found ‘not in bodily sense experiences (παθήματα) but in our reasoning (συμβολογισμός) concerning these’, it is in the latter and not in the former that knowledge itself must be located (186d2–5).

Appendix: on the grammar of ὅ ἔστιν F

Gregory Vlastos, developing some remarks of A. R. Lacey, has recognized three possible construals of a phrase like ἔστιν τὸ ὅ ἔστιν ἴσον at Phaedo 75b1–2, depending on whether (i) the verb is taken absolutely with ἴσον as subject; (ii) it is taken as copula, again with ἴσον as subject; (iii) it is taken as copula with ἴσον as predicate. These are certainly the three grammatical possibilities. I am less happy about the way Vlastos represents the alternatives. (In what follows, the words in parentheses are added by Vlastos to Lacey’s formulation.)

(i) That F which is (i.e. which really is, which is real).
(ii) That thing which F is (i.e. that thing with which F is identical).
(iii) That thing which is (an) F (or ‘which really is F’).

Here the issue of grammatical construal is confounded with problems of philosophical exegesis. In (i) the absolute construction is presented neither as the idiomatic veridical nor as the existential but as a specifically philosophic existential-veridical: ‘really is’, ‘is real’. In (ii) the

notion of identity imposes a particular logical straitjacket on a copula that may be more loosely definitional (my ‘is of whatness’). And in (iii) the insertion of ‘an’ before ‘F’ prejudges the interpretation of self-predication in a way that Plato would not allow. It is clear that the Form F is in some sense the privileged bearer of the name ‘F’, so that it is conspicuously true to say of such a Form that it is F. But the philosophical problem of self-predication is not to be resolved by fixing the syntax of ὁ ἐστιν ἵσον or ὁ ἐστι καλόν.

I propose here to ignore the philosophical exegesis and consider only the grammatical construction. I doubt whether this is of great philosophical interest, but it is just as well to make clear what I take the situation to be. We must distinguish between (A) those passages where the relative clause is used in an idiomatic way, blended with the grammatical context, and (B) those texts where it has become a fixed formula.

Considering first (A), I do not believe there are any examples where the absolute construction (i) is the more natural reading, taken in context. There are a few examples, such as αὐτῷ τὸ ὁ ἐστιν at Phaedo 74d6 and ἐκείνῳ τε ὅρεγεται τοῦ ὁ ἐστιν ἵσον at 75b1, where an absolute reading (‘the Equal which is real’) is possible, and might well be included by grammatical overdetermination. But since a copula construction is indicated both before (at 74b2) and after (ὁτι ἐστίν at 75b6) this passage, it seems natural to preserve the continuity of a copula reading throughout. Thus I take τὸ ὁ ἐστιν (ἵσον) here as literally ‘what is (really) equal’ or ‘what equal really is’, leaving open the choice between syntax (ii) and (iii).

Construction (ii), with the nominal term as subject of the copula, is illustrated by at least one unambiguous example, at Meno 72c9–d1: τῶν ἀποκρινόμενον τῷ ἑρωτήσαντι ἐκείνο (sc. τὸ εἶδος) δηλώσαι, ὁ τυγχάνει οὐσα ἄρετή, ‘the answerer will point out to the questioner (who asks “What is virtue?”) that form (εἶδος) which virtue really is’. (It is interesting, but grammatically irrelevant, that we do not have the standard form ὁ ἐστι in this example.) The same syntax seems plausible whenever the relative clause can be construed as an indirect question: ‘to know what F is’. So perhaps at Symp. 211c8 (γνῶ... ὁ ἐστι καλόν, ‘knows... what beautiful is’) and almost certainly at Phaedo 74b2

---

44 Ernst Kapp, Ausgewählte Schriften (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1968), 64, suggests that this is the origin of the ὁ ἐστι formula, and that a decisive change takes place once the nominal term is construed as predicate, as in (iii).
(ἐπιστάμεθα αὐτὸ ὃ ἔστιν, ‘we know what it is’) and ἐπιστήμη αὐτοῦ τοῦ ἰσου ὅτι ἔστιν at 75b5.

Clear examples of (iii), with the nominal term as predicate, are found in Lysis 219c–d (ἐκεῖνο ὃ ἔστιν πρῶτον φίλον . . . ὃ ὡς ἄληθώς ἔστι φίλον), and in the Symposium in connection with knowledge of the Form of Beautiful (211c7 ἐκεῖνο τὸ μάθημα . . . ὃ ἔστιν . . . ἐκεῖνον τοῦ καλοῦ μάθημα). But the first unmistakable use of this expression for a Form, in the very same context, is grammatically ambiguous, as we have seen: ὃ ἔστι καλὸν at 211c8 may be ‘what is beautiful’ as easily as ‘what beautiful is’. And, as we noted earlier, most of the Phaedo examples are similarly ambiguous (above, pp. ff.). The most striking fact is how often the subject–predicate syntax of the ὃ ἔστι clause is underdetermined. But that is natural enough if the formula is thought of as a definitional equivalence, an answer to the question ‘What is X?’.

When we turn to (B) passages, where ὃ ἔστι F has become a fixed designation for the Forms, the situation is rather different. Some cases seem to admit either subject or predicate syntax for the noun, e.g. Rep. 10 597a2: (τὸ εἶδος) ὃ δὴ φαμεν εἶναι ὃ ἔστι κλίνη, either ‘the Form which bed is’ or ‘the Form which is bed’. But another example from the same context actually excludes both constructions: Rep. 10. 597c3 μίαν μόνην (κλίνην) αὐτὴν ἐκείνην ὃ ἔστιν κλίνη, where on any grammatical reading we ought to have ἕ ἔστι κλίνη. What such a passage shows is that ὃ ἔστι κλίνη (or at 597a4 ὃ ἔστι alone) has become a frozen formula, sealed off from the syntactic context. And the same is true for the example at Timaeus 39c7: ἐνούσας ἰδέας τῷ ὃ ἔστιν ζῷον, ‘Forms being present in the Real Animal’, where τῷ ὃ ἔστιν ζῷον functions as a syntactic unit like τῷ τί ᾤν εἶναι in Aristotle.

Vlastos (loc. cit.) has argued that at Rep. 597a4 the verb in ὃ ἔστι must be used absolutely, with the sense ‘is real’. I confess that I see nothing in the context to exclude a copula reading throughout. On the other hand, since the syntax of ἔστι in these frozen, formulaic examples is even more underdetermined than in the contextual uses mentioned under (A), there is no reason to rule out the absolute (veridical-existential) reading as a possible overtone. The Forms are, after all, real existent entities, as well as being truly and essentially what-they-are. But it is Plato’s general doctrine and not the grammar of the clause which justifies us in reading this meaning into ὃ ἔστι F.
5

A Return to the Theory of the Verb Be and the Concept of Being

The recent reprinting of my book *The Verb ‘Be’ in Ancient Greek* by Hackett, thirty years after its appearance in 1973, gave me the opportunity to rethink and reformulate the theoretical framework for my description of the Greek verb. Since the audience for the reprinted book will inevitably be restricted, I present here a more accessible, slightly revised version of the new (2003) introduction. In the original 1973 book the theoretical discussion was far too long and not always consistent. What follows is a more concise and, I hope, more coherent version of my theoretical account of *einai*.

1. My original aim, beginning as early as 1964, was to provide a kind of grammatical prolegomenon to Greek ontology. The notion of Being, as formulated by Parmenides, seems to come from nowhere, like a philosophical meteor with no historical antecedents but profound historical consequences. It would be difficult to overstate the influence of this new conception. On the one hand, Plato’s doctrine of the eternal being of the Forms as well as his struggle with Not-Being both clearly derive from Parmenides’ account of *to on*. On the other hand, not only Aristotle’s doctrine of categories as ‘the many ways that things are said to be’ but also his definition of metaphysics as the study of ‘being qua being’ provide deliberate alternatives to Parmenides’ monolithic conception of *what is*. And that is not all. There is a well-known line of development in Greek natural philosophy that leads to Anaxagoras, Empedocles, and the atomists, and that can only be understood as a response to the Parmenidean challenge. But where
did such a powerful conception come from, and how are we to understand it? Since there is no clear anticipation of the concept of Being in Parmenides’ predecessors, our only clue is the linguistic material that Parmenides had at his disposal; that is to say, the usage of the verb *to be* in early Greek. So I set out to catalogue these uses, in the hope that a better grasp of this material could contribute to a better understanding of the ontological doctrines of Parmenides, Plato, and Aristotle.

Thus my original project was philological and hermeneutical. However, this project was altered by my concern with the attacks on this concept from relativists and positivists, who claimed that the metaphysics of Being resulted simply from linguistic confusion or from the reification of local peculiarities of vocabulary. Since the question of Being was of such fundamental importance for the Greek philosophers, I felt obliged to defend their theoretical concern with Being as a valid philosophical enterprise. The outcome is my counterclaim that the variety of uses for *einai* form a significantly unified conceptual system, a network of interdependent concepts clustering around the notion of predication, and that these concepts provide a proper subject for ontology both ancient and modern.

Hence the argument of my book reaches two conclusions, one linguistic and one philosophical. The philosophical conclusion, my defense of Greek ontology, rests on my account of the system of *einai* but does not follow from it. Greek ontology might be defended on different grounds, and a reader might accept my account of the system of *einai* but doubt its value as a defense of ontology. Furthermore, I have not tried to demostrate the fruitfulness of my linguistic results for the interpretation of Greek philosophy. That could be done only by a detailed analysis of Platonic and Aristotelian texts. My study of *einai* remains, after all, essentially a grammatical prolegomenon to the history of Greek ontology.

2. Thirty years ago the theory of the verb *to be* in Greek, and in Indo-European languages generally, was a simple one. There was a verb *es*- whose original meaning was ‘exists’, or perhaps something

---

1 For the application of my account of *einai* to Parmenides see Essay 8 below with references there to earlier publications. For Plato’s usage see Essay 4 above.
more concrete like ‘be present’, that came eventually to be used as dummy verb with nominal predicates, so that it lost its original meaning and degenerated into the role of ‘mere copula’. This distinction between be as copula and be meaning ‘exists’ was first made famous by John Stuart Mill, who claimed that the entire metaphysics of Being was based upon a confusion between these two uses of the verb. Linguists and philologists have generally taken over this dichotomy for their own purposes. I note as a mark of its pervasive influence that Kirk and Raven could refer without question to ‘the ambiguity, of which Parmenides himself was unconscious, between the predicative and the existential senses of the Greek word esti’. Malcolm Schofield corrected this view by denying that Parmenides himself was confused; but Schofield agreed that the Parmenidean use of esti ‘is simultaneously existential and predicative’. I think this change reflects our greater sophistication in dealing with the Greek verb einai. At least we no longer take for granted Mill’s deflationary account of Greek theories of Being as based upon a linguistic confusion. But I suggest that we need to go a step farther and call into question the fundamental nature of the contrast between copula and existential verb.

A radical critique of this dichotomy is easier today than it was thirty years ago, because others have shown the way. G. E. L. Owen’s formula that, for Plato and Aristotle, to be is always to be something or other, was one way of undermining this distinction by showing that existential uses in Aristotle were also predicative. And Owen’s approach has been decisively advanced by Lesley Brown’s work on the syntax of einai in Plato’s Sophist. I will not reargue here my old


4 See e.g. Hintikka’s attack on what he calls the Frege–Russell claim of ambiguity for the verb is (‘The Varieties of Being in Aristotle’, in S. Knuttila and J. Hintikka (eds.), *The Logic of Being: Historical Studies* (Dordrecht: Reidel, 1986)).

objections to the dichotomy between copula and existential uses; namely, (a) that there are important uses of *einai* that are neither, such as the veridical; (b) that there are other uses that are both, such as existential-locative sentences; and (c) that the distinction itself is problematic, since the copula use is defined syntactically while existence is a matter of the lexical meaning of the verb.

3. Acknowledging all of these deficiencies, we may still find the copula–existential distinction useful for organizing the data, as I did in my book. However, what I did not do was reflect critically enough on the distinction itself in order to recognize that the copula use is implicitly existential, and that most if not all existential uses of *einai* are potentially predicative. The syntactic distinction between copulative and absolute constructions is real enough but superficial, a feature of surface structure only for the Greek verb. This is how I interpret the results of Lesley Brown’s study of Plato’s *Sophist*. She shows that the relation between the verb *einai* in sentences of the form *X is* and *X is Y* is like that between the verb *teaches* in *Jane teaches* and *Jane teaches French*. This seems true not only for Plato but also for Aristotle and for the language generally. Adding a predicate to *einai* does not change the meaning of the verb any more than adding a direct object to *teaches* changes the meaning of the verb *to teach*. From the point of view of transformational grammar, the longer form is more basic: *X teaches* is derived from *X teaches something* by zeroing the direct object. Similarly, I suggest, *X is* can be derived from *X is Y* by zeroing the predicate. This is one way of formulating the thesis that I have modestly referred to as my version of the Copernican Revolution: replacing existence by predication at the center of the system of uses for *einai*. Logically speaking, every absolute or existential use of *einai* can be seen as an abridged form of some predication. *X is* is short for *X is Y* for some *Y*. That is the full meaning of the formula: to be is to be something or other.

Let me say a bit more on the interdependence of predicative and existential uses.

---

6 Hence the existence of the subject is entailed by basic predications, as I argue below. But the syntactic derivation will vary for the different existential sentence forms. See below, Sects. 8–11.
(i) A copula use of einai is implicitly existential. Take an ordinary use of esti as copula, with nominal or locative predicates. If you bring esti to the front of the sentence, you will often get a strong existential nuance that justifies a translation as ‘There is such and such’: ἐστὶ πόλις Ἑφύρη μυχῶι Ἄργεως ‘There is a city Ephyre in the corner of Argos’. But word order has no syntactic significance in Greek. In initial position the syntax of the verb is still that of the copula, as in ‘Ephyre is a city’ (Ἑφύρη πόλις ἐστὶ). The initial position gives rhetorical emphasis, but it could not give the copula verb an existential sense if the verb itself did not possess existential import. This implication of existence for the subject is generally stronger when the copula verb is construed with a locative complement, as in the sentence just cited. (Thus we can identify a whole class of locative-existential sentence types.)

But the existential implication of the copula does not depend upon locative complements. I argue that positing the subject as something to talk about is an essential element of subject–predicate assertions, so that some claim of existence for the subject is implicit in all affirmative subject–predicate sentences. (I leave aside the case of negative sentences as more problematic. We may think of the negation as potentially nullifying any claim of existence for the subject.) In copula sentences this claim is carried by copula esti as sign of the subject–predicate relation. Such existential import for the copula can explain why, in Aristotle’s square of opposition, ‘All Greeks are human’ entails ‘Some humans are Greeks’, although the usual quantified version of this rule is not valid in formal logic. In a natural language like Greek, a predicative assertion implies a subject of which something is true, and (in normal cases) for the predication to be true the subject must exist. If there is no subject to begin with, it cannot have positive attributes.

7 From sentence 27 is my The Verb ‘Be’ in Ancient Greek (Dordrecht: Reidel, 1973; repr. Indianapolis, Ind.: Hackett, 2003), 246.
9 For examples of nominal copula with existential nuance see The Verb ‘Be’, sentences 40 (p. 250), 45, and 46 (p. 259).
10 In a Fregean scheme the plural grammatical subject in ‘All Greeks are human’ would suggest a different analysis in terms of classes or concepts, not a straightforward S is P sentence. I am assuming, however, that for an Aristotelian interpretation an expression like ‘all Greeks’ refers not to classes or concepts but to Greeks taken individually, just like ‘some Greeks’.
The abnormal cases are those where, for nongrammatical reasons, the predicate expression does not assign a real attribute and hence the existence of the subject is problematic. That is why, in the time of Abelard, logicians began reparsing sentences with *chimaera* and *centaurus* as subject term of the copula *est*. Sentences like *Chimaera est opinabilis* ‘The chimera is a subject of opinion’ were then analyzed as ‘Someone imagines chimeras’.\(^{11}\)

This view of the copula is systematically developed by Allan Bäck. He presents this as Avicenna’s interpretation of the copula, which he endorses: ‘The copula *is* asserts the claim of existence’, so that *S is P* is to be read as *S is existent as a P*. Thus for Aristotle (according to Avicenna and Bäck) an ordinary copula sentence *S is P* makes two claims: ‘S exists’, and ‘S is a P’.\(^{12}\) Because they did not thematize existence in our sense, the Greek philosophers do not seem to have worried much about negative existentials. (Some interpreters have claimed to recognize the modern problem of negative existentials in Plato’s concern with Not-Being, but I believe they are misguided by the desire to modernize Plato’s problems in order to make them seem more interesting for a contemporary reader.) Nor do I see any explicit concern in Plato or Aristotle with predication for imaginary entities, as in Mill’s example: ‘A centaur is a fiction of the poets’.\(^{13}\)

So much for the existential force of the copula. Now for the converse claim.

(ii) **Existential uses of einai are potentially predicative.** In English *to exist* does not take predicate nouns or adjectives, and it does not normally take locatives either. (*Socrates exists wise* is not an acceptable sentence,

---


\(^{13}\) Aristotle does mention centaurs once (*Post. An*, 2. 1) and goatstags several times (Bonitz Index s.v. τραγελαφος) as examples of ‘what is not’ (το μὴ δε). For commentary see L. Brown, ‘The Verb “To Be” in Greek Philosophy: Some Remarks’, in Steven Eversen (ed.), *Companions to Ancient Thought*, iii (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 233–5. For the claim that questions of existence are not thematized in Greek philosophy see Essay 3 above.
and *Socrates exists in the marketplace* is not acceptable without a special context.) In this respect, *exists* is never a good translation for *esti*, since there is hardly any use of the Greek verb that cannot be completed by a predicate expression. The most explicit Greek formula for asserting existence is in fact predicative in form: *einaí ti* ‘to be something (rather than nothing)’. This is a paradigmatic illustration of the point that *einaí* does not lose its existential force when it gains a predicate.

Lesley Brown has shown how the absolute or ‘existential’ uses of *einaí* in the *Sophist* are regarded by Plato as so closely related to the predicative use that he treats ‘such and such is’ as interchangeable with ‘such and such is something’. And the same is true for a crucial argument introducing the doctrine of Forms in *Republic* 5, where Socrates begins by construing *what is* absolutely in his identification of the Forms as ‘what is completely’ (*to pantelós on*, 477a3) but ends by contrasting this with ‘the many beautiful things’ each of which ‘will also appear ugly’ (479a), and hence ‘oscillates between not being and purely being’ (479d). Here again it is clear that Plato draws no distinction between *einaí* with and without an additional predicate.14

Both in the *Sophist* and in the *Republic*, then, we can say that Plato has only one concept of Being, expressed by *einaí*, *ousia*, and *on*, a concept that will cover the notions of existence, predication, identity, truth, and perhaps more. That is why many scholars have wanted to speak of a ‘fused’ meaning for the verb, where existence and predication come together. I think this term is misleading, since the idea of fusion implies that the constituents were previously separate from one another. Of course for analytical purposes we need to introduce such distinctions into our hermeneutical metalanguage in commenting on Plato’s text. But we must be alert to the discrepancy between such modern distinctions and what is actually under discussion in the

14 In a letter Lesley Brown cites a passage from Plato, *Laws* 10. 901c8–d2, where a single occurrence of *einaí* provides the verb for three clauses, although in the first clause (where the verb occurs) the syntax is absolute and the meaning existential, whereas in the second and third clauses (where the verb is absent and must be supplied) the syntax is copulative with an adjectival predicate. This shows, as Brown points out, ‘that for Plato they are one and the same verb, which can be both complete and incomplete’.
ancient texts. It is we who are fusing the two meanings, not Plato or Aristotle.\footnote{For those passages where Aristotle distinguishes between being \textit{simpliciter} and being such and such (\textit{Sophistici Elenchi} 167\textsuperscript{a}1, 180\textsuperscript{a}36; \textit{Post. An.} 2. 1.89\textsuperscript{b}32) see the discussion in Brown’s ‘The Verb “To Be”’, that shows that Aristotle is not making Mill’s distinction.}

Putting the predicative use in the center of the system, then, means reinterpreting the so-called existential uses as a secondary or derivative phenomenon. When we come to the syntactic analysis, we will see that both existential and veridical uses are best construed as second-order forms, as a semantic sentence operator on a first-order sentence. I shall suggest that these second-order, explicitly semantic uses of \textit{einai} are to be explained by reference to the implicitly semantic functions of the verb in its first-order use as copula.

4. I claim, then, that it is precisely the predicative function of \textit{einai} that serves as logical foundation for the system of uses for \textit{einai}, and that it is the conceptual unity of this system that justifies the theme of Being as a subject for philosophical research. More generally, I claim that the three notions of predication, existence, and truth belong together in any theory of how language functions as an attempt to depict reality—or, more neutrally, as a medium for conveying information. It is this network of interdependent concepts that explains why ontology, the theory of \textit{to on}, emerged as a branch of Greek philosophy. And the conceptual coherence of the Greek discussions of Being will emerge most clearly if the predicative function of the verb is recognized as fundamental.

Before developing the syntactic argument for this thesis, I want to support it with a strictly philosophical consideration. In earlier presentations of the case for the priority of the predicative construction I failed to take into account an important piece of evidence. This is the famous doctrine of Plotinus that Being (\textit{einai}, \textit{on}, or \textit{ousia}) does not belong to his supreme principle, called the One and the Good. If by Being Plotinus understood what we call existence, it would be absurd for him to deny it so categorically of the One. For if the One did not exist, nothing else would exist—there would be no world at all, neither a noetic cosmos nor a sensible cosmos, since everything else depends for its reality upon the One. By denying \textit{einai} of the One, Plotinus denies it not reality but...
predicative structure, on the grounds that the being of predication implies plurality; namely, the conceptual distinction between the subject (*hypokeimenon*) and what is predicated of it. 16 That is why ‘One’ and ‘Good’ do not represent attributes of the supreme principle, but only names that somehow refer to the One but do not describe it. I submit that Plotinus is relying here on his acute philosophical sense for the fundamental function of the verb *einai* in Greek.

Since I now insist that copula uses of *einai* will normally imply existence for their subject, my proposed revolution in favor of the predicative function should seem less objectionable to those scholars who, like Rijk, regard existence as fundamental for the philosophical meaning of the verb. 17 These two apparently competing conceptions of *einai*—whether the predicative or the existential use belongs at the center—are ultimately not in conflict with one another, since their concerns are so different. My claim is that the syntactic function of predication is more basic for comprehending the uses of *einai* as a unified system, and also for understanding the role of the verb in philosophy. If, on the other hand, we are looking for the lexical content or *meaning* of the verb, as given in translation and paraphrase, the copula *syntax* will not even be a candidate. We discuss this question below, in Section 12.

5. Before turning to the syntactic description, I need to borrow some concepts from the philosophy of language, and in particular the concepts of predication and existence. These will be needed not only to describe the data adequately but also to formulate my argument for the coherence of the Greek system. In addition I need the method of transformational grammar in order to provide a rigorous syntactical description of the sentence types exemplifying the copulative, existential, and veridical uses. I have adopted the transformational grammar of Zellig Harris in the version that includes a theory of elementary or kernel sentences, from which more complex sentences can be formed or into which they can be decomposed. This theory of elementary

---

16 For Plotinus’ denial that the One is a being (*on*) ‘so that it would not be predicated of something else’ see *Ennead* 6. 9. 5, 30–3. But I do not mean to suggest that Plato has the same thought in mind in the uniquely puzzling passage at *Republic* 6. 509b where Socrates describes the Good as ‘beyond Being (*ousia*), exceeding it in dignity and power’.

sentences provides a fully worked-out contemporary model for the kind of first-order descriptive language that is sketched by Aristotle in the *Categories*; while Harris’s theory of transformations permits us to see how, at least in principle, the rest of the language can be constructed on such a base. I take this to be the independent philosophical interest of such a system of transformational grammar, over and above my use of it for a description of the Greek verb. Here is a system that actually displays the underlying grammatical structure of sentences in a natural language. By way of contrast, such a system makes clear the distance between a properly grammatical analysis and Aristotle’s logical-ontological project in the *Categories*.

For our syntactic analysis we need the notion of elementary or first-order sentence structure. This will be specified theoretically by the kernel sentence forms of our transformational grammar. Here I list a few simple forms, where \( N \) stands for noun, \( V \) for verb, \( A \) for adjective, \( P \) for preposition.

1. \( NV \): *Socrates walks*
2. \( NVN \): *Socrates sees Plato*
3. \( N \) is \( A \): *Socrates is wise*
4. \( N \) is \( N \): *Socrates is a man*
5. \( N \) is \( PN \): *Socrates is in the marketplace; Socrates is in trouble.*

Sentence forms 3–4 represent the nominal copula; sentence form 5 represents the locative and paralocative copula.

In first-order sentences the subject term \( N \) may be a proper name, but it may also be a common noun referring to persons or to individual things (animals, plants, places, etc.). I count as syntactically first-order such sentences as *A man speaks, The cat sees the mouse, The tree is tall, The tree stands in the yard.* Because these subject nouns can also appear in predicate position, some theorists might prefer not to count them as elementary but instead derive them transformationally from the corresponding predicate (*is a man, is a cat, etc.*) In order to avoid this theoretical debate as to what can count as elementary, I prefer to rely on the more generous notion of first-order nouns, referring to

\[18\text{ For the full theory refer to *The Verb ‘Be’,* pp. 10–22.}\]
persons, places, and particular things. Whether the class of first-order nouns can be defined in purely grammatical terms is unclear. Here I simply take for granted this distinction between ‘concrete’ nouns on the one hand, referring to individuals, and, on the other hand ‘abstract’ nouns that are formed from nominalized predicates, e.g. *wisdom*, transformationally derived from *(he) is wise*, or *outcry*, transformationally derived from *(they) cried out*. The syntactical level of the sentence will depend upon the level of the subject noun. Thus *Socrates is wise* is a first-order use of the copula verb. On the other hand, in *Wisdom is a virtue* and *The outcry was far away*, the syntax of the copula is second-order, since these sentences have second-order (abstract) nouns as their subject.

Some explanation is required for the terminology of subject and predicate. Predication can be defined (without reference to the verb *be*) in terms of the basic noun–verb sentence *John runs* or (to take the example by which Plato first introduced this analysis) *Theaetetus sits*. By grammatical subject I mean the noun (or noun phrase) in sentences of this form, and by grammatical predicate I mean the verb or verb phrase in such sentences. By predication I mean, first of all, the relation between noun and verb (or subject and predicate) that constitutes sentencehood. Here predication is a purely syntactic notion, equivalent to sentencehood for a noun–verb sentence.

Initially, then, the terms *subject* and *predicate* are defined syntactically, and identified with the two sentence components that Plato and Aristotle referred to as noun (*onomá*) and verb (*rhêma*) respectively. However, when Aristotle introduced the term ‘subject’ (*hypokeimenon*) into his own theory of predication, he did not refer it to the *onomá*, the nominal sentence-component, but rather to the object or individual that the sentence is about. The original meaning of the term *subject* is thus what we sometimes call the understood subject or the logical subject: the subject in the sense in which the subject of the sentence *Socrates died in 399 BC* is not the name *Socrates* but Socrates himself. This original (but from the modern point of view secondary) use of the term ‘subject’ for an entity that is not a linguistic part of the sentence is essential for Aristotle’s notion of predication, and it is also required for

---

19 For discussion of this question see *The Verb ‘Be’*, pp. 76–7, 290.
the analysis to be given here. We have already relied on the notion of (extralinguistic) subject of reference in defining first-order nouns as those that refer to persons or particular things. I call attention here to this double sense of the term ‘subject’, because I will use it systematically in both senses. In regard to the sentence *Socrates died in 399 BC* I will call the name *Socrates* the syntactic or grammatical subject of the sentence, whereas it is Socrates himself who is the ontological or semantic subject.

I want to preserve this original ontological sense of Aristotle’s term ‘subject’ (*hypokeimenon*), and not merely for historical reasons. The true philosophical interest of the subject–predicate analysis of sentences is that it points beyond sentences to their subject in the world. Paraphrasing a formula from Quine, we can say that a subject–predicate sentence is true only if the predicate expression is true of the *object* that the subject expression refers to.\(^{20}\) Thus the notion of truth for sentences presupposes the notion of truth for extralinguistic predication, for linguistic expressions being true of objects ‘in the world’ or in some universe of discourse. In this way the subject–predicate structure of sentences, interpreted in terms of truth, entails the notion of existence for the semantic subject. (This is the backbone of my argument that the three uses—predication, truth, and existence—belong together.)

I use the term ‘semantic’ here by analogy with the notion of formal semantics in logic, in the sense of giving an interpretation of formal structures in terms of some extralinguistic model, for example in set theory. For sentences about Socrates our model is not set theory but the history of ancient Greece. In the case of the Homeric texts analyzed in my book on *einai*, the domain for semantic interpretation will be the world as described in the Homeric poems, the heroes and events of the Trojan War. For the semantic interpretation it does not matter whether the domain of discourse is provided by history or by epic poetry. Achilles himself is the semantic subject of many sentences in the *Iliad*, just as Socrates himself is the semantic subject of the

---

\(^{20}\) Quine ‘Predication joins a general term and a singular term to form a sentence that is true or false according as the general term is true or false of the object, if any, to which the singular term refers’ (*Word and Object* (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1960), 96).
sentence *He died in 399 BC*. This notion of semantic predication, as a relation between a sentence and an extralinguistic subject that the sentence is about, will be needed for our account of the existential and veridical uses of *einai*.

If we now combine this notion of semantic predication with the earlier notion of basic (first-order) sentences taking concrete nouns as subjects, we see that the grammatical analysis has some definite ontological implications. My conception of transformational grammar as a descriptive object-language will properly imply a quasi-Aristotelian or Strawsonian ontology with persons and stable objects as its primary entities, the semantic subjects for first-order sentences. This is not ontology in any very strong sense, since the universe of discourse that represents reality for my sample sentences from the *Iliad* and *Odyssey* is simply the world of the Homeric epic. But the basic sentences describing this world will take persons and individual things as their semantic subjects. In this respect, my use of transformational grammar has the effect of begging the question against two alternative conceptions of basic sentences. The two views I reject are, on the one hand, an empiricist preference for protocol sentences that report something like sense data, Lockean simple ideas or Humean impressions, and, on the other hand, a Davidsonian insistence that actions and events be counted as basic entities on the same level as concrete things. I do not claim that the choice of *John runs* or *Socrates is wise* as elementary sentences with individuals as (extralinguistic) subjects is metaphysically justified, only that it is more useful for analyzing the syntax of sentences in a natural language like Greek or English. In such an analysis, an event such as the death of Socrates or the French Revolution will be represented by a predication with individuals (Socrates, people in France) as semantic subject. On this view of first-order sentences, *the death of Socrates* will be analyzed as a nominalization of *Socrates died*, and an expression like *the French Revolution* will be construed as a transform from a more elementary *NV* form like *(some) Frenchmen revolted*. This assumption is not intended to solve any | metaphysical problems, only to serve as a method for the syntactic analysis that follows.
6. We turn now to surveying the various uses of *einai* as the basis for my argument for the unity of the system. With this goal in mind I limit the present survey to copula, existential, and veridical uses.  

Since the copula is a strictly syntactic notion, a description of such uses can be relatively straightforward. As we have seen, there are two kinds of copula sentence: the nominal copula, where *einai* is construed with predicate adjectives and nouns, and the locative copula, where it is construed with predicates of place (*in the marketplace, in Athens*). A subclass of the locative copula is the paralocative construction, where the predicate expression is locative in form but metaphorical in meaning: *is in trouble, is in a bad mood*. All of these sentence forms are repeated again in second-order syntax with abstract (nominalized) forms as subject: *Wisdom is a virtue, The outcry was far away, Killing is against the law*. For such second-order sentences we need to reinterpret the principle that a true predication implies the existence of its subject. Instead of speaking of existence for the abstract subject of such sentences, we may say that what is implied by a second-order copula use is truth for some underlying sentence: if the second-order sentence is true, one or more underlying first-order sentences must also be true. To say that wisdom exists means that someone is wise; the occurrence of a revolution means that people revolt; sentences about killing imply that someone may kill.

An analysis of the existential and veridical uses will be more difficult than this account of the copula, since the notions of existence and truth refer primarily not to sentence structure but to the meaning of the verb, or to the meaning of the whole sentence. The problem is how to make this meaning precise enough to serve as a basis for explaining the relations between the linguistic functions of predication, existence, and truth. My strategy has been to use the syntactic analysis as a tool for specifying the logical function of the verb in existential and veridical sentences. I assume that only if we have an accurate description of the

---

21 This means ignoring the possessive and potential (*esti* plus infinitive) constructions, both of which can be analyzed as special cases of the existential or locative-existential use, if the latter is thought of as meaning something like ‘is present, is available’. (see The Verb ‘Be’, pp. 205–71, 272–6).

22 For examples see The Verb ‘Be’, pp. 159–64.
syntactic structure of these various uses of *einai* can we give a clear account of their conceptual relations.

7. I take the veridical first, because here the basic syntax is clear and uniform, whereas the existential use of *einai* introduces a baffling diversity of sentence forms. The veridical use (where the verb means ‘is true’ or ‘is the case’) is statistically rather rare, and accordingly it has often been treated as a special case of the existential verb. We shall see that, in the end, such a treatment can be justified. If I have chosen instead to give this use its own name and assign to it a separate chapter in the book on *einai*, that is for two reasons. In the first place, this use of *to be* (as in *So be it* or *Tell it like it is*) has venerable credentials. The meaning of *to be* as ‘to be true’ must be prehistoric, since the word for truth in languages at opposite ends of the Indo-European world—in India and in Scandinavia—is provided by a derivative of the present participle of *es-* (*san*, *satya*, etc., direct cognates of *to on* in Greek; so also in archaic English we have the word *sooth*). My second reason for devoting separate attention to the veridical is the fundamental importance of this use of *einai* for philosophy, as one of the preferred expressions for the notion of Being as the object of knowledge. Although for Parmenides, as for Aristotle, Being (*to on*) means many things, it points crucially to the notion of truth as the goal of understanding and the object of knowledge.

By a veridical use generally I mean any occurrence of *einai* that can have the value ‘is true’ or ‘is the case, is a fact’. More strictly speaking, however, the veridical construction is a specific sentence form. In the veridical construction a clause containing *einai* is correlated with a clause of comparison containing a verb of saying or thinking: ἐστι ταύτα οὕτω ὅπως αὐ λέγεις ‘Things are as you say (that they are)’. I call the clause with the verb *be* the essive clause, and the clause with the propositional attitude of thinking or saying the intentional clause. In idiomatic usage the second occurrence of the essive clause is

---


24 In *Metaphysics* 9. 10. 1051b Aristotel says that the meaning of *is* as ‘is true’ is ‘being in the strictest sense’ (*to kuriótata on*). I believe that the veridical sense also fits best with Parmenides’ opening claim that ‘you cannot know what-is-not’ (fr. 2.7), although other values of *einai* are also required for his argument.

25 Compare sentences 2 and 3 on p. 336 in *The Verb ‘Be’*. 
normally zeroed; hence we have the simpler form ‘Things are as you say’. But this second essive clause will show up after a verb of saying in the more explicit philosophical formulae for truth: ‘To say of what is that it is not, or of what is not that it is, is false; but to say of what is that it is, or of what is not that it is not, is true’ (Aristotle, Metaphysics 4. 7. 1011b26). In the idiomatic version where the second essive clause is zeroed we have as the syntactic subject of einai a pronoun (tauta ‘these things’) referring to whatever the interlocutor has said, and hence to one or more underlying sentences. Thus the syntax of einai in this veridical construction is obviously second-order, since the underlying subject of einai is sentential in form. The verb einai in the essive clause takes as its subject the content of the underlying sentence; that is, the state of affairs corresponding to the claim expressed in the intentional clause (‘what you say’). The logical function of esti in the essive clause is to endorse the interlocutor’s claim by asserting that precisely this state of affairs obtains or ‘exists’, that things are ‘in reality’ the way the interlocutor says that they are. Hence if we think of the obtaining of states of affairs as a particular mode of existence, we can classify the veridical use as a special case of the existential verb.26

The syntax of esti in the primary essive clause (‘Things are this way’) can be described as that of a sentence operator, since the verb takes one or more underlying sentences as its source or operand. More precisely, it functions as a semantical sentence operator, since it posits the content of the operand sentence in ‘reality’ (which for Homeric sentences means in the semifictional reality of the epic poems). To explain why it is precisely the verb einai that functions as semantical operator, I need to introduce the notion of a sentential truth claim.

For simplicity, I assume that we are dealing here with ordinary declarative sentences; that is to say, with indicative sentences spoken

26 Matthen has shown how einai in the formulae for truth can be interpreted as a kind of existential is, taking as its subject what he calls a predicative complex, an Aristotelian unity of thing and predicible roughly comparable to the modern notion of a fact or state-of-affairs (‘Greek Ontology and the “Is” of Truth’, Phronesis, 28 1983). This will be an attractive solution for anyone who (like De Rijk) thinks it is an advantage to interpret the ancient notion of truth in terms of the modern notion of existence. Thus De Rijk cites Matthen’s article as ‘epoch making’ (Aristotle, p. 81) For my own doubts whether it is a philosophical advantage to introduce the modern notion of existence into ancient ontology see my comments in The Verb ‘Be’, 416–19.
with normal intonation, not with ownerless sentences written on a blackboard. Hence I am abstracting from the distinction between sentence and statement. I claimed earlier that first-order copula uses of einai (at least the affirmative uses) normally imply the existence of their semantic subject. We may now add that as asserted sentences they also carry a truth claim, a claim that their sentential content obtains in reality—at least, in the reality of the Homeric world. So copula uses of einai, like all declarative sentences, are implicitly semantic in two respects: they imply not only the existence of their subject but also the validity of their truth claim. By truth claim I mean whatever it is that the sentence asserts—that the content of the sentence understood as candidate for a positive truth-value. My notion of truth claim is, I think, just what Wittgenstein meant by his remark in the Tractatus (4.022): ‘A proposition shows how things stand if it is true. And it says that they do so stand’. Such a claim is implicit in every declarative sentence. What is distinctive of the veridical construction is to make this claim explicit.

Why is it precisely the verb to be that serves as vehicle for an explicit truth claim? I think the answer must lie in the role of copula einai as sign of predication. In simpler sentences like Theaetetus sits this function is performed by an ordinary verb. But, as Aristotle pointed out, any verb can be replaced by is plus participle: Theaetetus sits can be replaced by (the Greek equivalent of) Theaetetus is sitting. For this and other reasons, the copula verb can be seen as the most general verb, the verb par excellence, and hence as the sign of predication. But every predication in normal declarative form carries a truth claim. Hence the copula verb, as sign of predication, can become the sign of truth claim. (It had already become such a sign in prehistoric times, as the words for ‘truth’ in India and Scandinavia demonstrate.) That is my explanation of why, in the veridical construction, it is the same verb that serves to make the truth claim explicit. Because It is F normally implies It is truly F, the verb is alone can mean is true.

8. A similar explanation can be offered for the use of einai as semantic operator in existential sentences. Because the copula verb (like any verb in the indicative) carries an implicit claim of existence

27 For considerations confirming the central position of einai in the verbal system of Greek see The Verb ‘Be’, pp. 388–94.
for its subject, the same verb, when properly emphasized, can serve to make this claim explicit. That is precisely the function of *einai* in existential sentences. We can see this happening in a variety of ways, corresponding to the diversity of the existential sentence types. I distinguish five existential types in Homer and one post–Homer type.

Here is a summary of the six existential sentence types:

Type I (*to be* means ‘to live’, ‘to be alive’): *The gods who are forever;*
Type II (locative–existential): *There is a city Ephyre in the corner of Argos;*
Type III (plural of Type II): *There are many paths up and down the camp;*
Type IV (existential proper): *Let there be someone who will speak wiser counsel than this;*
Type V (verb of occurrence): *Around him was a clamor of the dead;*
Type VI (unqualified existence): *Zeus is; A centaur is not.*

Of the six existential types listed here, the first and most vivid sentence type is neither explicitly semantic nor syntactically second-order. In this sentence type *einai* functions like an ordinary first-order verb with concrete meaning. This is my existential Type I, where *einai* means ‘to be alive’, ‘to dwell’, or ‘to be present’. In this type the verb takes persons (humans and gods) as subjects: ‘Your parents are still alive’; ‘The gods who are forever’. 28 Since the subject is typically a person, and hence a dialogue partner, this is the only case where the verb is declined in the first and second persons; all other existential types appear only in third-person form. Furthermore, *einai* in Type I takes adverbs of time and place, like any normal verb. Why then do we call this Type ‘existential’? In such sentences the verb will not be translated by *exists* nor even by *there is*. Nevertheless, this is the first use listed by LSJ among examples of *ēiμî* as substantive verb, as distinct from the copula; and other authorities treat it similarly. The explanation lies, I suggest, in the universal assumption that *einai* once had a concrete meaning like any ordinary verb. Since Type I sentences present the

28 ἔντασις in sentence 1 in *The Verb ‘Be’* (p. 241); θεοὶ αἰεὶ ἔχωντες: sentence 20 (p. 242).
verb with normal syntax, they give us the strongest suggestion of what its original meaning might have been.

More complex from a syntactic point of view are the existential sentences classified in my Types II and III: ἐστι πόλις Ἑφύρη μυχῶι Ἄργεος ‘There is a city Ephyre in the corner of Argos’. 29 These are all copula uses of einai, usually locative, but with definite existential overtones as reflected in the translation ‘there is’. If we ask what corresponds in the Greek to this existential nuance, we can find no answer in the syntax of the verb. Often (but not always) the copula will appear in initial position. Since Greek word order is free, the emphasis given by initial position is of rhetorical rather than grammatical significance. I have suggested that since the copula verb itself implies the reality of its (extralinguistic) subject, it is this implicit existential force of the verb that is brought out by initial position.

A Type II sentence generally serves to introduce either a person as subject for further predication or a topographical item as a point of reference for the subsequent narrative. 30 The existential force of the verb in such sentences seems to be connected with its rhetorical function of introducing the grammatical subject of the sentence. The verb does this by spatially locating the corresponding semantic subject; that is, the person or place that will figure in the narrative that follows. Thus the underlying locative-existential value of the verb (‘is present somewhere’) is highlighted by this rhetorical act of introducing or ‘placing’ its subject in the relevant domain of discourse. I suggest that it is these semantic implications, accentuated by rhetorical emphasis on the verb, that we perceive as an assertion of existence for the subject of the verb. But since, although highlighted, this assertion remains implicit in the locative predication (that is, in first-order syntax), we do not have a properly semantic (second-order) use of the verb in existential Type II. What we have is a rhetorically and semantically loaded use of a first-order copula.

The same can be said for sentences in Type III, if we interpret this as the plural form of Type II: πολλαὶ γὰρ ἀνὰ στρατὸν εἰσὶ κέλευθοι ‘There are many paths up and down the camp’; ὑμῖν δ’ ἐν γὰρ ἔασι ἀριστῆς

29 Sentence 27 in The Verb ‘Be’ (p. 246).
"Among you are the bravest of all the Achaeans". In this Type the rhetorical function of the copula verb is reinforced by a locative complement or by a term of quantity (some, many). In the negative versions of Types II and III the existential nuance is particularly strong, but locally restricted: oüdè ἐστι ἐν τῇ Σκυθικῇ πάσῃ χώρῃ τὸ παράπαν ὀνεὶ ὡνος ὀνεὶ ἡμίονος διὰ τὰ ψίχεα, ‘There is in the whole Scythian land neither any ass at all nor any mule, because of the cold’.

9. In none of the sentence types so far described do we find an explicit assertion or denial of existence, but rather (in Types II–III) a use of the copula verb that is emphatic enough to justify the English translation ‘there is’. For a use that is properly existential we turn to Type IV, which is closely parallel in structure to the formula ∃x(Fx) for existential quantification in logic: ‘There is an X such that X is F’. In Type IV the verb einai serves to posit (or, in the negative, to exclude) an indefinite subject (someone, something) for the predication formulated in the relative clause that follows:

νῶν δ’ εἰναί δός τῆσδε γ’ ἀμείνωνα μῆτιν ἐνίσποι

Let there be someone/who will speak wiser counsel than this

νῶν δ’ ὄψιν ἐσθ’ ὃς ταῦταν φύγημ.../καὶ πάντων Τρώων, πέρι δ’ αὖ Πριάμοιο γε παίδων

Now there is no one/who will escape death at my hands, of all the Trojans and above all of the sons of Priam.

Since the indefinite subject is typically a person (‘someone who . . . ’), the syntax of the verb might seem to be first-order. But in this sentence type the verb does not stand on its own; it is construed together with the relative clause on which it functions as a sentence operator. Thus the subject of einai is not a definite individual but as it were a bound variable, anyone or anything that satisfies the condition specified in the relative clause. The semantic function of einai in Type IV is precisely to make explicit the reference, positive or negative, to a semantic subject,

31 Sentences 51, 56, and 75 in The Verb ‘Be’ (pp. 261, 263, 273).
32 Sentences 86 and 84 in The Verb ‘Be’ (p. 278).
33 The verb of the subordinate clause is generally not einai, since the poet avoids verbal repetition. In The Verb ‘Be’, pp. 281–2, 316 I described the nonrecurrence of einai as characteristic of Type IV; my error was corrected in a review by Seth Bernadete (‘The Grammar of Being’, Review of Metaphysics, 30 (1977)).
to an extralinguistic entity corresponding to the grammatical subject of the underlying open sentence: \(X\) will speak wiser counsel, \(X\) will escape death at my hands. Thus not only the syntax but also the semantic role of the verb in Type IV is like that of the existential quantifier: to affirm (or to deny) the availability of an object satisfying certain conditions, to posit (or exclude) a subject of which certain predicates are true. Here again we recognize the conceptual link between truth for predication and existence for the subject of predication.

Type IV may serve as the paradigm for what we mean by an existential use of \(\text{einai}\). As semantic sentence operator, the verb here shares a function with the use of \(\text{einai}\) in the veridical construction. As we have seen, in both sentence types \(\text{einai}\) serves to make explicit the extralinguistic reference, either for the subject of a sentence (in Type IV) or for a whole sentence (in the veridical). And in each case the semantic sentence operator has only two values (\(\text{esti}\) and \(\text{ouk esti}\), positive and negative), endorsing or rejecting the descriptive content of its operand sentence.\(^{34}\) But the syntactic difference between these sentence forms is decisive for the distinction between existence and truth, between existential and veridical uses of the verb. In Type IV \(\text{einai}\) operates only on the subject of the operand sentence (that is, on the relative pronoun \(\text{hos} \) ‘who’ introducing the subordinate clause), whereas in the veridical it operates on an entire sentential structure, on whatever it is that the interlocutor has said and that the speaker confirms. What the veridical \(\text{einai} \) ‘posits’ in reality is the content of this sentential structure, the corresponding state of affairs. What is posited by the \(\text{einai}\) of Type IV is the existence of one or more individuals satisfying the condition specified in the relative clause.

10. Turning to existential Type V, we find a sentence form that is closer in syntax to the veridical construction. In Type V the subject of the verb is an abstract action noun representing the predicate verb in a more elementary sentence. In sentences of Type V \(\text{einai}\) functions as a verb of occurrence, affirming or denying that the action of the underlying sentence takes place:

\(^{34}\) For this notion of a semantic sentence operator and its connection with the locative notion of \textit{being present} (in the world, in the universe of discourse), see \textit{The Verb ‘Be’}, pp. 310–14.
Around him was a clamor of the dead.

Here the abstract noun *clamor* (*κλαγγῆ*) is a nominalization of the verb *κλάζειν* in the underlying sentence *The dead clamored around him*.

*ἐκ γὰρ Ὀρέστω τίσις ἔσσεται*

There will be vengeance from Orestes,

with *vengeance* (*τίσις*) as nominalization from the underlying form *Orestes will take revenge*.

*ἀλλ’ οὐ σοί γ’ Ὀδυσσεῦ, φόνος ἔσσεται ἐκ γε γυναικός*

For you, Odysseus, there will be no murder at a wife’s hand,

with *murder* (*φόνος*) as nominalization from *Your wife will not murder you*.

With an abstract noun as subject, the syntax of the verb in this sentence Type is clearly second-order. Here *einai* operates on its target sentence by taking as subject the nominalized form of an underlying predicate verb (*to clamor, to take revenge, to murder*). Thus the syntactic analysis of *einai* is quite distinct in Type V, but its semantic function can be seen as parallel to that of the sentence operator in the veridical and in Type IV. Here also *ἔστι* (or ἦν in the past) serves to posit its semantic subject—in this case the verbal action—as ‘real’, that is, as occupying a place in the universe of discourse.

Notice that it is our syntactic analysis of the varying relation between *einai* as sentence operator and its underlying operand sentence that permits us to distinguish the function of the verb in these three cases, and thus explain why we translate *einai* as ‘is the case’ in the veridical, ‘there is’ or ‘exists’ in Type IV, and ‘occurs’, ‘takes place’ in Type V. These are distinctions that we make, on the basis of our own translation and syntactic analysis. For the Greek speaker these will be simply three uses of the same verb, the very same verb that appears in ordinary copula sentences. Hence the Greek speaker will not be inclined to distinguish veridical from existential uses, or either from the ordinary copula.

One monumental consequence of this lexical equivalence between different syntactic uses of *einai* is that philosophers thinking in Greek will not generally feel the need to distinguish entities from events or states of affairs. When they speak of *ta onta*, ‘beings’ or ‘the things that

---

35 Sentences 9, 99, and 100 in The Verb ‘Be’ (pp. 283, 284).
are’, they may be referring to the existence of individuals and natural kinds, to astronomical events like eclipses and phases of the moon, or more generally to facts and whatever is the case in the world. This makes the logic of some Greek ontological discussions quite baffling to us.\textsuperscript{36} Our translations and analyses take for granted the distinction between things, events, and states of affairs. However, these are distinctions not made by the linguistic usage in Greek but waiting for the philosophers to sort out. Insofar as they manage to do so, it is not always in ways that are familiar to us.\textsuperscript{37}

11. I have saved for the end a discussion of existential Type VI, the unqualified assertion or denial of existence for individuals and kinds of things, where \textit{einai} is construed ‘absolutely’, with no locative or nominal complements: \textit{οὖν ἐστι Ζεὺς} ‘Zeus is not’; \textit{εἴσαι θεοί} ‘The gods are’; \textit{οὐκ ἐστι κένταυρος} ‘There is no centaur’.\textsuperscript{38} The absence of any predicative complement makes this use of \textit{einai} syntactically parallel to the modern verb \textit{to exist}. Hence only in this case is it natural to translate \textit{esti} as ‘exists’.

I find no examples of this sentence type in Homer. Type VI appears in Greek literature only with the rise of theological skepticism in the age of the Sophists, in the second half of the fifth century BC. In Greece, at any rate, this use of \textit{einai} to mean something like ‘exist’ presupposes a climate of theoretical speculation and an attitude of doubt concerning objects of traditional belief (like the doubt expressed in the biblical verse ‘The fool hath said in his heart, “There is no God”’).

Type VI provides an ancient precedent for the kind of existential statements that are characteristic of post-Cartesian philosophy. (Recall Heidegger’s radical question cited from Leibniz: Why is there anything at all rather than nothing?) Thus Type VI serves to express a more

\textsuperscript{36} For example, when Aristotle distinguishes questions of ‘if it is’ (or ‘whether it is or not’) from questions of ‘what it is’ (in Post. An. 2. 1–2), we naturally take him to be distinguishing between existence and definition. Some of his examples fit that interpretation, but others do not. Compare the quotation from Melissus in \textit{The Verb ‘Be’}, p. 305, where three occurrences of \textit{einai} vary between (in our analysis) existential Type VI, copulative with ‘true’ as predicate, and veridical-existential. It is clear that Melissus intends to make the same point with all three uses of \textit{einai}. For a similar variation in Plato’s use see above, n. 14.

\textsuperscript{37} Thus the ontology of Aristotle in the \textit{Categories}, often regarded as a reflection of common sense, can be seen rather as the result of a struggle to provide an alternative to the Platonic construal of predication. See W. Mann, \textit{The Discovery of Things} (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2000).

\textsuperscript{38} Illustrations in \textit{The Verb ‘Be’}, pp. 300–5.
speculative notion of existence, by contrast with the ordinary conversational forms illustrated in Type IV. We have seen that, unlike the implicit existential force of *einai* in Types I–III, sentences of Type IV are explicitly concerned with the existence or nonexistence of a subject, but with existence qualified in two respects: (1) the class of possible subjects is specified by the context (speakers in the council meeting for our first example, sentence 86 cited above in section 9) or by the text itself (Trojans, above all the sons of Priam, in the second example, sentence 84); and (2) what is affirmed or denied is not the existence of a subject generally but the subject for specific predication, spelled out in the relative clause. The second qualification has its parallel in the $Fx$ component in existential quantification $\exists x(Fx)$: in both cases, what is posited is not a subject in general but a subject satisfying definite predicates. However, the first qualification marks a difference between normal speech and the formalized discourse of logic. In the idiomatic sentences of Type IV the subject whose existence is affirmed or denied is not any object in the universe but something of a definite sort: a person qualified to speak, a Trojan warrior. These sentences deal not with unqualified existence, being something rather than nothing (as when we discuss whether God exists, or the existence of the external world), but rather with qualified or contextual existence, the existence of a specified kind of thing (a speaker or a warrior) in a definite context (a meeting or a battle) as subject for a specific predication. In the speculative Type VI the sortal specification of the subject is retained (a god or a centaur), but both the contextual restriction and the specific predication have disappeared.

As a result, the syntax of this sentence type is not transparent. The explicit existential force of *einai* recalls the semantic sentence operator of Type IV, but in Type VI we have no operand sentence. Perhaps the most natural construal of Type VI is to see it as affirming or denying a subject for any arbitrary predication, a generalization of Type IV that maintains the sortal restriction on the subject of *einai* (e.g. gods or centaurs) but eliminates any specification of the predicates by zeroing the relative clause. To the ‘absolute’ syntax of *einai* in Type VI, restricted in this case neither by predicative complements nor by
relative clause, corresponds an equally unqualified affirmation or denial of existence for the subject.

How did this speculative sentence type arise? For an intuitive understanding of the force of the verb in Type VI, I suggest that the denial comes first. The affirmation of existence can then be seen as secondary, as a response to skeptical doubts: ‘You say that Zeus does not exist? I say that he does!’. But what exactly did the doubter mean by saying ‘Zeus is not’? If we are right to think of Type IV as the paradigm for an existential use of einai, the semantic function of einai will be to posit a subject for predication. Hence to deny that Zeus is is to deny that Zeus can be a subject for any true predication whatsoever. Everything they say about Zeus is false—and not only false but inevitably false, because there is no such subject to talk about! The denial of existence in such a case is a denial of truth for an entire tradition, the tradition of the poets and the priests. This reading of Zeus is not explains the zeroing of the relative clause that we would expect to find on the basis of the syntax of Type IV. In Type VI denials of existence there is no reason to specify conditions to be satisfied by the proposed subject, because the not-being of the subject guarantees in advance the nullity of every predication.

If this is the correct interpretation of Type VI, it is easy to see why the surface syntax of the verb is systematically misleading, as Ryle and others have observed. For in this absolute construction einai seems to represent a first-order predicate, like a normal verb. The surface syntax of einai seems to be just the same as in Type I, where the verb means ‘be alive’ or ‘be present’, or in the quasi-existential uses of the locative copula in Types II–III, such as ‘There are no asses in all of Scythia, because of the cold’. It is this misleading syntax that gives rise to the notorious question, Is existence a predicate? It may be a predicate after all, but not a first-order predicate. That einai in Type VI, despite appearances, is not a normal, first-order verb is clear from the fact that it does not take complements of time or place, unlike the same verb in Types I–III.

The failure to notice this discrepancy has led some philosophers astray, as it led philologists to combine Types I and VI in what they took to be the primitive (or at least the oldest known) use of einai in Greek. My catalogue of archaic sentence types shows that Type VI is
not likely to be a primitive use of *einaí*, since it does not appear before the late fifth century. And my syntactic analysis indicates that, far from being a normal predicate as in Type I, *einaí* in Type VI is best understood by analogy to the existential sentence operator of Type IV, which specifies its operand sentence in a relative clause. It is precisely the absence of this relative clause that makes Type VI so problematic.

Alternatively, of course, we might construe the absolute syntax of *einaí* in Type VI as the result of zeroing the predicate in a copula sentence, as was suggested earlier, in section 3: *X is* is short for *X is something or other*. This interpretation of Type VI ties it more closely to the copula construction, but does not account for its strong existential value. The explicitly existential force of Type VI (being something rather than nothing) is much better explained by a derivation from the semantic sentence operator of Type IV.

Having surveyed the various uses of *einaí*, we can now consider the question how these uses hang together as a system. I have already pointed to an answer on the basis of the syntactic analysis, but before pursuing this line of thought let us see what can be said on the subject of the lexical meaning of the verb.

Any attempt to derive the different uses of *einaí* from a single *Urbedeutung* or fundamental meaning will plausibly begin either from the vital-locative sense ‘live, dwell’ attested for persons in sentences of Type I or from the more general locative sense: ‘be present, be available, *vorhanden sein*’. To some extent, this quasi-existential meaning is automatically implied by every copula use of *einaí* with locative complements: *Socrates is here, Socrates is in the agora*. That is why the absolute, ‘existential’ use of the verb can also be seen as the result of zeroing the adverbial of place in this locative construction: *Socrates is* (somewhere). Existence is, as it were, location generalized or left indeterminate. Such a locative-existential sense of the verb corresponds to the old Greek notion (attested from Gorgias to Aristotle) that ‘whatever is, is somewhere; what is nowhere is nothing’. Hence when Plato wanted for the first time to define a nonspatial notion of reality for the
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Forms, he needed to locate them in a noêtos topos, an intelligible space (Republic 6. 508c1).

It is generally recognized that this local sense must have been one of the oldest meanings of the Indo-European root *es-. Thus the OED suggests that ‘the primary sense’ of the English verb be was ‘to occupy a place (i.e. to sit, stand, lie, etc.) in some specified place’, from which was derived the more general sense ‘to be somewhere, no matter where, to be in the universe or realm of fact, to have a place among existing things, to exist’.

As we have noted, the literal sense of ‘being-there’ or ‘being-present’ is implicit in every use of the locative copula, and reinforced in the sentences classified as locative-existential, which includes most of the sentences in Types II and III, e.g. ‘There is a city Ephyre in the corner of Argos’ (cited above). On the other hand, in the most common of all uses of einai, the copula construction with predicate adjectives and nouns, the literal meaning of ‘being in a place’ is completely absent: Socrates is wise, Socrates is a philosopher. Still, what we do have in the case of the nominal copula is a kind of shadow of the local sense in what linguists recognize as the stative aspect of einai.40

This fundamental lexical value of einai as verb of state or station, in opposition to the mutative-kinetic aspect of verbs for become, is particularly strong in Greek, because it is supported by two unique morphological contrasts. In the first place, unlike other verbs derived from the Indo-European root *es-, the Greek verb einai has kept its durative stem throughout the conjugation, and has admitted no non-durative or aorist forms from other roots (as the English verb is has admitted both be and was from roots other than *es-, and Latin esse has admitted fui/fuisse). In addition, the stative-locative value for εἰμί be is reinforced by the opposition with its near-homonym, εἰμί ‘I go’. This opposition between two archaic -μι verbs gives our verb εἰμί be the implicit meaning ‘to stay’ by contrast with ‘to go’. This convergent set of linguistic peculiarities for einai helps us to understand why, in traditional Greek thought, to be is to be somewhere.

40 For the importance of the stative-mutative or static-kinetic contrast between be and become in Greek as in other languages see The Verb ‘Be’, pp. 194–8.
In the book I presented this locative interpretation of einai as a diachronic myth, the derivation of all uses of the verb from one primitive meaning; and I proceeded to reject it as a mythical account of linguistic prehistory. However, in the form presented here, without diachronic claims, this account gives a plausible lexical description of the intuitive meaning of einai in all its uses. The basic meaning of the verb is ‘to be present, be available’, with a paradigm use for persons ‘to live, to dwell (somewhere)’. The local meaning is weakest, of course, in the case of the nominal copula, the most common use of all (as in Socrates is wise). But even here, in what is sometimes regarded as the ‘mere copula’, we find a kind of analogue to the locative sense in the static-durative aspectual value that is particularly strong in the case of the Greek verb to be. Thus, in addition to its syntactic role as sign of predication, einai as copula retains a lexical suggestion of standing still and remaining as-is. It is this stative-durative value, present in every copula use, that was transformed by Parmenides into the notion of eternal being: ‘It never was nor will be, since it is all together now’ (fr. 8. 5). And this unchanging Being of Parmenides is still conceived in locative terms: ‘equal to itself in every direction’, ‘like the bulk of a rounded sphere, balanced equally from the center in every way’ (fr. 8. 43, 49–50). We can say that Parmenides created the metaphysical concept of Being by bringing together all of the aspects and nuances of the Greek verb into a single concept of the immutable Fact or Entity: to eon, ‘that which is’. 42

Before leaving this discussion of the locative values of einai, we may note how widely such metaphorical extensions of the notion of place or situation can serve to express the ideas of existence and reality, and not only in Greek. Thus I have here systematically employed the metaphors of positing and placing in the domain of discourse in order to explicate the semantic notions of truth and existence. It is no accident that a similarly irreducible use of the imagery of location turns up in the otherwise very different Heideggerian characterization
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42 See further on Parmenides’ use of the verb in Presocratic Philosophy: Essays in Honour of Alexander Mourelatos (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2002; repr. here as Essay 8).
of existence as *Dasein*, literally ‘being-there’, or as *in-der-Welt-sein*, ‘being-in-the-world’.

13. This is, I think, as far as we can go in accounting for the lexical meaning of the Greek verb *to be*. But this lexical account does nothing to establish a conceptual unity for the uses of *einai* that might justify the Greek project of ontology as an inquiry into the concept of Being. For that we must go back to the analysis of sentence structure and semantic function for the existential and veridical uses, and see how these are related to the predicative function of the verb that I propose as the conceptual basis for the entire system.

Let me retrace the earlier steps in my argument. We begin with the notion of predication as illustrated in the simplest sentence structure, in the distinction between noun and verb as originally proposed by Plato in the *Sophist*. Plato defines noun and verb both syntactically, as combining to produce a sentence, and also as semantic functions: the verb signifies action (*praxis*) and the noun signifies agent (*prattôn*) or thing (*pragma*). This semantic dimension is carefully developed in Plato’s brief account. His sample sentences (*Theaetetus sits, Theaetetus flies*) are said to be ‘about’ (*peri*) their subject in the dialogue, Theaetetus himself, and the true sentence says ‘the things that are’ (*ta onta*) concerning him (263b). Plato’s goal in this discussion was to define true and false statement, and thus he concludes with the veridical use of *einai* just quoted. But in order to articulate the notions of truth and falsehood, Plato was obliged first to provide an analysis of predicative sentence structure in terms of the basic word classes of universal grammar, noun and verb. Formally speaking, nouns and verbs are easy to distinguish in Greek (although as far as we know no one had previously bothered to distinguish them). But the functional distinction that Plato pointed out is not a peculiarity of Greek, or even of Indo-European. As Edward Sapir, the great specialist in exotic languages, remarked, ‘there must be something to talk about and something must be said about this subject of discourse once it is selected… The subject of discourse is a noun… The form which

---

43 The distinction is new in the *Sophist*. Before Plato, and even in Plato’s earlier writings, *onoma* meant ‘name’ and *rêma* simply meant ‘phrase’ or ‘expression’. Cf. *Cratylus* 399b1, where *rêma* clearly means ‘phrase’, not ‘verb’.
has been set aside for the business of predicing... [is] the verb... No language wholly fails to distinguish noun and verb'.

Thus Plato’s discovery of sentential syntax was at the same time a recognition of the fundamental conditions for any descriptive use of language. The terminology of subject and predicate comes only with Aristotle, but the insight is the same: that the subject–predicate (noun–verb) structure of sentences reflects, within language, the semantic structure of reference and description that connects our use of language to what we are talking about. I have called attention from the beginning to this fundamental ambiguity in the concept of predication: on the one hand, a syntactic relation between linguistic components within a sentence; on the other hand, a semantic relation between a sentence or sentence component and its significatum in the world. For it is just this extralinguistic or semantic function of predication that permits us to understand the central place of copula syntax in the unified system of *to be*.

We return to the simple copula sentence: *Socrates is wise* or *Socrates is in the agora*. When asserted normally as a statement, such a sentence entails three kinds of semantic relation. (1) If the sentence is true, the subject must exist; that is, there must be something the sentence is about. (2) The sentence makes a truth claim; that is, it claims that things are in fact as it says that they are. (3) This claim entails that the attribute in question (being wise, or being in the agora) actually belongs to the subject; that is, that the corresponding property ‘occurs’ or is instantiated in this particular case. To these three semantic conditions correspond the three different uses of *einai* as semantic sentence operator: (1) the existential use for subjects in Type IV sentences (‘There is someone/no one who does such and such’); (2) the veridical construction for one or more complete sentences (‘Things are as you say’); and (3) the verb of occurrence for predicates in Type V (‘There will be vengeance from Orestes’, i.e. Orestes will be a revenger). It is because the ordinary use of the copula as sign of predication in a first-order sentence normally bears these three semantic implications—existence for a subject, truth claim for the sentence,

---

44 The full citation from E. Sapir (*Language: An Introduction to the Study of Speech* (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1921; repr. 1949), 119) is given in *The Verb ‘Be’*, p. 51.
and belonging for the predicate—that the same verb can also serve as sentence operator in the three types of second-order sentences whose function it is to make these semantic claims explicit.

Of course in simple noun–verb sentences predication occurs without the verb to be. The copula verb is required only when the predicate expression is an adjective or a noun. In such sentences we recognize the minimum role of the copula as (1) verbal form carrying the marks of person, tense, etc., (2) predicator, joining with the adjective or noun to form the predicate expression or verb phrase, and hence (3) sign of sentencehood, completing the subject–predicate form. It is this triple function that is meant when we describe the copula verb as sign of predication. In simpler sentences of the form Socrates walks, Theaetetus sits this triple function is performed by the verb alone. As copula, einai serves as the verbalizer, making a verb phrase out of a verbless predicate. Furthermore, as already pointed out, in the periphrastic construction einai can replace any verb in the language. Thus we have Socrates is walking, Theaetetus is sitting (or their Greek equivalents) as reshapings of the noun–verb sentence. In traditional theory the copula form became canonical and the copula verb, rather than the verb in general, came to be regarded as the sign of predication. We are not bound by this theory. But we do recognize that to be performs the predicative function for a wide variety of sentence forms—more so than any other verb in the language. As the principal predicative verb, einai can represent both the form of predication and the specific semantic relations that are entailed by predication.

Thus the network of uses for einai serves to articulate a larger conceptual structure that brings together the notions of predication, truth, and existence. The copula use represents predication as such, in both its syntactic and its semantic function. The semantic implications of predication are articulated by existential and veridical sentence types, including Type V sentences that express the occurrence or realization of a predicate concept. None of these notions—predication,

45 According to the theory of the nominal sentence, Greek allows sentencehood without a verb, at least in sentences where the verb would be in the third-person singular. I have argued that the so-called nominal sentence is a feature of surface structure only, and that einai is present in the underlying structure even in this case, as is shown by its appearance on the surface in past and future tenses and in oblique modes. See The Verb ‘Be’, app. B.
truth, existence, instantiation—can be adequately explicated without reference to the other three. Thus it is this twofold structure of predication, both syntactic and semantic, that provides conceptual unity for the system of sentence forms with \( \textit{einai} \) that expresses not only the basic subject-predicate connection in copula sentences, but also the semantic notions of existence for the subject, truth for the sentential content, and occurrence or instantiation for predicates. And it is the conceptual unity of this linguistic system of uses for \( \textit{einai} \) that justifies, if anything can, the philosophical interest of the concept of Being in Greek philosophical thought.

14. Let me close by returning to the fundamental contrast between the concept of Being, as articulated in this system of uses for \( \textit{einai} \), and the notion of existence in modern thought since Descartes. Our account of the system has assigned no special role to the speculative use of the verb in sentences of Type VI (‘The gods are’, ‘A centaur is not’). Furthermore, the relatively marginal position of such sentences in the discussion of Being by the Greek philosophers reflects the fact that the notion of existence as such plays no clearly defined role—is not thematized—in ontological speculation from Parmenides to Aristotle.\(^{46}\) Questions of existence are not of central importance in Greek metaphysics, as they are in the tradition initiated by Descartes, where attention is focussed on such topics as: If I can be certain of my own existence, can I be sure of anything else? Do material objects exist? How can I know that there are other minds? Is the past real?

How are we to account for this radical difference between the two traditions? Part of the explanation must lie in the role played by skepticism. The radical challenge of skepticism—What, if anything, can we know with certainty?—is historically secondary in ancient philosophy. It is true that skeptical concerns were formulated early on, by Xenophanes, but they do not come to play a dominant part in Greek philosophy until the rise of the Second Academy in the third century B.C., after the four major systems of classical thought had been

\(^{46}\) This is not to deny that Aristotle discusses particular problems (such as the being of the void or the infinite and the reality of Platonic Forms) that we can identify as questions of existence. See G. E. L. Owen, ‘Eleatic Questions’, \textit{Classical Quarterly} 10 (1960), 84–102, repr. in Owen, \textit{Logic, Science, and Dialectic: Collected Papers in Greek Philosophy}, ed. M. Nussbaum (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1986). and ch. 3 above.
formulated. By contrast, both the skeptical challenge and the epistemology required to answer it are central from the beginning in modern philosophy, both in Descartes’s own thought and in that of his successors such as Hume and Kant.

The modern notion of existence is not a product of skepticism. (I have suggested that this notion originates in a post-biblical metaphysics dominated by a view of the world as created ex nihilo by a transcendent God.\textsuperscript{47}) Nevertheless, the central position of this notion in modern philosophy is, I submit, closely correlated with skeptical concerns. We have seen that speculative claims of existence, as formulated in Type VI sentences, first appear in the fifth century BC in response to skeptical doubts. This evidence from early Greek literature suggests that such general assertions and denials of existence do not arise spontaneously in ordinary discourse. They are a product of enlightened speculation; they arise as a challenge to traditional belief and originally concern only the gods and mythological creatures. The centrality of more general questions of existence in modern philosophy might well be regarded as a historical deviation, due to the radical influence of skepticism (for Descartes and his followers) and hence to the dominant role of epistemology in the post-Cartesian tradition. Some of us may think that it is a substantial advantage on the part of classical Greek thought to be relatively free from both—from the radical influence of skepticism and also from the corresponding predominance of epistemology.

One final provocation is suggested by this contrast between the Greek and the modern perspectives. If we are right to think of existence claims as positing semantic subjects in a universe of discourse, we are justified in asking the following question: What is the relevant domain of interpretation for questions concerning the existence of other minds, or the existence of the external world? That is to say, what is the appropriate semantical framework, the relevant logical space within which such objects could be located, or from which they might be banished?

If we are talking about existence for other minds or for the external world, we can scarcely be talking about location in spatiotemporal reality. But in what other way should these large questions of existence be construed? Is the logical space of sheer existence well defined? The semantic framework I have been using to analyze the extralinguistic functions of predication provides a new way of formulating the old claim that some of these metaphysical questions are meaningless. Thus I would reverse the charge that John Stuart Mill directed against the ancient notion of Being. It is not so much questions of Being as questions of existence that run the risk of incoherence by uncritical extension to an ill-defined domain. Perhaps a great advantage of the ancient concept of Being over the modern notion of existence lies precisely in the fact that the former is securely anchored in the structure of predication, so that for an ancient existence means the existence of a certain kind of subject for definite attributes, and to assert existence is to locate the subject in a particular universe of discourse. The generalized, metaphysical notion of existence, on the other hand, divorced from predication—as the verb exists is divorced from the predicative construction—is in danger of floating free without any fixed semantic frame of reference, and hence without definite meaning.
The Thesis of Parmenides*

If we except Plato, Aristotle, and Plotinus, Parmenides is perhaps the most important and influential of all the Greek philosophers. And considered as a metaphysician he is perhaps the most original figure in the western tradition. At any rate, if ontology is the study of Being, or what there is, and metaphysics the study of ultimate Reality, or what there is in the most fundamental way, then Parmenides may reasonably be regarded as the founder of ontology and metaphysics at once. For he is the first to have articulated the concept of Being or Reality as a distinct topic for philosophic discussion.

The poem of Parmenides is the earliest philosophic text which is preserved with sufficient completeness and continuity to permit us to follow a sustained line of argument. It is surely one of the most interesting arguments in the history of philosophy, and we are lucky to have this early text, perhaps a whole century older than the first dialogues of Plato. But the price we must pay for our good fortune is to face up to a vipers’ nest of problems, concerning details of the text and the archaic language but also concerning major questions of philosophic interpretation. These problems are so fundamental that unless we solve them correctly we cannot even be clear as to what Parmenides is arguing for, or why. And they are so knotted that we can scarcely unravel a single problem without finding the whole nest on our hands.

I am primarily concerned here to elucidate Parmenides’ thesis: to see what he meant by the philosophic claim which is compressed into the one-word sentence ἐστι, ‘It is’. I take this to be the premiss (or one of

* An earlier version of this paper was delivered at Haverford College and at the University of Toronto in February and April, 1967. I am grateful to Sir Karl Popper and Professor Howard Stein for detailed criticism of the earlier draft.
them), from which he derives his famous denial of all change and plurality. I shall thus consider the nature of this premiss, and why he thought it plausible or self-evident. I shall also look briefly at the structure of his argument which concludes that change is impossible, in order to see a bit more clearly how such a paradoxical conclusion might also seem plausible to Parmenides, and how it could be taken seriously by his successors. Finally, I shall say a word about the Parmenidean identification of Thinking and Being.

I. The Problem

For an accurate appreciation of Parmenides’ thesis we must first have some idea of the problem to which it was addressed. What was the question which Parmenides put to himself, and which he thought of his thesis as answering? As Karl Reinhardt said in a famous sentence: ‘The history of philosophy is the history of its problems; if you wish to explain Heraclitus, show me first where his problem lay’. We must ask: What was Parmenides’ problem? More generally: What is his poem about?

The usual interpretation is that Parmenides is a philosopher of Being, that the poem is a revelation of pure, or absolute, or univocal Being, of true Existence or Reality. But this account of the matter is uninformative. In the first place, it tends to be circular, because terms like ‘Being’ or ‘Reality’ merely translate, without explaining, Parmenides’ reference to ὑπάρξειν, εἶναι, or ἐστί. And the result is hopelessly vague, since a term like ‘Being’ in English (or in French, or in German) does not have a meaning which is precise enough for this answer to be understood without further explanation.1

1 The situation is particularly bad in English, since the participle and gerund are indistinguishable in form. I have noted at least five distinct uses: (1) the participle as an adjective, in ‘for the time being’, (2) the participle as a noun (or the gerund taken concretely?), in ‘a human being’, ‘a being of a higher order’, (3) the participle replacing the finite verb: ‘things being what they are’, (4) the gerund as the nominalization of a that-clause: ‘their being so glad to see me came as a distinct surprise’, (5) the gerund (?) as an abstract noun in philosophy: ‘Being is not the same as Essence’. How is the fifth use related to the other four? The connection can scarcely be traced without referring back to the use of ὅν and εἶναι in Greek philosophy, and ultimately back to Parmenides.
Furthermore, in a historical perspective it is hard to see why ‘Being’ should be a problem for Parmenides. It is he, after all, who introduced both the concept and the term itself into the vocabulary of philosophical speculation. If Being (or τὸ ὑ, or ens or esse or Sein) has been a problem for many philosophers since Parmenides, it is ultimately because of him that they are aware of this problem. But why was he aware of it?

If taken as a question about Parmenides’ biography, this question must remain unanswered, except by guesswork. But we may put it in more answerable form if we ask: what problems did Parmenides inherit from his predecessors to which his own doctrine of ‘Being’ might be a response?

Most historians have followed Plato and Aristotle in seeing Parmenides against the background of earlier Greek cosmology. Thus they interpret his doctrine of the one Being as a response to, and criticism of, the various Ionian monisms which sought to explain the natural universe on the basis of a single cosmic principle: air, water, fire, the unlimited. G. E. L. Owen has recently protested against this assumption that Parmenides inherited his subject matter or his premises from earlier cosmology. He argues that Parmenides wrote not as a cosmologist but ‘as a philosophical pioneer of the first water, and any attempt to put him back into the tradition that he aimed to demolish is a surrender to the diadoche-writers, a failure to take him at his word’. ²

Perhaps this antithesis is too exclusive: a philosopher who sets out to demolish a tradition may nonetheless continue it in a new form. For my part, I am convinced that there is a very intimate connection between Parmenides’ argument and the doctrines of his Ionian predecessors,³ and I doubt whether we can understand him properly if this historical continuity is lost sight of. But I entirely agree with Owen’s contention that we must take Parmenides at his word. We must look at his extant poem, at the questions he raises himself, in order to define

³ There is probably also a close link between Parmenides’ views and the doctrines of his Italian predecessors and contemporaries, but we know so little of these that speculation on this point appears rather fruitless. In particular, it seems to me circular to attempt to reconstruct early Pythagoreanism from indications in Parmenides’ poem, and then to interpret the poem as an attack on these views.
the issues to which he addresses himself and the problem with which he actually begins.

Now he certainly does not begin with any discussion of the structure of the heavens, or with the problems of the nature and number of the elements. Parmenides’ poem contains a cosmology, but it does not begin with cosmological questions. The philosophical exposition opens quite abruptly with the statement: ‘Come, mark my words: I shall tell you what are the only ways of search there are for knowing or understanding (νοὴσαι)’.4 When posed with philological precision, the question ‘What is Parmenides’ problem?’ becomes the question ‘What is Parmenides looking for? Where are his “ways of inquiry” (δόδοι διεξήγειοι) supposed to lead?’.

If this mention of ‘ways of search’ came at the very beginning of Parmenides’ poem, our only means of determining the goal he is trying to reach would be to read on further to see where his investigation leads. As things stand, however, the aim and object of his inquiry are clearly indicated earlier, in the prologue, where the ‘ways of search’ are poetically prefigured in the road travelled by Parmenides in his chariot—a road which lies ‘far from the | beaten track of mankind’ (fr. 1. 27). I suggest that a close reading of the proem alone is sufficient to give us a definite answer to the question ‘What is Parmenides’ problem?’, and that this answer is fully borne out by the course of the argument itself.

4 Fr. 2. 2 αἰ̑ ἐπερ ὁδοὶ μοῦναι διεξήγειοι εἰσὶ νοὴσαι. I take νοὴσαι as loosely epexegetical, or final, with ὁδοῖ, ‘what ways of search there are for knowing’; i.e. I do not construe the infinitive as potential with εἴσι, which gives the usual translation: ‘the only ways of search that can be thought of’. This usual construction provides us with a gratuitous contradiction, since Parmenides goes on to show that the second way is after all ἀνόητος (8. 17; cf. 2. 7). Furthermore, as von Fritz has shown, the sense of νοεῖν in early Greek is not some vaguely psychological notion of ‘thinking,’ not even the pseudological concept of conceiving or imagining consistently (as in a speculative ‘thought-experiment’), but rather one of noticing, observing, realizing, gaining insight into the identity of a person, into the facts of a situation and their true implications; νοεῖν is ‘a kind of mental perception ... a kind of sixth sense which penetrates deeper into the nature of the object’ (‘Νόειν and Νοεῖν in the Homeric Poems’, Classical Philology, 40 (1945), 90; cf. the discussion of early philosophic usage, at pp. 223–42). The proper translation for the verb in Parmenides is a term like ‘cognition’ or ‘knowledge’: it is paraphrased by γνῶναι, ‘to recognize, be acquainted with,’ at 2. 7.

For a fuller defense of what I take to be the correct interpretation of 2. 2 see Alexander P. D. Mourelatos, The Route of Parmenides (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, [1970]), ch. 2 with n. 29.
The chariot journey which Parmenides describes in the proem is literally a voyage of enlightenment: he travels from darkness into light (εἶς φῶς, 1. 10). As perceptive readers have always seen, this narrative of the journey to the goddess is an allegorical representation of Parmenides’ enterprise as a quest for knowledge, and as an enterprise which attains its goal, since the voyage leads him to a complete revelation of the Truth. Parmenides has done everything possible to render the allegory transparent. The voyager on the right path is ‘a knowing mortal’, conveyed by wise horses and cunning pathfinders; he is led to the light by the spirits of illumination, the Heliades or ‘daughters of the Sun’. A successful conclusion to the expedition is guaranteed from the very first line of the poem: the horses carry him ‘as far as desire can reach’. When he attains his destination, the goddess promises to reveal all things to him, but first of all to instruct him in knowledge of the Truth (1. 28–30).

Thus the proem informs us that Parmenides’ search is a search for knowledge, that his road leads to complete cognitive success, despite (or rather, because of) the fact that it lies ‘far from the track of men’. I wish to emphasize this epistemological coloring of the proem, for I think it offers us the indispensable clue for a correct interpretation of his thesis. The problem which Parmenides raises from the beginning of his poem is not the problem of cosmology but the problem of knowledge; more exactly, the problem of the search for knowledge, the choice between alternative ways for thought and cognition to travel on in pursuit of the Truth. There is no doubt that the inquiry which Parmenides has in mind is suggested by the attempts of the earlier philosophers to elucidate the true nature of things: his term for ‘inquiry’ (δίζησις) may be regarded as a poetic equivalent for the Ionian word for scientific investigation (ιστορίη). In his hands, however, investigation takes a

---


6 In his own way, Heraclitus had also given the traditional concept of inquiry a radically new twist: ἓπειρσάμην ἐμεωστόν, ‘I went in search of myself’ (fr. 101).
new route and leads to fundamentally different results. Yet among these results is an explanation of the natural world.

I shall not attempt to resolve the vexing problem of the Doxa, the cosmology offered in the second part of the poem. In fact, I believe that on Parmenides’ principles it is not really soluble at all. I only wish to remind you that Parmenides himself presents this as an epistemological problem, in the context of a theory of knowledge and error. In addition to the Truth, the goddess will expound ‘the opinions of mortals, in which there is no true conviction’, and she will explain why it is that a false and deceptive worldview necessarily prevails among men.7

The problem of knowledge, and the question whether human beings can possess it or not, is one of the themes which Parmenides has taken over from his predecessors. Xenophanes had insisted that what passes for knowledge among men is only guesswork or conjecture, and he apparently contrasted this semblance of knowing with the total insight possessed by deity alone.8 The same radical antithesis between human conjecture and divine cognition runs as a constant leitmotif through the fragments of Heraclitus. But Parmenides’ treatment of this traditional theme is novel in at least two respects. On the one hand, with his characteristic sense of logical order, he puts the question of knowledge first, as methodically prior, as the architectonic question which assigns to other questions their proper place. Thus his ontology and his cosmology are presented, respectively, as knowledge of the truth and knowledge of mortal opinion. On the other hand, although in the body of his poem Parmenides makes systematic use of the traditional antithesis between human guesswork and divine insight,

7 ἀλλ’ ἐμπεις καὶ ταῦτα μαθήσει, ὡς τὰ δοκοῦντα/χρὴν δοκίμως εἶναι διὰ παντὸς πάντα περώντα. I understand this to mean roughly: ‘You must also learn how what seems (true to men) had to be acceptable (to them)—how its acceptance as valid was fitting and inevitable—since this seeming penetrates all things throughout (the mortal universe)’. The outline of Parmenides’ intended explanation is clear, I think, from 6. 8–9, 8. 53–60, and fr. 16; but I doubt whether this explanation can be made ultimately coherent, for the reasons given in my review of Mansfeld (cited in n. 5).

8 Xenophanes, frs. 34–5. For the contrast with divine knowledge see the paraphrase by Arius Didymus in T. Diels and V. Krantz Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker (Berlin: Weidmann, 1960), 21324: ὡς ἄρα θεὸς μὲν οἶδε τὴν ἀλήθειαν, ὅπος δ’ ἔπι πάσι τέτυκται (= fr. 34. 4). The same contrast is made explicit in Alcmaeon fr. 1. For the theme of human ignorance and divine insight in archaic Greek poetry see Mansfeld, Offenbarung, ch. 1.
he breaks through it in the prologue by putting his own teaching in the mouth of a goddess. There is no trace here of the epistemological modesty of Xenophanes or Alcmaeon. Even Heraclitus, who casts himself in the role of a prophet, does not go so far. Heraclitus does broadly hint that he is an authorized spokesman for divine wisdom; but Parmenides simply lets the divinity speak for herself. This is the rhetorical, and perhaps also the philosophic justification for his elaborate proem: to make use of the form of a divine revelation in order to exploit and at the same time transcend the traditional Greek pieties on the subject of the deficiencies of human knowledge. Parmenides’ allegory permits him to denounce human blindness with the utmost rigor and generality, while at the same time being able to claim absolute certainty for the doctrines he will propound himself.

II. The Thesis

I have defined Parmenides’ problem in general terms as the problem of knowledge, and described his ‘ways of search’ as alternative modes of seeking to know, as alternative approaches to the truth, only one of which attains the goal. I would now like to suggest that the problem may be more accurately formulated as a question concerning the object of knowledge, and that the alternative ways are different views of the knowable, of what there is to be known. We must now ask ourselves what is the philosophical content of the true way, i.e. what is Parmenides’ solution to the problem of what (and perhaps also how) we know? | 707

The statement of the first way, the way of Truth and reliable Conviction (πίστις), constitutes what I call Parmenides’ thesis. It is formulated as a closely linked pair of propositions:

(fr. 2. 3) ἦ μὲν ὅπως ἐστὶν τε καὶ ὡς οὐκ ἐστὶ μὴ εἶναι
The first way is that it is and that it cannot not be.

This thesis is immediately confronted with its antithesis:

(fr. 2. 5) ἦ δ’ ὡς οὐκ ἐστὶν τε καὶ ὡς χρεών ἐστὶ μὴ εἶναι
The next is that it is not and that it is necessary that it not be.
We, note that the modal clauses of thesis and antithesis (‘it is impossible for it not to be’ and ‘it is necessary for it not to be’) are opposed to one another as contraries, which cannot be true together but might conceivably both be false, whereas the assertoric or non-modal clauses are opposed as direct contradictories, as \( p \) to \( \neg p \). I shall for the moment restrict myself to this simpler form of thesis and antithesis, on the assumption that any account of the modal opposition must presuppose a correct analysis of the primary alternatives; that is, of \( \varepsilon \sigma \tau \iota \) and its denial. 9

It is the meaning of \( \varepsilon \sigma \tau \iota \) which we must now explicate. But before we do so I would like to point out that, in thus confronting us with the bare choice between \( \varepsilon \sigma \tau \iota \) and its denial, Parmenides is in a way stating the principle of noncontradiction, as many scholars have recognized since the time of Reinhardt. More precisely, we may say that he is presenting the law of excluded middle in its strong form, with the disjunction understood as exclusive (as in Stoic logic), so that the principle of noncontradiction is immediately entailed: ‘\( p \) or \( \neg p \), but not both’. Now the law of noncontradiction was not formulated explicitly (as far as we know) until Plato’s Republic (4. 436b–437a); and the excluded middle is first recognized as such by Aristotle (Met. \( \Gamma 7 \)).

But these principles are here on the tip of Parmenides’ tongue, and it is not very difficult to imagine that he could have explained them

9 Why does Parmenides add the modal clauses in 2. 3 and 2. 5? I have no definite solution, but the following possibilities are worth considering: (1) By adding Impossibility to the thesis and Necessity to the antithesis, he intends to restate each one in its strongest form: ‘It is impossible that \( \neg p \)’ is both logically and rhetorically equivalent to ‘It is necessary that \( p \)’. (2) By opposing ‘It must not-be’ to ‘It cannot not-be’, Parmenides may wish to leave (apparent) room in between for the third way, the path of mortals, as the way of possibility or contingency: ‘Possibly (sometimes, in some respect) it is; possibly (sometimes, in some respect) it is not’. (3) By giving each thesis this double expression, Parmenides is able to indicate that it is not the form of negation as such which is objectionable, not even the form \( \bar{\text{o}}\nu \kappa \ \varepsilon \sigma \tau \iota \) (since it appears in the modal version of the true thesis), but only the negation of \( \varepsilon \sigma \tau \iota \) in its elementary or ground-level use. When this primary negation occurs, it must be met by a corresponding negation at the metalevel, by a rejection of the basic negation. So we have double negations in 2. 3 (\( \bar{\text{o}}\nu \kappa \ \varepsilon \sigma \tau \iota \ \mu \eta \ \varepsilon \lambda \nu \alpha \nu ) \) and 6. 2 (\( \mu \rho \delta \epsilon \nu \ \delta \ \bar{\text{o}}\nu \kappa \ \varepsilon \sigma \tau \iota \nu \) ), explicit rejections in 7.1 (‘this will never be established, that . . . ’) and 8. 8 (‘it cannot be asserted nor apprehended that . . . ’).

Note that those three explanations are all mutually compatible, but that it is hardest to find evidence in the text for (2). For a plausible defense of it, however, see G. E. L. Owen, ‘Eleatic Questions’, Classical Quarterly 10 (1960), p. 91 with n. 1.
orally to his disciples. For we have the disjunction even more neatly put at 8. 16: ἐστιν ἢ οὐκ ἐστιν, ‘it is or it is not’. Since it is precisely this principle of the excluded middle (taken together with non-contradiction) that underlies the technique of indirect proof or *reductio* which is so skillfully employed by Parmenides and his pupil Zeno, I think that we might defend ourselves against the charge of misinterpretation by ‘insinuating the future’, as Richard Robinson called it, if we claim for Parmenides a conscious use of this principle in his poem. In fact, I am not sure we can understand Parmenides’ argument at all if we deny him the use of the laws of excluded middle and non-contradiction as fundamental (though not quite formulated) axioms. But for the moment we must return to the thesis, ἐστι, and attempt to specify its sense.

The first point which calls for notice is that this thesis is even simpler in Greek than in English, since it consists of the single word ἐστι, ‘is’, with no subject term corresponding to the ‘it’ which we must provide in translation. Before we can ask what is the subject of Parmenides’ thesis, we are obliged to ask: Is there a subject here at all?

The answer to this question may be either yes or no, depending upon what one means by a subject. Certainly Parmenides’ thesis has no *grammatical* subject: a Greek sentence (like a Latin, Italian, or Spanish sentence) may quite normally consist only of a single word when, as here, that word is a finite verb. Compare, in Italian, *parlo*, ‘I am speaking’, *vengo*, ‘I am coming’, *canto*, ‘I sing’. The more serious question is: Must such a one-word sentence nevertheless have a *logical* subject, specified by the context | or by the situation of utterance? For example, the Italian sentences just cited have for their logical subject *I*; namely, the speaker in each case (when such sentences are actually used, and not merely quoted). It would seem that some one-word sentences have no logical subjects; namely, the so-called impersonal verbs, like Greek ἐστι, ‘it is

---

10 By the logical subject here I mean the *person* who speaks, and not the word ‘I’ (or in Italian, ‘io’). What I am calling the logical subject might therefore be more properly described as the real or extralinguistic subject. As traditionally used, the term ‘logical subject’ is indeed ambiguous: it sometimes serves to designate a linguistic expression, sometimes (as here) an entity or object. In the present context this ambiguity is harmless: the question whether ἐστι, has a real (extralinguistic) subject will simply be reformulated as the question whether the dummy subject ‘it’ can be replaced by a more significant *expression* in our explanatory paraphrase of Parmenides’ thesis.
raining’, or νυφεί, ‘it is snowing’ (and their equivalents in Latin or Spanish). Even though in English we are obliged to provide ‘it’ as grammatical subject in such sentences, it makes little or no sense to ask, ‘What is raining?’ (It is true that the Greeks could ask, or at least answer, this question: they sometimes said Ζεὺς ἔει, ‘Zeus is raining’. But we may perhaps ignore this fact as an oddity of Greek idiom.) However, in most cases it does make sense to ask what is the logical subject of a sentence which has no grammatical subject. For example, *veni, vidi, vici* provides us with three such sentences. It is perfectly reasonable to ask, ‘Who came? Who saw? Who conquered?’. And of course we know the answer, because we think of these sentences as uttered (or written) by Caesar. In other cases the subject is ‘provided’, as we say, by the preceding context.

It has been maintained that in the case of Parmenides’ ἔστι no subject is to be provided. But the verb ἔστι is not normally used in Greek as an impersonal in the sense just described. It generally occurs either with a grammatical subject or with a logical subject easily identified from the context. Hence I think it is legitimate to suppose that Parmenides’ thesis does have a logical subject, and we have a right to ask what this is. If the poem is as carefully composed as it seems to be, then the subject should be clear from what precedes. But what precedes the thesis is the proem. What hints does the proem offer concerning the logical subject for ἔστι?

---

11 This is notably the view of H. Fränkel. For references and discussion, see L. Tarán, *Parmenides* (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1965), 36; Tarán also claims that the verb is used impersonally here, with no subject understood.

12 This point deserves more discussion than would be appropriate here. Let me say briefly that ἔστι is almost never construed impersonally in its primary or first-order occurrences, where it figures as the only verb in the sentence. Most of the constructions which could be plausibly described as impersonal are syntactically of a higher order, where ἔστι functions as a kind of sentence operator governing another verb form or clause: ἔστι ἔλθειν, ‘it is possible (for someone) to go’; αἵρετον ἔστι, ‘Yes one must choose’; δῆλον ἔστι ὅτι, ‘it is clear that…’. The interesting exceptions to this generalization are certain rare primary uses of the verb where the logical subject is vaguely the situation or things (as specified by the context); e.g. Il. 9. 551: Κούρητεσσα κακώς ἦν, ‘things went badly for the Kouretes’; εὖ ἔστι, ‘it will be all right’. Those who claim that Parmenides’ use of the verb is impersonal must have something like the latter construction in mind. But this use of εὖ is unintelligible without the adverbial ‘predicate’, just as the former constructions are impossible without a subordinate verb form. Thus neither provides a proper parallel to the bare ἔστι of Parmenides.
The proem tells us that Parmenides’ way is a search for knowledge which attains its goal. This suggests that the logical subject of the first way, the way of Truth and Conviction, is precisely the goal of knowledge, the aim or object of that philosophic desire which is expressed in the very first line of the poem and which haunts every verse: the subject of Parmenides’ thesis is the object of knowing, what is or can be known. Of course this is a very incomplete specification of the subject. One does not learn much science when one learns that science is about the knowable. But this is all that Parmenides needs to take for granted in order for his thesis to be understood. The subject is here specified only in a formal or a very general way. The actual denotation will be clarified by the predicative content of the thesis itself.

We must now specify this predicative content. What does ἐστὶ mean here? Modern interpreters generally assume that we must choose between the existential and the copulative use of ‘is’, and since ἐστὶ occurs here without any additional predicate, there is a strong tendency to suppose that it means ‘exists’. In a recent study, however, I have argued at some length that there is another absolute use of the verb ἐστὶ in Greek (which I call the veridical), which plays a much more central role than the idea of existence does in Greek speculation about Being. I cannot repeat the evidence here. I shall simply cite the facts that ἐστὶ ταῦτα in Greek means ‘these things are so’; that the participle ἄν (or ἄν), ‘what is’, means ‘what is so’, i.e. the truth or the facts of the case; and that Aristotle lists this use of ‘is’ (meaning ‘is true’ or ‘is the case that’) as one of the fundamental senses of the verb which calls for philosophical attention (Met. A 7).

Now if we take ἐστὶ here in the veridical sense, the appropriateness of precisely this assertion in precisely this context is immediately plain. Parmenides’ thesis ὅσ ἐστὶ means ‘it is the case’, where it is the subject (or the object) which we know. Parmenides is making the obvious, but
not entirely trivial, claim that whatever we know, whatever can be known, is—and must be—determinately so, that it must be actually the case in reality or in the world. If we restate Parmenides’ claim in the modern, formal mode, it might run: ‘$m$ knows that $p’$ entails ‘$p$’.

This claim would generally be regarded as noncontroversial. It calls for no argument, and in fact Parmenides offers none. He merely asserts that his thesis is true: ‘This is the way of Conviction, for Conviction follows Truth’ (2. 4).  

For better or worse, however, the ancients were not interested in doing philosophy in the formal mode. Parmenides offers a thesis not about the entailment relation between certain propositions but about the necessary connection between knowledge ($\nu\varepsilon\iota\nu$) and its object, and his claim can be adequately expressed only in ontological terms. In the material mode, then, the thesis may be rendered as: ‘It (whatever we can know, or whatever there is to be | known) is a definite fact, an actual state of affairs’. Both the existential and the predicative uses of ‘to be’ are involved here, as partial aspects of the veridical use of εστί or ενώ for the object of knowledge. In analyzing the ontological implications of this use we must distinguish three aspects or facets: (1) there must be a denotation, an existing subject which we are talking about or cognizing (we might compare Wittgenstein’s object); (2) there must be a predication or saying-something about this subject (compare Wittgenstein’s sense: a possible situation presented and affirmed); and (3) the state of affairs which we assert must itself be actual or ‘existing’, if the cognition is true.  

Parmenides himself does not distinguish these three aspects or facets. For a similar suggestion that ‘“$m$ knows that $p’$’ entails “$p$’” be regarded as the Law of Parmenides, on the strength of fr. 2. 7, see J. Hintikka, Knowledge and Belief (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1962), 22 n. 7 (who adds a reference to Gorgias 454d for the impossibility of ‘false knowledge’). But I do not think it is correct to distinguish νοείν as a ‘verb of thinking’ from γινώσκειν as a ‘verb of knowing’, as Hintikka suggests. See n. 4. above.  

A less elaborate but comparable analysis of τὸ ὄν as the object of knowledge is offered by Plato in Republic 5 (476c). I take it that he has Parmenides’ thesis in mind and is expounding it accurately when he asserts that (1) whoever knows (γινώσκει) knows something (περὶ) rather than nothing, and (2) knows something which is (ὁν) rather than which is not (οὐκ ὄν); ‘for how could something which is not be known? . . . That which is completely is completely knowable (γινώσκειν); that which is not in any way is unknowable in every way’. Plato thus remains faithful to Parmenides’ first two paths. From the Eleatic point of view, his ontological heresy is to admit a third way, middle ground between Being and Not-Being, which is ‘such that it both is and is not’ (477a6).
notions, but I think that we must do so if we wish to see clearly what is involved in his ontological-veridical use of \( \varepsilon \sigma \tau \) for the object of \( \nu o \varepsilon \nu \), and thus be in a position to criticize his argument for the impossibility of plurality and change.

Before proceeding to the argument, let me point out exactly how I am proposing to revise the standard account of his thesis.

1. Parmenides is concerned with knowledge in the sense in which it implies Truth, i.e. with true cognition, not with thinking in some vague psychological sense, nor even with what can be thought in some pseudological sense of the ‘thinkable’ as what can be conceived coherently or without contradiction.

2. The ‘it’ which we must take as subject of \( \varepsilon \sigma \tau \) is tentatively identified as the knowable, the object of cognition.

3. The ‘is’ which Parmenides proclaims is not primarily existential but veridical: it asserts not only the reality but the determinate being-so of the knowable object, as the ontological ‘content’ or correlate of true statement. Thus his thesis involves the concept of existence at two levels:

   a. existence for the subject entity, \textit{that which is};

   b. existence or reality for the fact or situation which characterizes this entity in a determinate way (in Wittgenstein’s sense of the \textit{Bestehen von Sachverhalten}, ‘the existence of states of affairs’).

4. Hence the ‘it is not’ which he rejects would deny both assertions, and would claim:

   a. that an object for cognition does not exist, that there is no real \textit{entity} for us to know, describe, or refer to; and

   b. that there is no determinate \textit{state of affairs}, no \textit{fact} given as object for knowledge and true statement: whatever we might wish to cognize or describe is simply not the case.

I submit that this interpretation of the thesis fits the text of fragment 2 like a glove: it is immediately clear that \textit{it is (so)} is ‘the way of Conviction (\( \pi \iota \sigma \tau \iota \varsigma \))’, of reliable belief, since ‘Conviction follows Truth’ (i.e. Truth lies on this road, or at the end of it); and that \textit{it is not (so)} is ‘a way of no information, a way from which no tidings
come’, 17 in fact not a true way at all (as Parmenides says at 8. 17), ‘for you cannot know what is not, nor can you point it out’. 18

III. The Argument

Such is the thesis of Parmenides, almost a truism, or, as some would say, ‘a logical feature of our concept of knowledge’: what we know and truly say must be, in reality, as we know and say it to be in thought and in language. By his systematic parallel between knowing, saying, and Being, Parmenides suggests a correspondence theory of Truth; and in fact he will go further and identify these three terms. But in the first instance his thesis is much less demanding. As a premiss for his argument, ěστι claims only that something must be the case in the world for there to be any knowledge or any truth.

Let us now try to see how Parmenides travels from such a plausible premiss to such wildly paradoxical conclusions about the impossibility of plurality and change. And it is worth recalling, with some surprise, that it is precisely these scandalous conclusions which have been so demonstrably creative in western science and philosophy. For it is clear that, however unwilling they were to accept Parmenides’

---

17 παναπεμβής ἀταρπός, literally, perhaps ‘a trail which one cannot locate because one can get no information as to its whereabouts’. Mourelatos (The Route of Parmenides, ch. 1) emphasizes the Homeric connotations of the journey on which the traveler is ‘lost beyond tidings’; but I think the philosophical reference of παναπεμβής here is not to the traveler but rather to the content of this negative way (i.e. to the way itself) as an impossible object for knowledge.

18 The usual translations of οὐτε φράσως in 2. 8 (‘nor can you utter it’, Burnet, Raven; ‘nor could you express it’, Tarán) apparently saddle Parmenides with the strange view that it is impossible to tell a lie or to mention a fictitious entity—or the even stranger view that it is impossible to utter the words οὐκ ἐστι! In fact the Homeric usage of φράζων for pointing out a course, showing the way gives an entirely natural sense here. (Cf. Herodotus 7. 213, where Ephialtes ‘made known the path’ (ἐφάρασε τὴν ἀταρπόν) which led the Persians through the mountains behind Thermopylae.) One can no more indicate or point out to another the way of nonentity (the way which is not) than one can be acquainted with it in the first place (οὐτε γνώνης). It is perhaps an intentional irony here that Parmenides introduces this sentence with a second-order affirmative use of φράζω: ‘This way, I point out to you, is one . . . which one cannot point out’. There is a similar irony in the epithet ‘nameless’ (ἀνώνυμος) applied to this path in 8. 17: the goddess refuses to give it a name because of its nonexistence, though of course she can (and continually does) refer to it in her discourse.
uncompromising monism, neither Anaxagoras nor Empedocles nor
Democritus, neither Plato nor Aristotle, felt they could reject his
Teaching without serious discussion, and not without incorporating
parts of it within their own doctrines. In modern times, Parmenidean
conceptions have continued to play an important role in metaphysics
and science alike. On the one hand, Bradley’s metaphysical monism is
almost consciously Eleatic. On the other hand, Meyerson and others
have recognized the principle of causality and the conservation laws of
classical physics as the remote but legitimate offspring of Parmenides’
unchanging Being. More recently, Popper has suggested that ‘the field
theory of Einstein might even be described as a four-dimensional
version of Parmenides’ unchanging three-dimensional universe’.20
How are we to understand the permanent relevance of a doctrine
which, taken literally, might seem to be either madness or sheer
sophistry?
This is a large question. All I can offer here by way of an answer is
a brief analysis of the central argument of the poem, in order to
suggest the extraordinarily wide scope and concentrated power of his
reasoning.
In the first part of fragment 8 Parmenides claims to show that τὸ ἑὼν
is ungenerated and indestructible; he immediately goes on to assert that
it is without a past or future, and that it is uniform or homogeneous
(δομοῖον). Furthermore, he proceeds to infer that it is immobile and that
it is unique without further argument, as if these features followed
directly from the denial of generation and destruction. Now, if one
looks closely, Parmenides does not even argue against destruction. He
argues only against the possibility of γένεσις or coming-to-be, and
assumes that the symmetrical denial of passing away, as well as the
denial of past and future and the assertion of uniformity and unique-
ness, all follow trivially (as it were) from his argument against coming-
to-be. Either Parmenides’ reasoning is full of inexplicable holes, or he
thinks of his argument against coming-to-be as having a very general

19 ‘His [Bradley’s] dialectic is the dialectic of Parmenides and Zeno rather than the
dialectic of Hegel’ (J. Passmore, A Hundred Years of Philosophy, 2nd edn (New York, Basic
1966), 59).
Popper also describes Parmenides as ‘having fathered theoretical physics’ (ibid. 79).
applicability. Is it possible that his argument is strong enough to support all the conclusions he seems to derive from it?

I suggest that the answer is ‘yes’: that Parmenides’ argument succeeds in proving all of this if it proves anything at all. In other words, insofar as Parmenides’ argument is valid as a refutation of coming-to-be, it is also valid as a refutation of perishing, time, motion, and heterogeneity or diversity of any kind. Let me explain.

The argument has the form of an indirect proof with an initial dilemma, or perhaps trilemma. Assuming that what-is has come to be (or could come to be), Parmenides asks, ‘What birth then will you seek for it? How and whence was it increased?’; that is, what did it develop out of? (8. 6–7). He considers two or, as I think, three possibilities:

1. what-is came from what-is-not;
2. what-is has come to be, but not from anything;
3. what-is comes to be from what-is, i.e. from something else which is real.

The first two alternatives are logically equivalent for Parmenides, since Not-Being for him is nothing, i.e. not anything at all. But he distinguishes them rhetorically, and cites distinct reasons for rejecting each one.

1. It cannot come from what-is-not, because we have already agreed that what-is-not is unknowable and (in some sense) unsayable: what is nonexistent, with nothing predicated of it, and nothing

---

21 The argument to which I refer corresponds to the reasoning in fr. 8. 6–21 and includes the establishment of the premises for the subsequent inferences in 8. 22–49, where we have as direct corollaries of the central argument: (a) the principle of immobility or invariance (8. 26–30), (b) the identity of cognition and its object (8. 34–9; cf. frs 3 and 6. 1), itself derivable from (c) the principle of monism, or the uniqueness of what-is (8. 36–7; cf. ὑδλόν μονογενές... ὑμοὶ πάντων ἐν in 8. 4–6). Excluded from my analysis are at least two distinct arguments: (1) that since what-is is entirely homogeneous, therefore it is indivisible and continuous (8. 22–25), and (2) that because what-is cannot be incomplete or deficient, therefore it is surrounded by a Limit (8. 30–3). In the last 12 verses of the Discourse on Truth (8. 38–49) it is more difficult to say how far we have additional inferences, how far merely an expanded résumé of what has already been proved.

For a defense of the view that Parmenides’ argument involves a denial of time but not necessarily of space see my review of Tarán’s *Parmenides* in *Gnomon*, 40 (1968), 127–32.
true of it is just nothing at all. Hence generation from what-is—not means generation *ex nihilo*. (1) collapses into (2).

2. Generation *ex nihilo*—with no antecedents—is totally irrational: ‘What need could have stirred it up to grow later rather than sooner, if it began from nothing?’ This is essentially the principle of sufficient reason, invoked here to justify the principle of causality: if something happens now, but did not happen earlier, there must be some χρήσθαι, some requirement or necessity determining *this* to happen rather than that, and *now* rather than some other time. There must be something to make a difference. *Nothing* cannot be the cause, because nothing makes no difference.

So far the structure of the alternatives considered may be represented by a simple schema:

\[ 0 \rightarrow R \]

where ‘0’ represents Not-Being or nothing, ‘R’ represents Reality or what-is, and the arrow represents the alleged process of generation. If the positions of ‘0’ and ‘R’ are reversed, the arrow represents perishing and the same arguments might be used to prove it impossible. (The argument against (1) applies without change; the argument against (2) would have to be reformulated for the case of perishing.) But Parmenides says nothing of this. Instead he merely emphasizes the rigorous nature of the dichotomy between R and 0: ‘Thus it must be altogether or not at all’ (8. 11).

The argument against alternative (3) is extraordinarily compressed, and I must expand it, for I think it is here that the full generality of his refutation is suggested. What he says is, ‘Nor will the strength of conviction ever allow anything besides itself to arise (become) out of what-is.’

For this reason, Δικη does not relax her fetters and release

---

22 I accept (with Reinhardt and Tarán) Karsten’s emendation ἐκ τοῦ ἐόντος (γιγνεσθαι τι παρ’ αὑτῷ) for ἐκ μι ἐόντος in 8. 12. In fact my whole analysis of the argument might be regarded as a reasoned plea for the necessity of reading τοῦ for ἐκ in this passage. Without this correction, the unquestionably Parmenidean argument which I have reconstructed—Parmenidean in the sense that it relies entirely for its cogency upon the initial dichotomy strictly conceived—is not actually to be found in the text of the poem! A recent attempt to defend the traditional text only succeeds in showing how much weaker the argument is according to that text. (See Charlotte L. Stough, ‘Parmenides’ Way of Truth, B 8. 12–13’, *Phronesis*, 13 (1968), 91–107.) In addition to the various holes pointed out above, even Parmenides’ refutation of generation now ‘seems to beg the question’ (ibid. 104), since on this reading there is no shred of a proof to show that what-is cannot be generated from what-is.
(what-is) for coming-to-be or for perishing, but holds it tight’ (8. 12–15). Note that Parmenides now includes perishing too in his denial, but no further argument is offered. We are merely reminded of the initial disjunction: ‘The judgment on these matters depends on this: either it is or it is not. Now it has already been decided, as is necessary, to abandon the latter as unknowable and nameless, for it is no true way, but (to judge) that the former is and is true’. The next verses state, rather than argue, that it was and it is going to be are both incompatible with it is (8. 19–20). And, as I mentioned earlier, the attributes of immobility, uniformity, and uniqueness are now assumed, as if they somehow followed from the argument against coming-to-be.

What is happening here? I suggest that the key to the reasoning lies in the phrase ‘nothing else can come-to-be besides being’, over and above what is (8. 12–13). On the third hypothesis, what-is serves as the starting point or antecedent for the process of becoming. But then the result of this process must be something else, something which was not there at the beginning: otherwise, nothing has become. The conclusion, which Parmenides omits but which he indicates by his reminder of the initial dichotomy, is that if the result is distinct from the starting point, but the starting point is what-is (by hypothesis), then the result would be what-is-not. Consider the following schema:

$$R_1 \rightarrow R_2$$

This is the schema for coming-to-be out of Reality or what-is, but it is also the schema for any change whatsoever. If $R_1$ is what-is, then $R_2$ must be either (1) the same, or (2) different. Now if it is the same, no change has occurred. But if it is different, then $R_2$ is what-is-not, and that is impossible, as was decided in the original dichotomy. In other words, our schema for change now collapses into $R \rightarrow 0$ (which is the schema for perishing); and, since the second term is inadmissible, it follows that coming-to-be, perishing, and change in general are impossible. QED

The argument can easily be applied to temporal distinctions. Assume that the arrow is the arrow of time. If $R_1$ is what-is, then $R_2$, to be different, must be what-is-not. (We get the schema $R \rightarrow 0$ once more.) Hence the future is nonexistent. But suppose now that $R_2$ is
what-is. Then $R_1$, to be different, must be what-is-not. The schema is $0 \rightarrow R$. Hence the past is equally nonexistent and impossible. For the proofs of diversity and uniqueness, we simply reinterpret the arrow each time to mean ‘is unlike’ (in the proof of uniformity) and ‘is not identical with’ (in the proof of uniqueness). It is all absurdly simple: the rigor of the initial dichotomy, with the rejection of it is not as unintelligible, excludes all schemata except ‘$R = R$’. Being is | self-identical, hence unique and immutable. It lies by itself (=alone), remaining (itself) the same in the same (condition).’23 The principle of Monism and the principle of Invariance are, for Parmenides, merely different expressions of the identity of the real with itself.

What is wrong with this argument? Clearly we must be prepared either to criticize the argument or to accept its radical conclusions. But the familiar charge that Parmenides confused the existential and predicative senses of ‘to be’ is too superficial to touch the argument as I have reconstructed it. Even Aristotle’s more astute criticism, that Parmenides takes being as univocal whereas it is in fact a term ‘said in many ways’ (Physics 1. 3), does not touch the heart of the argument. Perhaps the most pointed objection to Parmenides is that he fails to distinguish between being-different-from-what-is (being different from something that exists, or from something that is the case) and being-what-is-not, in the sense of being nothing at all. By failing to make this distinction, Parmenides in effect begs the question in favor of Monism and Invariance: there cannot be two distinct entities or two situations that actually obtain, since if the second is to be different from the first then one of the two must be null and void. Now to draw the necessary distinction between ‘not being X’, in the sense of being different from X, and ‘not-being’ tout court—to distinguish negation as difference from negation as nonentity—was precisely the task of Plato in the Sophist. It was no easy matter in Greek, where the involvement of the existential and predicative values of the verb in the veridical usage of είναι (and the absence in classical Greek of any distinct verb meaning ‘to exist’) led to easy confusion between negation, falsehood, and nonentity. Parmenides’ argument seems to turn upon the illicit and unspoken assumption that being—the-case—the veridical έστι understood objectively as an existing object.

23 8. 29 ταῦτα τ' ἐν ταυτῷ τε μένων καθ' ἑαυτὸ τε κεῖται.
characterized by an actual state of affairs—specifies a definite kind of Being, and even a particular entity, so that whatever is different from what-is-the-case cannot be another fact or another thing, but must be not-the-case, i.e. must be false and/or nonexistent. Hence there cannot be two facts or two things. Either it is or it is not: that is the whole story.

IV. Conclusion

The critic who refuses Parmenides’ radical monism will claim that his argument is valid but unsound, since it relies upon an unacceptable premiss. But this is the general form for criticism of any rigorous and unified metaphysical position. We must recognize the fact that, by his reasoning in the Discourse on Truth, Parmenides brought into being western philosophy in the technical sense, as the sustained argument for a general thesis involving a lucid analysis of the concepts underlying rational thought on topics such as truth, cognition, contradiction, totality, homogeneity, continuity, and symmetry. If philosophy as rational cosmology begins with the Milesians, philosophical argument and conceptual analysis begins with Parmenides. And Parmenides is more than a precursor. By the very starkness and simplicity with which he announced the principles of Monism and Invariance in the archaic hexameters of his poem, he opened up a rational intuition of immense scope and power, within which most of the central principles of Greek science and ontology are contained in concentrated and compressed form, like the Japanese flowers which unfold from tiny capsules dropped into water. The history of western science and metaphysics might be written as the sequence of alternative restrictions and special applications of the principles which Parmenides himself applied universally in unrestricted form. This may be seen in the two most striking ancient examples of a revised Eleatic doctrine, in Plato’s ontology of unique and immutable Forms and in the atomistic reduction of the real to solid bodies, internally invariant and forever indestructible, but subject to a change of external relations in empty space. The general form for a pluralist revision of Eleatic ontology, applicable to the major physical theories of the fifth century BC but not only to them, is well expressed in the aphorism of a twentieth-century philosopher: ‘Objects
are what is unalterable and subsistent; their configuration is what is changing and unstable'. Parmenides himself pointed the way to a physical application of his doctrine along these lines in the section on Mortal Opinion, where a minimum pluralism of two elemental forms serves to generate the phenomenal world by their mixture and interaction.

I would like to close by emphasizing one aspect of Parmenides’ monism which is often overlooked or denied in the standard commentaries but which had an important development in ancient and medieval philosophy and significant parallels in modern monism since Spinoza and Hegel. This is the identification of Mind and Being; that is, of cognition with its object.

For knowing and being are the same (fr. 3)

Knowing and the goal [or aim or motive] of knowledge are the same

It would be tedious to defend this obvious rendering of the lines against other more recherché interpretations which have enjoyed greater favor in the modern literature on Parmenides. I simply point out that the identification of cognition (or thought) with its object is reformulated within the context of the doctrine on Opinion, and that, within the section on Truth, the same identification is repeated, and extended to include language, in another enigmatic verse where the usual translations are almost wholly devoid of grammatical plausibility:


25 Fr. 16. 2–4 το γὰρ αὐτὸν ἐστίν τε καὶ οὖνεκεν ἐστι νόημα. The interpretation of these verses is difficult. I understand them roughly as follows: ‘For the thought of men (νόης as antecedent from the preceding clause) is the same as what it thinks, i.e. as the nature of the members in men, in everyone [or everything] and in all [or in the All]’. Here cognition, sensation, or thought (νόης, φανερεῖν) does not entail truth, since we are in the realm of opinion; but such cognition is still identical with its object: in this case, with the mixture of the two elemental forms in man and in the universe. (Note that it makes no difference whether one takes φανερεῖν as subject or object of φανερεῖν, in apposition to νόης or to ἐστιν, since what the sentence asserts is precisely the identity of the two terms. The ambiguous syntax of φανερεῖν is a typically Parmenidean device for expressing this identity.)
χρή τὸ λέγειν τε νοεῖν τ’ ἐόν ἔμμεναι

Cognition and statement must be what-is (i.e. must be true and real).  

Assuming that this is what he meant, why should Parmenides identify cognition with its object, true statement with what it states? The answer is, I think, a simple one: either it is or it is not. Either knowledge and true speech are Being or they are nothing at all. The disjunction is exclusive: there is no middle ground and no gradations. Now it seems obvious that Parmenides would not want to identify knowledge and truth with nonentity (which would be the only alternative). The fact that ἐόν in Greek means ‘truth’ as well as ‘Being’ makes it all the more natural for him to insist that true statement and cognition cannot be nothing. It is falsehood and error which belong with τὸ μὴ ἐόν, ‘what is not (so)’. This connection is particularly plausible in Greek, but certainly not restricted to that language. Consider Descartes, who writes: ‘It is clear that everything which is true is something’ (patet enim illud omne quod verum est esse aliquid).  

As for false ideas, says Descartes, they derive from nonentity: ‘Je les tenais du néant’. The immediate ontological framework of these remarks in Descartes is scholastic and Augustinian, but its foundations are Greek, and ultimately Parmenidean.  

I said earlier that Parmenides’ parallel between saying, knowing, and being suggests a correspondence theory of truth, but that in fact he
identifies these three terms. A real distinction between knowledge and its object, or between language and the world, is excluded by his rigid dichotomy. Such a distinction is all the more alien to his philosophy insofar as the logical laws (excluded middle, noncontradiction, identity) which he has discovered in thought and in language are understood by him as constituting the very structure of the real. For some philosophers this relationship between logic and ontology could be described in terms of isomorphism or homomorphism, as a common structure shared by language and the world, a common form for cognition and its object, whether imposed by the knower on the known, or conversely, or somehow pre-established separately for each. But for Parmenides this isomorphism can only be conceived as identity.

Both the philosophic significance of Parmenides’ identification and its historical importance will be clearer if we bear in mind the similar doctrine of Aristotle, who insists that ‘knowledge (ἐπιστήμη) in act is identical with the thing known’ (De Anima 431a1). In its second formulation, this principle is even more explicitly Parmenidean: The faculty of intellect (νοῦς) in act is the things which it apprehends. As in the case of Parmenides, this noetic identification has a counterpart at the phenomenal level: the sensory faculty in act is identical with the sensible forms it receives. It seems clear that this Aristotelian doctrine is not a form of idealism as normally understood, but something more like neutral monism. The nature of this identification is certainly obscure, and would call for much further discussion. It is worth noting, however, that both in Parmenides and in Aristotle the identity is characterized by a curious asymmetry: it is always νοῦς or νοεῖν which is identified with—or reduced to—its object, never conversely. Parmenides never says that Being is thinking (or | being-thought); Aristotle does not say that the intelligible objects are themselves intelligent (except in the special case of the First Mover, where the identity does seem to be symmetrical). This general asymmetry reflects the extent to which such monism remains ‘realistic’: knowing is

29 De Anima 431b17; cf. 430a3; 417b23–4., 431b21 ff., etc.
founded in Being; science and logic rest upon ontology; the mind does not impose its forms but receives them from the object it knows.

It is through its Aristotelian reformulation that the Parmenidean identification of knowing and Being has exerted its historical influence. This identification is firmly established in Neoplatonism, where the Platonic Forms themselves lose their independent status and are ultimately indistinguishable from νοῦς, the noetic principle which guarantees their unity. A curious destiny this, for the Parmenidean identification—to have imposed itself on Aristotle and Plotinus (despite the divergence from Plato’s own view), and yet to have remained unrecognized in much of the standard modern scholarship on Parmenides!
Despite the silence of Aristotle, there can be little doubt of the importance of Parmenides as an influence on Plato’s thought. If it was the encounter with Socrates that made Plato a philosopher, it was the poem of Parmenides that made him a metaphysician. In the first place it was Parmenides’ distinction between Being and Becoming that provided Plato with the ontological basis for his theory of Forms. When he decided to submit this theory to searching criticism, he chose as critic no other than Parmenides himself. And when the time came for Socrates to be replaced as principal speaker in the dialogues, Plato introduced as his new spokesman a visitor from Elea. Even in the Timaeus, where the chief speaker is neither Socrates nor the Eleatic Stranger, the exposition takes as its starting point the Parmenidean dichotomy. From the Symposium and Phaedo to the Sophist and Timaeus, the language of Platonic metaphysics is largely the language of Parmenides.

One imagines that Plato had studied the poem of Parmenides with considerable care. He had the advantage of a complete text, an immediate knowledge of the language, and perhaps even an Eleatic tradition of oral commentary. So he was in a better position than we are to understand what Parmenides had in mind. Since Plato has given us a much fuller and more explicit statement of his own conception of Being, this conception, if used with care, may help us interpret the more lapidary and puzzling utterances of Parmenides himself.

Recent attempts to specify with precision the philosophical content of Parmenides’ notion of Being can be divided into two groups, one of

1 Timaeus 27d5: ‘The first distinction to be made is this: what is the Being that is forever and has no becoming, and what is that which is always becoming but never being?’.
which takes the existential and the other the predicative function of *to be* as fundamental. The most powerful advocate for the first view was G. E. L. Owen, and he has been followed by a number of recent authors. On the other side, Alexander Mourelatos has presented a full-scale interpretation of Parmenides along predicative lines; and my own exegesis of ἔστιν as veridical belongs in the same camp. My aim here will be to defend a veridical-predicative interpretation, and to give my own view a more adequate formulation. In the concluding section of the paper I will argue that Plato’s use of *to be* in Parmenidean statements of his own ontology generally follows the same veridical-predicative pattern and thus tends to confirm this view as an interpretation of Parmenides.

First, however, a word about what is at stake. It would be naive to assume that we could identify Parmenides’ meaning for ἔστιν with one

---


or another of the various uses of the verb in ordinary, nonphilosophical Greek. Parmenides developed a philosophical conception of Being for the first time. Before he wrote, there was no such thing as ontology, no theoretical account of what is. So this conception must ultimately be understood in its own terms, as a metaphysical innovation; it cannot be reduced to one or more values of the verb to be in Homer or Herodotus. At the same time, what Parmenides started from was the pretechnical usage of to be; and in order to comprehend his innovation the only tools at our disposal are, on the one hand, the ordinary uses of to be in Greek, and, on the other hand, the conceptions of modern grammar and logic by means of which these uses are to be analyzed. The question before us is: Which set (or sets) of ancient uses, described by which set of modern terms, provides the best conceptual net for capturing the thought of Parmenides and the logic of his argument, within the context of his own age? Thus we have to make a double choice and satisfy two kinds of criteria. We must select both the ancient uses and the modern descriptions which are to serve as instruments of clarification. And our goal is not only to make sense of Parmenides as a thinker of the early fifth century BC but also to understand the power of his argument from a more general philosophical point of view.

I shall argue that, although the reading of ἐστὶ as ‘exists’ provides Parmenides with an argument that is philosophically interesting from a contemporary perspective, since it resonates with some influential twentieth-century puzzles about existence, this sense for ἐστὶ is linguistically implausible for Parmenides’ time and unsatisfactory both for the interpretation of the poem and for the understanding of Parmenides’ impact on Plato. But I should make clear that my objection holds only against the view that ‘exists’ provides the best translation or the most adequate analysis of Parmenides’ verb. If the existential view is modified to claim only that an assertion of existence for the subject is included in the content of Parmenides’ ἐστὶ, this claim becomes compatible with my own interpretation of ἐστὶ as

5 See e.g. Owen, ‘Plato and Parmenides’, p. 321: ‘denials of existence . . . are either self-refuting if they have a genuine subject or senseless if they have not’. Compare Gallop, Parmenides of Elea, p. 9. Barnes (The Presocratic Philosophers, i. 170–8) pursues an analogy with Berkeley.
veridical-predicative. For neither does the veridical rendering ‘it is so’ or ‘it is the case’ pretend to offer an adequate account of ἑστὶ in the poem. I maintain only that an interpretation along veridical lines is the best device for locating the initial, pretechnical use of ἑστὶ that serves as Parmenides’ point of departure in the proem and in fragment 2. For a full account of ἑστὶ,6 which might figure in a rational reconstruction of the argument as a whole, we must go deeper.

I

Our fuller account begins with a distinction between three levels of analysis. These are (1) the veridical as a lexical value of the Greek verb, rendered by the translations ‘it is true’, ‘it is so’, etc.; (2) the surface syntax of the verb in the veridical construction: ‘things are (in fact) as you say or think (that they are)’ often abbreviated to ‘these things are’ (ἐστὶ τὰ ὑπάρχοντα) or ‘(they) are so’ (ἐστὶ οὕτως);7 and (3) the deep structure of the veridical, what is logically implied by this use of the verb. In surface syntax the veridical uses are normally absolute, | as in typical cases of the existential; i.e. the verb is not construed with a predicate word or phrase. But in the deep structure there is naturally, even necessarily, a predicative element. For something to be the case, for there to be a fact of the matter, what we are talking about must be in some definite condition: there must be something which holds or something which is true of the subject. But of course there must also be a subject of which this holds.8 So whether a veridical use includes a grammatical subject (as in ἐστὶ τὰ ὑπάρχοντα) or none (as in ἐστὶ οὕτως), it will

6 A word on the accent of ἑστὶ. Since this verb form is normally enclitic, and orthotone only in initial or quasi-initial position, there is no reason to accent it ἑστὶ unless it is quoted in a sentence context where the verb occurs in the relevant position. The ancient practice and its modern deformations are discussed in my The Verb ‘Be’ in Ancient Greek, pp. 420–2. The ancient rule is now followed in A. H. Coxon’s edition, The Fragments of Parmenides (Doven, NH: Van Gorcum, 1986).
8 I am assuming that basic sentences in Indo-European (if not in all languages) are logically of subject–predicate form: there is something one is talking about, and something which is said about this subject. Impersonal verbs (such as ἐστὶ, ‘It is raining’) are an apparent exception, since there is no grammatical subject (though Greek will often provide one: Ἰησοῦς ἔστι, or in
in either case directly imply both an assertion of existence (‘there is something which is so-and-so’) and also a predicative use of the verb (‘something is so-and-so’).

The central point of controversy can be located in the question whether the very first occurrence of ἔστι in B 2, for the true road of inquiry, is to be construed as existential or as veridical-predicative. And, first of all, what are we talking about? In reference to what is the assertion ἔστι to be understood? G. E. L. Owen proposed as subject ‘what can be thought or spoken of’, ‘what can be talked or thought about; for the proof of its existence is that, if it did not exist, it could not be talked or thought about’. Against this I propose that the subject in question is the object of Parmenides’ quest, the goal to which the ‘roads of inquiry’ are supposed to lead, in other words the Truth conceived as object or content of the knowledge the goddess has promised to reveal (B 1. 29). The initial postulate, the assumption which makes truth and knowledge possible and Parmenides’ quest capable of success, is that ‘it (something, whatever we are going to find out about) is the case’, ‘it really is in some definite way’, ‘it truly is something-or-other’. The claim is simply one of reality for an object of knowledge and discourse. What this reality consists in remains to be specified.

I shall not reargue the case here for an initial definition of the subject in terms of the quest for knowledge rather than as Owen’s possible subject for thought and speech. I submit that my definition emerges modern Greek βρέχει ὁ Θεός). Logically speaking, however, what we are talking about in such a sentence is the weather, or, more vaguely, what is going on out there. The predicate element, what is said about this subject, consists of the specific content and truth claim provided by the verb. For the connections between subject–predicate structure in surface syntax and the deeper functional distinction between referring and predicating see The Verb ‘Be’, ch. 2, esp. pp. 51–3.

10 For detailed argument in support of this view see The Thesis of Parmenides, pp. 702–10. (Ch. 6 above). Similarly Barnes, The Presocratic Philosophers, i. 163. ‘the implicit object of διζήσεως is the implicit subject of ἐστί’. Note that this does not exclude the possibility, even the certainty, that the goal of Parmenides’ inquiry is in some sense the nature of things, what his predecessors also sought to investigate: his δίζησις is continuous with their ἱστορία. But the outcome is so different that he prefers to leave the object of his new knowledge unspecified, except by his new formula, namely what is, what is really there.
naturally from the entire proem and from the context of B 2, whereas Owen’s definition, cunning as it is, comes out of nowhere. Or, rather, it comes from nowhere in the immediate or preceding context; it has to be read back into B 2 from the interpretation of later fragments, and from dubious interpretation at best.\footnote{Namely, the modal reading of B 3 (‘it is the same thing that can be thought and that can be’) and the parallel reading of τὸ λέγειν τε νοεῖν τ’ ἔδω in B 6. 1 as ‘what can be spoken and thought’. (I ignore here the issue whether νοεῖν should be rendered ‘thinking’ or ‘cognizing’.) For B 3 this is certainly not the most obvious reading, even if it has become the most familiar, by force of repetition. For B 6. 1 the reading in question is, from the linguistic point of view, the least plausible of the 5 or 6 construals that have been proposed for this baffling verse. (For discussion of this verse, see the Appendix to this Essay.) As Tugendhat has pointed out in reference to B 3, it is a mistake to base an interpretation on sentences whose construction is seriously disputed (see ‘Das Sein und das Nichts’, p. 140).} But rejecting Owen’s definition of the subject does not entail rejection of the existential reading for ἐστὶ (as Barnes has shown). Parmenides in B 2. 3 can be read as saying: the object of knowledge exists and it is impossible for it not to exist, ‘for you cannot know or point out what does not exist’ (τὸ γε μὴ ἔδω B 2. 7).

My objections to this reading are of two kinds, both linguistichistorical and philosophical. To take the philosophical objection first: it is simply false to say that you cannot think or talk about (point out in speech, φράζειν) what does not exist. And the falseness of this would be obvious to any Greek who reflected for a moment on the profusion of monsters and fantastic creatures in traditional poetry and myth, from Pegasus to the children of Gaia with a hundred arms and fifty heads apiece (Hesiod, Theogony 150). Neither Parmenides nor his followers would imagine for a moment that Hesiod’s description (and some hearers’ naive belief) might suffice to usher such items into existence.\footnote{Compare Gorgias’ explicit discussion of this point: Scylla and Chimaira are μὴ ὑπτα (nonentities) which nevertheless can be, and in fact are, objects of thought (φονεῖται) in DK 82 B. 3, 80.} Even if we prefer to take νοεῖν in its stronger reading as a verb of achievement, ‘to know’ or ‘to understand’ and not merely ‘to think’ or ‘conceive of’, we can still insist that such nonentities are subjects of knowledge after all: one can know of them that they do not exist, that they are described by Hesiod, etc. It is surprising to see that the charms of the existential reading are so great that recent commentators are willing to saddle Parmenides with a grossly fallacious starting
point, even when their aim is to give him ‘a metaphysical outlook which is intelligible, coherent, and peculiarly plausible’. The existential reading of εστι gives him a starting point that is very difficult (though perhaps not strictly impossible) to defend. The veridical reading, by contrast, guarantees that his initial claim will be both philosophically impeccable and close to common sense. Knowledge implies truth, and truth is ‘telling it like it is’. Both truth and knowledge necessarily refer to some reality, some objective fact of the matter, some ‘thing that is’ (ενός).

Aside from these philosophical considerations, there are strong historical grounds for doubting the narrow existential reading of εστι. First of all, questions of existence never play the central role in ancient philosophy that they have occupied in modern thought since Descartes. Important studies by Vlastos and Owen have warned us against taking the ontological concerns of Plato and Aristotle to be focussed on question of existence. Owen in particular has emphasized again and again that είναι in Plato’s Sophist or Aristotle’s Metaphysics rarely means ‘to exist’ simpliciter; it normally means to be this or that, to be something definite; so that an apparently absolute use of the verb should frequently be read as an elliptical copula. It seems ironic that the influence of Owen’s earlier ‘Eleatic Questions’ has

13 Barnes, Presocratic Philosophers, i. 161. Barnes acknowledges that (on his reading of is as ‘exists’) Parmenides’ metaphysics ‘is based upon a falsehood and defended by a specious argument’ (i. 172). There are certainly problems with the argument, as we shall see. But I am not convinced that Parmenides needs to worry about the modal fallacy Owen and Barnes ascribe to him. The appearance of fallacy is largely generated by the unnecessary modal reading of B 3 and B 6. 1 In B 2 the modals are best interpreted as necessitas consequentiae: if something is to be investigated, cognized, and understood, it must be the case or be real.

14 For a partial defense see Montgomery Furth’s reading of is as existential in ‘Elements of Eleatic Ontology’, in A. P. D. Mourelatos (ed.), The Pre-Socratics, (Gorden City, NY: Anchor, 1974), 249–58.

15 This is the objective correlative to the claim in the formal mode that ‘M knows that p entails p’. J. Hintikka long ago correctly described this as ‘Parmenides’ law’. See his Knowledge and Belief (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1962), 22 n. 7.

served to postpone the application of this insight to the interpretation of Parmenides, where the anachronistic assumption still prevails that existence as such is thematized in Greek thought.

The linguistic record also makes it unlikely that an unadorned ἐστὶ in a poem of the early fifth century should be read as ‘exists’. There are of course existential uses of the verb in all periods of the language, beginning with Homer. But in the older texts these uses fall into certain well-defined groups, which do not include purely existential claims of the form εἰσίν θεοὶ ‘There are gods’ or οὐκ ἐστὶ Ζεὺς, ‘There is no Zeus’. The oldest examples of sentences of this purely existential type come from the middle and late fifth century, and they are specifically concerned with the existence of the gods. The typical existential use in earlier texts serves to introduce (or sometimes to deny) a subject for further predication: ἐστὶ πόλις Ἑφύρη . . . ‘there is a city Ephyre, in a corner of Argos’; νῦν δ’ οὐκ ἔσθη ὥς τις θάνατον φύγῃ ‘now there is no one who will escape death’. In such uses the existential value of the verb is of course clear, and it is only a question of time until it emerges as an independent sentence form. But in the earliest texts that form occurs only when the subject is a person and the sense of the verb is not simply ‘exists’ but (roughly) ‘is alive’. The best-known expression of this type is for the gods: θεοὶ αἷὲν ἔοντες ‘the gods who are forever’. The pure existential sentence can be seen as an extension of this type to nonpersonal subjects.

Thus in Heraclitus B 30 we have (κόσμος) ἤν ἄει καὶ ἔστω καὶ ἐσται πῦρ ἄει ἔοντον, where the syntax of the verb is overdetermined: ‘it ever was and is and will be: everliving fire’ (construing the verbs first as existential, then as copula). By Parmenides’ time a pure existential use is certainly possible; there may be at least one case in the extant fragments of

17 See The Verb ‘Be’ in Ancient Greek, ch. 6, and esp. pp. 300–6. The only wholly independent syntax for existential ἐστὶ/ἀν in the earlier texts is the vital use for persons (existential Type I, ibid. 240–5).

18 The Verb ‘Be’, pp. 245 ff. and 277 ff. The two examples illustrate existential Types II and IV, respectively.

19 See the reference to Type I in n. 17.

20 Pherecydes B 1 is an intermediate case, hesitating between the vital and the pure existential: Ἡρώνος ἧσαν ἄει καὶ Χθονίη. In Heraclitus the only other possible instance of a pure existential seems to be εἰ ἡκτήσα τινί ἢ in B 23, where however the construal is uncertain and the wording may belong to Clement.
his poem. But this sentence type remains marginal, as we can see from the prose fragments of Parmenides’ followers, Zeno and Melissus. A typical example is Zeno B 1, which begins with what seems to be a pure existential: εἰ δὲ ἐστὶν ‘if these things exist (namely, a plurality)’. But when the same thesis is resumed two sentences later, the syntax is more ambiguous: τὸ πολλὰ ἐστὶ, which can be read as either ‘if many things exist’ or copulatively as ‘if things are many’. (It is actually the predicate syntax that is favored by what follows: ‘necessarily, they must be both small and large’). A similar ambiguity pervades the usage of the verb in the fragments of Melissus, where in B 1 εἰ τὸὶνν μὴ δὲν ἦν can be construed either as ‘if nothing existed’ or ‘if it was nothing’. (Here again the predicative construal seems more plausible, in view of πρὶν γενέσθαι εἶναι μὴ δὲν in the preceding clause: ‘necessarily, before it came to be it was nothing’). In other fragments, such as Melissus B 8, the use of εἶναι oscillates between existential, copulative, and veridical constructions.22 The syntax tends to be clearer in Plato, but his usage of the verb is equally variable. Some absolute uses of ἐστὶ serve as pure existential, others as veridical.23 Many assertions of existence take existential-locative form.24 When Plato wants emphatically and unmistakably to assert the existence of an item, he resorts not to an existential but to a copula use of to be and says that the thing in question is something (τι εἶναι) rather than nothing (μὴ δὲν εἶναι).25

Thus the linguistic evidence indicates that the use of ἐστὶ as syntactically independent verb with the sense ‘exists’ (simpliciter) is a rather late and unstable development in Greek, one that is fully established only in connection with the existence of the gods and the creatures of myth. By contrast, the absolute use of the verb with veridical force is already standard in Homer, as in the Ionic prose of Herodotus.26 It is,

21 Parmenides B 6. 2 μὴ δὲν δ’ οὐκ ἐστὶν, ‘There is no such thing as nothing’ on my reading; but many will interpret this as a potential ἐστίν (with understood εἶναι). For other possible cases of the pure existential see the Appendix to this essay.
22 See my discussion of Melissus B 2 in The Verb ‘Be’, p. 304.
23 There are examples of pure existential uses at Phaedo 76d7, e3, e4, 77a3, cited in my Essay 4 above, n. 14. For veridicals see below.
24 e.g. Phaedo 727 τὰς τῶν τεθνεότατων φυγάς εἶναι ποι; 73a1 εἰ μὴ ἦν ποι ἡμῖν ἡ φυχὴ πρὶν ἐν τῷ ἀνθρωπίνῳ εἶδε γενέσθαι. Cf. Vlastos, Platonic Studies, p. 65 n. 31.
25 Prot. 330c1; Gorgias 495c3–5, 500d7; Phaedo 74a9–10, etc.
I submit, by far the most natural reading for an emphatic, syntactically independent ἐστί in an archaic text.

But of course if Parmenides begins with a veridical ἐστί he does not end there. My earlier exegesis failed to make clear how the veridical value serves Parmenides only as an entering wedge, to guarantee an initial acceptance of his ontological thesis by establishing a necessary connection between the pursuit of knowledge and the assertion of ἐστί. Once the reader’s assent to ἐστί has been secured in B 2, Parmenides proceeds beyond the veridical notion to develop other aspects of the ontological claim entailed by this assertion. And one of the first aspects to be elaborated is the existential idea: what is must be something rather than nothing. This existential value plays a central part in the rejection of coming-to-be and perishing in B 8. 6–18. The intuitive connection is expressed in English when we speak of coming-to-be as ‘coming into existence’ and of perishing as ‘ceasing to exist’. So it is clear why a denial of nonexistence makes perishing impossible (ceasing to exist would mean starting to nonexist) and coming-to-be unintelligible (coming into existence would mean coming out of nonexistence). In order to express this thought unambiguously, Greek will make use of the terms ‘something’ (τι) and ‘nothing’ (μηδέν). Coming into existence will be coming from nothing; ceasing to exist will be going into nothing. So we find μηδέν as an explication of οὐκ ἐστί in B 6. 2 and B 8. 10: being nothing turns out to be the false way that has already been rejected in B 2. As Parmenides says, μηδέν οὐκ ἔστων ‘there is no such thing as nothing’ (B 6. 2). And in Greek that seems even more tautologous than in English.

Intuitively speaking, then, we can say that the verb takes on an existential value in the argument against coming to be and perishing. Formally speaking, however, that argument does not depend upon assigning any particular value to ἐστί. We need only assume that the original dichotomy is exhaustive as well as exclusive. Then if anything comes into being, it must come either (1) from not-being, or (2) from nothing at all, or (3) from being.27 But (1) has been ruled out in B 2,

---

27 I accept Reinhardt’s emendation ἐκ τοῦ ἐόντος for ἐκ μηδέν ἐόντος at B 8. 12, which makes the argument much stronger and more symmetrical. But my claim in the text does not depend on this correction.
since *what is not* is no object for assertion (φασθαι) or cognition (νοεῖν): *what is not* is nothing at all. But (2) if *what is* comes from nothing, i.e. not from anything, then there is no reason for it to come to be ‘later rather than sooner’—the argument from sufficient reason. Finally, (3) it cannot come from *being* because then it would become something *besides* being (παρ’ αὑτό), i.e. something different from being; but that (by the initial disjunction of B. 2, repeated at B 8. 15–16) could only be not-being. So if coming-to-be from being involves any change, it can only mean ceasing-to-be, i.e. perishing, going into not-being. But not-being has been ruled out: ‘for nothing is or will be / other, outside of what is’ (B 8.36–7 f). Since the initial dichotomy applies to everything, anything distinct from *what is* must be *what is not*. This premiss, taken together with the rejection of *what is not*, gives Parmenides a formally valid argument against all change, diversity, and plurality of any kind, including temporal differences such as *was* and *will be*. If *what was* is different from *what is*, it must be *what is not*. More generally, for any *X*, if *X* is different from *what is*, *X* is not.

This devastatingly simple argument is, I believe, the secret of Parmenides’ extraordinary success with the next generation of Greek cosmologists. Anaxagoras, Empedocles, and the atomists all accepted the conclusion that nothing real (*εἶν*) comes to be or perishes, even though their faith in Parmenides’ logic was not sufficient to bring them to deny plurality and diversity. What is wrong with the argument lies buried so deep in the linguistic functions of *to be* and the logical functions of negation that no real clarity could emerge until Plato, after long wrestling with the puzzles of not-being, allowed his Eleatic Stranger to commit the act of patricide by showing how *what is not* must also be acknowledged to be, just as much as *what is*. But Plato’s *Sophist* comes more than a century after Parmenides’ poem. In the meantime the implications of Parmenides’ argument might be ignored, but they could not be refuted. Furthermore, the power of Parmenides’ ontological vision does not depend solely on the logic of his proof. He relies also on the strong intuitive values of *ἐστι* and *ὅν* in Greek, which represent in concentrated form certain basic functions of

---

the verb *to be* in Indo-European. Two of these functions have already been noticed here: (1) the veridical use of verb and participle for truth and reality, and (2) the lexical value ‘exists’ or ‘there is’. The most common occurrence of the verb in the language, however, is (3) the copula, of which Parmenides makes abundant use. The signposts along the way of what is (B 8. 2) point to so many true predications: ‘it is ungenerated and imperishable’ (*ἐστιν* in B 8. 3), ‘it is all alike’ (*ἐστιν* in B 8. 22), ‘it is all full’ (B 8. 24), ‘continuous’ (8. 25), ‘immobile, unbegun, unceasing’ (8. 26–7, 39), ‘perfected in every direction’ (8. 42), ‘inviolate or intact’ (8. 48).29 These copula uses of *to be* spell out the content which was implicit in Parmenides’ initial assertion of *ἐστι*. And this content is in turn conditioned and supported by two other fundamental values of *to be*: (4) the stative-durative value of *is* in contrast to *becomes*, and (5) the locative use (*is here, there, or somewhere*), which is often connected with assertions of existence (*there is . . .*).30 In Greek, as in other languages, one of the most common suppletive verbs for *to be* is *to stand*, where locative and stative nuances are combined. Thus εἰναι in Greek, like *es-* in Indo-European, can be described as a *verb of station* as opposed to a *verb of motion*.31 But in Greek the nuance of stability and permanence is strongly reinforced by the purely durative aspect of the verb. In this case morphology adds additional support to the stative-mutative (or static-kinetic) contrast between *being* and *becoming*, since the Greek verb *to be* is almost unique among its Indo-European cognates in admitting no aorist morpheme and incorporating no forms from the contrasting copula *bhu-* into its conjugation (as Latin incorporated *fui* and English *be*).32 If the existential value of the verb underlies the first argument against coming-to-be at B 8. 6–18, it is the present-durative aspect of *ἐστι* and *ἐστιν* that supports the rejection of past (*ἐγενέτο* and future (*πέλοτο, μέλλει *ἐσεαθαί*) at B 8. 19–20; and it is the static nuance of stability or ‘standing still’ that reinforces the argument against motion and change.

29 I count some 30 ordinary uses of copula *to be* (with predicate nouns and adjectives) in the fragments. See the Appendix to this Essay.

30 For locative-existential uses see *The Verb ‘Be’*, pp. 164–7, 261–4, 271–7. For examples in Parmenides see the Appendix to this Essay.

31 *The Verb ‘Be’*, p. 198.

Furthermore, the locative or locative-existential associations of the verb are presupposed in the argument for continuity and density of ἔόν at 8. 22–5: ‘there is not more here (τῇ μάλλον) that would bar it from holding together, nor any less; but all is full of what is’. In the conclusion of the argument against motion at B 8. 29–30 the locative, durative, and stative values converge: ‘remaining the same in the same (place), it lies by itself / and so will it remain fixed hereafter’. The emphasis here on being the same permits us to recognize one more function of to be: (6) for the assertion of identity. Being is the same with itself; what is other than being is not.

In summary we can say that Parmenides has constructed his new ontological conception of Being by drawing together in a unified whole the rich diversity of values, meanings, and functions associated with the most fundamental verb in the language. If I have argued for the primacy of the veridical idea as a key to understanding this complex vision, my reasons have been three: (1) the veridical is the best-attested use for syntactically independent occurrences of the verb in archaic texts; (2) the veridical ἔστι gives the best philosophical sense to the claim that ‘you cannot know what is not’; and (3) the logical structure of the veridical involves both existence and predication, and thus serves to introduce all values for the verb to be. Hence the predications which spell out the import of this initial ἔστι will develop not only the existential but also the present-durative, locative-spatial, and static-permanent implications of this basic assertion. The predicative function is the vehicle which conveys all values of the verb. And this rich diversity of aspects for Being is brought together into a single

33 Some commentators have doubted that τῇ at B 8. 23 has its normal local value (‘here’), but that seems to me guaranteed by the context (the argument for continuity) and by the expanded repetition of the same argument at 8. 44–8 (cf. τῇ τῇ τῇ in 8. 45). The spatial imagery is unmistakable in συνέχεσθαι at 8. 23, repeated as ἵνα ισός ὄμοι at 8. 46. Hence πελάζει in 8. 25: ‘Being is adjacent to Being’ (Coxon). For the spatial intuition underlying Parmenides’ description of τῷ ἔόν as a homogeneous plenum, a symmetrical, isotropic continuum, ‘like the mass of a well-rounded sphere’, see G. De Santillana, Prologue to Parmenides (Cincinnati, Ohio: University of Cincinnati Press, 1964), esp. pp. 18–25. In Plato this geometric conception gets separated off from the notion of Being proper and is elaborated as the Receptacle of the Timaeus. The two conceptions are reunited in the 17th-century Platonism of Henry More (cited by De Santillana, Prologue p. 24). For the cosmological implications of Parmenides’ notion of spatial symmetry see now David Furley, The Greek Cosmologists, i (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 54–5.
whole by means of the logically connected notions of unity, uniformity, symmetry, continuity, and identity.

Parmenides’ positive conception of what is thus attains a high degree of conceptual coherence and unity. Unfortunately, the same cannot be said for the corresponding negative notion of what is not. For Not-being (τὸ μὴ ἐών) is a fatally confused notion, combining in a specious unity a number of quite diverse, logically unconnected ideas. Depending upon which function of is is negated, not-being can represent either falsehood, negative predication, nonidentity, nonexistence, or nonentity, i.e. nothing at all. The combination of all these forms of negation in a single notion is a conceptual monster, as Plato was finally to point out.  

It is here, in the negative branch of his initial dichotomy, that the charge of fallacious equivocation brought against Parmenides by Aristotle and Eudemus is ultimately justified.

II

My earlier formulation of the veridical view has been carefully criticized by David Gallop, who argues in favor of the existential reading. It will be worth looking at Gallop’s remarks to see what force they have against the present interpretation. Gallop offers three objections to the veridical reading of ἔστι in B 2.

[1] It would be extremely feeble for [the goddess] to reason merely that some truth must needs obtain, on the ground that one logically could not know what is false. For it is perfectly conceivable, as a skeptic might well respond, that no one knows anything, precisely because there is no truth to be known. To insist in face of this that there must be truth, in order for there to be knowledge, would simply be to beg the question.  

34 Perhaps Parmenides had some inkling of this, since he describes the way of is not as ‘unheard of’ (παναινεθής), ‘incomprehensible’ or ‘unthinkable’ (ἀνόητος), and as no true way. For a different analysis of the fallacy, in terms of the confusion between νοεῖν conceived on the analogy of perception (where one either sees something or nothing) and the structure of λέγειν as saying something about something (so that making a negative assertion does not mean saying nothing), see E. Tugendhat, Das Sein und das Nichts, pp. 139–40.

35 Gallop, “Is” or “Is Not”?", p. 66.
This objection seems to me misconceived. There is no reason to suppose that Parmenides is arguing against a skeptic who is prepared to deny the possibility of knowledge or truth. In this respect, Owen’s original comparison of Parmenides’ argument to Descartes’s *cogito* is misleading. The argument presupposes a commitment not only to Inquiry (διήγησις) but to pursuit of Truth (ἀλήθεια in B 1. 29 and 2. 4) as a subject worthy of trust and conviction (πίστις B 1. 30, πειθώ 2. 4). The initial question is: What assumption must we start from, what way must be travelled, if we are to have any hope of reaching this goal?

[2] The status of Kahn’s knowable object is unsatisfactory . . . ‘A definite fact, an actual state of affairs’ . . . seems to be of the wrong logical type to serve as the bearer of such attributes as ‘ungenerable’, ‘imperishable’, ‘whole’, and ‘immovable’ (B 8. 3–5). Such properties . . . could characterize only what has the status of an entity, an individual thing. What the goddess seems to be talking about throughout B8 is not a fact or a state of affairs, but a thing with certain attributes which she is proving to belong to it.36

This would be an objection to my view only if we had reason to believe that Parmenides was careful to respect the distinction of logical type between things or substances and facts or propositional structures. But, alas, the Greek philosophers are notoriously lax in this regard. Plato’s description of the Forms regularly combines propositional and thing-like characteristics. Even Aristotle, whose doctrine of categories is in part designed to capture just this distinction, does not always respect it in developing his theories of substance, essence, and form. Standing at the beginning of the Greek ontological tradition, Parmenides is not likely to be more scrupulous. On my reading, the veridical ἐστί of B 2 directly entails both existential assertion and predicative construction. If the logical subject of ἐστί shifts from the complex ‘fact of the matter’ in B 2 to the subject component of this fact in B 8, that is no more than a harmless synecdoche, a natural and nonfallacious movement from whole to part. 

[3] Thirdly, if we take the rejection of ‘what is not’ as the denial that ‘what is not the case’ can be an object of knowledge, we do not obtain a sense of ‘is not’ strong enough, or in any way suitable, to yield the conclusions of

36 Ibid.
B 8… In order to disprove generation and perishing (B 8. 6–21), it is not a false proposition whose thought or utterance must be prohibited, but a negative existential statement.\(^{37}\)

I have insisted throughout that the assertion of veridical \(\varepsilon \sigma \tau \iota\) in B 2. 3 will include an assertion of existence for a subject. Hence the denial of this \(\varepsilon \sigma \tau \iota\) in B 2. 5 will include a denial of existence. And that is where fallacy enters. For if we think of the veridical \(\varepsilon \sigma \tau \iota\) as asserting ‘There is a subject X which has attributes A, B, C’, the denial \(\omicron \upsilon \kappa \varepsilon \sigma \tau \iota\) can mean either (1) the sentence as a whole is false, or (2) X does not exist, or (3) one or more of the attributes fails to hold. Parmenides’ argument depends upon ignoring this ambiguity and passing directly from (1) to (2), from \textit{is not} to \textit{\mu \eta \delta \epsilon \nu}, nothing at all. The Owen–Gallop reading, taking \(\varepsilon \sigma \tau \iota\) unequivocally as ‘exists’ in B 2, aims to give Parmenides a valid argument against coming-to-be and perishing.\(^{38}\) But (in addition to the philosophical and linguistic objections rehearsed above) it does so at the price of cutting the logical link between the existential \(\varepsilon \sigma \tau \iota\) of B 2 and the copula uses of the verb in B 8. (It is just this understanding of B 2 that provokes the old complaint that Parmenides confused existential and copula uses.) Such a narrowly existential reading of \(\varepsilon \sigma \tau \iota\) also cuts the historical link between the Parmenidean and Platonic conceptions of Being.

III

The \textit{Symposium}, \textit{Phaedo}, and \textit{Republic} expound a theory of Forms that takes its ontological basis from the Parmenidean distinction between Being and Becoming, reinforced by the parallel oppositions between reality and appearance, between what is intelligible and what is sensible. It is the introduction of this Eleatic metaphysics (somewhat misleadingly referred to as the ‘separation’ of the Forms) that distinguishes the doctrine of the middle dialogues from the conception of

\(^{37}\) Gallop, ‘“Is” or “Is Not”?’, p. 67.

\(^{38}\) As construed by them, however, the argument is not valid after all, since it contains a glaring modal fallacy. See Gallop, \textit{Parmenides of Elea}, p. 24, with references to Owen and Barnes in n. 71 (on p. 38).
eidos and idea in the Euthyphro and the Meno, where the distinction between a single form and its many instances is clearly drawn but not elaborated in ontological terms. The Symposium gives a brief summary of the new theory, delivered in apocalyptic style without sustained argument and limited to a single Form, the Beautiful. The Phaedo, by contrast, formulates the theory for a whole range of Forms and develops this doctrine systematically throughout the dialogue. It is from the Phaedo, then, and from the introductory discussion of Forms in Republic 5, that we can best see how Plato’s presentation of his own ontology follows faithfully in Parmenides’ footsteps.

The Phaedo first presents the Forms as constituents of the truth, the object of the philosopher’s quest. Plato’s word for ‘inquiry’ in this context, ἔρωτις at 65b10, is the prose equivalent of Parmenides’ poetical διέξησις in B 2. 2. When the ontological vocabulary of τὸ ὤν and τὰ ὄντα is introduced as target of this inquiry (65c3 and 9), the connotations are unmistakably veridical: the participles of to be alternate throughout this section with words for truth. Hence these participles clearly bear the idiomatic sense that we know from the use of τὸ ὤν and τὰ ὄντα in Herodotus, Thucydides, and other fifth-century authors. But just as an initial veridical ἐστὶ in Parmenides will unfold in a richer ontological structure as the poem proceeds, so Plato in the Phaedo will pass from this common-sense notion of τὰ ὄντα, as the reality reported by true statements or grasped by reliable cognition, to more technical uses of to be.

The first definite reference to a Form comes at Phaedo 65d4: ‘Do we say that the just itself is something or nothing’ (τι εἶναι . . . ἡ οὐδέν;). The existence of the Form is asserted by a copula construction for εἶναι. Other Forms are then mentioned (beautiful, good, magnitude, health, strength) and the doctrine is generalized: ‘And, to sum up, I am speaking of the reality of all the rest, i.e. of what each of them really is’ (τῆς οὐσίας ὅ τι περὶ τοῦ ἐκαστοῦ ὄν, Burnet’s rendering on 65d13). In this, the first general reference to the Forms in any Platonic text, the nominalization οὐσία which expresses the reality of the Forms simply brings together the veridical and predicative values of the verb in what proceeds (with an implicit existential value as well, though no

39 Phaedo 65b–66d, with Burnet’s comment on 65c3.
existential use has occurred in this context); but these values are now focussed on the semitechnical, specifically Platonic formula \( \delta \varepsilon\sigma\tau \): What \( F \) (really) is or What is (truly) \( F \), where veridical nuance and predicative syntax are combined. This formula later appears as the systematic designation for the Forms: \( \alpha\nu\tau\delta \delta \varepsilon\sigma\tau \nu \) at 74b2, 74d7, etc. The formula is of course derived from the \( \tau_1 \varepsilon\sigma\tau \nu \) question of the earlier dialogues. Together with the complementary notion of participation, it represents perhaps the only essential component of Plato’s conception of Being for which there is no precedent in Parmenides.

If we turn to Plato’s more definitive statement of his doctrine in the Republic, we find exactly the same pattern. Plato introduces the terminology of ‘being’ with an informal, quasi-idiomatic use of the participle \( \delta \nu \) for the object of knowledge, what is real or true; he then proceeds to predicative uses of \( \varepsilon\tau \) which culminate in his own technical phrase \( \delta \varepsilon\sigma\tau \nu \) as a designation for the Forms. The Forms are first invoked in book 5 in order to specify the sense in which philosophers may be defined as ‘lovers of the spectacle of truth (\( \alpha\lambda\lambda\theta\varepsilon\iota \a) \)’ at 475e. The general theory is briefly summarized by way of three ordinary predicative uses of \( \varepsilon\tau \) (\( \varepsilon\sigma\tau \nu, \varepsilon\nu\alpha\tau \) at 475e9, \( \varepsilon\nu\alpha\tau \) at 476a6), whose veridical overtones are emphasized by the contrast with \( \nu \) \( \varepsilon\nu\sigma\nu \) at 476a7). But the first emphatic or ‘ontological’ use of the verb occurs a bit later, at 476e, in characterizing the object of knowledge: ‘Does the one who knows know something or nothing (\( \tau_1 \eta \omicron\nu\delta\varepsilon\nu \)?’. Glaucon answers: ‘He knows something’. ‘Something which is (\( \delta \nu \)) or which is not (\( \omicron\nu\kappa \delta \nu \))? ‘Which is; for how could something which is not (\( \mu\nu \delta \nu \gamma\varepsilon \tau_1 \) be known?’ The echo of Parmenides B 2. 7 is unmistakable; the verb for knowing (\( \gamma\gamma\nu\nu\omega\sigma\kappa\epsilon\nu \)) is the same in both texts. But being (\( \delta \nu \)) cannot mean existence here, since the assertion of existence has already been made by the contrast of something (\( \tau_1 \)) with nothing (\( \omicron\nu\delta\varepsilon\nu \)).

Plato immediately proceeds to delineate more sharply the Parmenidean dichotomy as he understands it. ‘So what is completely

\[255\]

40 For further discussion of the ontological vocabulary of the Phaedo, see Essay 4 above.
41 For fuller argumentation against the existential reading of \( \delta \nu \) in this context, see Essay 4 above, pp. 112–13. For the veridical reading compare Aristotle Post. An. 1. 2. 71b25: the premisses of a scientific syllogism must be true (\( \alpha\lambda\theta\beta\iota \)), \( \delta \tau_1 \omicron\nu \varepsilon\tau \tau \tau \omicron\nu \mu\nu \delta \nu \varepsilon\pi\sigma\tau\alpha\sigma\tau\alpha \).
(τὸ μὲν παντελῶς ὑπὸν) is completely knowable, what is not in any way (μὴ ὑπὸν δὲ | μηδαμὴ) is in no way knowable’ (477a3). Plato is concerned to find an object for doxa in between: ‘if something is in such a condition as both to be and not to be’ (εἶ δὲ δὴ τι οὕτως ἔχει ὡς εἶναι τε καὶ μὴ εἶναι). So far the syntax of the verb in this context is apparently absolute, with no hint of a predicate expression. The possibility of a predicative construction begins to emerge with the characterization of knowledge as ‘naturally set upon what is (as its object), to know of what is that (or how) it is’ (ἐπιστήμη μὲν ἐπὶ τῷ ὑπὸν πέφυκε, γνώναι ὡς ἔστι τὸ ὑπὸν, 477b10). There can be no question here of reading is as ‘exists’. Of course the object of knowledge is assumed to exist; but that claim, as we have seen, was expressed without any use of the verb. In the passage just quoted the verb asserts more: that this object is in some definite way. That the absolute use of to be is pregnant here with the predicate construction will be made clear in the sequel, by a string of copula sentences at 479a–b. But in the meantime the existential value of the verb will also be exploited, in the exegesis of the negative form μὴ ὑπὸν ‘what is not’ in terms of μηδὲν ‘nothing’: ‘But will it not be correct to call what is not even one thing but nothing?’ (478b12). Finally, the predicative construction becomes explicit when Plato explains how the many things which lie ‘in between being and not-being’ both are and are not: ‘Is there any one of the many beautiful (things) which will not appear ugly?’ Glaucon responds: ‘Necessarily, they will somehow appear both beautiful and ugly’ (479b1). ‘And for each of the many, is it rather than is it not that thing which one says it to be?’ (πότερον οὖν ἔστι μᾶλλον ἡ οὖκ ἔστι ἐκαστον τῶν πολλῶν τούτο δ ἐν τις φῆ αὐτὸ εἶναι; 479b9).

What we have here is the essential ‘ambiguity’ of predication (ἐπαμφότεροις 479b11) which is for Plato characteristic of participants in the Form, and which distinguishes them from the unequivocal being—what—it—is of the Form.43 When the Forms are reintroduced in Republic 6, it is by the implicit contrast with such ambiguity for the

42 Note the existential use of ἔστι here (my Type IV, ‘is there anyone who . . . ’) at 479a6, and an ambiguous but possibly existential εἶναι at 479a4.
43 Compare the sticks and stones of Phaedo 74b8, which ‘sometimes appear equal, sometimes not’ (according to one MS reading) and the denial of such ambiguity for the Form of Beautiful at Symposium 211a.
many good and beautiful things that the Beautiful itself and the Good itself are said to be just what is (ὁ ἔστιν 507b7). The Form is just ‘what truly is beautiful’ or perhaps ‘what (being) beautiful truly is’\(^{44}\). With this formula for the is of essential predication and definitional identity Plato has gone beyond Parmenides’ conception of Being. But the Parmenidean overtones are still audible, and they are reinforced in what follows in books 6 and 7 by the systematic stative-mutative opposition between Being and Becoming, tending now to coincide with the original veridical opposition between Being and Seeming (beginning at 508d). Here for the first time Plato brings together the full orchestration of his neo-Eleatic ontology in order to provide an appropriate metaphysical background for his attempt to depict the Form of the Good.

My aim here has not been to analyze Plato’s use of to be in the formulation of his own ontology, but only to demonstrate how faithfully Parmenidean he is in his progression from an initial, quasi-idiomatic use of ἔστι for truth and reality to more philosophically loaded, ‘ontological’ uses of the verb in which existential and predicative functions are combined with connotations of truth, stability, and permanence. With certain obvious modifications, Plato has revived the Eleatic notion of Being as a powerful and coherent metaphysical concept. Parmenides’ negative conception of τὸ μὴ ὁν, on the other hand, turns out to be far less satisfactory. In Republic 5 Plato had apparently taken over this notion of τὸ μὴ διαμὴ ὁν (‘what is not in any way’) without misgivings, and perhaps also without fallacy, since he construed it only as the blank object of ignorance. But in later works he is persistently concerned with teasing out the puzzles of falsehood conceived as saying or thinking what is not: fleetingly in the Euthydemus (248b–c; cf. 283d and 286c7) and the Theaetetus (188d–189c), then more systematically in the Sophist. Here it is a visitor from Elea, ‘companion of the circle of Parmenides and Zeno’ (216a), who will successfully distinguish the unintelligible concept of ‘what is not in any way’ (237b7, 239c4, 258e6–259a1) from the coherent use of μὴ ὁν for nonidentity and negative predication. In the Sophist veridical being...

\(^{44}\) The second interpretation of ὁ ἔστι reflects Alexander Nehamas’s reading of self-predication for the Form (‘the F is F’) as meaning ‘The F is what it is to be F’.
is carefully analyzed as ‘saying of what is that it is concerning | a subject’ (236b), whereas the problematic concept of not-being is dissolved into distinct negations for falsehood, identity, and predication. A long and laborious effort of analysis was required to bring to light the confusions hidden in Parmenides’ argument. But these confusions infect only the negative concept of what is not. The positive conception of Being emerges unscathed, to dominate the metaphysical tradition of the West for many centuries to come.

Appendix: Parmenides’ use of εἰναι

I count 88 occurrences of εἰναι in the fragments, plus 5 occurrences of πελέναι used synonymously, giving a total of 93 forms. (There would be one more if we read ἔστι γὰρ ὀνόματι ἔστι in B 8. 4 with DK.) The examples fall into two groups: (1) the strong or ontological use of the verb, which is what we are trying to interpret, and (2) ordinary uses of εἰναι, comparable to what can be found in nonphilosophical texts. I count 33 instances of the ontological use, which I exclude from this grammatical survey. (This number can be slightly larger or smaller, depending upon how certain dubious cases are decided.) The ontological use occurs, for example, in ὁπως ἔστιν and μὴ εἰναι in B 2. 3, in οὐκ ἔστων and μὴ εἰναι in B 2. 5, τὸ μὴ ἦν in B 2. 7, εἰναι in B 3, τὸ ἦν and τὸν ἑντὸς in B 4. 2, and frequently throughout B 8. More interesting from the strictly grammatical point of view are the ordinary uses. I count 31 cases of the nominal copula (with predicate nouns and adjectives), 4 cases with locative predicates, 6 or more instances of the existential verb broadly conceived (including locative-existential and existential-potential), leaving about a dozen cases too controversial to classify. Examples follow.

1. The copula with predicate nouns and adjectives, by far the most frequent among ordinary uses (31 instances). Examples include: πειθοῦς ἔστι κέλευθος in 2. 4, ἐγὼν δὲ μοὶ ἔστων in 5. 1, ἀνώλεθρων ἔστων in 8. 3 etc. So also βασίτερον πελέναι at 8. 45.

2. The locative verb, or the copula with locative predicates (4 occurrences): ἐκτὸς πάτου ἔστιν in 1. 27, ἀπεόντα παρεόντα in 4. 1, and a stronger, figurative use of the locative in 8. 15: ἐν τῶθε ἔστων.
3. Ordinary existential uses include:

(a) three examples of locative-existential: ἐνθα...ἐσι in 1. 11, ταύτη δ' ἐπὶ σήματ' ἔσαι in 8. 2, and (on my reading) ὀπως εἴη...τῇ μάλλον τῇ δ' ἤσσον at 8. 47–8: 'so that there would be more of it here, | less of it there' (the locative sense of εἴη here seems clear to me, though others may disagree.);

(b) at least one existential-potential: ὀδοί...ἐσι νοῇσαι in B 2; 'there are these ways for cognition' (pure potentials are discussed below (d));

(c) two cases of my type IV ('There is no one who ...') at 8. 46–7: οὔτε γὰρ...ἐστὶ τὸ κεν παῦοι...οὔτε...ἐστὶν ὀπως...'There is nothing to keep it apart, nor is there anything such as to be more or less ...' (omitting here two ontological uses of εἶναι and the locative-existential εἴη listed above under (a)).

(d) Are there any pure existential uses outsides of the thirty-odd debatable ontological cases? As noted above, I count μὴδὲν δ' οὐκ ἐστὶν in 6. 2 as existential ('There is no nothing'); but most commentators construe it as potential under the influence of ἐστὶ γὰρ εἶναι in the preceding verse (6. 1), where the potential reading 'it is possible (for it) to be' is widely accepted. The potential construction is also generally admitted for ὦς οὐκ ἐστὶ μή εἶναι in 2. 3 ('that it is not possible for it not to be'), since the contrasting clause in 2. 5 (ὡς χρεών ἐστὶ μή εἶναι 'that it is necessary for it not to be') supports a modal reading of ἐστὶ. However, an existential reading could be (and actually has been) defended both for ἐστὶ γὰρ εἶναι in 6. 1 and for οὐκ ἐστὶ μή εἶναι in 2. 3 ('there is being 'there is no not-being'). If the existential reading were accepted here, we might have no example of the pure potential (impersonal ἐστὶ plus infinitive) in all the fragments.

There are also five cases of past and future tense for εἶναι and one for πέλεναι which might be construed as existential ('there was', 'there will be'). That reading is defensible for οὐδὲ ποτ' ἦν οὐδ' ἔσται at 8. 5 ('It never existed in the past, nor will it exist in the future'); but the present tense ἔστιν in the same verse points rather to the strong ontological reading 'What is was not, nor will it be'. The same ambiguity holds for πέλοιτο (or πέλοι) in 8. 19, and for μέλλει ἔσεσθαι
in 8. 20. I am more inclined to find a pure existential in 8. 36 οὐδὲν γὰρ
<ἡ> ἐστιν ἡ ἔσται | ἄλλο πάρεξ τοῦ ἑόντος, ‘There neither is nor will
be anything else besides what is’. But since ἐστίν and ἔσται are also to
be taken as copulative here, with ἄλλο as predicate, the syntax is
overdetermined, as in Heraclitus B 30: see above.

In sum, I count 3 cases of the pure existential in Parmenides (6. 2,
and 8. 36 twice), but none is beyond dispute.

4. Other dubious cases:
1. 32 χρήν δοκίμως εἶναι. Too notorious to require discussion here.
3. 1 νοεῖν ἐστίν τε καὶ εἶναι. I take ἐστίν as an ordinary copula, but
most would read it as potential. (Similarly for ἐστὶ νοεῖν at 8. 34.)
8. 34 ὠνεκέν ἐστὶ νόημα. I have no idea what is the correct construal
for ἐστί here.
19. 1 ὁτιω... καὶ νῦν ἔασι, ‘exist’? ‘have their being by opinion’
(κατὰ δόξαν)? | 260
6. 8 πέλευν τε καὶ οὐκ εἶναι: here and in 8. 40 (εἶναι τε καὶ οὐχί)
the verb expresses mortal error, but by reference to Parmenides’ own
strong conception of what is. We might regard these as quasi-
ontological uses.

We are left with over 30 syntactically absolute occurrences of εἶναι
and πέλευναι that bear the full ontological weight of Parmenides’ new
vision. Grammatical analysis is of limited use in dealing with these cases.

I have left for the last the most disputed case of all, B 6. 1: χρή τὸ
λέγειν τε νοεῖν τ’ ἐδὼν ἐμμεναι. I list, in order of decreasing linguistic
merit, the various construals that have been proposed.

1. ‘It is necessary (χρή) that speaking and cognizing (τὸ λέγειν τε
νοεῖν τε) be real-and-true, ἐδὼν ἐμμεναι’, with the participle taken
as ontological predicate, the infinitive as copula. This is the only
unforced construal of the clause, and it also fits best with the
natural reading of B 2 as an identification of νοεῖν with εἶναι.
2. ‘This (τὸ) is what one must say and think: being is’ (ἐδὼν as subject of
the infinitive). This is grammatically possible but clumsy, and
it involves a difficult demonstrative force for τὸ.45 Logically it is

45 For objections see Tarán, Parmenides, p. 55.
vacuous, since participle and infinitive will have the same strong, ontological value.

3. ‘It is necessary to say and think that this (τὸ) is Being’ (ἐὸν as ontological predicate with copula syntax of ἐμμεναι as in 1). This proposal of Coxon is apparently new but otherwise plausible, and it avoids the vacuity of 2.

4. ‘It is necessary that speaking and thinking what-is be real’ (both ἐὸν and ἐμμεναι having ontological force, but taking ἐὸν as object of the double articular infinitives). This suggestion of Fränkel is more ingenious than most, but it gives roughly the same sense as 1 by a more circuitous route.

4A. There is an alleged alternative to 4 with the same syntax but a weaker sense for ἐμμεναι: ‘It is necessary to say and to think what is’ (Tarán). But the construction of ἐμμεναι now becomes obscure, and it is hard to believe that this verb in Parmenides could be so superfluous.

5. Hardest of all is the currently most popular reading: ‘What can be spoken and thought must be’, taking τὸ ἐὸν in the potential construction with two embedded infinitives, after Burnet. As Verdenius has observed, ‘It is doubtful whether τὸ λέγειν ἐὸν, “that which can be said”, would be correct Greek’. Verdenius prefers 1 as ‘the most obvious translation’, which he traces back to Karsten, Diels, and Heidel. I am on record as declaring construal 5 to be ‘certainly impossible’, since I had found no instance of potential ἡστὶ in participial form, much less with the articular participle. David Furley and others have disagreed; Furley cites an example of the potential construction in participial form after all, from Demosthenes 50.22: καὶ ἐκβήναι οὐκ ὅν οὐδὲ δειπνοποιήσασθαι (where, however, the participial

---

46 W. J. Verdenius, *Parmenides: Some Comments on his Poem* (Groningen: Batavia, 1942), 36 n. 2.
47 Ibid. 37 and n. 1.
construction poses no difficulty in its context, surrounded as it is by other participles in the genitive absolute). The embedded position for an infinitive can be paralleled by Simonides’ τὸ μὴ γενέσθαι δύνατόν. In the face of these parallels I should perhaps reduce my verdict of impossibility to ‘extremely harsh and contorted’. I continue to believe that no one would construe the verse this way except under pressure from a previously established view of what Parmenides should be saying. N.-L. Cordero reports that the MSS of Simplicius all read χρὴ τὸ λέγειν τὸ (and not τὲ νοεῖν τ’ ἐδον ἐμμεναι. But this is surely an error of dittography, and the correction τὲ (which goes back to Karsten and Brandis) must be right.

51 Les deux chemins de Parménide (Paris: Vrin, 1984), 110 n. 1, citing Tarán’s and his own consultation of the MSS.
Parmenides and Plato
Once More

FOR ALEX MOURELATOS

This seems a happy occasion to return to Parmenides, in order both to clarify my own interpretation of Parmenidean Being and also to emphasize the affinity between what I have called the veridical reading and the account in terms of predication that Alex Mourelatos gave in his monumental *The Route of Parmenides*.¹ It is good to have this opportunity to acknowledge how much our views have in common, even if they do not coincide. And perhaps I may indulge here in a moment of nostalgia, since Alex and I are both old Parmenideans. My article ‘The Thesis of Parmenides’ was published in 1969, just a year before Alex’s book appeared. That was nearly thirty years ago, and it was not the beginning of the story for either of us. My own Eleatic obsession had taken hold even earlier, with an unpublished master’s dissertation on Parmenides, just as Alex had begun with a doctoral dissertation on the same subject. So, for both of us, returning to Parmenides will have some of the charm of returning to the days of our youth.

I want to begin, however, not with Parmenides himself but with his impact on Plato, and with the curious fact that Aristotle gives an entirely different account of the background of Plato’s theory of Forms. Aristotle never mentions Parmenides in this connection; instead it is Socrates, the Pythagoreans, and the Heraclitean Cratylus whose combined influence is said to have led Plato to posit metaphysical

¹ Mourelatos, *The Route of Parmenides* (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1970). This is affinity with a difference, as Alex has pointed out. See n. 9 below.
Forms (*Metaph. A. 6*). It is striking how much emphasis Aristotle places here on Pythagorean influence (much more than in the corresponding passage of *M. 4*): ‘The Pythagoreans say things exist by imitating the numbers, Plato says by participating <in them>, changing only the word’ (*Metaph. A. 6. 987b10–13*). This Pythagorean origin for Plato’s doctrine has sometimes been taken seriously by historians. But from the context we can see that in A. 6 (unlike M. 4) what Aristotle has in view is not so much the teaching of the *Phaedo* and *Republic*—what we call the Theory of Forms—but rather the later theory that he associates with the ‘unwritten doctrines’. For Aristotle goes on to specify that the One and the Dyad of Great and Small are treated as ‘elements’ (*stoicheia*) of the Forms by Plato (*987b19–27*). In the same context he mentions ‘the mathematical’ as situated between Forms and sensibles (*987b15*), and he reports that the Forms as numbers were derived from the Great and Small ‘by participation in the One’ (*987b21*). Thus it is clear that Aristotle’s report in A. 6 reflects the atmosphere and teaching of the Academy in Plato’s last years, or even in the time of Speusippus, when it became fashionable to see Platonism as a continuation of Pythagorean philosophy.

Considered as a claim about the historical origin of the Theory of Forms Aristotle’s statement about the Pythagorean origin of the theory is highly implausible—even more implausible than his claim that Plato became a Heraclitean under the influence of Cratylus. Aristotle’s emphasis on the importance of flux for Plato is probably also based on his experience in the Academy in Plato’s later years, when attention was focused on works like the *Theaetetus* and *Timaeus*, where the analysis of flux plays an essential role in the argument. (And this, says Aristotle—namely, that all sensibles are always in flux—is something Plato believed ‘also later’, *987b1*.)

I do not wish to engage in Aristotle-bashing. But as historians of philosophy we must be on our guard when dealing with Aristotle’s comments on his predecessors. Despite their philosophical interest, these comments are not, as a rule, historically reliable. For example, Aristotle seems not only inattentive to the Parmenidean influence on Plato, but equally insensitive to what we see as the fundamental importance of Parmenides’ argument for the cosmologies of Anaxagoras and Empedocles. (He does recognize Eleatic influence on the
atomists, but strangely identifies it not with the attack on coming-to-be but with a denial of the void.)

If to test Aristotle’s claim concerning Pythagorean influence on Plato’s metaphysics we look to the dialogues for traces of this influence, the best evidence comes from the role of \textit{peras} and \textit{apeiria} in the \textit{Philebus}. For this is an unmistakable echo of the two cosmic principles that we know from the fragments of Philolaus.\footnote{\textit{Philebus} 16c–e. Compare DK 44 B 1–2; C. Huffman, \textit{Philolaus of Croton} (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 37–53.} But of course the \textit{Philebus} is one of Plato’s later dialogues, and does not represent the ‘classical’ theory of Forms. Similarly, Plato’s mathematical interpretation of nature in the \textit{Timaeus} is unmistakably Pythagorean in inspiration. But again this belongs to Plato’s latest period.

When we look for Pythagorean influence in the works generally assigned to Plato’s ‘middle period’, the evidence is very different. There are certainly traces of Pythagorean ideas in Plato’s cosmological myths, in his views on immortality and reincarnation, and in his concern with mathematics.\footnote{See in particular the evidence for the Pythagorean origin of much of the \textit{Phaedo} myth, assembled by P. Kingsley, \textit{Ancient Philosophy, Mystery and Magic} (Oxford: Clarendon, 1995), chs. 7–9.} But I can find no evidence whatsoever to support Aristotle’s claim for Pythagorean influence on the doctrine of metaphysical Forms as presented in the \textit{Phaedo} and \textit{Republic}. Pythagoras himself is mentioned once, in \textit{Republic} 10 (600b), as founder of an educational community. Otherwise the only explicit reference to Pythagoreans in the entire Platonic corpus is the statement in \textit{Republic} 7 where they describe astronomy and acoustics as ‘sister sciences’ (530d). This looks like a quotation from Archytas fr. 1, where the same phrase applies to the quadrivium of arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, and music. Plato’s Pythagorean friend Archytas was a great mathematician, and we may reasonably believe that he had a considerable influence on Plato’s conception of mathematics. But of course not all the mathematics in Plato is derived from Archytas; there is no suggestion that either Theodorus or Theaetetus was a Pythagorean. And there is no evidence that Archytas had a metaphysical theory of the Platonic type.\footnote{On Geoffrey Lloyd’s reading, the \textit{Seventh Epistle} suggests that Archytas was not much good at metaphysics, (‘Plato and Archytas in the \textit{Seventh Letter}’, \textit{Phronesis}, 35 (1990), 159–74).} It may have been a personal contact with the
Pythagorean milieu around Archytas in his second and third Sicilian voyages that persuaded Plato to pay more serious attention to the Pythagorean duality of peras–apeiria. But, as we have noticed, this concern with ‘limit’ and ‘unlimited’ is conspicuous only in Plato’s later work. (It appears in the Parmenides (158d) as well as in the Philebus; and compare ‘the unlimited sea of Unlikeness’ in the Statesman myth, 273d6.) There is no trace of this cosmological principle in Plato’s earlier reference to Philolaus in the Phaedo (61d), where only the destiny of the soul is under discussion.

It seems clear, then, that Aristotle, who was personally familiar with the Pythagorean preoccupations of Plato’s later years, has misleadingly projected this influence back into the earlier period before his own arrival in Athens. Despite Aristotle’s testimony, every modern historian knows that the metaphysical background for Plato’s theory of Forms is provided not by the Pythagoreans but by Parmenides. Of all Presocratic philosophers it was Parmenides who exerted the deepest influence on Plato’s thought. And in the dialogues Parmenides is the one and only interlocutor who is allowed to defeat Socrates in argument. It is as a follower of Parmenides that the Stranger from Elea is given the role of continuing the work that the Platonic Parmenides had begun, in the critical examination of Plato’s own theory in the Sophist, where Parmenides’ doctrine is subjected to similar treatment. It is worthwhile reflecting here on Plato’s designation of Parmenides as his peer, or even as his master, capable of administering a lesson in dialectic to Socrates, who is on this occasion seen as a novice in philosophy.

The choice of Parmenides as spokesman for Plato’s own radical critique of the Theory of Forms, in the first section of the Parmenides, can be seen from many points of view. However, the following consideration seems to me of primary importance. Parmenides is the only philosopher whose criticism of Plato’s doctrine would not call into question the fundamental metaphysical conception that underlies this doctrine. For that conception is directly derived from Parmenides’

---

own theory of Being, as a mode of reality beyond coming-to-be and perishing, free from the phenomenal diversity and variability of the world of human experience. Hence when Parmenides warns Socrates that if he gives up positing the Forms ‘he will have nowhere to direct his thought, and he will utterly destroy the power of dialectic’ (135b–c), we know that neither Parmenides in the dialogue nor Plato as its author is at all tempted to give up this conception. And so we are not surprised when, a few moments later, Parmenides compliments Socrates for focusing our philosophical attention not on visible things ‘but on those things that one can best grasp in rational discourse (logos) and consider to be Forms (eîdê)’ (135e). Even in the act of formulating objections to Plato’s theory, Parmenides can play the role of the true Platonic philosopher, because he and Plato share the same fundamental conception of metaphysical reality.6 And that is why, in the same dialogue, when Parmenides’ own thesis is put up for critical analysis, it is not his conception of Being that is subjected to scrutiny but only his monism: the thesis that what-is is one.7

Of course we know that, besides giving up monism, Plato has emended Parmenides’ ontology in a number of crucial respects. Between immutable Being and unknowable Not-Being he has admitted the mixed realm of Becoming, which both is and is-not (R. 5. 476 ff.). Plato has thus accepted the derivative, inferior reality of the phenomenal realm—the realm that Parmenides’ goddess seems to regard solely as a region of error and falsehood. And Plato will end, in the Sophist, by denying the coherence of the Parmenidean thesis that what-is-not cannot be anything at all, and that it is therefore unknowable.

There is an important story to be told of Plato as a revisionist Eleatic, the heir and corrector of Parmenidean metaphysics. But that is not my topic here. I want to come to Parmenides by way of his impact on Plato. I will take for granted that we are all familiar with the distinctly Parmenidean features in Plato’s account of the immutable Being of the

6 So Parmenides can comfortably say ‘as we say’ or ‘as we assume’ in referring to the doctrine of Forms (133b6, 134c1).
7 Plato’s emphasis on Parmenides’ monism is somewhat puzzling, since in the poem of the historical Parmenides unity (hen) is only one among many attributes of to eon (B 8. 2). Perhaps monism became more prominent in Eleatic tradition after Zeno. Or perhaps Plato emphasizes monism as the aspect of the Eleatic teaching that he rejects.
Forms, as presented in the *Symposium*, *Phaedo*, and *Republic*. I would only call attention here to two less conspicuous passages that point to Plato’s early interest in Parmenides. We find Parmenides’ name mentioned, probably for the first time in the Platonic corpus, in Phaedrus’ speech in the *Symposium*, where Phaedrus quotes the verse that we know as B 13: ‘first of all the gods she contrived Eros’ (178b). And of course the Parmenidean elements in Diotima’s revelation later in the same dialogue are well known.8

Can we find Parmenides lurking in any dialogue earlier than the *Symposium*? I suggest that we may recognize a discreet echo of Parmenidean dialectic in the mischievous speech in the *Protagoras* where Socrates misinterprets Simonides’ poem. In this shockingly sophistical performance Socrates focuses on the contrast between being and becoming: Pittacus was wrong to say ‘Hard it is to be good’ (χαλεπὸν ἔσθλὸν ἔμμεναι). Instead he should have said ‘It is hard enough for a man to become good’ (γενέσθαι ἄνδρα ἁγαθὸν). ‘For a man to become good and remain in this condition is impossible and not human; a god alone can have this privilege’ (Prt. 344b–c). So in this somewhat forced interpretation Socrates exploits the contrast between permanent, divine Being and mutable human Becoming. If we are right to detect here a playful anticipation of the metaphysical dualism that will be proclaimed by Diotima in the *Symposium*, it may be no accident that the *Protagoras* also presents, in a more dialectical context, the earliest allusion to self-predication (in the assumption that justice is just and piety pious, 330c–d). As many scholars have noticed, the *Protagoras* and the *Symposium* are artistically linked to one another by an overlap of participants: except for Aristophanes, every speaker in the *Symposium* also appears in the *Protagoras*. And if we bear in mind these passages from the *Protagoras* and *Symposium*, we will be less surprised by the sudden appearance of Parmenides himself in the dialogue named after him.

I come now to the interpretation of Parmenides and to the connections between my veridical *esti* and the predicative exegesis that Alex Mourelatos has given, in terms of the sentence frame

— is —.

8 See e.g. my discussion in *Plato and the Socratic Dialogue* (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 343.
As Alexander Nehamas once pointed out to me, the fundamental division between interpretations of Greek ontology—whether in Parmenides, Plato, or Aristotle—depends upon whether one takes existence or predication as the primary basis for understanding *einaí*. And it is precisely on this question that Alex and I are in agreement, against those like Owen, Barnes, and Gallop who take *esti* in Parmenides as existential. My veridical reading of *esti* and Alex’s predicative function are both aspects of the propositional structure of language and thought. What I call the ‘veridical’ value of the verb is an isolated focus on the truth claim implicit in any predication. More precisely, the veridical verb may refer either to the intentional content of such a predicative claim—the fact as asserted in judgment or discourse—or to its objective correlate, the actual fact or state of the world that makes the claim true. Conceptually, the former presupposes the latter, as the notion of truth claim presupposes the notion of truth. Hence, both for idiomatic usage and for Parmenides, the primary veridical notion is that of fact or state of affairs, what obtains ‘out there’, independently of what we say or think, and what makes what we say or think true or false.

---

9 It was only in Alex’s response at the Austin conference that I finally understood the essential disagreement between his interpretation and mine. For Alex it is important that the ‘is’ of Parmenides remain an open predicational form, ‘— is —’ without quantification and without specification for subject and predicate. In my interpretation the focus on truth and reality is essential, and hence the predicational form must be understood as logically ‘closed’, in a generalized truth claim. Alex had in fact pointed out long ago that in his view Parmenides’ *hós estin* was to be construed not as the assertion of a thesis but as a route of inquiry proposed for consideration. See *Review of Metaphysics*, 22 (1969), 740–1.

10 For documentation on the veridical see Kahn, *The Verb ‘Be’ in Ancient Greece* (Dordrecht: Reidel, 1973; repr. Indianapolis, Ind.: Hackett, 2003), 331–54. In earlier discussions I did not make sufficiently clear the logical and linguistic priority of the ‘objective’ *einaí* for the fact as such (for example, *ésti taúta ósper óv légein*, ‘these things are as you say’), over its ‘international’ use to characterize the true statement or truth claim (λόγος εἶν, ‘a true account’). Some phrases are intermediate between the two: *légein tā èn, légein tā ónτα*, ‘give a true account’, ‘say what is so’. For an important passage which relies upon this subtle ambiguity, see *Thet.* 186c–e with my discussion in Kahn, ‘Some Philosophical uses of “To Be” in Plato’, *Phronesis*, 26 (1981), 119–26 (repr. as Ch. 4 above).

That veridical *einaí* refers primarily to fact rather than to truth claim is clear from the occurrences in past and future tense (Kahn, *The Verb ‘Be’*, pp. 345–51). (This point was suggested by a comment Sarah Broadie made at the Austin conference.)
It may be misleading, or at least anachronistic, for us to debate the relative merits of the predicative, veridical, and existential interpretations. For one thing, these are notions introduced from modern grammar and logic for the sake of analytical clarity, but they may not accurately map the functions of the Greek verb. And, furthermore, even if we succeed in identifying distinct uses of \( \textit{einai} \) in ordinary or poetic Greek, we must recognize that what Parmenides has created in his poem is an entirely new philosophical notion of Being, for the expression of which the diverse functions of \( \textit{einai} \) are assembled and integrated into a complex unity.

If in previous publications I emphasized the veridical notion, that was, first of all, because it had been too often overlooked in the interpretation of Parmenides. But there are also good historical and philosophical reasons for preferring ‘it is so’ or ‘it is the case’ to ‘it exists’ as a prima facie, ‘first try’ reading of the syntactically isolated, unadorned \( \textit{esti} \) of fr. 2. Let me briefly remind you of these reasons.

1. Linguistically speaking, the syntactically absolute (or ‘complete’) use of \( \textit{esti} \) and its participle in the sense of truth (as in \( \lambda \varepsilon \gamma \varepsilon \varepsilon \nu \tau \delta \varepsilon \varepsilon \nu \tau \) in Herodotus, \( \lambda \varepsilon \gamma \varepsilon \varepsilon \nu \tau \delta \varepsilon \varepsilon \nu \tau \) in Thucydides, \( \varepsilon \sigma \tau \iota \tau \alpha \nu \tau \) as a response in Plato) is idiomatic and familiar in early Greek (and apparently continues a prehistoric Indo-European idiom), whereas an absolute use of \( \textit{esti} \) for ‘exists’ is practically unattested before the late fifth century (except for the special use with persons as subjects, where \( \textit{esti} \) means ‘is alive’).^{11}

2. Philosophically, the justification in B 2 for accepting \( \textit{esti} \) and rejecting \( \textit{ouk esti} \), because ‘you cannot know what-is-not (\( \tau \delta \varepsilon \varepsilon \nu \tau \) \( \varepsilon \iota \mu \varepsilon \) \( \varepsilon \iota \mu \varepsilon \))’, makes much better sense if we read it as ‘you cannot know (\( \gamma \nu \iota \iota \varepsilon \) \( \varepsilon \iota \mu \varepsilon \)) what is not the case’ than if we read it as ‘you cannot know what does not exist’. Knowledge requires as its object truth, or what obtains. As Hintikka once pointed out, the epistemic principle ‘“M knows that \( p \)” entails \( p \)’ might be called Parmenides’ law. It is clearly in this sense that Plato understands the inference, as we can see from his echo of this argument in \textit{Republic} 5: the object known must be an \( \iota \) (\( \gamma \nu \iota \iota \varepsilon \) \( \varepsilon \iota \mu \varepsilon \)) (\( \gamma \nu \iota \iota \varepsilon \) \( \varepsilon \iota \mu \varepsilon \))? (476e7–477a1).

---

^{11} The earliest evidence for the use of absolute \( \textit{esti} \) with the meaning ‘exists’ is probably Protagoras B 4: ‘Concerning the gods, I cannot know either that they are or that they are not (\( \omicron \upsilon \varepsilon \varphi \ \omicron \iota \lambda \nu \ ο \iota \lambda \nu \ ο \iota \lambda \nu \ \omicron \iota \lambda \nu \ \omicron \iota \lambda \nu \ \omicron \iota \lambda \nu \ \omicron \iota \lambda \nu \ ο \iota \lambda \nu \ )’. 
3. Finally, there is the evidence from the context of the poem: the notion of truth is directly relevant in fr. 2, where the thesis that it is (hopōs esti) is called ‘the path of Persuasion (Peithous esti keleuthos), for she accompanies Truth (Alētheieī gar opēdei)’. The reference here to truth and persuasion or belief (peithō) echoes the goddess’s promise in B 1 that ‘you will learn all things’ (puthēsthai, mathēseai), including ‘the unshakable heart of persuasive Truth’. As this larger context makes clear, the route of esti is the only correct road for thought (noēsai) to travel on, precisely because it is the route of inquiry (zētēsis) that leads to knowledge of the truth.

I want to call attention to this strong epistemic context provided by the proem with its emphasis on Truth, and also on persuasion or conviction (pistis in B 1. 30) as the appropriate response to a true account. For this context tells against the weaker ‘intentional’ reading of eisi noēsai in B 2. 2, as the only two ways ‘that can be thought of’. This Burnet–Owen reading of the argument (which is reinforced by the tendentious translation of τὸ λέγειν τε νοεῖν τρ’ ἐόν in B 6. 1 as ‘what can be spoken and thought’) introduces a modal-intentional concern with the thinkable and sayable which may be philosophically attractive to modern ears, but which obscures Parmenides’ fundamental pre-occupation with knowledge and truth. I submit that Parmenides’ urgent pursuit of knowledge in the proem, together with the goddess’s promise of a fully reliable revelation, provides decisive evidence in favor of the epistemic reading of B 2. 7 (‘for you cannot know what-is-not’) and against the merely intentional reading of this verse as ‘you cannot conceive what does not exist’.

12 Reading ἀληθείας ἐπιθείως ὕπορ, not εὐκυκλέος in B 1. 29.
13 For my argument against this modal reading of B 6. 1 χρή τὸ λέγειν τε νοεῖν τρ’ ἐόν ἐμεναι as ‘it is necessary that what can be spoken and thought of exist’ see Kahn, ‘Being in Parmenides and Plato’, La Parole del Passato, 43 (1988), 260–1 (repr. as Ch. 7 above). This is the most problematic verse in the poem, and the modal reading is the least plausible of the five or six possible construals. The only natural reading of B 6. 1 is grammatically straightforward and philosophically sound: ‘It is necessary that legein and noein be eon’ (with ἐόν as predicate and ἐμεναι as copula). Since there is nothing at all besides to eon, if legein and noein are anything at all, they can only be eon.

In any case, as Tugendhat and others have pointed out, it is bad method to base any interpretation on a heavily disputed passage like B 6. 1.
14 This was the reading proposed by Victor Caston at the Austin conference. Something of this sort is required by the modal-intentional interpretation of the argument made popular by Owen: ‘the proof of its existence is that, if it did not exist, it could not be talked or thought about’ (Owen, ‘Eleatic Questions’, Classical Quarterly, 10 (1960), 60, citing B2).
I continue to believe, therefore, that the veridical notion is the right place for a reading of Parmenides’ argument to begin. But of course it cannot end there. We cannot offer ‘it is so’ as an adequate interpretation of Parmenides’ esti. As I have suggested, Parmenides’ new conception of Being must be seen as a complex assemblage and unification of a half dozen different functions of the verb einai in Greek. These include:

1. the veridical use of the verb to express the objective fact or reality corresponding to a true statement;
2. the claim of existence for the subject;
3. the copula use, for asserting predicates of the subject;
4. the stative-durative value of ‘is’ in contrast to the kinetic-mutative value of ‘becomes’;
5. the locative use with complements of place, which is often connected with an existential nuance (as in our expression ‘there is . . . ’; so in Greek to be is to be somewhere); and
6. ‘is’ as asserting identity, which can be regarded as a special case of predication (that is, identity construed as convertible predication, with subject and predicate reversed): thus Parmenides’ Being is ‘the same, remaining in itself and by itself’ (B 8. 29).

The inherent stative-durative value of the verb reinforces Parmenides’ claim that Being is unchanging, that it neither was nor will be but ‘is all together now’ (B 8. 5). The locative function of esti as a verb of place or station underlies Parmenides’ conception of Being as spatially extended and continuous. The notions of location and identity converge in the conception of Being as symmetrical: ‘like the bulk of a well-rounded sphere, equally balanced from the center in every direction’ (B 8. 43–4).

From the linguistic point of view, then, Parmenides can be seen as forging his new, metaphysical concept of Being by exploiting and

15 An essentially equivalent view is presented in the recent interpretation of Parmenides by Edward Hussey: ‘alētheiē, in the sense of “reality”, is the intended subject of esti; ‘If alētheiē is thought of as a “summed state of affairs,”’ then to say that there actually exists such a thing is just the same as to say that it is the case’ (‘Pythagoreans and Eleatics’, in C. C. W. Taylor (ed.), Routledge History of Philosophy, i (London/NY: Routledge, 1997), 134.)
fusing together the whole range of uses and meanings for the verb. Hence I would object to an existential reading of *esti* only to the extent that it is presented as self-sufficient, and as excluding the copula construction. In claiming that *einai* is essentially a predicative verb I mean to suggest that every philosophical use of *esti*—and not only in Parmenides—is potentially predicative. That is why the notion of existence can be so misleading as a basis for interpretation. In English (and in most modern languages) existence and predication are thought of as mutually exclusive, since an expression like ‘it exists’ does not admit the copula construction. If we think of an existential use in this sense, as excluding a predicative complement, such uses of *einai* are probably not to be found in Greek.

My view of *einai* as always potentially predicative gets strong support from an important study by Lesley Brown. In a critical review of the notion of an ‘incomplete use’ of the verb introduced by G. E. L. Owen, Brown points out that verbs do not divide into one-place and two-place predicates, as relations do. As she puts it (following Anthony Kenny), verbs can exhibit ‘variable polyadicity’ (p. 54). Brown argues that it is therefore a mistake to think of a ‘complete use’ of *einai* as one that excludes a predicative complement. Her model for a complete use is

Jane teaches.

which allows (but does not require) a syntactic complement such as ‘Jane teaches French’ or ‘Jane teaches mathematics’. Similarly, Brown suggests, in Plato’s Greek ‘X is’ always allows a complement ‘X is Y,’ without change of meaning for the verb. And hence (I add) it is misleading to translate a complete or absolute use of *esti* by English ‘exists’, precisely because the latter excludes the predicative construction which the former allows. (There is an additional discrepancy between *esti* and ‘exists’, to be specified below.) By contrast, our locution ‘there is’, which implies or suggests existence, easily admits a complement: ‘There is an X (which is) Y’. So in Greek, every

---

16 For a fuller statement of this view see Kahn, ‘Being in Parmenides and Plato’, pp. 249–51 (repr. as Ch. 7 above).
absolute or quasi-existential use of einai can be thought of as awaiting further specification; that is, as pregnant with the copula construction.

Corresponding to this syntactic difference between ‘exists’ and a ‘complete’ use of esti is a semantic discrepancy that is more difficult to specify. The flavor of this distinction is suggested by Vlastos’s observation that existence does not admit of degrees, it is all or nothing; whereas ‘being’ in Greek allows of more and less, as in Plato’s notion of ontós on and in his distinction between to mē on and to mēdámōs on. The gap between ‘exists’ and the strong use of esti also shows up in Plato’s lack of interest in what Brown calls ‘the Pegasus point’: the possibility of true predications for nonexistent subjects. She suggests that Plato’s failure to make this point is due to the fact that ‘he cannot distinguish non-existence from not being anything at all.’

I would put it more charitably. In Plato’s Greek ‘X is Y’ entails ‘X is’, whereas in English ‘Pegasus is a mythic creature’ does not entail ‘Pegasus exists’. Hence Plato’s ‘complete’ use of esti (with no complement supplied or presupposed) is not correctly rendered by ‘exists’. For Plato, any subject under discussion is a being: any ti is an on. We might say that, for better or worse, Plato simply lacks our notion of existence—the notion illustrated in a denial of existence for Pegasus or Santa Claus. Aristotle does show more interest in nonexistent subjects like centaurs and goat-stags, but it is not clear that anything in his distinction between einai haplōs and einai kata ti corresponds to our notion of existence.

The compatibility and union between existential force and copula construction, which I claim is typical of the Greek verb, can be illustrated by some familiar philosophical examples. The background

19 ‘Being in the Sophist’, 61 n. 16.
20 See also J. Malcolm, ‘Plato’s Analysis of to on and to mē on’, Phronesis, 12 (1967), 130–46.
21 Sophist 237c–d; Parmenides 132b7–c1. A. A. Long and D. N. Sedley suggest that the Stoic distinction between ti (something) and on (being) makes the latter equivalent to ‘exists’ (The Hellenistic Philosophers (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), i. 163–4). I believe there will still be a difference, but the Stoic distinction is clearly incompatible with Plato’s usage.
is provided by Homer’s reference to the gods as theoi aien eontes, ‘the 
gods who are (or live) forever’. (I would count this as a quasi-existential 
use of the verb.) It is this Homeric formula that Heraclitus is 
echoing when he speaks in B 30 of the kosmos which ‘always was 
and is and will be—everliving fire’: ἐν οἷς καὶ εστὶ καὶ εστι ποι αἰείζων. 
Here the three occurrences of the verb (ἐν καὶ εστὶ καὶ εστι) must be 
construed twice, first as complete or quasi-existential with aei (the 
kosmos is forever, like the gods), and then as copula with pur aezιζον. 
The grammar of the verb is the same in the Symposium, when Plato’s 
Diotima introduces the Beautiful itself. The description begins with 
the Homeric formula for a being ‘which is forever (αιεί οὖν), neither 
coming-to-be nor perishing . . . not beautiful in one respect, ugly in 
another . . . not being somewhere (ποι οὖν) . . . but itself by itself being 
forever uniform (μονοειδες οις οὖν)’ (211a–b).23 Here the existential, 
locative, and ordinary copula uses of the verb practically coincide. 

Plato is of course following not Heraclitus but Parmenides, in the 
graham of einai as in the metaphysics of Being. Thus in Parmenides 
B 8, which introduces the signposts marking the way that it is, the verb 
occurs four times in the first three lines.

μόνος δ' ἐτί μύθος ἀδιάφο 
λείπεται ὡς ἔστων ταύτην δ' ἐπί σήματ' ἔστι
πολλὰ μάλ', ὡς ἄγενητον ἐν καὶ ἀνώλεθρον ἔστιν.

In these verses a modern commentator may classify the first occurrence 
as existential or veridical (ὡς ἔστιν), the second as locative-existential 
(ταύτην δ' ἐπί σήματ' ἔστι), the third and fourth as copulative 
(ἄγενητον ἐν καὶ ἀνώλεθρον ἔστιν). But an ancient reader would 
probably recognize only more or less emphatic uses of a single verb 
with a single (unanalyzed) meaning. |

The same failure to respect the distinctions that modern grammar 
and logic would impose on uses of einai is also characteristic of the 
passage in which Plato introduces his most systematic discussion of the 
problems of Being and Not-Being. In Sophist 237c–238c to mè on and ta 
onta are at first presented in what seem to be complete or ‘existential’

23 ἂει οὖν καὶ οὕτω γιγνόμενον οὕτε ἀπολύμενον . . . οὐ τί μέν καλὸν, τί δ' ἀισχρόν . . . 
οὐδέ ποι οὖν ἐν ἔτερῳ τινι, οἷον ἐν ζώωι ἢ ἐν οὐρανῷ ἢ ἐν τοῖς ἄλλοις, ἀλλ' αὐτὸ καθ' αὐτὸ μεθ' 
αὐτοῦ μονοειδεῖς ἂει οὖν (Smp. 211a1–b2).
uses. It is in this syntactically complete form that the Parmenidean principle is enunciated, that to mê on, ‘what-is-not’, cannot be applied to or combined with to on, ‘what-is’ (237c). Apparent violations of this rule are then introduced where the construction of the verb is first unmistakably copulative (‘it is unthinkable and unsayable’ at 238c10, 238e6) and, second, veridical (at 241a1 false statement is described as ‘saying mê einai of ta onta and saying einai of ta mê onta’). In order to avoid incoherence and contradiction, the Eleatic Stranger insists that they must refute Parmenides and force the conclusion ‘that Not-Being is in some respect (hôs esti kata ti) and that Being in turn in some way is not (hôs ouk esti pê)’ (241d6). No doubt the long discussion that follows will illustrate or imply some important distinctions, and these may or may not correspond to distinctions we want to draw between different uses of einai. But the problem—as Plato defines it—is not to distinguish uses of einai, but to make clear how one can correctly combine the negative and positive constructions of the verb so as to give a coherent account of true and false statement. It is not at all obvious that Plato found it either necessary or desirable to make our distinctions between existence and predication, between predication and identity, or between any of these and the veridical use of einai for being-so or being-the-case. (Aristotle does, of course, make some of the relevant distinctions. His scheme of categories analyzes various predicative functions of einai, and in Metaph. Δ. 7 he distinguishes this from the veridical use. But Aristotle nowhere recognizes an existential use as such. Does he ever distinguish an is of identity?)

I want to defend Parmenides’ positive account of Being as a coherent, unified vision.24 And I think his refutation of coming-to-be is formally impeccable, once one accepts the premise (which Plato will

24 At the Austin conference Victor Caston objected that the veridical (even when construed objectively, as fact rather than truth claim) was incompatible with the other uses of einai, since its subject must be something with propositional structure, whereas the other uses normally take individual entities or things as subject. This parallels David Gallop’s objection: a fact or state of affairs ‘seems to be of the wrong logical type to serve as the bearer of such attributes as “ungenerable,” “imperishable,” “whole,” and “immovable” . . . What the goddess seems to be talking about is not a fact or state of affairs but a thing with certain attributes’ (“Is” or “Is Not”?’, Monist, 62 (1979), 66).

I think the best answer is to refer to Wolfgang Mann’s recent book, The Discovery of Things (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2000), which shows how great an innovation it was for Aristotle to introduce the ‘common sense’ ontology of things with attributes. And
deny) that esti and ouk esti are mutually exclusive, like $p$ and not-$p$. And it is precisely this assimilation of the ‘is or is not’ dichotomy to a law of logic—to ‘$p$ or not-$p$’—that accounts for the extraordinary effectiveness of Parmenides’ argument, its acceptance by the fifth-century cosmologists, and the difficulty that Plato encountered in answering it.

However, if the rich, positive account of Being that results from Parmenides’ amalgamation of the entire range of uses and meanings of einai turns out to be a long-term success (as the fruitful ancestor of ancient atomism, Platonic Forms, and the metaphysics of eternal Being in western theology), the corresponding negation in Not-Being is a conceptual nightmare. Depending on which function of einai is being denied, to mē on can represent either negative predication, falsehood, nonidentity, nonexistence, or nonentity—that is to say, nothing at all. The fallacy in Parmenides’ argument lies not in the cumulation of positive attributes for Being but in the confused union of these various modes of negation in the single conception of ‘what-is-not’. That is why Plato saw fit to criticize his great predecessor with respect to the notion of Not-Being, while making positive use of the Parmenidean notion of Being.

even Aristotle, who does in principle distinguish predicative from veridical uses, does not always respect that distinction in technical contexts (notably in the discussion of ei estin questions in APo. II). In general, Greek philosophers are not sensitive to the distinction between propositional and nonpropositional subjects of einai.
Postscript on Parmenides

Parmenides was my first love in philosophy. I had once thought to write a book on Parmenides, but there always seemed to be too many unsolved problems. I conclude these essays by returning to three problems that do seem soluble, and that do not involve the concept of Being: Parmenides’ relation to natural philosophy, the direction of the chariot ride in his proem, and the epistemic preference for Fire.

1. Parmenides and physics

Parmenides belongs, with Heraclitus, to the second wave of Greek philosophers, those whose work (at the end of the sixth or beginning of the fifth century) can take for granted the existence of a new naturalistic cosmology. The investigation of nature (peri phuseōs historia) that had begun in Miletus was then spreading throughout the Greek world. Heraclitus and Parmenides have in common some version of the new natural philosophy, by reference to which they can define their own philosophical views. But neither Heraclitus nor Parmenides is primarily a practitioner of this new enterprise of explaining the world in quasi-scientific terms. Both can best be seen as spectators and commentators on the new worldview. Heraclitus has thought about physics, but also about life and death. He has investigated the nature of things, but he has also investigated himself. Thus he has integrated the new conception of nature into a much larger view of the meaning of life and death, the human and the divine.

Parmenides’ relationship to the new natural philosophy is more complex. On the one hand, he introduces a view of Being that stands
outside of the cosmological tradition; but in the second part of the poem he presents a detailed cosmology of the Milesian type. Parmenides’ cosmology is not strictly Ionian; it has certain distinctive features (such as transmigration) that mark it as belonging to the western or Pythagorean branch of the tradition. But Parmenides’ metaphysical innovation is designed to undermine both the western and Ionian versions of cosmology: the whole enterprise has now been demoted to the rank of untrustworthy ‘opinions of mortals’.

It is Parmenides’ account of Being, in part 1 of the poem, that serves as point of departure for the metaphysics of Plato and Aristotle. But initially, in the fifth century, it is Parmenides’ physical theory, the doctrine of elements outlined in part 2 of the poem, that provides the pattern for Anaxagoras, Empedocles, and the atomists. It is Parmenides who introduces the new concept of element, as a basis for explaining the world of change by the mixing and unmixing of fundamental constituents, themselves immune to change. The argument against coming-to-be and perishing in part 1 has as its response the development of an element theory in part 2: a theory of what survives change. Parmenides’ metaphysics thus provides the basis for his physics.

Parmenides presents this theory of two elements, Fire and Night, in the context of a detailed cosmology. Because of our almost total ignorance of the western tradition before Parmenides, it is impossible for us to evaluate the degree of originality in Parmenides’ own cosmology. I assume that the old Cornford–Raven attempt to reconstruct an earlier Pythagorean view from Parmenides’ text (a view that Parmenides would be reacting against) no longer has any supporters. The method of reconstruction was circular; and the illusion of an early Pythagorean doctrine, constructed by inference from Parmenides’ text, has been effectively destroyed by the critical work of Walter Burkert. We must simply accept the fact that Parmenides’ cosmology is the earliest known example of the Italian tradition.

We can only guess how much of his own life Parmenides had devoted to the study of nature, how much of his cosmology he has taken over from his unknown predecessors. A striking fact is that his poem is the first Greek text to report two important scientific discoveries. One is to identify the Morning Star with the Evening Star;
in other words, to recognize the planet Venus (Diels-Kranz A 1. 23; A 40a.). This identity had been known in Babylon for many centuries, but it is unknown to Hesiod, and it is not mentioned in any Greek text before Parmenides. Parmenides’ other innovation is more momentous: he realizes that the moon’s light is dependent on light from the sun (B 14–15). This is practically equivalent to recognizing that lunar eclipse is due to the shadow of the earth—a discovery usually attributed to Anaxagoras. Was Parmenides himself practicing observational astronomy? Is he personally responsible for either of these two scientific breakthroughs? We simply do not know. But we may reasonably conclude that if Parmenides himself was not doing original work in astronomy, he was at least acquainted with the best knowledge of his time. To that extent, part 2 of his poem represents a genuine contribution to early Greek natural philosophy or protoscience. Nietzsche once suggested that Parmenides in his early years was a student of astronomy and physics and had worked out his own cosmology, before undergoing something like a metaphysical conversion to the higher knowledge of Being (Philosophy in the Tragic Age of the Greeks, sec. 9). This is an attractive story, since it accounts for the full development of a physical theory in the second part of the poem.

Nevertheless, Parmenides denies the attribute of truth to this elaborate cosmology. He continues to pursue natural philosophy, but only as the way of doxa, defined by contrast with the way of Truth which is the way of Being. This Truth-versus-Doxa dichotomy provides Parmenides with an epistemic framework within which the Ionian cosmology can be reinterpreted. Seen within this framework, what we call science or protoscience is no more than deceptive appearance, ‘the opinions of mortals, in which there is no true trust’ (B 1. 31). Parmenides’ cosmology is intended to be the best of its kind, ‘so that no view of mortals will ever surpass’ it (B 8. 61), a claim twice echoed by Plato in the Timaeus (29c7, 48d3). But despite its powerful structure as the first element theory and despite its rich empirical detail, this cosmology is offered only as unreliable ‘opinions of mortals’, presented in a ‘deceptive ordering (kosmos) of verses’ (frag. 8. 52), with a punning reference to the deceptive notion of a physical kosmos. Nevertheless, the inclusion in the poem of such a full-scale exercise in peri physeōs historia establishes Parmenides’ unmistakable continuity with the
Ionian tradition. His radically new view is designed not to replace but to reevaluate the naturalist enterprise by subordinating it to his more profound vision of Truth and Reality (αλήθεια, 1. 29). At the same time, by giving to physics an explanatory foundation in permanent elements, Parmenides transforms the Ionian study of nature into something approaching the form of a modern scientific theory, the model for later reductive theories such as atomism. Once again, Parmenides’ gift to physics is a direct result of his metaphysics.

It remains to be seen if Parmenides, or anyone else, could give a coherent account of the nature of the physical world according to the radical dualism of his dichotomy between Truth and Opinion. If the physical opposition of Fire and Night is the result of a mistake made by mortals, who are thus responsible for producing the world of δοξα, why or how could mortals exist in the first place? The ontological status of the world of appearance must remain problematic, unless it is supported by a derivation from Being. That is why Plato chose to revise Parmenides’ doctrine by recognizing an intermediate realm of Becoming, which participates in Being and hence both is and is not.

2. The direction of the chariot ride in the proem

Until recently the cognitive preference for light over night in the cosmology has led most commentators to assume that the emphatic phrase ἐσ ϕάος in line 10 of the proem was intended to present the allegorical voyage of the kouros as a voyage from darkness into light. Furthermore, this view of a pervasive light–night symbolism seemed confirmed by the fact that the kouros is escorted by Sun Maidens who have just left behind them the halls of Night (l. 9). But this long-standing interpretation of the proem was challenged by J. S. Morrison in a 1955 article\(^1\) claiming that Parmenides’ voyage was better understood as a katabasis, an initiation into the mysteries of the underworld.

\(^1\) ‘Parmenides and Er’, *Journal of Hellenic Studies*, 75 (1955), 59–68.
Since then articles by Walter Burkert and David Furley have supported Morrison’s suggestion, and established a new trend against the reading of the proem as a voyage from darkness to light. (Burkert argues that the direction of the chariot ride is neither up nor down but horizontal: ‘the Beyond lies neither above or below but simply very, very far away’, p. 15.) A recent discussion of this question by Mitchell Miller argues for a deliberate ambiguity. Against the view of Alexander Mourelatos and others that Parmenides leaves the topography of the journey ‘blurred beyond recognition’, Miller finds ‘a clear, and clearly contradictory, double sense’ for the direction of the chariot ride (p. 23 n. 39). Parmenides, he thinks, wants to have it both ways.

There is some basis for Miller’s claim of ambiguity. If Parmenides had wanted to make the path of the chariot ride unmistakably clear, there would be no room for disagreement on this matter between good scholars. In fact Parmenides has created his own mythical landscape, with mixed topography, and some features are suggestive of the underworld. But as an indication of direction, the notion of a katabasis cannot be correct. I will endeavor to show that this interpretation misconstrues both the imagery and the symbolism of the proem.

There are a dozen references to motion in the proem but only one specification of where all this movement is going. That is the phrase ἐξ φῶς, ‘to the light’ in verse 10. There is no counterbalancing indication of a movement downwards or into darkness. It is true that, in its immediate context, the phrase ἐξ φῶς refers directly to the movement of the Heliades leaving the halls of Night (as Morrison and others have insisted). But the function of the daughters of the Sun, and their motive in leaving the house of Night, is to lead the kouros somewhere. Where are they leading him? There is no other direction indicated, either for the Heliades or for the chariot or for the horses that draw it. In the first five verses of the proem the verb ἑρέμω occurs 4 times, the

---

verbs ἰκάνειν, πέμπειν, ἀγεῖν, and ἥγεμονεῖν each once. That makes 8 verbs of motion in 5 verses. An alert reader must ask: Where is all this motion going? Where does the ‘way of the goddess’ lead? A hint comes with the participle αἰθόμενος for the axle blazing in the wheel (v. 7), to be echoed a few lines later by αἰθέριαι for the gates themselves (v. 13). A second, stronger hint is given by the identity of the Heliades (in verse 9), the daughters of the Sun who will know how to guide the chariot on the sun’s path. The significant parallel to Phaethon was pointed out long ago by Bowra; according to that story, the Heliades helped Phaethon set off on his ill-fated journey with the chariot of the Sun.5 The parallel would suggest that Parmenides’ kouros is also traveling through the sky, on a path like that of the sun. And the one and only definite answer to the question ‘Where is all this going?’ comes in the words ἐς φάος in the emphatic initial position at the beginning of verse 10. This specifies, first of all, the movement of the Heliades out of the halls of Night. But where are the Heliades going? If they immediately drop their veils, that is presumably a signal that they are now at home, having left their overnight visit in the halls of Night. 6 Their home is of course the realm of the sun, the realm of light. And it is precisely there (ἐνθα v. 11) that the gates are to be found, the gates that are αἰθέριαι—aloft, in the sky. There is no hint so far of any movement except upwards, into the sky (αιθήρ) and into the light. If, narrowly construed, the phrase ἐς φάος modifies only the movement of the Heliades out of the halls of Night, in rhetorical terms, coming as it does in the strong initial position of verse 10, this phrase specifies all the movement of the first 10 lines. That is why, until recently, all commentators have understood Parmenides’ journey as a voyage into the light.

Why then do some readers now look for a ἱκάνειν, a voyage down into the underworld? There is no basis for this, as far as I can see, in the first ten verses of the proem. (The halls of Night have been mentioned


6 So rightly A. H. Coxon: ‘The Heliades “push back their mantillas from their heads” and increase their speed because they have reached the light which is their natural habitation’ (The Fragments of Parmenides (Dover, NH: Van Gorcum, 1986), 161).
in verse 9, but only as a place that the Heliades have left behind.) It is only in verse 11 that supporters of the *katabasis* reading can begin to find references to the underworld, first in the Hesiodic associations of the introductory *ενθα* in verse 11, together with the designation of the gates through which the *kouros* must pass as ‘the gates of the paths of Night and Day’. Thus Morrison claims: ‘The mention of the house of Night, and of “the gates of the paths of Day and Night” with their threshold, enables us to identify the place as the familiar region of poetic tradition about the underworld.’ But this is special pleading. The house of Night is mentioned here only as left behind. The emphatic *ενθα*, ‘There!’, introducing the gates at the beginning of verse 11 is to be located not by its occurrence in the *Theogony* but by its context in Parmenides’ proem. Furthermore, according to *Odyssey* 10. 86, the ‘paths of Day and Night’ are not found in the underworld but simply very far away, in the land of the Laistrygonians. The gates themselves are here said to be *αιθέριαι*, ‘celestial’ or in the sky (*αιθήρ*).

Nothing in the proem points to a subterranean location. Some of Parmenides’ mysterious language is reminiscent of Hesiod’s account of the underworld, but with a difference. Thus Hesiod’s underworld threshold is made of bronze, Parmenides’ threshold is of stone (*λάινως οὐδός, v. 12*). Dikê as gatekeeper is not to be found in Hesiod’s underworld; on the contrary, Hesiod in the *Erga* has Dikê seated next to Zeus in Olympus. Clearly Parmenides is creating his own mythical landscape for his own mythical chariot ride, using as raw material whatever in the poetic tradition suits his purpose. But that Parmenides’ chariot is not traveling underground or into any cave but aloft, through the sky, is first suggested by the parallel to Phaethon with the company of the Heliades, and then guaranteed by the description of the gates through which he must pass as *αιθέριαι* (v. 13).

---

8. The text does not support Furley’s suggestion that the Sun Maidens ‘come to meet Parmenides and take him back home with them—back into the House of Night’ (*Exegesis and Argument*, p. 2). I can find no evidence for this return trip. On the contrary, if the Heliades were heading right back into the House of Night, why would they remove their veils on leaving it?
9. Miller and others have seen Hesiodic associations in the *χάμα* that appears when the gates fly open in v. 18, recalling the deep pit of Tartarus in *Theogony* 740. But ‘chasms’ are not necessarily in the underworld. Morrison himself draws the parallel with the double set of
The mythology of the proem comes to an end when the goddess greets the *kouros* and assures him that his celestial chariot ride is approved by Themis and Dikê—he was not, like Phaethon, sent on his way by a *μοῖρα κακή* (1. 26)! What follows the meeting is no longer myth but a revelation of Truth. Of course the mythical language of the epic persists throughout the poem, borne by the hexameter form. But the *kouros* and his chariot have no role to play after the proem.

From the literary point of view, the proem focusses on two points: the driving effort and passion of the journey, and the formidable solidity of the gates that must be opened and entered. It is natural to see these two points as allegory for the intellectual passion (θυμός) of Parmenides’ inquiry into truth, and for the difficulty of his intellectual breakthrough into the conception of Being as presented in the body of the poem. Should we (with many commentators) see in the journey of the *kouros* a reflection of some personal occasion of enlightenment on Parmenides’ part, a genuine experience of being transported into a higher cognitive realm? Of course the text itself cannot guarantee what lies behind it in the author’s own life. Still, the radical nature of his claims, in both ontology and epistemology, and the acute sense of distance from the views of ordinary mortals strongly suggest that Parmenides himself had had the powerful experience of a revolutionary insight, which he has chosen to present to us in this imaginative form.

As far as I can see, there is no real parallel to this proem in the literature of archaic Greece. The notion of poetry as divine revelation is of course common from Homer on, and Hesiod has described his own meeting with the Muses on Helicon. But Hesiod’s description is given as a naturalistic report, not as a mystic chariot ride. Empedocles claims to be divine, but he does not report supernatural experiences. The chariot of song is familiar as a poetic device, but not as a personal narrative. There may well have been closer parallels in the lost revelation literature of the sixth or early fifth century. But my guess is that Parmenides was as daring and unprecedented in his construction of the proem as he was in the doctrine of the poem itself.

χάσματα in the myth of Er, one pair going into the heavens, one pair into the earth (Rep. 10. 614c–d). And the paradoxical phrase χάσμ’ ἄχανές may have the effect of neutralizing any Hesiodic associations.
Without the natural poetic gift of Xenophanes or Empedocles, Parmenides has nevertheless chosen to use the medium of epic poetry rather than the new prose of Ionian philosophy, presumably because he has something to say of more general importance than could be expressed in a purely technical treatise. Furthermore, he has enhanced the traditional authority of the epic genre by this elaborate narrative of a special revelation. Whether or not the proem reflects a definite personal experience, it certainly articulates a claim to special knowledge. At the same time, the mystical or magical character of the opening narrative is designed to prepare the way for an entirely rational message. It is in this sense that the proem is allegorical. The physical details are worked out with great care, but we are not asked to believe that Parmenides (or anyone else) was physically transported in a chariot escorted by the daughters of the Sun.

It is because the proem is so carefully crafted that it seems important to get an accurate view of the direction of Parmenides’ journey. The recent interpretation of his trip as a *katabasis* fails to do justice to the unified light imagery of the poem as a whole, and also to the essential rationality of its message. It is not the shadowy region of the underworld and the darkness of νυκτὶς ἄδαις, ‘unknowing Night’, but the bright light of the *αἰθήρ*, the sunlit sky, that symbolizes Parmenides’ passion for the Truth and the goal of his chariot ride. (Why would he need a chariot to go underground?) That is why his guides are daughters of the Sun, his axle is blazing (*αἰθόμενος*), the gates are celestial (*αἰθέρια*), and he is being led towards the light (*ἐς φάός*). It is probably no accident that the poem describes the traveler as an *εἰδωλ φώς*, a ‘knowing mortal’ (verse 3); that is, as a person qualified for revelation, with a play on the meaning of *φάος* as light. (The pun is paralleled in fragment 14, where the Homeric verse-ending *αλλοτριόν φώς* for an alien mortal alludes to the borrowed light of the moon.) Thus the light imagery of the proem is, from the beginning, associated with the positive notion of knowledge, just as the negative figure of night is later associated with silence and ignorance. All of this is turned upside down if we construe Parmenides’ chariot ride as a *katabasis*.

This conclusion will be confirmed in the following discussion of a notorious crux in a later fragment.
3. The epistemic preference for Fire

μορφᾶς γὰρ κατέθεντο δύο γνώμας ὄνομάξεων
τῶν μίαν οὐ χρεών ἔστιν, ἐν ὦι πεπλανημένοι εἰσίν

B. 8. 53–4

Mortals have made up their mind to name two forms, one of which it is not right (to name), in which they have gone astray.

Much ingenuity has been expended in the attempt to make τῶν μίαν here mean something other than what it says; namely, that mortals were wrong to name one of these two forms. The statement is of course paradoxical, since the two forms of Fire (or Light) and Night are defined as opposites and apparently as logically dependent on one another. It would seem that either both forms are right or both are wrong. This poses a serious problem of interpretation. But the rule of good method for a difficult text is the same here as for fragments 3 and 6. 1 (discussed above, pp. 163, 189–91): first let the text say what it does seem to say, and then try to make sense of it. Once one begins to play with alternative construals of the syntax (as commentators have tended to do with these difficult passages), the enterprise of interpretation is in danger of becoming arbitrary. Instead of extracting a meaning from the text, we impose one upon it.

Given what the verse says, we must ask what reason Parmenides could have had for identifying mortal error with one of the forms rather than with both. There is a clue in the properties attributed to the two forms in the following verses: ‘to one form they assigned a blazing Fire of flame, being mild, immensely light, the same with itself in every way, but not the same as the other; but the other in itself opposed, unknowing Night, a dense and heavy frame’ (trans. after Coxon). The negative associations of Night are emphasized here by identifying Night with ignorance (ἀδανής); light, on the other hand, is favored as a gentle being (ηπιον ὄν, 8. 57) and characterized by one of the properties of Being itself (‘the same with itself in every way’, echoing the symmetry of what-is in 8. 42–9). Furthermore, one of the epithets of fire repeats the term αἰθέριον that appeared twice in the proem. We have seen the importance of this epithet.
Following these hints, we can recognize Night as the form it was not right to name. The epithet ἄδανης applied here to Night reflects the ignorance of mortals in introducing this form. That does not mean that the other form, Light or Fire, is identical with true Being. The introduction of Night transforms Being into the less pure form of Fire. (Although Fire is the positive representative of Being, it is not true Being once it is relativized by opposition to Night, and thus becomes an object of the senses rather than of nous.) But the two verses quoted do imply that the positive form points in the right direction. In the second part of the poem we are of course within the deceptive cosmology of mortal error. But we can say that, within this cosmology, Light reflects the principle of truth and knowledge. Thus Light serves as both the symbolical and the physical representative of Being within the world of mortal opinion and perception. (So correctly Aristotle Met. 987a1: ‘Parmenides ranks the hot with Being, the other principle with Not-Being’.) Theophrastus reports that this asymmetry between the two forms was developed systematically in a lost passage on cognition: ‘thought becomes better and purer because of the hot. . . . He says the corpse does not perceive light and heat and sound because of the loss of fire, but it perceives cold and silence and the opposites’ (A 46 in Diels-Kranz). And the surviving fragment on cognition (B 16) confirms, for the world of physics and sensation, the identity between thought and its object expressed in fragments 3 and 8. 34: ‘Thus mind (νόος) for humans is the same as what it thinks (φιλοτική), the nature of human limbs’. As the corpse thinks only darkness, so the ἐνδών φῶς, the knowing mortal, will think mostly light.10
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